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NATIONAL ATTRIBUTES, ELITE PERCEPTIONS AND INTERSTATE
INTERACTIONS: AN ANALYSIS OF FOREIGN POLICY BEHAVIOR
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BY

M ICHAEL ONIPE ANDA

The University o f  W isconsin-Milwaukee, 1990 
Under the Supervision o f Professor M ark Tessler

Our research contributes to the theoretical literature in comparative 

international relations by analyzing interstate interactions in W est Africa. It traces the 

diplomatic history o f  the subregion from independence until present times, builds 

upon studies on functional cooperation within the context o f  the Economic Community 

o f  W est African States (ECOW AS), and explores the broader question o f  international 

relations in W est Africa. W e argue that interactions among memberstates o f  this 

subsystem are influenced by three interrelated factors: leaders’ perceptions, the 

national attributes o f  W est African states, and the external environment.
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Several research questions and hypotheses are deduced from relevant aspects 

o f  pow er approach, decision-making theory, and systems perspective. Are economic 

interactions m ore frequent than political interactions? W hat are the effects o f  states’ 

pow er, development, and contiguity on regional behavior? W hat is the impact o f 

leaders’ ideological belief systems on interstate relations? W hat is the nature o f 

interactions between W est African states and specific extra-African powers?

Covering a fifteen-year period, 4,365 directed dyadic foreign policy events 

w ere identified, abstracted, and coded from W est Africa (London) and Africa 

Research Bulletin (Exeter) publications from January 1975 through December 1989.

A scale which transforms non-routine foreign policy events into numerical quantities 

was derived from  Edward A zar’s Conflict and Peace Data Bank (COPDAB).

National attribute data were also collected for 1977, 1982, and 1987, and estimates 

among the various variables were established through Pearson’s correlation 

coefficients.

T he high volume o f  interactions in the 1970s (the period o f  relative affluence) 

has been replaced by passivity in the 1980s (the period o f  resource scarcity and 

limited income). Interactions are m ore likely to involve W est African states and 

extra-African powers than W est African states exclusively. W hereas events in the 

form er dimension are mainly economic, events between W est African states tend to be 

political. Size, wealth, development, contiguity, military and diplomatic capabilities, 

are, as hypothesized, positively associated with interactions.

Consequently, some states may eventually reap the benefits o f  regional
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interactions at others’ expense. O ur research also entails implications that extend 

beyond W est Africa, and demonstrates the relevance o f  the scientific approach to the 

foreign policies o f  developing states.

MjJL ---------
M ajor Professor
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION AND CONCEPTUALIZATION

Introduction

Three critical themes o f Third W orld politics, namely, national liberation (or 

decolonization), conflict resolution and economic development, constitute the 

irreducible core o f  African international relations. In other words, these central 

issues may be rightly identified as the common concerns o f  African foreign policies.1 

W hether African states are involved in intra-African matters o r in global affairs, the 

perennial problems o f  economic and political cooperation in term s o f these issue-areas 

recur constantly.2 By assuming that cooperation among a  set o f  less developed 

countries (LDCs) reflects the extent to which their external policies are coordinated, 

and by concentrating on foreign policy behavior in W est A frica as a case study, this 

research analyzes the extent to which African states have succeeded o r  failed in 

harmonizing their foreign policies as a  strategy towards maximizing the collective 

goals o f  African unity. Thus, this w ork is a  partial contribution to recent cross

national literature on African foreign policies which concentrates substantially on 

regional studies.3

Among the various reasons for our expressed interest in West Africa include, 

first and foremost, the wide range o f cooperative activities in the subregion. A large,
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complex area, W est A frica has an active network o f  cooperative organizations as 

evidenced by the plethora o f  numerous intra-African intergovernmental organizations 

(IGOs) and institutions.4 W est African history is replete with proposals and 

arrangements that were designed to foster W est African unity. Predating the 

infamous Berlin Treaty o f  1884-1885, which eventually led to  the historic "partition 

o f  A frica,”3 and the advent o f  colonialism, the W est A frican subregion had witnessed 

a  long history characterized by a  flurry o f diplomatic activities between African rulers 

and European pow ers.6 As a  consequence o f  lacking resources to deal adequately 

with the total range o f  international issues, W est African states must be  selective in 

the geographic and functional areas they emphasize.

Indeed, it  has been contended that before informal and formal colonialism, 

Africa was an "actor" in  the international system "albeit a  weak and marginal one."7 

This point needs to be underscored. There is a  strong but unfortunate tendency in the 

literature to  regard A frica as the passive continent par excellence, as "a recipient o f 

influences rather than a  transm itter o f  effects."6 In contrast to this angle o f 

misperception, however, it is widely acknowledged that "Africans were never passive 

bystanders in continental o r global affairs; even in pre-colonial and colonial times 

they affected outcomes by adopting alternative strategies o f  conflict and 

cooperation."9 M ore specifically, Zartman maintains that relations between the states 

in W est Africa began to develop "even before independence. It is one o f the 

anomalies o f  W estern A frica that there were foreign relations - even foreign policies - 

before there w ere states."10
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A fter political independence, the idea o f  pan-Africanism flourished best in 

W est Africa where several leaders envisioned, in  principle, a  continental union o f 

A frica with the actual fostering o f  W est African unity as a  means to that end. It is 

hardly surprising, therefore, that in  relative comparison with their counterparts in 

other subregions, W est African states are active members o f  an overwhelming 

m ajority o f  the entire network o f  pan-African IGOs in A frica.11 W ithin this context, 

it is apparent that the task o f  analyzing the levels and variations in W est African 

foreign policies is relevant and im portant as prelude to adequately understanding any 

design for cooperation in the area.

T he current trend in the global system towards regionalization and subsystem 

dominant characteristics has led to theories o f  regional cooperation and peripheral 

state behavior. One o f  the prom inent features o f  the contemporary international 

system is the heightened tendency o f  some states to gravitate toward some degree o f 

regional cooperation.12 Accordingly, the development o f  subregionalism is likely to 

form one o f  the formidable pillars o f  inter-African relations in the foreseeable 

future.13 Basically, our study is premised on the assumption that W est Africa is a  

rising but inchoate international "regional subsystem ."14 An international regional 

subsystem is defmed here as comprising a  set o f  geographically proxim ate and 

regularly interacting states that share to some degree a  sense o f  regional identity and 

are so perceived by external ac tors.15 "The prim ary stress is on a  geographic 

region, with consensual recognition by most other actors that it is a  distinctive 

community, and self-identification by the constituent members o f  that system ."16 As
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George Shepherd notes on international cooperation, the m ajor problem-solving 

concern o f  a  regional subsystem "is to coordinate the external policies o f  its 

m em bers.”17 By definition, therefore, a  regional subsystem has a  structure peculiar 

to  it and separate from global politics. Applied to  the foreign policies o f  West 

A frican states, this translates into an endeavor towards the effective rationalization 

and coordination o f  common economic and political positions on issues concerning the 

larger collective interests o f African states. Indeed, writing along similar lines, one 

com m entator concluded that "the emergence o f  the notion W est Africa, and 

consequently, the notion W est Africans, will depend largely on the evolution o f Intra- 

A frican diplom acy."18

F or a  working definition o f  the hypothesized W est African regional subsystem, 

w e include the sixteen sovereign and more o r less geographically contiguous 

m emberstates o f  the Economic Community o f  W est African States (ECOW AS), 

namely, Benin, Burkina Faso, Cape Verde Islands, the Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, 

Guinea-Bissau, Ivory Coast, Liberia, M ali, M auritania, N iger, N igeria, Senegal,

S ierra Leone and Togo.19 These states occupy about twenty percent o f  the total land 

mass o f  Africa, and include within them, approximately one-half o f  the entire 

population o f  black Africa. F o r the purposes o f this multi-nation comparative study, 

these_sixteen memberstates o f  ECOWAS constitute our prim ary unit o f  analysis (that 

is, the units whose behavior we are attempting to explain).20 Contemporary 

international relations in W est Africa consist, to an overwhelming extent, o f  a  set o f 

m irrors reflecting the image o f  this interstate grouping. ECOW AS represents a
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practical example o f  the view shared by many that subregional groupings in Africa 

are a  m ore moderate and realistic approach towards interstate cooperation than 

impracticable grand designs for a  continental union.21 In  short, this coalition 

furnishes a  living and veritable laboratory for testing the neo-functionalist claims that 

subregional organizations are m ore effective in handling interstate problems than 

regional and global forums.

Although our study builds upon studies on functional integration and economic 

development within the context o f  ECOW AS, it w ill also focus on exploring the much 

broader question o f  international relations in W est Africa. F o r example, in order to 

fully attain ECOWAS goals, memberstates are generally encouraged to harmonize 

their policies, not only in terms o f  scientific and technical advancement, but also in 

political and diplomatic matters, and in problems pertaining to  mutual defense and 

security. Indeed, African scholars and diplomats alike have long advocated a  

coordinated ECOWAS foreign policy as a  useful complement to the much broader 

continental strategy. According to this perspective, ECOWAS memberstates (and the 

organization as a  whole) provide a  useful mechanism for discussing and coordinating 

foreign policies on a  broad range o f  African affairs, from such disparate issues as the 

growing need for economic development to the avowed recognition o f the M PLA 

(Movimento Popular de Libertacao de Angola) government in  A ngola.22 Thus 

construed, ECOWAS represents a  realistic organ for the promotion o f  greater intra- 

African cooperation and for the advancement o f  other avenues o f  regional 

collaboration.
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Statement and Definition o f  the Problem

This project contributes broadly to  the grow ing literature on the comparative 

international relations o f  the Third W orld,23 by concentrating on assessing the 

multiple dimensions o f  regional cooperation among the sm aller and less developed 

states o f  W est Africa. Since developing states represent the vast majority o f  countries 

in the world, it is ironical and disappointing that they are often neglected in the study 

o f  international relations.24 Expressing this intellectual concern in their innovative 

work, two scholars, McGowan and Gottwald, state that fo r the analyst who is 

genuinely interested in building "general, positive foreign policy theory, the great 

pow er bias in  the literature must be overcome i f  w e are to explain the external 

behavior o f  all types o f  states."25 In like manner, W illiam Thompson writes 

eloquently o f  discredited models that contain "a ’great pow er’ bias which could not 

effectively be  used to explain the behavior o f less-than-great pow ers,"26 and Cantori 

and Spiegel wisely caution that "international politics cannot be  fully comprehended if  

there is a  concentration only on the relations among the greatest o f  pow ers."27 As 

Brecher finally concludes, the prudent path to "a valid theory o f  state behavior is a  

multidimensional attack, designed to uncover findings from a  broad typology o f  

actors. The patterns o f behavior which are likely to  emerge from such an inquiry 

would enrich our descriptive, explanatory, and predictive capability much m ore than a 

priori theorizing."28

According to most objective indicators, the economic situation and prospects 

o f  African states are generally precarious and bleak. At present, economic trends are
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most often negative. Despite significant regional variations, the continent as a  whole 

presents a  terrifying case o f  absolute poverty and attendant social and political 

instability. F o r instance, by one count, twenty-six o f the w orld’s thirty-six poorest 

states are in Africa, and alm ost half o f  these are located in the W est African 

subregion.29 N ot only is the standard o f  living in the W est African subregion one o f 

the lowest in  the w orld,30 by another count, thirteen o f  the sixteen ECOW AS 

memberstates are officially included among the forty-two m ost economically 

disadvantaged countries in the world econom y.31 In general, therefore, the onerous 

fact that the African continent represents a  unique collection o f  largely small and 

impoverished states, poses a  pressing m oral concern to the peace researcher and the 

developmentally-sensitive scholar.32

African and other T hird W orld states are traditionally discussed as pawns in 

global great-power struggles. W e argue that this view, strongly influenced by a  Cold 

W ar interpretation o f  world politics, does not fully grasp the changing realities o f  an 

international system that has becom e increasingly multipolar and nationally pluralistic. 

In particular, the political independence o f  A frican states in the 1960s largely reduced 

the capability o f  the great pow ers to control smaller powers, and has increased the 

relative autonomy and im portance o f  these generally small states. In addition, more 

recent changes in East-W est relations suggest the need for a  fundamental reorientation 

o f  scholarly assumptions about what the balance o f  the twentieth century holds in 

store for this relatively underdeveloped region.33 In this sense, within the 

fram ework o f  a  comparative subordinate state system, interstate relations in Africa
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deserves more careful and sustained attention, thereby contributing to a reduction of

its traditional neglect.

A s a  consequence, it  is important to  emphasize that our study bears two 

principal audiences in  mind. First, w e hope to  stimulate the interest o f  scholars in the 

field o f  comparative international relations theory, including casual readers with 

substantive interest in  regional cooperative behavior, but especially "specialists in 

African and small state foreign policy behavior."34 W e have already indicated that 

for the benefit o f  sound theory, it is imperative that scholars also extend 

systematically derived hypotheses o r propositions to other non-W estem polities. For 

instance, Roger Cobb and Charles E lder have for long stressed the increasing need for 

studies o f  the developing regions o f  Latin America, Southeast Asia and Africa, in 

order to  determ ine the extent to  which the different indicators o f  cohesion in these 

regions hold consistent with the findings o f  the North Atlantic area.35 This endeavor 

will indeed assist in resolving the tough issue o f  deparochializing the bases o f  some o f 

the current research which has been frequently linked to the nationalistic biases o f  

particular scholars and information sources.

Our second audience comprises students o f  the analytical and empirical 

analyses o f  international interaction, some of whom have expressed strong concerns 

about insufficient data on African politics in particular, and Third W orld politics in 

general. George Yu has strongly complained, for instance, about the paucity o f  data 

on the interaction pattern o f  most states: "The problem  becomes especially acute 

when w e move away from North America and W estern Europe. W e know, in fact,
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very little about the categories, extent, frequency, and levels o f  interaction between 

and among non-W estem states. Yet, any meaningful theory o f  international politics 

must take data into account."36 Ideally, attempts should be  made to clarify the 

content, effect and direction o f  the external movement o f  all states. It is an open 

secret that many quantitative analyses37 in international relations exclude African 

states because o f  the unavailability o f  reliable data for the region.38 Yet, there has 

been little o r no systematic attempt in the literature to  assess empirically international 

cooperative patterns among a  sample o f  countries incorporating inter-African states’ 

relations.

It w ill, o f course, be inadequate to assume that quantification is a  goal by itself 

independent and devoid o f  substantive and theoretical analysis.39 One is not simply 

interested in  bare statistical rules outside a  clear-cut theoretical context, w ithout which 

any data presentation is ethereal and drifts rudderless, regardless o f  appearances. It 

is, rather, the substantive and theoretical commitment to comparative political inquiry 

that underlies the readiness o f contemporary analysts in the field to quantify their 

data.40 Proper research in comparative foreign policy, therefore, entails the blending 

o f  both theory and data; a  commitment to foreign policy as an object o f inquiry, and a 

commitment to the comparative method v ia multi-nation comparisons.41

The initial conceptual problems in this study are reduced to  two specific tasks. 

Firstly, for the sake o f  conceptual clarity, we define the term  "regional cooperation" 

in order to exclude several troubling questions that are raised when dealing with such 

complicated matters as political and economic "integration." Ernst Haas, a  prom inent
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figure in  the neo-functionalist school o f  regional integration theorists, has argued that 

the analysis o f  regional integration is conceptually different from the analysis o f 

regional cooperation. The concept o f  integration, he suggests, concerns explanations 

o f  "how and why states cease to  be wholly sovereign, how and why they voluntarily 

mingle, merge, and mix with their neighbors so as to lose the factual attributes o f 

sovereignty while acquiring new techniques for resolving conflict between 

themselves." Regional cooperation, on the other hand, addresses the process o f 

"getting there." International regional cooperation, in other words, m erely assist to 

"describe steps along the way" to regional integration.42 Thus, in this study, we are 

concerned not so much with the question o f international integration as we are with 

how best to devise an appropriate set o f  categories which will assist in analyzing 

cooperative relations within a  specific region o f  interest. Secondly, we attempt to 

propose an elaborate definition o f interstate cooperation which addresses and captures 

the essential aspects o f  two antithetical analytic continua.

On the first point, the literature on regionalism suggests that scholars often 

misapply the term to mean the actual integration o f  political communities or, at any 

rate, erroneously apply the concepts "regionalism," "integration," and "cooperation" 

interchangeably. Such misplaced and imprecise perspectives pervade the writings of 

m ost students o f  international integration. In order to avoid this apparent 

terminological confusion, w e posit that these related but not identical term s must be 

distinguished. Leon Lindberg defines integration as "the processes whereby nations 

forgo the desire and ability to conduct foreign and key domestic policies."43
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Similarly, Charles Pentland equates the term  with "the circumvention, reduction, or 

abolition o f  the sovereign power o f  m odem  nation-states,"44 and Ernst Haas defines 

it as "the process whereby political actors in  several distinct national settings are 

persuaded to  shift their loyalties, expectations and political activities toward a  new 

center, whose institutions possess o r demand jurisdiction over the pre-existing national 

states."45 W e argue that these narrow and technical definitions o f  integration may be 

rendered analytically useless especially where challenged by the harsh rigidities o f the 

state-centric polities o f  many countries in the Third W orld. Through their misguided 

assumption that the era o f  the nation-state is nearing an end, these definitions raise 

false hopes and expectations.46 Consequently, w e contend that the phenomenon of 

regionalism may be understood better i f  the phrase "regional integration" is 

abandoned, and in its place, the term "regional cooperation" is substituted.47 In this 

sense, integration may be treated as the resulting condition o r consequences o f 

regional cooperative activities.48 Regional cooperation, then, ranges on a  continuum 

from such symbolic foreign policy events as comments made about general policies o f 

mutual interest between states, to jo in t activities in regional alliances and confederal 

program s.

A word o f  clarification is in order at this juncture in  relation to our second 

conceptual task. A review o f  the literature reveals considerable controversy as to 

whether the concept "cooperation" should be analyzed within a  cooperation-isolation 

continuum o r a  cooperation-conflict space.49 M uch like its antonymy, conflict, 

cooperation is indeed a  relational term devoid o f  any absolute or critical zero-point.
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Even in the technical and rigid scheme o f  political integration, the definition o f  the 

state o f  affairs is not couched in finality o r zero-sum term s.30 In other words, 

cooperation-conflict distinctions are mainly artificial since cooperative interactions 

may transpose into conflictual ones, and discord may indeed turn into collaboration. 

These two conditions are not necessarily mutually exclusive. As one analyst puts it, 

"systems o f  pure conflict and pure collaboration are rare on the international scene. 

M ost systems are mixed systems, that is, systems characterized by both conflict and 

collaboration."51 This means that any careful and comprehensive study o f  regional 

cooperation in  Africa must also account for conflictual patterns. "African unity is a  

subject heavily charged emotionally and affectively; bu t it is also confused, and full o f 

incitements to  discord, as soon as the attempt is made to examine it closely and 

analyse its content."52 African states are thus centers o f  momentary conflicts and 

coalitions. Occasionally, this phenomenon may even assume an ironical form such as 

the border crisis between Sierra Leone and Liberia, in M arch 1983, which almost 

developed into w ar between the two "founding fathers" o f the Mano River Union 

(M RU).53

In this study, therefore, both analytic continua - cooperation and conflict - are 

deemed essential to  any comprehensive fram ework on regional cooperative behavior. 

Short o f  being a  single-stream interaction model, cooperative interaction between 

states, in conceptual and operational terms, falls along a  conflict-cooperation 

continuum, not a  cooperation-isolation (or conflict-isolation) space.54

T o summarize, w e contend that although an ambiguous concept, regional
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cooperation is defined in this study as generally indicative o f  (and applicable to) any 

interstate activity with less than universal participation designed to meet some 

commonly expressed need o f  community-formation processes. The term  may be 

defined as a process whereby two o r more countries in a  particular region voluntarily 

pursue common policies in fields o f  common interest to the mutual advantage o f  

participating states. Basically, international cooperation requires that the actions o f 

states "which are not in pre-existent harmony - be brought into conformity with one 

another through a  process o f  policy coordination. ”5S In addition, cooperative 

interstate behavior may range from relations o f  amity on one side o f  the spectrum, to 

open or concealed enmity on the other.56 "Cooperation is in dialectical relationship 

with discord, and they must be understood together. Thus to  understand cooperation, 

one must also understand the frequent absence of, o r failure of, cooperation, so 

incessantly stressed by realist w riters.1,57 In practical term s, one does not argue that 

A frica can attain a  situation where no conflicts occur. As M sabaha and Hartmann 

readily point out, "such a  position would be utopian. There are bound to be conflicts 

and tensions prevailing within the African circle as a  whole, bu t such problems should 

not prevent an attempt to reach a  consensus over a  small range o f  vitally important 

issues, especially vis-a-vis international relations, which affect most African 

countries" (emphasis in original).58

Analytical Focus o f  the Study

The chief purpose o f our research is to explore interstate relations in West
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A frica and to delineate patterned cooperative interactions that have continued between 

W est African states in  spite o f  fundamental differences and persistent conflicts among 

them. In an attempt to  investigate the problem o f  regional cooperation in this area, 

the analytic concern o f  this dissertation will generate two broad techniques: (1) 

systematically mapping out the aggregate structure o f  interactions between the sixteen 

states o f  W est Africa, and (2) testing specific propositions about the network o f  

interstate interactions (defined in term s o f  conflictual and cooperative behavior) in the 

subregion.59 Cognizance m ust therefore be taken o f both the dynamic nature o f  

foreign policy and the intricate interaction o f  the internal and external environm ent in 

which foreign policies function.

The first method in our research objective assumes that regionally-situated less 

developed states are structurally linked by their foreign policy behavior. I t  is in  this 

specified sense that the states o f  W est Africa may be construed as representing an 

international regional subsystem.60 Although the careful specification o f  

requirem ents for longitudinal comparison across states are lacking, som e have 

suggested that the comparative study o f  foreign policy also includes comparisons o f  a  

system through time as well as across units.61 In evaluating the possibility o f 

regional cooperation among developing states, dynamic rather than static effects 

should be emphasized. A researcher may therefore test hypotheses by studying (for 

example, through graphic illustrations) the composition o f  foreign policy event flows 

on a  regional scale, thus addressing the rise and fall o f  trends in regional behavior in 

both longitudinal and spatial dimensions. In addition, the produced com parative
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systematic description o f  external behavioral patterns a t this broad systemic level may 

serve as a  useful departure for case studies on a  comparative basis.62

By also including the role o f  national attributes and elite perceptual factors, the 

second technique adopted in  this study attempts to  resolve several fundamental 

questions concerning the appropriate combination o f explanatory variables which may 

best account fo r observable behavior at the systemic level. Correlates o f  cooperation 

and conflict may have im portant implications in m odem  world politics. F or instance, 

what factors account for interstate conflict as well as the cohesion o f  international 

alliances? In short, w e focus on certain correlates o f foreign policy behavior, while 

at the same time, conceptually assessing (in a  narrative and evaluative fashion)63 the 

im pact o f  elite perceptions within that context.64 Although states are the actors in 

international politics, it is individuals in their role as national decision makers who act 

and react to the stimuli o f  the international environment.65 A conscious effort is thus 

made in this study to com bine quantitative and qualitative methods o f  inquiry. It is 

widely suggested that in  the sphere o f  regional cooperation it is not so much the 

technical knowledge that has been lacking but the political w ill.66 In an attempt to 

analyze the human factor in the move toward regional cooperation, it is our overall 

contention that leaders are often galvanized into undertaking foreign policy actions on 

the basis o f  their perceptions o f both their states’ attributes o r capabilities and the 

general international situation.67

F or example, between the late 1950s and the early 1960s, the external 

behavior o f  Ghana, a  W est African state, was greatly influenced by socio-political
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variables not the least o f  which included an ideologically active leadership coupled

with the fluctuating effects o f  economic and material conditions at hom e. It may be

convincingly argued that economically, socially, and politically, Ghana started o ff

with greater prosperity and expectations than any o f  the W est African states in the

1960s. Accordingly, Accra was to play a  role as the center o f  Pan-Africanist ideals

fo r much o f  this period. However, subsequent collapse o f  the Ghanaian economy in

the 1960s contributed in no small measure to the increased domestic chaos and the

general reduction, over the years, in Ghana’s hitherto active role in foreign affairs.

Whereas in the late 1950s and early 1960s Accra was the hub o f  Pan-Africanist

ideals, fo r much o f  the 1970s the center had emphatically shifted elsew here.68 The

era o f  foreign policy activism had given way to engagement in a  m ore passive role.

Yashpal Tandon succinctly captures these interesting phenomena in a  recent article:

Ghana in 1957 was the first black African country to achieve political 
independence. Its first leader, Kwame Nkrumah, was a  radical 
spokesman for Pan-Africanism and for continental liberation from 
imperialism . H e did well as long as the price o f  cocoa was high in the 
w orld market and his attempt to mobilize the people o f  Ghana was 
backed by the availability o f  essential commodities that people could 
buy in  shops. W idespread discontent arose, however, when cocoa 
prices deflated, external debt soared and the ideology o f  socialism, 
which Nkrumah advocated, became an empty slogan against the 
background o f  high black market prices o f  soap, salt and other 
essentials.69

In this specific case, it is our argument that the steadily sinking Ghanaian 

economy coincided positively with the relative decline in Ghana’s international 

im portance and respect. It follows, then, that other things equal, in periods o f  

affluence and abundance, nation-states are likely to  exhibit activist foreign policy
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postures, while in  periods o f  resource scarcity and limited incom e, they are likely to 

assume a  low profile stance. D ue to inadequate resources, compromises have to be 

m ade at certain times in  order not to  offend other actors in the international system. 

This is especially so w here a  state has a  conciliatory leadership, and where, 

consequently, foreign policy tends to  be less assertive.70 In  short, our theoretical 

generalization is that the availability o f  resources and the perception o f  these 

resources by policy makers will be related to foreign policy behavioral patterns which 

states exhibit in the international system.71

Construed more broadly, our present study represents an overview o f  both the 

cross-sectional and the longitudinal patterns o f  interactions in which the W est African 

regional dynamics are to be investigated. Secondly, it also seeks to  advance some 

m ajor variables, that is, those factors which are assumed to  im pinge on the interactive 

patterns amongst the sixteen ECOW AS states under survey. The study is interested in 

analyzing the extent to which such factors as pow er and leadership have been 

exercised in the processes o f  interstate interactions in W est Africa. W hat background 

characteristics o f leaders, attributes o f  states, and general systemic factors within the 

international environment dispose countries to exhibit different styles o f  foreign policy 

behavior?72 As a  simple thesis dealing with a  complicated m atter, a  major 

theoretical argument advanced here is that variations in certain attribute variables, 

influenced by the mediating effects o f  elite perception (both o f  these variables and o f 

the general international "situation") account for differences in foreign policy 

behavioral patterns in W est Africa. As used in this study, situational factors refer to
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the international and national variables considered by decision makers when making 

foreign policy. Essentially, they involve three major sets o f  issues: first, the general 

international setting (or environment), including the attitudes, actions, and national 

interest considerations o f  policy officials in other states; second, the relative pow er or 

capability o f  the state as calculated by its own decision makers; and finally, the 

specific actions and reactions undertaken by other states related to the policy decision 

and execution.73

Critique o f  Earlier Studies

T he above analytical position suggests that there are identifiable problems with 

the present status o f international relations studies in Africa. One critic has lamented 

(and we believe quite rightly so) that, current literature in  the field i f  taken as a 

whole, "are a  frankly disappointing bunch. The number o f  studies which take an 

analytical approach to their subject matter and have something interesting and original 

to say about it, is dispiritingly sm all.”74 In response to this kind o f  observation, our 

study attempts to shift from the traditional monotony o f  earlier studies on African 

foreign policy. Rather than remaining wholly normative, narrative and speculative, it 

takes the view that this field should benefit from , and be supplemented by, the 

systematic techniques o f  inquiry developed and utilized in the social sciences. 

Systematic research may be defined as comprising those studies which tend to 

elucidate and express explanatory statements in terms o f  the general rather than the 

particular.75
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A  further criticism o f  previous studies on inter-African diplomacy is that even 

where empirical im port is applied, indicators are often purely economic, thus using 

only the transactions and attribute data o f  states to the detrim ent o f  their broader 

foreign policies.76 F o r example, it is suggested that m ost available handbooks 

m erely provide data on trade and IGO membership which, taken together, represent a 

single dimension o f  the total spectrum o f international relations - that o f  routine 

m onetary transactional flows within institutional arrangem ents.77 It has further been 

argued that this approach neglects the cultural, m ilitary, and especially "the political 

interactions between African states" (emphasis in original).76 In this sense, the rigid 

compartmentalization o f  economic and political variables weakens analysis.79 It is 

our contention that to  correct the above oversights, economic indicators must be 

positively combined with other non-economic factors in the analysis o f regional 

cooperation in Africa and elsewhere. Certainly, W est A frican states do not envisage 

regional cooperation as an exclusively economic undertaking, but rather as "a 

multifaceted enterprise."80 Indeed, in recent years, especially in  theory i f  not in 

practice, the distinction between the disciplines o f  politics and economics is becoming 

blurred. In the field o f  international relations, in particular, politics can hardly be 

divorced from economics in any meaningful m anner.81 Political concerns often 

"shape economic policy, as im portant economic policies are frequently dictated by 

overriding political interests."82 Joseph Nye has pointed out, fo r instance, that 

regional cooperation between developing countries, in particular, produce not 

"gradual politicization" but "over politicization" and that such development often
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reduces the scope for bureaucratic initiatives and quietly arranged package deals.83

Theoretically, the flipside o f this argument dictates that a  state’s foreign policy 

is m ore than a  political and diplomatic m atter. International relations also involves 

commercial, cultural, strategic and technical ties. W e suggest that non-routine foreign 

policy events data, partly because they incorporate the multi-faceted netw ork o f  all 

these interstate activities, are useful and invaluable to this project.84

To briefly recapitulate our proposed contribution, little o r no studies exist on 

empirically estimating foreign policy behavior in Africa on a  com parative basis.83 

W ith particular focus on international relations in W est Africa, our present study 

attempts to remedy this neglect. Investigating interstate interactions which 

characterize the subregion, over a period o f time, may provide a  rigorous, 

imaginative and innovative approach by augmenting the considerable transactional and 

attribute data already collected and analyzed with reference to this area. By providing 

the prospective analyst with an estimated view o f  a  state’s position in relation to 

others, comparative international studies grant the much needed avenue for 

investigating the differences between nations, and for assessing the im pact o f  such 

variations on foreign policy behavior.

Rationale for the Investigation

To further review the perennial problem o f regional cooperation among the 

less developed states o f  W est Africa, some preliminary research questions need to be
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addressed. W hy should one bother with studies between African states? Put 

differently, why should participation in international affairs be so im portant to weak 

and dependent states which lack freedom o f action in an increasingly competitive 

globe?86 Responses to  these fundamental questions87 generate several points that 

are o f both theoretical and practical significance.

F irst and foremost, it can be argued that interstate cooperative and conflictual 

behavior in W est Africa deserves to be studied for the sake o f  understanding 

international relations alone. As an academic exercise in intellectual curiosity, the 

study offers an investigative forum within which a  researcher could ardently pursue 

the task o f  scholarly discoveries that is analytically fulfilling.88 Such a  theoretical 

perspective offers an intellectual challenge to students interested in foreign policy 

phenomena, in the hope o f  contributing to deeper comprehension o f  the dynamics 

whereby nations adapt to their environments. In addition, according to this view, 

w ithout having partial theories - what Guetzkow terms "islands o f  theory" - o f 

relatively well developed explanations o f regional behavior, it is impossible to 

systematically accumulate knowledge towards the construction o f  a truly general 

theory o f  international relations.89

Secondly, w e have earlier alluded to  the theoretical shortcomings o f 

underemphasizing the salience o f  the smaller and less developed states in world 

affairs. In a  field that prides itself in the search for valid generalizations across 

states, ignoring the less-than-great states leaves much to be desired. It has been 

argued, fo r instance, that more debate should focus "on the validity o f  academic
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research which too often excludes a  considerable num ber o f  international, albeit less

prom inent actors."90

Neglecting the activities o f  w eak and dependent states in foreign affairs is not

only logically contradictory, it is also practically unjustifiable. T he very weakness o f

A frican states should provide the basis for scholarly attempts at understanding their

efforts at cooperation in the first place. Regionalism is im portant in A frica because

many countries cannot afford to accomplish singularly the requirem ents for basic

development. Indeed, it is the very dependent status o f  these states that prompts

attention to their collective need for a  less dependent status.91 As Clapham correctly

notes, this is why m ost contemporary literature on A frica’s international relations

focus on regional studies:

There are over fifty states in Africa (including the islands), most o f  
which are poor and weak; it is therefore unsurprising that much o f  the 
continent’s diplomacy should be conducted through multinational 
organizations, o r that states should seek through m yriad cooperation 
and integration schemes to compensate for their weaknesses as separate 
units. The study o f  the resulting continental and subcontinental 
institutions likewise account, for a  large part o f the A frican 
international relations industry...92

It is specifically widely assumed that the memberstates o f  ECOW AS perceive 

economic integration as a  means o f  overcoming the disadvantages o f  small size, low 

per capita incomes, small populations, narrow resource bases, and o f  making possible 

a  greater rate o f  economic growth and development.93 A ccording to the standard 

economic theory upon which resource efficiency is based, economies o f  scale and the 

associated division o f  labor inevitably depends on the size o f  the market, in terms o f 

income levels and distribution, population and the geographical area covered.
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Therefore, in  analyzing the prospects o f  small and weak A frican economies, the issue 

o f  interstate planning and management cannot be ignored.94 In like manner, Jalloh 

argues that sheer economics provides the motive force fo r regional cooperative 

arrangem ents in the LDCs: "A motive factor was the consciousness o f  the small size 

o f  the countries involved and the realization o f  many o f  them that without joining 

others in  larger groups, they faced serious obstacles in prom oting their economic 

development. T he reasoning was that i f  even major countries like F rance and 

G erm any felt the need fo r regional integration, such a  need was even greater for far 

sm aller and underdeveloped countries."95

Arguments for regional cooperation hinge on the issue o f  the economic 

rationality o f  factor endowments. By pooling scarce resources and by avoiding the 

unnecessary duplication o f  services, efficiency is promoted and each o f  the W est 

A frican states achieves greater economic rew ards.96 In other words, actions that are 

undertaken a t a  regional level are naturally expected to be cheaper than those 

singularly attempted by the states. F o r instance, an agricultural school built for a 

group o f  W est African states would certainly be less expensive and m ore rational use 

o f  scarce resources (financial, personnel, administrative and managerial) than a  

project implemented by each o f  the individual sixteen states. Through regional 

cooperation, the standard o f  living could all be raised. Indeed, not only do W est 

African leaders see regionalism as a  means for expediting the development o f  their 

economies, it  may further be argued that the increasing cooperation among European 

countries raises the odds against African states in general. Thus, especially with the
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imminent em ergence o f  a  "mega-Europe" in 1992, Jalloh’s arguments should sound 

an alarm  for African countries, on the need to  enhance regional cooperation in order 

to withstand, m ore effectively, developments in the m ore advanced regions o f  the 

w orld.97 In this sense, the rationale for W est African cooperation is perhaps 

prim arily, bu t not exclusively, economic.

N ot only must poor states research common grounds upon which to survive 

economically, African states, in particular, regard their policies toward each other, as 

borderline states, with considerable priority. There is thus a  political dimension to 

the problem . One o f  the reasons for the apparent lack o f  political cooperation in 

Africa lies in the colonial inheritance. The "scramble for Africa" in the nineteenth 

century by European colonial powers led to the arbitrary balkanization o f  African 

political space on the basis o f  European conceptions o f  territorial order. African 

interests w ere subordinated to colonial fortunes o f conquest. Since African 

conceptions o f  political boundaries were not sought when the international boundaries 

w ere being drawn, interstate tension, social disruption and boundary disputes have 

remained rife on the continent today.98 In W est Africa, in particular, this is rather 

evident in the artificial nature o f  the states that have emerged and the suspicions they 

have perpetuated. Despite their cultural homogeneity, the Ew e are divided by the 

Ghana-Togo border, the Fullahs by the Guinea-Sierra Leone border, the Akan by the 

Ghana-Ivory Coast border, the Wollofs by the Senegal-Gambia border, the Senufo by 

the Ivory Coast-M ali border, and the Yoruba by the Benin-Nigeria border.99 In 

short, neighboring W est Africans with identical cultural traditions found themselves
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overnight subjected to different colonial languages and doctrines. F o r the political 

theorist and the policy maker, therefore, the study and promotion o f  regional 

cooperation may increase understanding o f  such political conflicts as boundary 

disputes.100 I t can even be  argued that by studying why and how nations engage in 

cooperative interaction, w e can better understand the sources o f  conflict.101 The 

m ost important advance that has been made in the domain o f  inter-African cooperation 

is probably within the context o f  regional organizations, and the question one seeks to 

answ er is the extent to which this has been realized in the W est A frican setting.

Prim ary Assumptions o f  the Study

This research investigates the patterns and trends o f interstate interactions in 

W est Africa, by tracing the diplomatic history o f  the subregion from  independence 

until present times. Basically, the subject matter involves several fundamental 

principles. A t the core o f  this study are six m ajor assumptions:

(1) The first assumption concerns the conventional designation o f  the subregion 

tagged "W est Africa." W e assume that a  modem and an adequate definition o f  the 

area comprises the more o r less geographically contiguous memberstates o f  

ECOW AS. These sixteen states, which include Benin, Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, 

Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Ivory Coast, Liberia, M ali, M auritania, 

N iger, Senegal, Sierra Leone and Togo have thus been classified together and called 

"W est Africa" and constitute the prim ary unit o f  analysis in this investigation.
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(2) By emphasizing the totality o f  international relations, it  is further assumed that 

it  is possible to analyze interactive patterns o f the sixteen W est African states as a 

whole. T here is an appeal for a  m ore holistic analysis, less emphasis is placed on 

individual states and greater recognition is accorded regional patterns o f  behavior.

This is not to  suggest that there are no significant differences among the units under 

analysis. In  fact, it is often assumed, for instance, that W est African states display 

differences in socioeconomic conditions, colonial experiences and legacies, and 

ideological orientation. Although the so-called giants o f  A frica are merely secondary 

powers by w orld standards, many will argue that because o f  size, pow er and 

economic attainment, states like Nigeria, Senegal, Ghana and Ivory Coast are much 

closer to the epicenter o f  regional changes in the area. Therefore, several 

generalizations in  this study will emanate from a  comparative understanding o f  the 

individual experiences o f  several o f  the sixteen countries under survey. But the main 

focus is less on the foreign policies and processes o f  individual W est African states 

than on interstate relations in the area as a  whole. Thus, the entire complexity o f the 

linkages between domestic and foreign policies will only be indicated in general 

terms. M ore striking patterns will be described, to the relative neglect o f  many 

nuances that might have provided for a  m ore adequate account o f interstate 

interactions. The study does not attempt a  detailed appraisal o f  the internal economic, 

political and social complexity in each country, except where this is viewed as having 

serious implications for the subregion in general. In addition, since one attempts to 

probe the "internal influences on external behavior" this study represents an
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interdisciplinary amalgam o f  comparative politics and international relations.102

(3) It is further assumed that a  significant and meaningful study in  comparative 

international politics can concentrate on the relations between W est African states.

This perspective construes the subregion as a  relatively cohesive unit in international 

relations with subcomponents in regular, purposive interaction. In  this sense, the 

study is in accord with the fundamental remarks and rationale long offered by 

Zartman that:

ju s t as a  meaningful study can be made o f  intra-European relations, o r 
even o f  intra-Six relations in W estern Europe, so it is  im portant to 
investigate the development o f  interaction and reaction am ong... states 
o f  W estern Africa. A  state’s prim ary area o f interest is w ith its 
neighbors; even i f  a  policy toward neighbors does not immediately 
appear, it is eventually imposed by the necessity o f  getting along with 
them .10*

Paraphrasing Daniel Villey who once reasoned (in an article devoted to  the European 

Common M arket) that the European idea, like common sense, is the most widely 

shared thing there is, Doudou Thiam has suggested that "the pan-African idea is the 

most widely shared thing in A frica."104 F or while in Europe in the 1920s and 

1930s, the French Prim e M inister, Aristide Briand, coined the term  "Common 

M arket" and submitted a  detailed scheme for a  European union to the League o f 

Nations Assembly, in 1929,105 in  East Africa, anangem ents for a  customs union 

w ere completed, in 1927, between Kenya, U ganda and Tanganyika (the form er name 

o f  Tanzania);106 and in W est Africa, stalwart nationalist politicians preached the 

idea o f  W est African unity.107 Although it may be argued that conditions in the 

developing countries are strikingly different from  those that exist in the developed
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world (upon which the established theoretical fram ework for economic integration has 

been based),108 m ost research on regional cooperation in  the Third W orld are still 

dominated by theories based on the European experience. As African governments 

searched for solutions to  their economic and social problem s, they looked to European 

models based upon regional economic cooperation theory. Arguments based on the 

rationality o f  regionalism were thought to be applicable to the continent and, 

consequently, A fricans formed integrative groupings.109 Therefore, an analysis of 

structural arrangements and regional collaborative processes in Africa is, in these 

various respects, justifiable and helpful.

(4) This research does not consider W est Africa as constituting a  completely 

autonomous system o f  interstate relations. One is thus objectively aw are that no 

group o f  states can be  entirely self-sufficient and insulated from external contact. 

Political systems do not theoretically exist in isolation since "the actions open to one 

system are affected by the past o r probable actions o f  o thers."110 In m ore concrete 

term s, African states operate in a  complex milieu o f  internal stress and strain, 

compounded by a  multitude o f  external pressures. As Thomas Hodgkin puts it, "one 

cannot hope to understand the W est African state system in isolation from other 

African systems and, o f  course, from other non-African systems, the W estern bloc, 

the Soviet b loc ."111 Indeed, the economic and military weakness o f  African states 

assist in  no small measure to entrenching external states (especially with respect to the 

superpowers and the former colonial powers), in their role o f  essential actors in 

A frica.112 In particular, because W est Africa comprises largely small and dependent
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states, it is assumed that an account o f  the interaction between selected extra-African 

states with this area w ill also be meaningful to analysis. T he continuing pull o f 

Europe, especially with respect to such issues as foreign intervention and 

neocolonialism, will remain crucial in inter-African relations in the foreseeable future. 

Thus, the W est African subregion is analyzed to  determ ine the extent to which it has 

been penetrated politically, socially, economically, and m ilitarily. W orthy o f  note, 

therefore, are also the interests o f external powers in the African region. Although 

the Cold W ar has thawed, it  may be argued that it is nevertheless a  factor in 

international relations. Especially with respect to sporadic conflicts in the periphery, 

it may be illusory "to feel that the Power blocs and polarities that emerged in the 

early fifties and the early sixties have now [completely] disappeared."113

This study will focus on external involvements and linkages with six non- 

African dom inant "great pow ers,"114 namely, B ritain, France, W estern Germany, 

Communist China, the Soviet Union and the United States.115 These six actors are 

assumed to  represent the best testimony to the fact that W est Africa has significant 

historical ties to  Europe and has, at least for much o f  the period studied, a  place in 

the Cold W ar context. On the other hand, the apparent exclusion o f  interactions with 

African countries in  other subregions (especially with respect to  the fascinating 

development o f  regional cooperative processes in Southern Africa), is made only for 

the purpose o f  analytical convenience, and does not mean that these dimensions are 

unimportant. So also is the partial exclusion o f  both IGOs and non-governmental 

organizations (NGOs). Since the w ork is largely concerned with bilateral, interstate
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relations, the activities within the United Nations (UN) and other international 

organizations w ill not receive m ajor attention.

(3) I t is assumed that the theoretical notions o f  pow er, systems and decision

making analyses can be applied to  W est Africa as well as to other states in the 

international arena. It is our argument that these approaches to  international politics 

are not mutually exclusive foci. Taken together, these theoretical perspectives enrich 

each other and form the basic param eters for a  valid area o f  focus in  our study. This 

integrated approach has been deliberately selected in order to take advantage o f  the 

analytical insights derived from existing studies. O ur conviction is that the pursuit o f 

these interdisciplinary frameworks indepth can yield insights into the structure o f  

relations in W est Africa in particular. Thus, an attempt is made in this study to apply 

theoretical ideas in international relations to the developing states o f  W est Africa, to 

test their applicability, and at the same time, to develop a  clearer understanding o f  the 

theories themselves for possible reapplication elsewhere.

(6) Finally, it is assumed that interstate cooperation and diplomacy between states 

reflects the extent to  which their policies are coordinated, and that foreign policy 

events can be valid as working data for measuring the nature and extent o f  

interactions in any given geopolitical configuration. T he various canons o f 

comparative analysis can best be summarized by noting that foreign policy data can 

and must always be m ade.116 In the absence o f  direct observation o f  international 

interaction, the analysis o f  contemporary international behavior has com e to depend 

heavily on newspapers, journals o r chronologies o f  international events as sources o f
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empirical data. O f course, in reality, it is impossible to  keep track o f  all the 

transactions that occur between states. M any events that occur are never recorded 

and the foreign policy analyst must often accept data that are less than perfect. 

Especially in  Africa, transactions may be undertaken in cam era for political reasons. 

D ata may b e  inaccessible because o f  secrecy and event data do not always 

convincingly account fo r the extent to which inter-African relations merely m irror the 

interests o f  the great powers. N either do they capture unreported, concealed or 

hidden cases o f  external interstate subversion.117 Steffan W iking points out, for 

example, that "a successful foreign intervention can be extrem ely difficult to verify. 

N ot only is the intervening nation interested in keeping such intervention secret, this 

desire is also shared in  equal m easure by the military interventionists."118

It is therefore not an objective o f  this study to present a  direct replica o f  the 

real world. That w ill, o f  course, be impossible. Instead, one merely contends that if  

utilized properly and carefully, international interaction data may provide a  relatively 

modest, sensitive and replicable indicator o f  interstate relations within certain 

reasonable degree o f  confidence. F irst, w e contend that event data in form o f  event 

flows provide a reasonably reliable means o f  observing and measuring the several 

processes that occur w ithin the regional setting. Secondly, w e assum e that for the 

purposes o f  mapping out the spectrum o f foreign policy for a  variety o f  states, certain 

forms o f  "soft" data are better than no operational data at a ll.119 A researcher need 

not refrain from dealing with a  particular type o f foreign policy behavior simply on 

the basis that it is unobservable. By providing new insights, an approach that
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emphasizes the collection and analysis o f events data may thus also help studies o f 

new states’ foreign policies become more rigorous, sophisticated, and 

com parative.120

Organization and Scope o f  the W ork

This study is organized in three parts. Part I  (comprising this chapter and the 

following one) provides the introduction, the reasons for the research, and an 

overview o f  the conceptual and theoretical dimensions relevant to understanding the 

dynamics o f  regional cooperation in W est Africa. In Part n  (Chapters 3 to 5), we 

attempt to reconcile our theoretical fervor with the imperatives o f  m ore substantive 

analysis. The methodological dimensions pertinent to  this study are finally taken up 

in Part III (Chapters 6 to 8) which deals with the results o f  the empirical research 

conducted and an examination o f  the m ajor findings, policy implications, 

recommendations and conclusions o f  the work.

In the remainder o f  this study, we will attem pt to further elucidate the analysis 

presented in  Chapter 1. F o r example, Chapter 2 seeks to  engage in an interpretive 

overview o f  past theoretical efforts with the hope o f  providing answ ers to certain 

basic problems o f political inquiry. W hat light do existing theories and explanations 

o f  foreign policy behavior shed on the nature o f  interstate relations in general? I f  one 

must indeed accept that international relations must be approached with certain 

rudimentary theoretical notion, what approach (or combination o f  approaches) ought 

we utilize in this study? Addressing these problems will require a  survey o f  the
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literature in order to abstract relevant variables and propositions which may assist in 

accounting for foreign policies in W est Africa.

Chapter 3 represents a  narrative account o f  the quest for unity by African 

leaders in W est Africa. The prim ary objective here is to analyze the historical role o f 

leaders’ ideology and pow er configurations in the evolution o f  interstate interactions 

in  the area, from  the colonial era until the present. The chapter analyzes the role o f 

elite perceptions and ideology in the politics o f  W est African states in that context.

W e attempt to give an account o f  the main trends o f  political thought in the subregion 

particularly in relation to the role o f  salient political personalities. One general 

observation in this regard is that the tendency for elite perceptions to be colored 

alm ost exclusively by ideological preconceptions in the late 1950s and early 1960s has 

given way to  greater emphasis on m ore pragmatic concerns.

In Chapter 4 , the study introduces and describes the nature o f  interactions and 

cooperative processes in the W est African subregion. Although past studies have 

mostly concentrated on the economic aspect alone, this chapter addresses several 

component facets o f  foreign policy behavior by positing that, in the relations between 

W est African states, the evolution o f  post-colonial interactions are divisible into 

political, economic, socio-cultural and military issue-areas. The suggestion here is 

that a  comprehensive understanding o f  foreign policy behavior in any system must 

incorporate the multi-faceted network o f  these four different dimensions o f  interstate 

behavior. These structural components constitute, in other words, the basic elements 

o f  cooperation and cohesion in the foreign policies o f  W est African states. With the
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aid o f  both attribute and events data, these dimensions are thus descriptively 

investigated and assessed accordingly.

Since the foreign policy o f  any country is an interaction between internal and 

external factors, Chapter 5 analyzes the role o f  external influences in W est Africa by 

reviewing the policies and actions o f  the great powers in the area. O ne can only 

provide a  complete panoram a o f  the network o f  relations in  a  regional subsystem 

when the effects o f  the external powers have been added. In  short, the external 

linkages between the subregion and principal actors are examined here in a  series o f 

case studies. Respectively, Chapters 4 and S take cognizance o f the fact that two 

dimensions have always mattered historically in the international relations o f W est 

African states: first, the links African states should create with each other, and 

second, relations they should maintain with the outside w orld .121 By means o f  this 

discontinuity between intra- and extra-African foreign policy, African states are 

perpetually in the process o f  developing positions vis-h-vis other members o f  the 

African community and the non-African w orld.122 In a  much wider sense, the main 

purpose o f the substantive section (Chapters 3 to  3) is to  analyze the implications for 

regional cooperation o f  the domestic, intra-African and global contending factors o f 

the foreign policies o f W est African states.123

Chapter 6 entails a  discussion o f  the methodology o f  content analysis applied 

in this research and the various sources o f data used in the work. In recent years, 

attribute and events data have becom e increasingly useful in the development o f  policy 

oriented studies in the field o f  international relations. Since data collection does not
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by itself constitute research, Chapter 7  represents the various analyses and 

interpretations o f  the data extracted from  public sources and the em pirical findings o f 

the hypotheses tested in the study. Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes the implications o f 

our study and advances recommendations in light o f  previous analyses.
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15. F o r this definition, see G. Pope Atkins, Latin America in the International Political 
System . Second Edition (Boulder, Colorado: W estview Press, 1989), p . 24. F o r the 
advantages o f  the regional subsystem (or subordinate system) approach to international
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politics, see Louis J. C anton  and Steven L. Spiegel The International Politics o f  Regions: 
A Comparative Approach (Englewood C liffs, N .J .: Prentice-Hall, 1970), pp. 4-5.

16. M ichael B iecher, "Research Findings and Theory-Building in Foreign Policy 
Behavior," Patrick J. M cGowan, ed ., Sage International Yearbook o f  Foreign Policy 
Studies, vol. 2 (Beverly H ills, Calif.: Sage Publications, 1974), p . 61.

17. See George W . Shepherd, J r ., Non-Aligned Black Africa: An International 
Subsystem (Lexington, M ass.: D . C . Heath and C o., 1970), p. 9.

18. See S. B. Ajulo, "Towards a Definition o f  ECOW AS Territorial Space," Journal o f 
African and Asian Studies, vol. xx (1985), p . 39.

19. The Treaty o f  Lagos, which established ECOW A S, was signed and ratified in May 
1975 and N ovember 1976 respectively, by 15 states with the aim  o f  promoting trade, 
interstate cooperation and self-reliance in W est Africa. Cape V erde joined a  few months 
later in 1977. W ith the possible exception o f  Cape V erde Islands, the memberstates o f 
ECOW AS are geographically contiguous. But Cape Verde shares a  common sea 
boundary with the subregion. F or the sake o f  analytical convenience, it is assumed in 
this study that Cape Verde is contiguous with Senegal - its closest point o f  contact 
(approximately 620 kilometers apart).

20. Although there is no universally recognized definition o f  the countries comprising 
the subregion o f  W est Africa, the memberstates o f  ECOW AS constitute our prim ary unit 
o f  analysis. In geo-political terms, these states, which extend from M auritania to 
Nigeria, cover the huge area o f  North W est Africa (south o f  the Sahara), and may even 
include W estern Sahara i f  the prevalent U N  conception o f  W est A frica is adopted. For 
a  definition closer to this U N  conception o f the area (i.e ., including Spanish Sahara) see 
E . A. Boateng, A Political Geography o f Africa (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1978), p. 103. An area with striking geographic and ethnographic diversities, 
W est A frica is also conventionally delimited as the region bounded by the Atlantic ocean 
and lying west o f  Cameroon (i.e ., the area covered does not include Cameroon).

21. Intra-African politics are conducted a t two distinct geo-political and institutional 
levels: (1) The continental level is identified with the Organization o f  African Unity 
(O AU), w hose relatively more ambitious objective is to  coordinate the foreign policies 
o f  all African states (with the exception, o f  course, o f  the Republic o f  South Africa).
(2) The subregional level is focused upon greater functional attempts to harmonize the 
policies o f  specific clusters o f  African states. Examples include ECOW AS, the defunct 
East African Community (EAC), the Southern A frican Development Coordination 
C onference (SADCC), the Preferential T rade A rea for Eastern and Southern African 
States (PTA), and so on. The Economic Community o f  the States o f  Central Africa 
(CEEAC) is the latest initiative with its treaty signed in Libreville in October 1983. For
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details o f  treaty establishing the CEEAC see "North-South M onitor," Third World 
Quarterly, vol. 6, no. 2  (April 1984), p . 477. For discussion o f  SADDC and PTA, see 
Douglas G . Anglin, "Economic Liberation and Regional Cooperation in  Southern Africa: 
SADDC and PTA ," International Organization, vol. 37, no. 4  (Autumn 1983), pp. 683- 
711; Christopher R . H ill, "Regional Co-operation in Southern A frica," African A ffairs, 
vol. 82, no. 327 (April 1983), pp. 215-239. F o r a  b rief preview o f  these organizations 
in  general, see Olatunde Ojo, D . K. Orwa and C . M . B. Utete, eds., op. cit. (1985), pp. 
142-181.

22. Consider the reported statement by Bolaji Akinyemi, then Director-General o f  the 
Nigerian Institute o f  International Affairs, who suggested that the failure o f  some 
ECOWAS states to recognize the M PLA government in Angola raised "fundamental 
questions for ECOWAS and A frican U nity." W est Africa (London), February 9 , 1976. 
The passive states w ere not identified. However, Akinyemi was clearly not referring to 
Guinea and Benin who, in a  communique, jointly denounced "imperialism" in Angola. 
N or was he speaking o f  the late Nigerian leader, M urtala M ohammed, who urgently sent 
a  special message to the Sierra Leonean President Siaka Stevens urging action on the 
Angolan situation. See W est A frica. July 7 and December 22/29, 1975. In fact, 
subsequent Nigerian leaders have stressed that ECOWAS is not designed to "serve 
economic purposes alone." See W est Africa. March 5 ,1 9 7 9 , p . 409; and July 13,1987, 
p. 1364. One should be aware that although during its fifteen-year history ECOWAS has 
been concerned with differing areas o f  emphasis, none has perhaps been so im portant as 
the emphasis on economic development.

23. F o r similar studies along these lines, see George T . Yu, China and Tanzania: A 
Study in Cooperative Interaction (Berkeley, Center for Chinese Studies, University o f 
California, 1970); Georges A. Fauriol, Foreign Policy Bghavipr pf_C.amb.gan „ States; 
Guyana. Haiti, and Jamaica (New York: University Press o f  America, 1984); and Tareq 
Y. Ismael, International Relations o f  the Contemporary M iddle East: A Study in W orld 
Politics (Syracuse, New York: Syracuse University Press, 1986).

24. M ichael Handel, W eak States in the International System (London: Frank Cass, 
1981), p. 3; Ronald P . Barston, "The External Relations o f  Small States," August Schou 
and Arne Olav Brundtland, eds., Small States in International Relations (New York: 
W iley and Sons, 1971), p. 39.

25. See article by P atrick J. McGowan and Klaus-Peter Gottwald, "Small State Foreign 
Policies: A Comparative Study o f  Participation, Conflict, and Political and Economic 
Dependence in Black Africa," International Studies Quarterly, vol. 19, no. 4 (1975), p. 
470. Earlier, in another study, McGowan had criticized what he called "the clearly 
ethnocentric nature o f  much research on foreign policy ....m ost ’theories’ o f  foreign 
policy and much o f  the substantive research reflects a  great-power bias. Very little 
theorizing and research have proved relevant to the needs o f  the less m odem  and less 
powerful states o f  Asia, Africa, the M iddle East, and Latin America. I f  we are 
concerned with developing a  general science o f  foreign policy studies, then our w ork has
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been parochial rather than general.” See Patrick J. M cG owan, ed ., Sage International 
Yearbook-pf-Fpreign Policy Studies, vol. 1 (Beverly H ills, Calif.: Sage Publications, 
1973), pp. 14-15.

26. W illiam  R . Thompson, "The Regional Subsystem: A  Conceptual Explication and a 
Prepositional Inventory," International Studies Quarterly, vol. 17, no. 1 (M arch 1973), 
p . 90.

27. See Louis Cantori and Steven Spiegel, eds., op. cit. (Englewood Cliffs, N .J.: 
Prentice-Hall, 1970), p. ix.

28. M ichael Brecher in  Patrick J. M cGowan, ed ., op. cit. (1974), p . 79.

29. F o r these facts, see Christophe Butsche, "L ’Afirique noire frappee de plein fovet," 
Le M onde Diplomatique (November 1982), p . 12; See also, R. Craig Nation, "Soviet 
Engagement in  Africa: Motives, M eans, and Prospects," in R. Craig Nation and M ark 
V. Kauppi, eds., The Soviet Impact in Africa (Lexington, M ass.: Heath and C o ., 1984), 
pp. 28, 50). The poorest states in Africa include Benin. Botswana, Burkina Faso. 
Burundi, Cape V erde, the Central African Republic, Chad, the Comoro Islands, Djibouti, 
Equatorial Guinea, Ethiopia, Gambia. Guinea. Guinea-Bissau. Lesotho, M alaw i, M ali. 
N iger. Rwanda, Sao Tom e e  Principe, Sierra Leone. Somalia, the Sudan, Tanzania, Togo 
and U ganda. As emphasized above, many o f  the least developed states in Africa are 
located in W est Africa.

30. The per capita incom e o f  the W est African Community, in 1974, was approximately 
U .S . $270 compared to the global average o f  $1,422, the European average o f  $3,313, 
the Latin American average o f  $953, the Asian average o f  $479, and the African average 
o f  $366. These facts are contained in a  paper presented by Diaby-Ouattara, Executive 
Secretary o f  ECOW AS, at the inaugural conference o f  the W est African Economic 
Association, in Lagos, in March 1978.

31. Contained in a  study conducted by the Nigerian Institute for Social and Economic
Research (NISER) and the Ivorien Center for Economic and Social Research (CIRES) 
entitled A Critical Appraisal o f the Economic and Social Conditions in W est Africa Sub- 
Region (M arch 1979).

32. See Patrick J. McGowan and Klaus-Peter Gottwald, op. cit. (1975), p. 469.

33. See George W . Shepherd, J r., op. cit. (1970), p. 1.

34. Patrick J. M cGowan and Klaus-Peter Gottwald, op. cit. (1975).

35. See R oger W . Cobb and Charles Elder, International Community: A Regional and 
Global Study (New York: Holt, 1970), p. 141. F o r an early but essentially qualitative 
attempt at extending generalizations from the North Atlantic area to W est African states,
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see W illiam J. Foltz, F rom  French W est Africa to  the M ali Federation (New Haven: 
Y ale University Press, 1965), pp. 189-192.

36. G eorge T . Yu, op. cit. (1970), p . 10.

37. By quantitative analyses is meant those analyses that are m ore reliable than the m ore 
usually intuitive ones.

38. F o r example, Bruce Russett had serious problems finding reliable data for Africa. 
See Bruce Russett, international Regions andintemationai Systems; A Study in Political 
Ecology (Chicago: Rand M cN ally, 1967), p . 15. F o r this sam e problem , see Bahgat 
Korany, How Foreign Poliey Decisions are Made-inJhe.Third. World: A Comparative 
Analysis (1986), p . 41.

39. In  fact, the frequent criticism o f  Rudolph Rummel’s Dimensionality o f  Nations 
(DON) project especially a t its early stage focused on the alm ost exclusively inductive 
nature o f  the work. T here was little attempt to incorporate theoretical justifications for 
the variables and dimensions examined. F o r a  review o f specific criticisms o f  the study, 
see Gordon Hilton, A Review o f  the Dimensionality o f  N ations Project (Beverly Hills, 
C alif.: Sage Publications, 1973), esp. pp. 51-54.

40. In  short, one should not neglect substance for method.

41. Jam es N . Rosenau, "Introduction: New Directions and Recurrent Questions in the 
Comparative Study o f  Foreign Policy," Charles F . Hermann, Charles W . Kegley, J r., 
and James N . Rosenau, eds., New Directions in the Study o f  Foreign Policy (Boston, 
M ass.: Unwin Hyman, 1987), p . 7.

42. See Ernst B. Haas, "The Study o f  Regional Integration: Reflections on the Joy and 
Anguish o f  Pretheorizing," International Organization, vol. 24, no. 4 (Autumn 1970),
p . 610.

43. Leon N . Lindberg, The Political Dynamics o f  European Economic Integration 
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1963), p . 6. F o r Lindberg’s later view o f  the term 
as embracing the broader process o f  international integration, see "Political Integration 
as a  M ultidimensional Phenomenon Requiring M ultivariate M easurem ent," in Leon N. 
Lindberg and Stuart A. Scheingold, eds., Regional Integration: Theory and Research 
(Cambridge, M ass.: Harvard University Press, 1971), pp. 45-46.

44. See Charles Pentland, International Theory and European Integration (London: 
Faber and Faber, 1973), p . 29.

45. Ernst B. Haas, The U niting o f  Europe (Stanford, Calif.: S tanford University Press, 
1968), p . 16.
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46. See Dom ineco Mazzeo, op. cit. (1984), pp. 11 (fn. 1), 233-234. Indeed, it has been 
argued that since the stipulation o f  pluralism and spillover may be ill-suited for the 
condition o f regional integration in the developing areas, applications o f  integration 
paradigm s to the Third W orld countries o f  Africa, Asia and Latin America have 
demonstrated additional problems in  academic theorizing about political unification. See 
Juergen Dedring, Recent Advances in Peace and Conflict Research: A Critical Survey 
(Beverly H ills, C alif.: Sage Publications, 1976), p . 90. See also, M ichael Haas, 
"Paradigms o f  Political Integration and Unification: Applications to  Korea," Journal o f  
Peace Research, vol. 21, no. 1 (1984), p . 47.

47. One way o f  distinguishing "cooperation" from "integration" is by suggesting that the 
form er is  a  loose form o f  the latter. In  other words, integration is a  comparatively 
intense form  o f  cooperation. Integration, thus, explains a  term inal end - the condition 
o f  states that have com e together - whereas cooperation is a  loose term  which indicates 
"the process o f  getting there .” In our usage, possible synonyms o f  "regional 
cooperation" may not preclude "regional coordination" o f  policies and "regional 
associations."

48. F o r a  suggested application o f  this conception to  W est Africa, see S. K. B. Asante, 
The Political Economy o f  Regionalism in Africa: A  Decade o f  the Economic Community 
o f  W est African States (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1986), p. 9. However, this 
definition is no t necessarily restricted to  African IGOs alone. F o r example, it has 
similarly been pointed out that the Association o f  South East Asian Nations (ASEAN) 
represents "a regional cooperative, not a  regional integrative, organization." See R. P. 
Anand, ed ., Cultural Factors in International Relations (New Delhi, India: Abhinav 
Publications, 1981), p . 26.

49. Harold Guetzkow was perhaps the very first to identify a  "collaboration-isolation" 
continuum by discussing how the behavior o f groups within the nation determines the 
iso la tion ists and collaborative tendencies o f  its external relations. See Harold Guetzkow, 
"Isolation and Collaboration: A Partial Theory o f  Inter-Nation Relations," Journal o f 
Conflict Resolution, vol. 1 (M arch 1957), pp. 48-68. See also, Jam es N. Rosenau, ed ., 
International Politics and Foreign Policy; A Reader in Research and Theory (New York: 
The F ree Press, 1969), pp. 152-163. The converse o f  Guetzkow’s position are conflict- 
isolation studies which pervades intellectual circles. One methodologically rigorous 
social scientist w hose singularity o f purpose is marked by the study o f  conflictual 
behavior is Rudolph Rummel. In Rummel’s Dimensionality o f  Nations (DON) project, 
explanatory variables are narrowly and exclusively confined to this singular foreign 
policy dimension. F o r some o f  his works, see Rudolph J. Rummel, The Dimensionality 
o f  Nations Project (Beverly Hills, Calif.: Sage, 1972); FteM-Theory Evolving (Beverly 
H ills, Calif.: Sage, 1977); and National Attributes and Behavior  (Beverly H ills, Calif.: 
Sage, 1979). Studies o f  international relations have generally focused more on 
conflictual patterns o f  interaction than on instances o f  cooperation, although interaction 
patterns between states have been predominantly cooperative. This is not to deny the
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importance o f  studying conflicts, but students o f  international politics should also be 
concerned with cooperative behavior.

50. F o r example, see Phillip E. Jacob and James V. Toscano, eds., The Integration of 
Political Communities (Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1964), p . 10; and M aurice Duverger, 
The Study o f  Politics (New York: Thomas Y. Cromwell, 1972), p . 245. One scholar 
makes the same point in  the context o f  national integration when he argues that political 
integration "should not be perceived as a  zero-sum gam e, but rather as a  process which 
is present in various degrees in various countries as well as among various identifiable 
groups in  any given country and at any given tim e." See P eter Osei-Kwame, A New 
Conceptual Model for  the Study p f Political integration in Africa (W ashington, d .c .: 
University Press o f  America, 1980), p. 3.

51. Andrew M . Scott, The Functioning o f  the International Political System (New York: 
Macmillan C o ., 1967), p. 114. F or a  game-theoretic interpretation for analyzing 
conditions for cooperative resolution in policy conflict, see Paul J. Quirk, "The 
Cooperative Resolution o f  Policy Conflict," American Political Science Review, vol. 83, 
no. 3 (September 1989), pp. 905-921. Quirk’s analysis defines cooperation in the 
context o f policy conflict.

52. Doudou Thiam , The Foreign Policy o f African States; Ideological Bases. Present 
Realities. Future Prospects (New York: Frederick A . Praeger, 1965), p . 16.

53. S .K .B . Asante, op. cit. (1986), p. 146.

54. F o r a  similarly broad conceptualization o f  cooperation, see James Story Thomason, 
"Intra-African Cooperation, 1962-68: A Theoretical and Empirical Assessment," 
Unpublished Dissertation (Evanston, Northwestern University, 1978), pp. 14-16. See 
also, Charles P . Schleicher, International Behavior: Analysis and Operations (Charles E. 
M errill Publishing C o., 1973), p. 70.

55. Robert O. Keohane, A fter Hegemony; Cooperation and Discord in the World 
Political Economy (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1984), p. 51.

56. Indeed, Cantori and Spiegel refer to this structure o f  relations as "the spectrum of 
relations," which shows a range "extending from the close cooperation o f  a  bloc to  the 
exacerbated conflict o f  direct military confrontation." See Louis Cantori and Steven 
Spiegel, eds., op. cit. (1970), pp. 17-18.

57. Robert O. Keohane, "International Institutions: Two A pproaches," International 
Studies Q uarterly, vol. 32, no. 4 (December 1988), p. 381.

58. See Ibrahim S. R. M sabaha and Jeannette Hartmann, "Tanzania A fter the Nkomati 
Accord: Foreign Policy Restructuring in the Changing Strategic Balance in Southern 
A frica," in Ibrahim S. R. M sabaha and Timothy M . Shaw, eds., Confrontation and
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Liberation in Southern Africa; Regional Directions A fter the N komati Accord (Boulder, 
Colorado: W estview Press/Gower, 1987), p . 129.

59. These two fundamental questions with which w e are preoccupied assume the general 
form at o f  the Comparative Research on the Events o f  Nations (CREON) project. As a  
cross-national study o f  the foreign policy behaviors o f  36 nations, CREO N had the dual 
objectives o f  (1) mapping and comparing the range o f  foreign policy activities initiated 
between 1959 and 1968 by the nations under study, and (2) seeking explanations o f  
foreign policy behaviors in terms o f  combinations o f  different theoretical perspectives. 
See M aurice A . East, Steven A. Salmore, and Charles F . H erm ann, eds., W hy Nations 
Act: Theoretical Perspectives for Comparative Foreign Policy Studies (Beverly H ills, 
C alif.: Sage Publications, 1978), p. 9. F o r an earlier but basically similar approach, see 
Richard C . Snyder, H . W . Brack and Burton Sapin, eds., Foreign Policy Decision- 
M aking: An Approach to the Study o f  International Relations (New York: The Free 
Press, 1962), p . 73.

60. Again, although this assumption is made in passing, its bases rest on such factors 
as the geographical contiguity, sociocultural affinity, and economic and political 
interactions o f  W est African states. As specified before, the analytical and empirical 
bases for the assumption will be made explicit later in this study.

61. See Charles F . Hermann and Gregory Peacock, "The Evolution and Future o f 
Theoretical Research in the Comparative Study o f  Foreign Policy," Charles F . Hermann, 
Charles W . K egley, J r .,  and James N . Rosenau, eds., op. cit. (1987), fn . 3 , p . 37.

62. F o r similar logic, see Richard C. Snyder, H . W . B rack and Burton Sapin, eds., op,. 
cit. (1962), p . 73. However, we are not interested in the descriptive analysis o f a  single 
case unless it illuminates, for example, why the case does not tit the general pattern 
across states.

63. In  the explanation o f interstate interactions, qualitative analysis may be very helpful 
where variables do not easily lend themselves to quantification. F o r example, the 
ideological differences between the so-called conservative, radical o r revolutionary 
leaders in W est A frica, deserve conceptual and evaluative analysis.

64. On the im pact o f  elites, one agrees with Thom pson’s logic that the interaction o f 
states is "an abstract concept, for states, abstract concepts themselves, cannot interact." 
See W illiam  Thompson, op. cit. (19701. p. 152. See also, Tim othy M. Shaw, "Southern 
Africa: Co-operation and Conflict," The Journal o f  M odem  African Studies, vol. 12, no. 
4 (D ecember 1974), p . 637. Indeed, in most developing states, it is often the elites that 
interact, and it is partly in this sense that we talk o f  interstate interactions. Thus, 
although regional cooperation is undertaken within an interstate forum, it is limited to 
elite participation. Notably, psychoanalytic theorists would contend that the general 
orientations, attitudes, and perceptions at the foundation o f  leaders’ foreign policies can
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be inferred by critically reviewing biographical materials, speeches, statements and 
remarks m ade by  the foreign policy elites o f  states in  several published (although often 
very limited) sources. M any problems arise from  exploring the effect o f  leader 
personality on foreign policy not the least o f  which include those o f  devising reliable and 
valid measures for estimating personality characteristics o f  changing leaders who are 
often inaccessible fo r taking tests o r being interviewed.

65. Plano and Olton put i t  thus: "It is individuals, not abstract entities called states, who 
define and interpret the concept o f  national interest, that plan strategies, that perceives 
issues, that make decisions to act, and that evaluate actions undertaken. As a  result, 
psychological factors are crucial in the decision process, since individuals tend to act and 
react differently to the same kinds o f stim uli.” Jack C. Plano and Roy Olton, op. cit. 
(1982), p. 6.

66. Peter Robson, op. c it. (1983), p. 3.

67. For another b rief introduction to this analytic fram ework, see M erritt’s article 
entitled "Foreign Policy Analysis" in Richard L. M erritt, ed ., Foreign Policy Analysis 
(Lexington, M ass.: D . C . Heath and C o., 1975), p. 1.

68. See A. H . M . K irk-Greene, "West Africa: N igeria and G hana,” Peter Duignan and 
Robert H . Jackson, eds., Politics and Government in African States 1960-1985 (London: 
Croom  Helm , 1986), p . 67.

69. See Yash Tandon, "A frica W ithin the Context o f  Global Superpower Struggle," 
Emmanuel Hansen, ed ., Afpca ;.P crspectiv.C5-Qn_p.eagg-Md-DsvelpB.night (London: Zed 
Books, 1987), pp. 43-44.

70. See W est A frica. M arch 31, 1986, p. 669.

71. One is o f  course acutely aw are o f  possible counter-arguments to  this generalization. 
As the Tanzanian experience illustrates, even a  small and w eak state may enjoy a  margin 
o f  autonomy quite out o f  proportion to its power. Citing this case, for example, 
A kinyemi has argued that the consequences o f having an assertive foreign policy with 
insufficient resources "may not be as negative as people may think" since ideas and 
motivation can com pensate for economic shortfalls. Also citing Tanzania, Shaw suggests 
that "leadership, rather than realist resources, is the basis o f  its notable national control 
over external penetration." W e argue, however, that with greater resources Nyerere 
would have been much m ore militant and consistent in foreign policy matters. For 
instance, despite its "self-reliance" slogan, Tanzania has ironically increased its reliance 
on external loans, grants and other forms o f  assistance. Its  external debt (eight largest 
in Africa) went from $248 million, in 1970, to $1 .6  billion in  1982; and its share o f 
overseas development assistance increased from $267 m illion, in 1976, to  almost three 
times that figure in 1982. F or Bolaji Akinyemi’s interview , see W est Africa (London), 
M arch 31, 1986, p. 669. See also, Timothy M. Shaw, "African States and International
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Stratification: The Adaptive Foreign Policy Behavior o f  Tanzania," K. Ingham, ed ., 
Foreign Relations o f  African States (London: Butterworths, 1974), p . 215; and J. Gus 
Liebenow, African Politics: C rises and Challenges (Bloomington: Indiana University 
Press, 1986), p . 168. F o r an excellent account o f  early Tanzanian foreign policy, see 
Okwudiba N noli, Self Reliance and Foreign Policy in Tanzania: The Dynamics o f  the 
Diplom acy o f  a  New State 1961 to  1971 (New York: N ok Publishers, 1978).

72. M ichael Haas, International Conflict (New York: Bobbs-M errill, 1974), p. 4.

73. See Jack C. Plano and Roy Olton, op. cit. (1982), p . 20.

74. See Christopher Clapham’s review article entitled "A frica’s International Relations," 
African A ffairs, vol. 86, no. 345 (October 1987), p . 576. A  decade earlier, Chris Allen 
had similarly contended that "most international relations w ork on Africa can be safely 
neglected." See Chris Allen, "A Bibliographical Guide to  the Study o f Political 
Economy in A frica,” Peter C. W . Gutkind and Immanuel W allerstein, eds., The Political

another similar criticism o f  the scholarly weaknesses o f  African international relations, 
see M ark W . DeLancey, "The Study o f  African International Relations,” in Aspects o f 
International Relations in Africa (Bloomington: Indiana University African Studies 
Program , 1979), p . 22.

75. As confirm ed by one scholar, such studies wish to generate general explanatory 
statements: "Scientific studies o f  foreign policy aim at making general explanatory 
statements about foreign policy behavior in the fashion that each social science seeks to 
m ake such statements about its own subject m atter." Patrick J. M cGowan, 
"Introduction," op. cit. (1973), p . 13.

76. In fact, most o f  the extant literature on W est African regionalism adopt an 
exhaustive but basically economic approach. F o r some o f  these see Bela Balassa, The 
Theory o f  Economic Integration (Homewood, 111.: Richard D . Urwin, 1961); Nicholas 
P lessz, Problem s and Prospects o f  Economic Integration in W est Africa (Montreal: 
M cG ill U niversity Press, 1968); Akin L. M abogunje, Regional M obility and Resource 
Development in W est Africa (Montreal: McGill University Press, 1972); V. P. 
Diejom oah and M ilton A. Iyoha, eds., Industrialization in  the Economic Community o f 
W est African States (ECOWAS1 (Ibadan: Heinemann, 1980); U ka Ezenwa, ECOWAS 
and the Economic Integration o f  W est Africa (London: C. Hurst, 1983); Douglass 
Rim m er, T he Economies o f W est Africa (London: W eidenfeld and Nicholson, 1984).

77. See J . Barron Boyd and M ichael A . Kelley, "International Relations and the Black 
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CH APTER TW O 

THEO RETICA L DISCUSSIONS AND CO N CEPTUAL SCH EM E 

Introduction

It is not within the scope o f  this research to offer any rigid, formal o r 

uninterpreted theories o f  international political behavior.1 It may be  suggested that 

international relations, and indeed the social sciences, are not like the physical 

sciences in the sense that no specific fram e o f  reference captures the irrefutable 

truth.2 In his critique o f  questions on epistemological certainty, Karl Popper argues, 

for instance, that even where theories survive critical tests, "they can never be 

positively justified: they can never be established as certainly true nor even as 

’probable’ (in the sense o f  the probability calculus).”3 There are several studies and 

criticism s about the neopositivist claims o f  science and the extent to  which scholars 

can, in fact, ever know for certain.4 Thus in this study, we contend that what is 

often term ed theories o f  international behavior, are merely representative o f  broad 

analytical insights schematized to  inject structural precision o r intellectual order into 

what would otherw ise have constituted a  proliferating chaos o f  confused 

terminologies.

This chapter will explore some o f  these analytical insights and will also 

attempt to offer a  conceptual schema which can serve as a  relevant and convenient
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method for reviewing salient theoretical literature on the comparative study o f  foreign 

policy.5 Through a  critical review o f  the several theoretical approaches, w e propose 

a  conceptual scheme from  which w e can deduce testable propositions to explain 

foreign policy behavior. O ur overall purpose is, as one scholar puts it, "to combine 

em pirical research and a  factual account o f  events with theoretical analysis, rather 

than engaging solely in arid  theorising that bears little o r no relation to reality ."6 

Rather than assuming an extremely rigid approach that is virtually unrelated to 

observable international political reality, our hope is that any discerning reader will 

becom e aw are o f  certain common and unifying threads running through, connecting, 

o r synthesizing the essential aspects o f  this chapter.

Prevailing Explanations o f  International Political Behavior

A longstanding theoretical, methodological and epistemological task o f  social 

scientific inquiry is the use o f  theories to organize, systematize and integrate existing 

knowledge in any particular field successfully.7 The field o f  comparative 

international relations is by no means an exception in this regard, and a  wide variety 

o f  approaches have been presented by theorists to  explain interstate relations in 

general.® Although there have been various attempts to  explain why nations act, this, 

however, does not mean that the field is without focus or that general hypotheses 

cannot be logically deduced. F or our own cursory review o f  the literature on the 

sm aller and less developed states o f  W est Africa, we utilize aspects o f  three distinct 

but mutually complementary approaches to the study o f  foreign policy behavior.
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These broad multi-level and multi-variable explanations o f  international behavior are 

represented in the general systems theory, the pow er theory and the decision-making 

approach. These separate theories do not necessarily contradict each other. Rather, 

they represent selected perspectives researchers have chosen for their expositions.

W ith a  focus on the several salient dimensions related to regional interactions in a  

Third W orld setting, our argument is that each o f  these frameworks is theoretically 

interesting and substantively important for our purposes. Although separately 

inadequate, we argue that they constitute frameworks from which much has been 

learned and which could form the basis for even more comprehensive theories in 

future. The three approaches were chosen prim arily on the criteria o f  their usefulness 

and relevance9 to the specific problem o f interest and their pervasive influence in 

foreign policy studies.

The prescriptive utility o f  current international relations theory correlates with 

the level o f  concern. Since it attempts to combine two levels o f  analysis (the 

individual-national and the systemic) within a  singular conceptual scheme, our 

proposed framework raises "the level-of-analysis problem "10 in international 

relations. In fact, many studies have purported to draw a  rigid distinction between 

internal and external processes o r issues. Such a standpoint generally construes the 

levels o f  analysis as discontinuous, thus disallowing for the applicability o r 

interchangeability o f propositions across levels. Although claiming increased 

theoretical specificity, such distinctions have remained vague and obfuscated 

especially because they failed to consider the fundamental fact that, in many respects,
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domestic and foreign policies have become virtually indistinguishable. In other 

words, levels are continuous and propositions derived from one analytical level can be 

applied to  understanding phenomena at another analytical level. F o r the purposes o f 

our research, therefore, we argue, firstly, that a  combination o f  both levels is 

necessary and appropriate for the proper understanding o f  regional behavior in W est 

Africa, and secondly, that an integrative approach strikes at the heart o f  the matter by 

reconciling motivational, institutional and behavioral dimensions. W hile it is, o f  

course, possible to choose one o f  the two levels in theorizing (usually by making 

assumptions about the other), we contend that neither the actor-model nor the system- 

oriented model fully accounts for the factors which w e intuitively believe are at work.

Addressing similar concerns, for example, John Garnett argues that although 

an easier classification o f  perspectives would distinguish statesmens’ perspectives 

from  those o f  the system in which states behave, "Sensible students will not opt 

exclusively for either the ’actor’ o r the ’system’ approach to the study o f  international 

politics. Both perspectives have something to offer and there is no need to  choose 

between them ."11 T here is "no clear reason" why in studying interstate behavior "a 

finding a t one level should not direct our attention to the corresponding, but not 

identical, data on another analytic level."12 Likewise, Rosenau concludes that the 

unfortunate tendency o f  scholars to distinguish rigidly between national and 

international political systems despite "mounting evidence that the distinction is 

breaking dow n,” is a  conceptual problem that appears "to be holding back the 

development o f  general theories o f  external behavior."13 In short, the failure to
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integrate internal and external variables in the analyses o f  the foreign policy behavior 

o f  states diminishes the explanatory value o f  proposed theoretical schemes. Such 

failure results in  an unnecessary inhibition to  expanded inquiry. This is especially so 

on even relatively m ore factual o r historical grounds since it  has been suggested that 

the "history o f  W est Africa, like that o f  [other regions], is the result o f  internal and 

external factors."14

As already stated, our attention is consciously confined to the systems, power 

and decision-making approaches because they have been particularly influential in 

determining the agenda for research in international relations theory. Arguably, 

literature from  these frameworks remains at the cutting edge o f  theory building in 

foreign policy studies. F rom  a  critical examination o f  the conceptual and theoretical 

postulates o f  these approaches, we contend that, for our purposes, these models must 

be seen as interrelated.15 There is no need for an analyst to make an irrevocable or 

rigid commitment to any one basic research focus and, as such, these models can be 

applied towards an analytically comprehensive study o f  international relations in W est 

Africa. H owever, although these models are construed as interrelated, they will be 

reviewed separately here to elucidate more clearly their distinct im pact on current 

theoretical debate.

The Systemic Perspective

T he notion o f  the international system emanates, at least conceptually, from 

the general systems theory. The version o f  the general systems literature that is
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analytically relevant to this study stems from the universal standpoint that all bilateral 

and multilateral interactions can be analyzed within a  systems fram ew ork.16 By 

definition, therefore, the general systems theory signifies that approach which aims at 

establishing how interstate interactions are effected in the widest variety o f  

system s.17 This simplified and abstract approach states that a  whole functions as 

such because o f  the interdependence,18 through the coordinative process o f  

communications,19 o f  its parts. A  system is thus "a set o f  elements standing in 

interaction."20 It can also be defined as "a set o f objects together with relationships 

between the objects and between their attributes."21 Relationships between objects 

(or actors) refer to  the ways in which actors are linked, which separate members o f  a  

system from nonmembers. Attributes, on the other hand, represent conceptual 

variables describing each object, and relationships between attributes constitute the 

hypotheses to be tested. These definitions embody the idea o f  a  group o f  objects 

standing in some structural relationships to one another and interacting on the basis o f 

certain characteristic processes. The relevance o f  this systemic analogy to  the 

problem  o f regional cooperation in any geographical area is self-evident. A s a  

structural set o f  elements in interaction, a  system is living and dynamic and is 

characterized by cohesion (that is, the condition o f sticking together) and covariance 

(the process o f  changing together).

Proponents o f  the systems approach usually set up the following criteria for 

establishing the existence o f  a  system: (1) that a  system is definable in the sense that 

it can be located with considerable precision in space and time; (2) that a  variety o f
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operations be conducted by several disciplines before concluding that a  specific 

system exists; and (3) that a  system manifests significant variations in the tim e scales 

o f  its structures and processes.22 A fundamental theoretical position in this paper is 

that international political phenomena can best be organized by construing them as 

parts o f  a  systematic whole. In other words, the phenomena o f  politics are usually 

mutually related and tend to cohere in terms o f  systems o f  action. To refer to 

something as a  system is an abstract (or an analytic) way o f  examining concrete 

phenom ena in the sense that a  system is an aspect o f phenomena abstracted from 

reality in some degree for the purposes o f  analysis.23 To the extent that systems 

analysis provides useful insights to our research questions and assumptions, its related 

conceptual postulates are reviewed here for heuristic purposes. Specifically, relevant 

aspects o f  systems analysis can be adapted and applied to African foreign policies and 

to regional studies in the developing areas.

There are three principal reasons why the systems fram ework is  advantageous 

and useful in the comparative study o f  foreign policy. F irst, the systems approach is 

adequate for isolating international systems and subsystems that exist in  several 

regions o f  the world. Secondly, the method generates concepts, variables and 

theoretical propositions that are testable, empirically verifiable, and relevant to 

assessing the behavior o f  the system’s component units. Thirdly, the m ethod provides 

convenient linkage between international system-level and intra-national individual or 

domestic-level relations. The idea o f  the hierarchy o f  systems integrates intra- and 

international politics. This added usefulness permits the researcher to represent the
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linkage idea which emphasizes the relationship between a  system and its environment. 

T he relevance o f  these advantages to  this research will be investigated in that order.

Systems theoretical perspectives have long been usefully applied to 

international relations by scholars who view the field from a  general systems 

framework. A  m ajor problem , however, is that initial efforts to integrate systems 

concepts into international relations theory resulted in  exclusive o r predominant 

attention to  the activities o f  great powers in global affairs.24 Especially during the 

Cold W ar era, international relations witnessed a  concentration o f  scholarly works on 

the bipolar "East-W est system" and the dominant "European state system" to the 

exclusion o f  o ther identifiable systems. This definition seemed increasingly 

inadequate as the num ber o f  nation-state actors doubled and then trebled with the 

demise o f  em pires in Asia and Africa. Hence, Brecher’s counsel that "it is dangerous 

to assume that the elephants are the only members o f  the [international] system o r to 

ignore the squirrels by virtue o f  a  specious claim that the elephants determine all or 

most o f  their actions."25

In reaction, a  new focus on the regional subsystem has emerged in 

comparative international relations. A regional subsystem has been defined as "a 

relatively regular and intense pattern o f interactions, recognized internally and 

externally as a  distinctive arena, and created and sustained by at least two and quite 

probably m ore general proximate actors."26 Through theory-directed research, 

scholars have increasingly focused their attention on the partially self-contained 

conglomeration o f  geographically localized states in Latin America, Southeast Asia,
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the M iddle E ast and A frica.27 Through an approach which we have labeled "the 

regional subsystems approach," w e propose that the W est A frican area represents an 

inchoate but dynamic international regional subsystem. This conception is not without 

precedence, however. Decades ago, M ichael Brecher speculated that at least five 

definable subordinate systems existed in  the global environm ent, nam ely, M iddle 

Eastern, A m erican, Southern Asian, W estern European and W est A frican.28 H e also 

proposed a  com prehensive catalogue o f  variables that played relevant roles in a 

regional foreign policy decision-making system.

Elaborating further, Brecher developed a  set o f  fairly rigorous prerequisites 

through which the existence o f  a  subordinated subsystem (such as the W est African 

case) may be fully confirmed. Such developments, Brecher argued, would require at 

least six significant conditions:

(1) That the subsystem’s scope is delimited, with prim ary stress on the region;

(2) That there are at least three actors;

(3) That taken together, they are objectively recognized by other actors as 

constituting a  distinctive community, region o r segment o f  the Global System;

(4) That the members identify themselves as such;

(5) T hat the units o f  pow er are relatively inferior to  units in the D ominant System

using a  sliding scale o f  pow er in both; and

(6) That changes in the Dominant System have greater effect on the subordinate 

system than the reverse.

Applying these six conditions to the international system, Brecher conclusively
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established that "there are five subordinate systems-Middle Eastern, American, 

Southern Asian, W est European, and W est African; others may em erge.”29 

But the inclusion o f  W est Africa in Brecher’s catalogue has drawn some 

opposition in the theoretical literature. Larry Bowman has suggested, fo r instance, 

that the subregion has "little real unity, certainly less than Southern Africa, and at this 

time could hardly be called a  system."30 Other scholars have recently taken the 

m ore general and pessimistic view that the "systems theory o f  international relations 

is not particularly well suited to Africa” because it  was developed to explain relations 

in the industrialized world, and because "the data that is needed to  make it applicable 

to Africa simply is not available."31 Despite these criticisms, however, we strongly 

argue that Brecher’s rigorous conditions are far more substantiated by current 

empirical trends in W est Africa. This is rather obvious in the successive reapplication 

o f  the systems perspective to  the area in the works o f  several scholars. F o r example, 

George Abangwu has developed "a postulational model o f  systems approach to 

regional integration in W est Africa" with reference to what he terms the concept o f 

"exogenous socio-political input capacity."32 Similarly, William Zartman has 

cogently argued that it is possible to analyze the subregion "as a  whole." According 

to  Zartm an, this research technique is desirable in order to  apply the theoretical ideas 

from international relations to a  new area.33 Other applications o f  the international 

systems perspective to W est Africa are represented in the studies by Thomas 

H odgkin,34 George Shepherd,35 Bruce Russett,36 and Cantori and Spiegel.37

A second major advantage o f  the systems approach lies in its provision and
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description o f  a  theoretical framework for the generation o f  related variables about 

political phenomena. But to generate variables is not to  establish relations and 

associations. H ence, the systems approach also permits the classification o f  the 

potential sources o f  variables and the testing o f  hypotheses subsequent to the coding 

o f data deemed relevant to the system’s component units. O ne can thus diagnose a 

wide variety o f  causal layers to lay bare the sources o f  foreign policy events. Not 

only are the sources o f  foreign policy open for study, the consequences o f  foreign 

policy behavior may be subjected to analytic probe.

For example, since the systems method permits m ultivariable explanations o f 

heuristic value, B recher’s last two conditions may render the dependency approach 

axiomatic in the application o f  systems analysis to com parative international relations 

o f  the developing areas. Scholars such as Johan Galtung, Immanuel W allerstein, J.

G. Gobalet and L. J. Diamond have sought to define sets o f  transnational 

relationships constituting a  structure that enables the resources o f  the underdeveloped 

countries (i.e ., the periphery) to be transferred as a  function o f  the asymmetrical 

benefit o f  the developed countries (or the center).38 The distinguishing feature o f all 

dependency scholars, therefore, is that they treat the socioeconomic development o f 

underdeveloped countries as being conditioned by external forces, namely, the 

domination o f  these countries by other, more powerful states.39 To recapitulate 

briefly, B recher suggests that using a  sliding scale o f  pow er in both, the units o f 

power in the subordinate system are relatively inferior to units in the dominant 

system, and secondly, that changes in the dominant system have greater effect on the
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subordinate system than vice-versa. Put differently, the penetration o f  the subordinate 

system by the dom inant system has a  greater impact than the reverse flow o f  

penetration. Clapham has similarly claimed that two distinct spheres exist in the 

external environment o f  A frican foreign policies: "the sphere o f  equals" consisting 

other A frican states and the LDCs and "the sphere o f  outsiders" comprising the 

superpowers and former colonial powers. H e concludes that "The relation between 

A frican states and each o f  these two categories and the influence which these have on 

the foreign policy o f  the state concerned, are different enough to  make them worth 

considering separately."40

Thus, in applying systems analysis to our study, it is im portant to distinguish 

two dimensions o f international variables. Firstly, within "the sphere o f  outsiders" 

where global systemic variables generate foreign policy inputs into the regional 

subsystem, the LDCs are largely dependent upon the intrusive activities o f  great 

powers. In  dependencia term s, this systemic postulate suggests that the behavior o f 

the smaller states are somewhat impinged upon from the external environment by the 

activities o f  the m ore powerful states. I f  this actual o r imagined "dominance- 

dependence" relationship is true, it obviously poses serious questions concerning the 

role o f the African state, its limits, scope, and autonomy, in the execution and 

conduct o f  foreign affairs. Secondly, regarding "the sphere o f  equals," regional 

subsystemic factors assume the form o f  foreign policy outputs exhibited between 

developing states themselves. The phenomenal character o f  these cooperative and 

conflictual output behaviors may be political o r economic. But because African states
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are generally, by definition, impoverished and underdeveloped, economic variables 

are m ore likely to  be recurrent in their interactions than political o r  cultural 

m atters.41 Indeed, on a  m ore general level, it  has been suggested that one o f  the 

new theoretical and methodological problems created by an ever interdependent 

w orld, is the increasing relevance o f  economics to  the conduct o f  foreign policy.42

In a  nutshell, then, the systems perspective is relevant and useful to  the foreign 

policy behavior o f  Third W orld states in the sense that it can generate variables and 

relationships that are based on the defining characteristics o f  developing states. There 

are several key systemic phenomena which these states have adopted fo r their foreign 

policies. F o r instance, as a  direct consequence o f  their poverty and low level o f 

modernization, developing states exhibit low profile foreign policy behavioral 

patterns, some o f  w hich can be subsumed under the following basically theoretical 

generalizations:

(1) Low levels o f  overall participation in international affairs leading to  the 

tendency o f  great actors to dominate foreign policy activities in these areas;

(2) Prom inence o f  the north-south economic behavioral concerns o f  modernization 

and grow th over m ore political issues;

(3) Tendency fo r regionally situated developing states to  engage in cost-effective 

non-verbal (deeds) than in verbal (words) behavior.43

These research questions encompass typological variables o f

the international system and are thus representative o f  the broad nature o f

relationships at the systemic level o f  the subordinated regional subsystem, as is
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hypothesized in several studies.

T he final advantage o f the systems perspective is that it provides a  bridging 

structure between broad levels o f  analysis in international relations, such that any 

level in the hierarchy o f  relevant systems can be analyzed in terms o f  a  variety o f 

concepts. It has been suggested that because the sources o f  foreign policy span all 

levels from the state to the global community, "those who study foreign policy must, 

perforce, concern themselves with politics at every level."44 By providing a  

comprehensive fram ew ork with a  hierarchy o f  systems and subsystems, the systems 

framework provides the opportunity to undertake research on events that take place at 

several levels. F o r example, analytical insights can be transferred from one level o f 

systems to  another such that large-scale systems may be studied by shifting techniques 

acquired in the study o f  one system to others. Phenomena may then be construed 

w ithin a  continuum o f  interlocking systems o r system rungs, at increasing levels o f 

generality and inclusiveness, ranging from world politics to the individual decision

maker. In  the m ost general sense, two levels may be designated: the systemic 

macro-level comprising the global system, the dominant system and the subsystems; 

and the unit, o r micro-level, comprising state actors and the decision-making 

apparatus.

In conducting research, the point o f  incision is that point w here a  thorough 

knowledge is required to explain the behavior o f  the system under analysis with the 

greatest accuracy. Once a  regional subsystem has been identified and isolated, its 

dominant intrusive systems may be studied. In addition to these environmental
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factors, the region’s component state systems, their various attribute variables, 

including the policy-making mechanism established therein, becom e focal points of 

analysis. Thus, consistent with our argument that any comprehensive investigation o f 

foreign policy behavior requires progressive effort towards a  multi-level and multi- 

variable explanatory fram ework, our next set o f  theoretical explanations shifts the 

level o f  analysis from  the macro-level (the system o f  interacting units) to  the micro

level, where the state system reveals the several foci that are possible within its 

domain. It has been noted o f  systems analysis that, by em ploying "the concept o f  the 

whole, it nevertheless obliges us to isolate and examine the different factors 

influencing international relations."45

A  state’s foreign policy behavior is not solely an act of, o r a  resolution to, 

systemic and external stimuli; domestic variables too are widely reviewed in the 

literature as influencing international actions. James Rosenau recently described 

foreign policy analysis as "a bridging discipline." This field o f  study, Rosenau 

argues, takes as its focus, "the bridges that whole systems called nation-states build to 

link themselves and their subsystems to even more encompassing international system 

o f  w hich they are a  part."46 One objective o f  this research is to review relevant 

theoretical literature with a  view o f  showing how w e can apply the general systems 

theory at the systemic level and connect this with pow er and decision-making concepts 

at the intrastate level. Thus stipulated, this section attempts to  fuse the invaluable 

contributions o f  pow er, systems and decision-making perspectives thereby 

acknowledging "the continuing erosion o f the distinction between domestic and
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foreign issues, between the sociopolitical and economic processes that unfold at home 

and those that transpire abroad.”47

Pow er Theoretical Approach

A  central concept in the study o f  w orld politics, power is a  persistent and 

elusive term w hose theoretical basis is interconnected with numerous scholarly efforts 

to  understand both conflictual and cooperative interactions. As a  notion which 

assumes the dominance o f  realpolitik analyses o f  foreign policy, power, in the 

international arena, can be ordinarily defined, firstly, as the coercive o r persuasive 

ability o f  one state to  cause another to do what the latter otherwise would not choose 

to do, and secondly, as the ability to make another state refrain from  doing something 

it wants to  do.48 Pow er theory comprises two basic varieties: first, the systemic 

component o f  the balance o f  power and its several variations, and second, the national 

pow er equation consisting o f  such quantitative ingredients as natural resources, 

population, productive capacity, and so on. Pow er is a  mixture o f  capabilities derived 

from both domestic sources and international activities. The concept may thus be 

used as an attribute o f  states and, because pow er cannot be studied in a  vacuum , as a  

set o f changing relationships in any given international system. In  this specific sense, 

one could critique both the bases and the effects o f  national power. A proper 

conceptualization o f  pow er must take into consideration three m ajor elements: 

capabilities, acts and responses. Hence, to contend that a  state is powerful is to 

suggest: (1) that the state possesses large amount o f  resources for use in influence
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attempts; (2) that the state is undertaking a  large num ber o f  actions to  influence other 

states; (3) that the target states respond in a  manner consistent with the desires o f the 

state making the influence attempts.49

Based prim arily upon national interest,50 international power theory is 

predicated on the notion o f  political realism. Political realism  views the nation-state 

as the m ajor actor, the ultimate point o f  reference, in the international system. It 

begins from  the prem ise that universal conformity is not possible, and since states are 

generally unwilling to surrender their sovereignty to  international institutions, conflict 

is endemic to  relations in  the international system. To realists, therefore, the 

behavior o f  states in the global system may best be understood in term s o f 

international politics defined as a  ceaseless struggle for pow er. M orgenthau has 

cogently maintained that international politics is "a struggle for pow er. W hatever the 

ultim ate aim  o f  politics, power is always the immediate aim ."51 One policy 

implication o f  this view  dictates that since pow er overrides all other factors, every 

state m ust be preoccupied with the struggle by continually adjusting its actions and 

behavior in foreign affairs, to its power requirements. Therefore, the configuration o f 

pow er am ong states at any given time influences the distribution o f  the benefits of 

international relations with the m ore powerful receiving a  larger share than the others.

Based on the lessons o f  history and historical experience, pow er politics and 

political realism posit that rational statesmen must be concerned prim arily with their 

vital interests. Indeed, in the international system, the supreme responsibility o f  each 

state is to  protect and prom ote the interests o f  its people against the opposition o f
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other groups. In  an anarchic world, an actor seeks pow er and develops both the 

capability and willingness to control others, for this "law o f  nature" is the "law o f 

nations"52 under which a  state’s survival may be ensured o r endangered. The "law 

o f  nature" does not, therefore, expect a  prudent actor to  be bound by morals; a 

statesman must be pragmatic and must use morals only as a  means to an end - the 

prom otion o f  personal interest.53

Resting on certain universal assumptions about the nature o f  man and society, 

the pow er perspective is applicable to African international relations since it makes 

universal claims about the behavior o f states, and because it emphasizes the salience 

o f  the struggle for survival. This generalization is noticeable on both vertical and 

horizontal dimensions. Firstly, on the horizontal dimension, several balance o f  power 

scenarios have continually been featured in intra-African relations, to  show that rather 

than being passive actors in the international system, African states are indeed 

characterized by an active struggle for power and influence. As one scholar aptly 

puts it, a  critical review o f intra-African relations "reveals the dominance o f power 

politics. In Africa, alliances are short-lived and tend to be entered into in order to 

balance out the power o f  either a  potential aggressor or a  domineering state for the 

purposes o f preserving sovereignty and independence."54 T he relative distribution o f 

pow er among regional actors remains a  key factor in describing and explaining the 

nature and likely outcomes o f change and conflict in contemporary inter-African 

relations.

On the vertical dimension, however, power politics in extra-African relations
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has principally assumed the posture o f  struggle against external domination. Power, 

thus, figures prominently in the literature o f  dependency theorists who view the world 

as comprising "centers” and "peripheries," with the form er exercising tremendous 

influence over the latter.ss This unequal power dimension o f  dependency theory 

draws one to variables outside Africa, and sensitizes the critical analyst to  the 

conditioning situation imposed on the region by centuries o f  colonial and post-colonial 

experiences. On both vertical and horizontal dimensions, therefore, African states 

are generally preoccupied with the preservation o f  their sovereignty and 

independence, which they perceive as threatened from within and outside the 

continent. The ability to exert pow er, in Africa, may be roughly equal (symmetrical) 

o r severely unequal (asymmetrical). The international politics o f  A frican states may 

thus be characterized as a  struggle for economic, military and political pow er in these 

significant respects.

Pow er is further important in the scientific study o f  world politics, and one 

conventional method for estimating pow er is by analyzing its contributing elements. 

Indeed, to advocate empirically-based theorizing about state behavior, one cannot but 

assume an approach that construes foreign policy as resting on certain elements that 

can be analyzed. These sources o f foreign policy behavior, the equivalence o f 

M orgenthau’s "elements o f  national pow er,"36 include such relevant power-based 

indicators as geography, natural resources, industrial capacity, population size, 

m ilitary preparedness, social structures, and so on. Applied to foreign policy 

behavior, therefore, pow er theory assumes that interstate interactions involve a
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multiplicity o f  factors which constitute the sources o f  national pow er, and which may 

b e  investigated and estimated in considerable detail.

In  spite o f  its relevance to our research, the pow er theoretical approach is not 

without m ajor flaws. F irst, the theory is static and conservative preferring to  deal 

with "what is" to the detrim ent o f  "what ought to be" o r "w hat is becom ing." 

Differently put, a  universally valid conception o f  national interest is assumed without 

adequate reference to  the reality o f  changing environmental conditions. Second, the 

pow er theoretical approach popularly construes the concept in term s o f  a  series o f 

independent variables when the term  can also be analyzed as a  dependent variable. In 

addition, the theory is one-directional in the sense that it poses a  single-minded 

behavior. Pow er is thus presented solely as an end in itself, which competing states 

must always pursue. N ot only does this falsely assume that there is consensus about 

what pow er means, it also ignores the relational dimension o f  pow er; it  fails to 

address adequately the relative and contextual question, pow er to do what?”

Finally, the pow er approach attributes almost every foreign policy action in terms o f 

one single factor to the detrim ent o f  all others. Indeed, w e strongly contend that 

pow er alone cannot explain the workings o f  the international system. I f  they are to be 

useful in explaining the intricacies o f interstate relations, "single-factor" theories such 

as power and economic deterministic theories must be located within some more 

inclusive and realistic "multi-factor" theory.5®

The Decision-M aking Process
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Decision-making can be defined as a  process which selects from  a  limited 

amount o f  problematical alternative projects one project intended to  produce the 

specific outcome desired by the decision-makers. By positing individuals’ decisions 

as fundamental in the analysis o f  political behavior, studies have conceptualized 

foreign policy in term s o f  the human decision-making model at the state level o f 

theoretical explanation. This well-established micro-analytic view o f  international 

politics advances the significance o f  national actors operating in an organizational 

context, the domestic and external variables which influence them, and the process 

through which they arrive at foreign policy decisions.59 In order to  lend analytic 

insights to  international behavior, our study is further preoccupied with the 

components o f  action, the sources o f  initiatives and alternatives, and several other 

factors involving the policy-making process. There is some truth in the notion that 

the foreign policies o f  developing states are "domestic politics pursued by other means 

o r that they are domestic policies carried beyond the boundaries o f  such states."60 

W e hold that the individual leader, far from being solely manipulated by such abstract 

forces as "national interest" o r "power relationships," is central to  the interpretation 

o f  foreign policy actions.

The decision-making approach contributes to  an understanding o f  foreign policy 

behavior along several intellectual dimensions. First, the psychological dimension 

depicts the extent to  which insights gained from the use o f  psychological m odels can 

be fruitfully translated into systemic behavioral predictions. A considerable amount 

o f  research has been undertaken in  the area o f  psychology and politics and, more
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recently, the relationship between psychology and foreign policy behavior has been an 

im portant area o f  focus. The psychological explanation assumes that the national 

belief system o f  individual leaders may actually present them with a  selection o f 

alternatives for interpreting the objective world.61 One is thus interested in the 

"motives” underlying an individual’s decision and why specific leaders have greater 

difficulty than others in making national decisions. This perspective posits that a 

focus on motivational attribution is vital for prescriptive international relations theory. 

Richard Snyder has, for instance, often referred to the significance o f motivational 

analysis as an im portant component o f  the national decision-malting process.62 It has 

been argued that leaders differ according to  personal characteristics, degree o f 

nationalism, need fo r power, and belief in ability to control events. F o r instance, 

leaders with "participative orientation" (defined in terms o f  having a  desire to involve 

the state in the international arena) are generally noted to maintain a  low degree o f 

distrust, low nationalism, little need for power to control others, and low belief in 

their ability to control others. On the other hand, leaders with "expansionist 

orientation" (often entailing desire or willingness to consider enlarging one’s 

territorial claims) are likely to exhibit a high degree o f  distrust, high nationalism, high 

need fo r power to  control others, and high belief in their own ability to  control 

events.63 Scholars are therefore generally interested in investigating why certain 

types o f  behavior occur and what it is that causes leaders to behave the way they 

do .64

Another angle to the psychological dimension concerns the central role o f
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perceptions and m isperceptions.63 Indeed, the perceptual base o f  interstate

interactions raises certain fundamental questions. Do idiosyncratic characteristics o f

decision makers affect foreign policy behavior, and, i f  so, why do foreign policy

m akers make the decisions that they do? Second, how do leaders and statesmen

perceive their nations, and how do their perception o f  other nations influence their

behavior and actions? Third, how do leaders’ cognitive, evaluative and affective

orientations, and indeed their basic personality traits, ideological predispositions,

decision styles, values and attitudes, relate to o r affect international political

behavior?66 O ne widely endorsed response to these problems suggests that

international politics comprises a  network o f  both subjective perceptions and objective

conditions. F o r instance, adopting an input-process-output approach, Brecher has

outlined the relationship between what he calls "the operational environment" in terms

o f  objective external influences, and "the psychological environment" o r the specific

interpretation o f  those influences by decision-makers.67 In similar vein, Robert

Jervis contends that:

Perceptions o f  the world and other actors diverge from reality in patterns 
that we can detect and for reasons that we can understand....Logic permits 
us to distinguish between the "psychological milieu" (the world as the 
actor sees it) and the "operational milieu" (the world in which the policy 
w ill be carried out) and to  argue that policies and decisions m ust be 
mediated by statesmen’s goals, calculations and perceptions.68

T he decision-making approach attempts to explain the behavior o f  states in term s o f

statesmen’s "images"69 and "belief systems"70 as related to interpretations o f  the

international environment. N ot only is the issue o f  leaders’ perception assigned a

m ajor role in terms o f  their "definitions o f  the situation," critical analysts sometimes
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view the world as interpreted subjectively by elites as even m ore im portant than 

objective reality.71

The consequences o f  these points are particularly exaggerated in Africa where, 

because o f  the low  level o f  m odernization and small bureaucracy, policy is so often 

controlled by the leader and some close associates. How ethnocentric o r nationalistic 

is the African head o f  state and how much control does he feel his government has 

over events? F o r instance, does he favor cooperation o r conflict and competition in 

dealings with other nations? D ue to the reduced scale o f  complexity it  is generally 

assumed that w eak states have fewer bureaucratic influences on foreign policy 

making.72 Indeed, in his seminal article entitled "Pre-Theories and Theories o f 

Foreign Policy," Rosenau advances "individual" variables as the most potent factor in 

the foreign policy behavior o f  underdeveloped (large o r small, open o r  closed) 

societies. In these states, individual and personality characteristics such as the self- 

confidence, perceptions and the political culture o f  the leaders most strongly correlate 

with external policies.73

But to say that individuals are central to political analysis is not to suggest that it 

is only specific personality characteristics that are im portant. Although leaders often 

make decisions, their decisions are more o r less directly related to  such factors as 

governmental variables, state capabilities, systemic factors, and so on. Hence, our 

next m ajor theoretical extension o f  the decision-making approach in this study, argues 

for a  fusion o f  both objective indicators o f  national pow er and other subjective (non- 

rational) factors. Labeled the "national attribute approach,"74 this analytical
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dimension posits several state characteristics and assumes a  linkage between them and 

interstate behavior. F o r too long, several social and political commentators have 

talked and written as though African foreign policies lay outside the realm  o f  state 

capabilities o r  attributes. On the contrary, in this study, differences in the basic 

internal attributes o f  states are related to variations in their foreign policy behavioral 

patterns. Reviewed in isolation, however, the basic premise o f  the national attribute 

perspective, that states’ tangible characteristics are the cause o f  their foreign policy 

behavior, is fundamentally flawed. W e argue that the approach is unrealistic because 

it bypasses the political input o f  decision makers and their "capacity to mobilize" 

resources. Although state capabilities affect foreign policies, this is only indirectly 

so; the relationship is not usually a  clear, direct, automatic and causal one. State 

capabilities can only contribute to  an explanation o f  foreign policy behavior if  

research is sensitive to the political context and systems o f  which nations are a  part. 

Resources per se do not give pow er since one must consider both the willingness to 

follow a  systematic plan o f  action and the ability to  bring influence to bear on other 

actors. In our study o f  interstate relations in W est Africa, therefore, we advance a 

thesis which helps us to locate foreign policy initiatives and actions in the 

socioeconomic and political dynamics o f  the subsystem’s constituent states.

W e argue, among other things, that understanding the foreign policy behavior o f 

African states within a  regional setting requires multi-source explanations o f  foreign 

policy behavior.75 In short, a  proper understanding requires an adequate conceptual 

construct which incorporates systemic variables and specific domestic attributes o f
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these post-colonial states, as well as the perceptions o f  relevant policy makers. 

Specifically, w e argue that the availability o f  resources, and the perception o f  these 

resources by policy-makers constitutes an essential component o f  foreign policy 

behavior. State leaders arrive a t decisions affecting foreign policy on the basis o f  

what they perceive their power to  be relative to the pow er o f  others in the 

international environment. Thus, to the extent that nation-states d iffer in size, wealth, 

availability o f  resources and composition o f  decision-makers, we would expect that 

foreign policy behavioral patterns would also differ. By analyzing how the resource 

and psychological constraints and opportunities faced by decision-makers affect 

foreign behavior, our perspective reconciles domestic and international politics, thus 

assuming that there are no inherent inconsistencies in the various levels o f  analysis.76

T he foregoing discussions show that different theoretical orientations qualify in 

the scientific explanation o f  international political behavior. No single explanation is 

ever adequate for the understanding o f  interstate interactions within any regional 

subsystem. By itself, each perspective is but a  partial and very limited explanation 

and cannot be justified as a  universal foundation for why nations act. The decision

making approach, for instance, does not best capture the essential nature o f  foreign 

policy processes. F irst, the decision-making perspective cannot ably capture "non- 

decisions," that is, the decision not to take action. There is sometimes a  tendency to 

ascribe too much credit to the decision maker when, in fact, events that occur may be 

due to inaction. Inaction o r action with unintended consequences may also play an 

im portant a  ro le in the decision-making process. As Henry Bretton has stated, "a
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frequently overlooked point is that decisions not made o r m ade but not as intended 

may play as im portant a  ro le in  the entire process as do decisions made and 

deliberately so."77 An additional time-worn attack on those w ho stress foreign 

policy decision-making are m ade by critics who argue that such tasks are impossible 

since decisions may indeed be a  function o f  irrational decision-makers. " If decisions 

are in part irrational, how can anyone hope to analyze them systematically as if  they 

were rational?"78 Although the personality o f  leaders is not unim portant, this variable 

alone is further constrained by both external and internal environmental factors. F or 

our purposes in this study, therefore, we have not directly applied any specific model 

o f  international relations. Rather, our strategy has been to take our cues from a 

combination o f the various theoretical perspectives. This technique is meaningful in 

that these orientations are mutually complementary with regard to  their analytic utility 

in comprehending the nature and problems o f  international relations in W est Africa. 

The combined approaches form  the basis for the selection o f  factors, variables and 

propositions in our investigation o f  interstate behavior in the subregion. T he relative 

applicability o f  each theoretical perspective will therefore be evident in our 

hypotheses, em pirical data and conclusions.

Since we stress regional and domestic factors, our focus has the advantage of 

enabling us to consider both interstate and domestic factors within a  singular 

analytical framework. Abstracting from our theoretical review, several clusters o f 

factors appear to be very significant in our attempt to identify researchable issues in 

this study. T he rationale behind these research problem s stem from two fundamental
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assumptions: (1) that because o f  constrained resources, developing states generally 

tend to  exhibit, a t the international level, low profile foreign policy behavior; and (2) 

that stratification o r hierarchy tends to be discernible among all states in relation to 

their degrees o f  development, size, and processes o f  decision-making.

The first assumption implies that it  does not necessarily follow that regional 

activities are best explained at the level o f  the state. Such processes may indeed be 

reflective o f  the outcome o f processes outside the control o f  single state participants. 

Testing hypotheses about foreign policy output behavior is not an inherently less 

valuable activity than examining propositions at the national level. But while our 

theoretical interest lies partly with conditions at the regional subsystem, w e are also 

interested in the association between the varying degrees o f  state attributes and 

interactive processes characterizing the system as a  whole. The focal points o f 

investigation at this juncture constitute the sources o f  foreign policy behavior. 

Consequently, three m ajor clusters o f  variables will be examined here in analytically 

distinct bu t em pirically integral categories: (1) the domestic socioeconomic context 

(2) leaders’ ideological predispositions as they influence foreign policy orientation, 

and (3) foreign policy processes as observable output behavior.

Domestic Socioeconomic Context:

Theoretically, the domestic socioeconomic context within any state affects 

foreign policy behavior in a  variety o f ways. In concrete term s, such often not 

unrelated social and economic attribute variables as population, education,
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technological resources, industrialization and natural wealth form the basis o f  a  

nation’s capabilities, and consequently delimit ability to  influence regional and 

international systems. One argument suggests that needs and pressures at the 

domestic level may necessitate o r require international action, hence representing a 

source o f  foreign policy objectives. A second alternative argument holds that the 

domestic social and economic context may indeed establish limits o r constraints on 

foreign policy endeavors. I t  is contendable that even in  the Third W orld, national 

wealth and economic development are important variables affecting international 

behavior.

Domestic politics and circumstances define the "discourse" o f  contemporary 

African international relations since size, economic constraints and opportunities, 

domestic structure and domestic political developments all contribute to shaping the 

international political behavior o f  African actors. W ithout question, despite their 

common cultural configurations and parallel economic and political concerns, there is 

considerable range o f  variability (in terms o f  both constraints and capabilities) among 

African states.79 Certain relatively poor states in the so-called South are indeed 

w ealthier than others, hence the distinction often made between "third" and "fourth" 

world states.80 It is indeed possible to distinguish analytically between the relatively 

wealthy and the relatively poor states in the African region and elsewhere. For intra- 

African politics, this assumes the form o f  a  division o f  states into a  majority at the 

periphery and a  m inority at the semi-periphery, those a t the center o f  intra-African 

coalitions and those who follow rather than lead. It is further suggested that because
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o f  their relative positions these sets o f  distinguished states - the sem i-periphery and 

the coalition centers - have realized the status o f  primus inter pares in  African 

politics.81 In general, for the politics o f  the Third W orld, transactions take place 

between the less developed developing countries82 where a  distinction may then be 

drawn between two kinds o f  "horizontal" interactions, that is, between "continuous" 

and "cascade" interactions.83 Continuous transfers are those which take place 

between a  donor and a  recipient occupying almost identical levels o f  competence and 

they assume a  "helping each other" orientation. On the other hand, transfers between 

a  donor and a  recipient occupying somewhat different levels are o f  the "cascade" 

kind. In  the latter case, although both countries are at "neighboring levels,” relations 

between them are nevertheless to be  distinguished from strictly "vertical" 

relationships.84 However, the latter category o f states are naturally more constrained 

in  their ability to conduct diplomacy effectively even with immediate neighbors. A 

study o f  Zambian foreign policy notes, for instance, that because o f  the scarcity o f  

resources the government cannot m onitor global issues as regional powers like 

Nigeria may be tempted to do .85 Similarly, discussing the capabilities and pow er 

status o f  states, Joseph Frankel argues that this prim arily applies to the geographical 

dimension: "the boundaries o f  the scope o f Nigeria’s or Ghana’s interest cannot be 

conceived as confined to  the African continent as can the interests o f  their sm aller and 

less powerful neighbours."86 M ore generally, there have been elaborate efforts to 

explain the distribution and patterns o f foreign policy events by reference to  the size, 

economic development o r bureaucratic structure o f states.
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Leaders’ Ideology and Foreign Policy Orientation:

T he leaders o f  any political system usually espouse a  set o f  m ore o r less 

persistent, integrated doctrines that purport to explain and justify  their leadership in 

the system. A  set o f  political doctrines o f  this kind is often referred to as a  political 

ideology.87 A s a  dominant o r central pattern o f  m odem  political thought, ideology 

can be defined as an interrelated set o f  assumptions, beliefs, values and psychological 

preferences concerning human nature and the nature o f  society that legitimizes the 

patterns o f  everyday life. According to one authoritative and scholarly source, an 

ideology is "a form  o f  social o r political philosophy in which practical elements are as 

prom inent as theoretical ones; it is a  system o f  ideas that aspires both to explain the 

world and to change it."88 "The function o f  ideology, then, is evidenced as a 

process o f  cultural, social, and political transform ation."89 Standard political texts 

also define ideology as "a set o f closely related beliefs, o r ideas, o r even attitudes, 

characteristic o f  a  group o r community"90 o r "a value o r belief system accepted as a 

fact o r truth by some group."91 As a  political formula, the concept refers to the 

relationship between objective experiences and the subjective interpretation o f 

experiences - the world experienced directly as well as the lives outside the perimeters 

o f one’s own im mediate experiences. T he link between ideology and foreign policy 

orientation is therefore based upon the objective historical experience o f a  society with 

the outside w orld, and the interpretation o f  that experience by the state. To the extent 

that the making o f  foreign policy is an elite decision in most societies, it is the role o f 

foreign policy decision-makers to interpret the world outside to the population - that
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is, to  interpret the relationships o f  regional and international conditions to the state’s 

circumstances, and to  explain the state’s actions in the regional and international 

arenas. The ultim ate objective o f  ideology is to  incite people to  action in relation to 

principle. Assumptions, beliefs and values embodied in the institution o f  the state are 

transmitted by decision-makers about the nature o f  the w orld. Such assumptions 

constitute the ideological basis o f  foreign policy.

It may be  argued that the ideological differences am ong W est African leaders 

determ ine the nature o f  their interstate interactions. Specifically, the historical 

foundations o f  the ideological base o f  Africa’s international relations are to be found 

chiefly in the enduring patterns o f  nationalism, pan-Africanism and African 

socialism.92 These term s remain among the most convenient catch-phrases which 

summarize the dom inant strands in contemporary African ideology. "They are labels 

which reflect the pre-em inent day-to-day concerns o f A frican decision-makers, as well 

as their cultural and intellectual stances."93 As a  cluster o f  variables, however, they 

are not unrelated to other less psychological factors. Thus, the m ajor distinguishing 

sources o f  A frican foreign policies originate not only in the political ideologies of 

their leaders, they also reside in their cultural heritage, colonial origins, and the 

extent o f their modernization.94 In addition to the idiosyncratic characteristics o f 

decision makers, certain variables in a  state’s environment do have discernible 

influences on foreign policy outcome. F or all states, therefore, meaningful 

explanations can be made through measurement and analysis o f  the relationship 

between the environmental variables and dimensions o f  policy.
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The Foreign Policy Process:

T he third m ajor category - in addition to socioeconomic and ideological factors - 

can be found in the various aspects o f  the foreign policy process itself. The central 

assumption here is that foreign policy phenomena (as external behavior o f  

international actors) may be construed as the primary o r basic object o f  inquiry.95 

D iscernible elements at this level would include the structural attributes o f  a  region 

(or system) such as the nature o f  cooperation, conflict, competition, and the like 

which represent the several significant dimensions o f international interactive 

processes. These systemic variables lead, o f  course, to the investigation o f  factors 

beyond the boundaries o f  the nation-state. However, as already stated, because o f  the 

inextricable linkages between domestic and international factors, such examination o f 

international interactions alone would be artificial and misleading.96 A t a  minimum, 

then, foreign policy behavior reflects the consequence o f  a  complex interplay o f  

factors that converge upon the relevant actors who, so to speak, process them.

A  Conceptual Scheme

From  the theoretical discussions thus far, this study posits an integrative, 

heuristic fram ework comprising elements which permit modest abstraction in foreign 

policy studies. Conceptual scheme is defined here as an organizing device composed 

o f a  set o f  concepts some o f  w hich may serve as the basis for the formulation o f  

hypotheses and the analysis o f  political phenomena. The classificatory scheme 

offered here also attempts to provide the connecting analytical thread that binds the
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theoretical perspectives together. By serving as a  device for the collection and 

ordering o f  data, the framework represents an attempt to  demonstrate how a number 

o f  variables can be brought together into a  coherent context. I t  posits a  list o f 

potentially relevant factors while, at the same time, attempting to specify expected 

linkages among the variables. Furtherm ore, the conceptual scheme offers foreign 

policy behavior as a  variable with different values o r properties that might be 

expected to change with the factors identified. T he inclusion o f  a  set o f  interrelated 

factors in a  general schema, we argue, provides a  universal framework for analyzing 

and explaining relevant foreign policy relationships, and permits the testing of 

refutable propositions.97

The following five main characteristics are therefore considered within the scope 

o f  a  developing regional subsystem: 1) that the state as a  social entity is the principal 

actor and unit o f  analysis; 2) that the variable to be accounted for (the phenomena to 

be explained, o r the dependent variable) is the action o f  the state in the international 

system; 3) further, that the actions undertaken by the state can be analyzed along 

several m ajor analytical dimensions; 4) that the explanatory variables used to account 

for international behavior distinguish between a  state’s internal attributes and its 

international environment; and (5) that the independent variables affect the dependent 

variable through an intervening variable (the decision-making process).98 In short, 

the independent variables isolate multiple source-levels that interact with the decision

making intervening variables to affect foreign policy outcome. Each o f  the 

independent components (variables) o f  the system is viewed as directly manipulable
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and conditioned by the decision-making processes in such a  way as to exhibit foreign 

policy outputs identified as dependent variables. O ur main underlying theoretical 

assumption is that government decision makers, on the basis o f  their appraisal o f 

domestic conditions and the international situation, implement action which they 

expect will maximize national policy goals."  Before undertaking a  planned 

initiative, therefore, decision makers analyze the capability o r pow er potentiality o f  

their states vis-k-vis other states within the context o f  an international milieu and 

relative to the states directly affected. Thus, ou r proposition here is, in a  sense, 

rationalistic in that it is assumed that policy m akers essentially follow a  rational mode 

o f  calculus to arrive at their choices.

The schematic diagram  (see Figure 2.1) presents foreign policy behavior as a  

simplified input-output process. As already specified, the structure o f the diagram is 

logically discernible into the following component parts. National attributes are 

construed as independent variables which influence foreign policy behavior (the 

dependent variables) through the national decision-making process (intervening 

variables). The list o f  variables provided is, o f  course, potentially inexhaustive but 

the factors presented should suffice for our purposes in this research. F o r the sake of 

maintaining analytical clarity and coherence, the scheme provided is necessarily a 

simplification o f  reality. However, since precise language is an essential tool o f 

every scientific endeavor, the definitions o f the analytical concepts in the schema will 

be  specified in order to reduce ambiguities and to avoid semantic confusion.
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FIGURE 2.1

A CON CEPTU A L SCH EM E FOR COM PARATIVE FO REIG N  POLICY RESEARCH
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NATIONAL ATTRMCTES:

Comprising the independent variables in  this research, national attributes fall 

w ithin the realm  o f  capability analysis. Therefore, it is generally assumed that, other 

things equal, such attributes o f  statehood as national capabilities (or domestic 

conditions) constitute the base o f  pow er which impacts on foreign policy 

behavior.1”  These attributes significantly affect the determination o f  state 

international attitudes and policies. The term  national size may refer to  specific 

physical magnitude and features o f  a  state in terms o f  either the territorial size o f a 

state or its population size. The territorial size o f  a  country refers to  the total area 

enclosed within the national boundaries, including that covered by w ater, usually 

measured in square kilometers.101 T he population size, on the other hand, can be 

defined as the estimated whole num ber o f  people o r inhabitants o f  a  country at a 

particular point in tim e.102 Ray Cline develops an image o f  power that he calls the 

"critical mass" comprising "a large area" accompanied by "a large population."103 

In sum, with the totality o f  individuals occupying a  given area, states range from 

having a  small national size to having a  large one. States may also be densely 

populated (that is, crowded) o r sparsely populated. I t may further be pointed out that 

these definitions overlook the quality and structure o f the population analyzed, that is, 

the level o f  literacy (or the general quality o f  life) and the population’s distribution.

In addition, other factors such as the ethnic and tribal homogeneity o f  peoples and 

their adherence to traditional o r m odem  lifestyles may be equally significant.

T he second factor in the national attributes’ variables relates to  a  complex array
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o f domestic factors classified and treated together as socioeconomic factors. 

Socioeconomic factors refer to the internal structures and conditions o f  a  state which 

constitute the sources o f  foreign policy behavior. Arguably, lumping so diverse 

phenomena together blurs the differences among internal factors and confuses the 

question o f  how they relate to foreign policy behavior. F or the purposes o f  our 

discussion, therefore, socioeconomic factors refer specifically to the material 

resources o f  a  state, that is, those economic, military and diplomatic abilities that 

enable a  state to achieve its national interest objectives in the international 

environment. F irst and foremost, economic capabilities may be defined as the 

financial and economic resource endowments o f a  state which relates to, and is based 

upon, the production, distribution and consumption o f goods produced and services 

rendered within a  period in an economy. Usually entailing practical, infrastructural 

and industrial significance affecting material resources, economic capabilities basically 

outline the structure o f  the economic life o f a  state including its natural resources (the 

availability o f  raw materials) and its economic strength (agricultural and industrial 

output).104 W ithout a  strong economic base at home, states could hardly afford to 

pursue vigorous o r  adventurist policies abroad. Second, defined here as a  nation’s 

ability to  wage w ar o r to  deter other states from attacking, military capabilities 

com prise the quantity and quality o f  the army including its several complementary 

aspects such as the relative size, organization, techniques, weaponry and equipment, 

training, efficiency and manpower reserves o f  the armed forces (defined as the 

ground, air and naval forces). M ilitary capabilities also include the effect which
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technological developments have on the ability o f stronger powers to  increase their 

margin o f  superiority over w eaker nations (or o f  the latter states to  eventually 

overtake the form er).105 Third, the diplomatic influence o f  a  state concerns the 

num ber o f  diplomatic missions that a  country has, to maintain constant and 

meaningful governmental contact with other states and institutions in the global 

system.

The level o f  economic development o f  a  state is another factor considered within 

the national attributes category. It relates to those attributes that index the general 

w elfare o f  the peoples o f  a  state (not necessarily the wealth o f  the entire state as a 

cohesive entity). This variable will include such factors as the gross national product 

(GNP) per capita, energy consumption per capita, and so on, that represent 

measurements o f  average productiveness. As used in this study, the term economic 

development is synonymous with economic modernization. Its m ajor indicator - the 

GNP per capita - incorporates, quite effectively, the effect o f  the element o f  

population per head in the total productive capacity o f  a  state. States with very low 

levels o f  development are commonly termed underdeveloped, which thus, refers to 

economic backwardness especially when measured against the standards o f  the more 

advanced societies. Empirical features o f  underdevelopment include low national per 

capita incom e and productivity, high rates o f  illiteracy, high birth rates with 

decreasing death rates, leading virtually to population explosion, heavy dependence on 

subsistence agriculture, and so on.

Colonial experience includes such political variables as the effect o f  foreign
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(especially European) domination on the sociopolitical processes o f  a  state. The 

notion o f  colonial experience refers to  the historical process o f  living through colonial 

rule imposed from the outside. F or the majority o f  African states, this assumes the 

form o f  external political control by such form er colonial powers as Britain, France, 

Belgium and Portugal. The concept refers to  the domination o f  all the countries of 

W est A frica (with the possible exception o f  Liberia), p rior to  their political 

independence from 1937 onwards, when they w ere still regarded as dependent 

colonies, and therefore, part o f  the European em pire. Colonial heritage has direct o r 

indirect consequences for the foreign policies o f  A frican states and several scholars 

have argued that the most im portant factor determining the foreign relations o f  

African states is their colonial history and heritage.106 Specifically, it is assumed 

that the greater the degree to which two o r  m ore states share similar "colonial 

experience" vis-k-vis the same metropole, the greater the frequency o f those states’ 

cooperative interactions with each o ther.107

Finally, systemic or global factors address the external domain o f explanatory 

variables and include factors that are beyond the im mediate control o f the national 

environm ent. This category refers, therefore, to the external o r situational 

predisposition and may take the form  o f  interstate influences on interstate behavior 

(that is, external factors influencing external behavior), o r the effect o f such global 

phenomenon as a  decline in world prices o f  commodities. The economies o f  African 

states are generally incorporated into the world system in response to external rather 

than internal changes, and this vulnerability to outside pressures and demands has
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continued to the post-colonial period.108 In addition, geographical factors such as 

international boundaries that constitute limits within which a  state exercises territorial 

jurisdiction may also be construed as systemic variables. In  the main, the overall 

importance o f  systemic factors has been assumed to be overriding especially when 

considered in light o f  the so-called "billiard-ball" theory o f  international politics, 

which holds that state behavior is explained exclusively by reference to interactions 

with other states, thus virtually ignoring the dynamic role o f  internal factors.

DECISION PROCESS:

Comprising the intervening variables in this research, this category attempts to 

analyze international political systems and behavior as a  function o f salient human 

actors and several other policy- making factors that characterize political structures 

and decision-making roles. Leaders’ perceptions are those im portant psychological 

and intangible factors that are often more difficult to assess (because they cannot be 

accurately m easured), and which may nevertheless be responsible for the relationship 

among the leaders o f  various interacting states. These include, in their evaluative 

forms, the mental picture o f  leaders compiled as a  result o f  past perceptions, 

corrected and modified by actual experiences. In most states, the head or chief o f 

government plays the leading role in the decision-making process, perceives foreign 

policy issues, and defines and interprets the concept o f  national interest. As a  result, 

psychological factors are m ost crucial and foreign policy-making is transformed into 

an art (rather than a  science) dependent on the judgm ent o f  national leaders and their
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subjective evaluation o f available data. Personality traits refers to  the distinguishing 

personal characteristics and self-awareness o f  the leader. O ne is not so much 

concerned here with a  leader’s behavior as with those dispositions underlying the 

behavior depicted. Thus, psychologists would generally argue that dispositions 

precede attitudes, and that personality, therefore, tends to shape 

attitudes rather than the other way around. Is the personality analyzed a  bom  leader? 

In other words, is he a  charismatic leader characterized by a  mystical messianic 

quality that elicits widespread popular support? Indeed, especially in the so-called 

newly emergent nations, the conspicuous presence o f  a  revered leader with a 

charismatic, dom inant personality is not too uncommon, as was clearly exemplified in 

the African cases o f  N krumah’s Ghana and N asser’s Egypt. The terms ideological 

orientation and belief system are used in this study to define the doctrinaire political 

situation o f "conservatism" (that is, the tendency to preserve established institutions) 

o r "radicalism" (meaning, tending to favor basic institutional changes) held by 

political leaders at specific points in time. It is w idely asserted that the beliefs o f 

decision makers account for more variance in foreign policy behavior than any other 

single factor. Ideology refers to an ideal social system, a fundamental belief system, 

or a  way o f life. Relating this concept to foreign policy, states may aim at 

maintaining the status quo, that is, to  preserve the existing international territorial, 

ideological, o r pow er distribution. A  status quo policy is basically conservative and 

defensive in nature and seeks stability rather than change. Conservatism is thus a  set 

o f  beliefs derived from a  view o f society as complex and organic, rather than
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functional and mechanistic. The view implies a  fundamental distrust o f  political 

change, especially sudden, violent o r radical change, since it  is perceived as being 

more likely to  damage than to improve the delicate interrelationships o f  society. On 

the other hand, in  a  revisionist foreign policy, a  state seeks to  alter the existing 

territorial, ideological, o r pow er distribution to its advantage. Such policy is, by 

definition, basically expansionist and acquisitive in nature and states are m ore likely 

to  pursue it when their decision makers are dissatisfied with the status quo and believe 

that their states have the ability to  achieve their objectives by m ore radical means.

National style refers to  the characteristic behavioral patterns (the national 

character) o f  a  state as it attempts to grapple with its foreign policy problems. 

Synonymous with the notion o f  national character, national style may be described as 

a function o f  ideological values, common historical experiences, traditions, and 

precedents which have evolved in the body politic o f  a  state. Some developed 

societies, over time, have m ore o r less evolved predictable national styles in terms o f 

their general national character in the international environment. In these societies, 

then, it is m ore unlikely that a  change in regim e will result in a  drastically altered 

approach in foreign policy behavior. Not so for em ergent o r developing societies 

where, by definition, national styles are still being created (or are evolving) and are 

thus not easily subjected to scientific controls. Finally, as a  subset o f decision

making variables, establishment variables refer to  those factors which emanate from 

the administrative organization o f  states and are related to the nature and effectiveness 

o f  governmental machinery. This would necessarily include the input o f  more
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technical actors (short o f  the chief-of-state and his political aides) who function as 

high-ranking, seasoned decision m akers. Often working under the supervision o f  the 

m inister o f  foreign affairs, sometimes called the secretary o f  state, these technical 

actors include the bureaucracy that functions under the foreign office, which is the 

executive agency charged with the routine formulation and implementation o f  foreign 

policy. Although the foreign affairs m inistry is the main vehicle through which the 

bulk  o f  relations with other countries is conducted, other m inistries, particularly the 

defense m inistry, and its constituent high m ilitary officers, contribute to  those aspects 

o f  the foreign policy decision-making process that relate to the vital questions o f 

national security.

FO REIG N  POLICY EVEN TS:

Comprising the dependent variables in this study, this category o f  variables 

refers to  the various identifiable aspects o f  the foreign policy events undertaken by the 

state as an actor in the international system. As a  strategy o r planned course o f  action 

undertaken by the decision makers o f  a  state vis-h-vis other states o r international 

entities, foreign policy is aimed a t achieving specific goals, traditionally defined in 

term s o f  the national interest. Although there is no agreed upon definition o f  foreign 

policy behavior, nor are there well-known and validated typologies and scales o f  

foreign policy behavior, the classification presented in this study should suffice for 

ou r purposes. Essentially, the study focuses on the observable behavior o f  actors 

such as national governments and their representatives, bureaucratic elites. It has thus
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accepted as a  working definition o f  foreign policy behavior, the actions o f  states and 

their representatives toward explicit targets external to those states undertaking action 

in  the international system. Through semantic differentiation, the actions o f  states 

constituting foreign policy events may thus be classified along the following several 

analytical dimensions. Generally indicating participation and collaboration among 

states, few  would disagree that a  foreign policy event may therefore be either 

economic, political, social o r military; it may also be cooperative o r conflictive; and, 

finally, it may be verbal o r nonverbal.

Econom ic or commercial interactions refer to  economic relations existing 

between states and their peoples which concern such complex matters as interstate 

trade, production, financial and developmental arrangements that they adopt toward 

each other with regard to their national economic interests. U nder the general rubric 

o f  economic interactions, these relations are developed because o f  the vast flows o f 

com m erce and the grow th o f  interdependencies. The focus here is on the distribution 

and complementarity o f  economic resources, the character o f  trade, economic 

assistance and the nationalization o f  foreign property.

Political o r diplomatic interactions refer to those aspects o f  external relationships 

and political networks between states that include the status o f diplomatic relations 

and formal diplomatic channels, interstate political visits and relations within 

intergovernmental organizations. Such institutional relationships and processes may be 

cooperative, competitive, o r conflictive but they are generally reflective o f the 

relationship o f  pow er between states and the nature o f  influence within the
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organizational structure o f  international political institutions. O ne is  thus concerned 

here with the m anner in which the pattern and degree o f  complementarity o f  types o f 

regimes contribute o r  detract from the cohesion o f  a  regional subsystem.

Social o r  cultural interactions indicate the mutual attitudes, beliefs, and 

aspirations among the governments and peoples o f  states directed toward the 

achievement o f  common goals. A ttention is focused here upon such elements as the 

contributive factors o f  language and ethnicity, the nature o f  communications, 

transportation, migration and the consciousness o f  a  common heritage. Social 

interactions generally assume the actual o r potential presence o f  a  consensus o f  values 

within a  grouping, aided by the creation o f  intergovernmental institutions which 

effectively permits the development o f  a  community consciousness. Value consensus 

may thus evolve over time although acute disagreement on basics may still result in 

various forms o f  international conflict. Sociocultural interactions may also assume the 

form o f  cultural exchange program s between states that are targeted at fostering 

intercultural appreciation and improving relations between the peoples o f  states in 

such areas as educational and cultural affairs, student and professional exchanges, and 

the exchange o f scientists and governmental leaders. Thus, these program s are 

instruments o f  foreign policy employed to  strengthen relations with friendly nations 

and to contribute to a  relaxation o f tension between the peoples o f  potentially hostile 

states.109

M ilitary o r strategic interactions include such categories as armed clash, 

strategic alert, show-of-force and military assistance. They may assume the form o f
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jo in t m ilitary cooperation between the armies o f  states or outright coercive military 

intervention by one state in  another. M ore often than not, such forceful and 

deliberate tactics as direct military conflict between troops o f  two opposing sides 

represent the means by which the status quo is challenged and changed effectively. 

International security relations are not always unrelated to  economic issues. F o r 

instance, in the face o f  possible disruptions o f  economic exchanges, the expansion o f 

trade, production and other interdependencies between states often increase the 

requirements for comprehensive security networks.

Furtherm ore, each action undertaken by a  state may be  subdivided into 

cooperative or conflictual, verbal o r nonverbal (physical) events. Cooperative events 

apply in a  condition o f  interstate consensus involving the successful coordination o f  

foreign policies. W hen national interests are harmonious, states often act in concert 

to solve mutual problem s, indicating the attainment o f  a  state o f  consensus, agreement 

or acceptance concerning matters o f  importance. Conflictual events, on the other 

hand, apply to cases where two o r m ore states seek to  attain objectives that are 

incompatible with each other. W hen state interests conflict, competition, rivalry, 

tension, fear, and perhaps ultimately, w ar may result. Verbal events refer to those 

acts undertaken by states that involve the use o f  direct oral o r written 

com m unication.110 They may include three possible types: (1) comments on actions 

o r situations, (2) requests or demands for action (or inaction) by the target, and (3) 

intentions, that is, statements indicating that under certain conditions, the actor intends 

to take certain actions.111 Nonverbal events may be assumed to indicate those
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behavioral acts that include the actual physical interaction o f  states and that 

occasionally involve the expenditure o f  resources.112 Both verbal and nonverbal 

events represent the declaratory and the operational aspects o f  foreign policies - what 

is said as opposed to what is done.

From  the conceptual scheme presented in  F igure 2 .1 , and the theoretical 

discussions preceding it, it follows that a  num ber o f  m ajor propositions about the 

foreign policy behavioral patterns o f  states can be deduced and tested. The 

relationships outlined in the scheme may be construed in term s o f  a  series o f 

interrelated propositions which can be rationalized with respect to arguments from 

existing theory. These theoretical propositions have been developed a t various levels, 

in the form  o f  generalizations relating variations in foreign policy outputs to variations 

in factors relevant to foreign policy undertakings. One o f  the criteria guiding the 

selection o f  variables contained in this study includes theoretical im portance in view 

o f  o ur preceding review o f  the literature. W e have thus chosen our list o f  variables 

partly because we believe that they are the most potent in accounting for decision 

m akers’ choices within a  regional system .113 In addition to  theoretical relevance, 

variables have also been selected on the m ore mundane basis o f  data availability to the 

individual researcher. O ur central assumption is that the greater a  state’s attributes or 

capabilities, the more predisposed are its leaders to use those attributes in influencing 

the external environment within the context o f  a  regional subsystem. T he emphasis 

here is on the constraints and opportunities in the internal environm ent as they affect 

external behavior.
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Research Propositions

Propositions may be  defined as testable generalizations containing two o r more 

concepts with a  postulated linkage between the concepts and a  prediction concerning 

how one relates to the o ther.114 Our first assumption in  this research holds that 

variations in  the size o f  a  state are related to changes in the level o f  its interactions 

with other states in an international regional system .115 National size is generally 

defined in the theoretical literature as the amount o f  territory under a  state’s control in 

addition to the num ber o f  people supported economically by that territory. However, 

the term national size refers, in this research, to population size. This is defined 

specifically as the physical magnitude o f  a  state in relation to  the estimated num ber o f 

its inhabitants at a  specific point in time. This definition takes cognizance o f  the age- 

old fact that all large territories mean ample raw material resources for people to 

exploit economically. A  large area, i f  unaccompanied by a  large population, does not 

confer the status o f  large size on a  state and should not be so interpreted by strategists 

and makers o f  foreign policy. It is therefore suggested that the greater a  state’s 

population size, the greater the likelihood, ceteris paribus, o f  its interaction with other 

states in  a  regional subsystem. I t follows, then, that larger states are m ore likely to 

interact in the international environment than sm aller states, and that the closer a  state 

is to  being large, the m ore favorable will be the conditions fo r societal variables to 

operate as salient sources o f  foreign policy behavior. This leads to the first 

proposition w e have derived from our theoretical assumptions and discussions:
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PROPOSITION 1: T hatJareer. m ore populated, states tend to contribute more 

to interstate interactions than smaller, less populated states.

F or states to accomplish their external objectives, they need human resources o f 

power and influence. Indeed, the first factor to look at in considering the national 

power and importance o f  states is  population.116 O ne idea behind this proposition is 

that a  state with larger national size possesses a  correspondingly greater number o f  

individuals, groups and government officials who share a  com m on interest in 

maintaining constant contacts with immediate neighbors in an international (regional) 

setting. Another possible rationale for the above proposition is that a  state with a 

large, rapidly expanding population may ultimately pursue a  m ore active and 

aggressive foreign policy (especially within its immediate environment) as a 

consequence o f  internal pressures, which accrue and spill over into the realm o f 

interstate relations.117 Indeed, Nigeria’s great size and the influence that goes along 

with it, is quite understandably a  cause o f  concern and apprehension to its neighbors 

in the W est African subregion. F o r example, speaking in 1974, the Nigerian External 

Affairs Commissioner stated "that Nigeria feels it is in  a  ’frightening position’ in 

relation to other smaller African countries."118 These ideas underscore the 

argument that the great diversities in the population size o f  the component states is an 

important characteristic o f  the W est African subregion. The W est African area is 

indeed the most varied in Africa as to the size o f the countries. "And it may well be
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that in  this element o f  diversity lies one o f  the main driving forces behind the current 

effort a t regional unity and cooperation."119 I f  this proposition is proven to  be 

correct by empirical observation, it may also reinforce the widely held view that 

larger, more populated states tend to m onopolize the benefits o f  interactions 

particularly with respect to such controversial issues as the international migration o f  

labor.

The next proposition assumes, firstly, that processes o f  political integration 

implies the creation and utilization o f  common resources by states120 and, secondly, 

that foreign policy is the task o f  devising strategies that utilize a  state’s economic 

capabilities "to achieve the goals its leaders set."121 Decision makers often respond 

to demands and induce compliance with and support fo r authoritative outcomes by 

expanding financial resources for the direct provision o f  public goods and services to 

members o f  the system. As a  concept, economic "resources" is important especially 

among students o f  power who have sought to explain one actor’s ability to influence 

another’s behavior in terms o f the economic assets he possesses.122 Amitai Etzioni 

identifies "assets” available to a  union and uses the concept systematically to  explain 

successful and unsuccessful unions.123 In other w ords, economic inequality among 

states in a  regional subsystem, may either spur o r  hinder interactions depending on 

the availability o f  special payoffs (that is, economic benefits) provided by core states 

(the economic giants) to multinational groupings.124 Examples exist, for instance, 

o f  the relatively integrative role o f  the Soviet U nion in the Council o f  M utual 

Economic Assistance (COMECON) and the W arsaw Pact, o f  Argentina, Brazil and
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M exico in  the Latin American F ree Trade Association (LA FTA ) and o f  the United 

States, since 1963, in the N orth Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and the 

Organization o f  American States (O AS).12S On the other hand, it has been 

contended that since issues cannot easily be kept separate in  A frica "national 

differences in  size and pow er become divisive."126 The second testable proposition 

in this research thus holds:

PRO POSITION 2: That economically Stronger states tend K> contribute mprg to 

regional interstate interactions than economically weaker states.

The independent variable in this proposition is the economic strength (or 

economic power) o f  states and the dependent variable is interstate interactions. 

Economic pow er is defined here as the financial and economic resource endowments 

o f  a  state which relates to the production, distribution and consumption o f  goods and 

services in its economy. By stipulative conceptual definition, therefore, economically 

stronger states would include units o f  considerable economic pow er or capacity within 

the W est African subsystem. The reasoning behind this hypothesis is that states do in 

fact need material o r economic resources o f pow er, influence o r a  combination o f 

both to accomplish their objectives in the international system. Indeed, w henever a 

state acts in pursuit o f  international objectives, it consumes resources, people are paid 

and materials are allocated.127 Since the quantities and qualities o f  economic 

resources available to a  state for foreign policy purposes index their capabilities for
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international action, it follows, therefore, that economically powerful states will be 

m ore effective internationally than economically weaker states. The levels o f  

economic pow er o f  W est African states may thus be  measured in  term s o f  such 

readily available factors as their Gross Domestic Product (G DP), their Gross National 

Pow er (GNP) and their financial contributions to the operational budget o f  ECOWAS. 

N ot only is the concept o f  economic pow er ambiguous and methods for its 

quantification elusive, these difficulties are often compounded when analyzing African 

states because o f  their generally relatively low level o f  financial power. Thus, it is 

obvious that rather than being equally spaced along a  continuum, certain African 

states are decisively more economically powerful than others. In W est Africa, for 

instance, the economically stronger states comprise, therefore, in rough rank-order, 

N igeria (with distinctive economic strength), Ivory Coast and Ghana. O ther relatively 

weaker states include, not necessarily in any order, Liberia, Senegal, S ierra Leone, 

M auritania, Togo, Benin, Guinea, Gambia, Burkina Faso, N iger, M ali, Guinea- 

Bissau and Cape Verde.

T he next proposition holds that the level o f  economic development (or economic 

modernization) o f  a  state is associated with the am ount o f its interactions with other 

states. Specifically, this states that:

PROPOSITION 3: T he g iea ter.the extent pf  modernization within a  state, 

the greater is its interactions with other states in a  given subsystem. Thus, 

economically developed states are more likely to interact than less economically
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developed states.

Although some scholars use the concepts economic pow er and economic development 

interchangeably, it  is not the case in this study. W hereas economic pow er refers to 

the total economic resource endowments available to a  state, economic development 

corrects for the effects o f  population by referring specifically to the quality o f  life o f 

the citizenry o f  a  state. Rosenau and Hoggard have proposed a  manageable typology 

for differentiating among nations and have included, among other variables that would 

be most important in accounting for a state’s foreign policy, the level o f  economic 

development.128 In our study, this hypothesis seeks a  working relationship between 

economic development and regional cooperation and suggests further that economic 

modernization could serve as a  unifying force capable o f  generating integrative 

influences. Indeed, attaining national independence in Africa was only the first step 

in the direction o f  demonstrating the adequacy o f their resources and potentialities to 

bring about a  material and spiritual regeneration in the respective societies. The 

second step was, o f  course, nation-building, defined in terms o f  the need for these 

states to  secure the well-being o f their people. The rationale behind the above 

proposition is that economic development could act as a  unifying force capable of 

generating cooperative influence. It could provide, as it were, a  fram ework within 

which to build regional cooperation and solidarity. F o r example, an increase in the 

welfare o f  the people coupled with salient developments in science and technology can 

quite logically overcom e existing barriers to interaction, communication and
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cooperation between states. Alternatively, increasing developmental inequalities 

between African states may further retard inter-African cooperation and render the 

continent’s voice discordant.129

The traditional literature has long emphasized the primacy o f  military 

capabilities in  foreign affairs. In addition to economic pow er, no really vigorous 

foreign policy can be pursued without being backed by military strength. M ilitary 

capability is defined here as the coercive ability o f  a  state to wage w ar o r to deter 

o ther states from  attacking it. It may be argued that m ilitarily pow erful states tend to 

deter w ar (thus promoting cooperative behavior) o r tend to pursue aggressive foreign 

policies (thus prom oting conflict). T he fourth proposition in this research therefore 

posits that the military capability (or military preparedness) o f  a  state is  related to its 

interactions with other states in the international system. Specifically, it  suggests that:

PRO POSITION 4: T he stronger the military preparedness o f  a  

state, the greater is its interactions with other states in a  regional subsystem. In 

Other w ords, m ilitarily stronger powers are more.likely tQ interact 

internationally than weaker states.

The reasoning here is that states with highly equipped armies tend to have the 

resources necessary to accelerate interactions in the international system. It has also 

been reported that when there is a  large military organization and a  relatively large 

part o f  the G N P devoted to  military purposes, the military is likely to be a  significant
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influence in  foreign policy formation.130 Conversely, one would expect small 

defense allocations to  be  related to  low levels o f  violence for most African states. 

Touval finds, for instance, that the general lack o f  m ilitary capability o f  M orocco and 

Somalia contributed to  the containment o f  border disputes in  which they were 

involved in  the 1960s.131 Similarly, Zartman has recently suggested that "African 

states’ weakness has meant too that there has been a  low level o f  conflict and 

aggression and also o f  effective pressure for cooperation in North and W est 

A frica."132 Although many studies emphasize the relationship between military 

pow er and interstate warfare, m ilitary capability has also been correlated with other 

types o f  conflict besides violent conflict. O ne argument is that there is a positive 

relationship between the military capability o f  a  state and other less violent 

dimensions o f  its foreign conflict behavior. F o r instance, one scholar has found that 

"powerful states tend to engage in much m ore verbal foreign conflict activity than 

powerless states."133 In addition, Chadwick finds, in an analysis o f  64 states using 

D imensionality o f  N ations (DON) data for 1955, that "nations with large force 

capabilities tend to  engage in m ore diplomatic conflict than do nations with smaller 

force capabilities."134 T he possible explanation and rationale for all these findings 

is that when there is a  large military organization and a  relatively large part o f the 

G N P devoted to  m ilitary purposes, the m ilitary is likely to be a  significant influence 

in foreign policy form ation.133 W ith the proliferation o f  military regimes in the 

W est African subsystem, this theoretical explanation is highly probable.

The next proposition in this study states that the diplomatic influence (or
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diplomatic capabilities) o f  a  country within a  regional subsystem is related to  its 

interactions with other states in  the international system. As a  factor that impinges on 

foreign policy behavior, this diplomatic influence proposition specifically asks 

whether interstate interactions are greater for states with relatively m ore diplomatic 

capabilities in  comparison with other states. It is thus suggested that:

p r o p o s i t i o n s : T he greater thgjjpiQ .matic-infl,uence .o f  a.s.tatg,.the „greater  i$

its interactions with other states in the international system.

It seems quite logical that increased diplomatic representation would not only facilitate 

greater interstate interactions in general, but would also increase the likelihood for the 

coordination o f  foreign policies in particular. F o r instance, D avid Johns has 

examined the relationship between domestic politics and foreign policy by focusing on 

power, diplomatic activity, and integration in Africa. H e argues that integration 

(regardless o f  how the concept is defined and measured) "may shape the course of 

diplomatic activity o r be affected by diplomatic activity itse lf."136 In a separate 

study, Vincent Khapoya investigates the relationship between African diplomatic 

activity and a  specific foreign policy decision - the support for liberation movements - 

and finds a  positive relationship.137 For the purpose o f  our analysis, diplomatic 

influence is measured as the establishment o f  a  diplomatic mission. O ne possible 

defect o f  this reasoning, however, is that the m ere presence o f  diplomatic missions 

may not really indicate influence. Indeed, embassies may be staffed by only a  few
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inexperienced persons and, accordingly, may be less influential than those with larger, 

m ore experienced staffs. In this sense, therefore, our m easure o f  diplomatic influence 

is only a  rough measure o f  the concept.

Finally, as a  systemic variable in this research, geographical contiguity is 

defined here to  mean the physical contact, in term s o f  actual border-to-border 

connection o f  the territories (or international boundaries) o f  either a  group o f  states, 

as in the case o f  the ECOWAS regional subsystem, or o f  any one particular state to 

another, as in the case, for instance, o f Benin and Togo. O ne purely geographic 

assumption o f the theoretical literature on regionalism is that, when other things are 

equal (meaning, when national attributes and other dyadic attributes are controlled), 

cooperative o r conflictual behavior between states is facilitated by their geographical 

contiguity (or geographical nearness). Thus, the final theoretical proposition in this 

study states:

PROPOSITION 6: That geographical contiguity is a  determinant o f  foreign 

interactions. The closer the proximity between states, the higher the level o f  their 

interactions between their foreign policies.

This proposition has received some consideration in the theoretical literature.

Rosenau and Hoggard suggest, for instance, that the degree o f  conflictual or 

cooperative behavior in which a  society engages in any o f  its dyadic relationships 

depends on the extent to which it is distant from, homogenous with, o r balanced by
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the other party  to  the dyad .138 Similarly, in  their seminal study on 210 dyads in the 

North Atlantic region (1952-1964) and 1,176 dyads in the global system (1955),

Roger Cobb and Charles Elder found a  positive relationship between geographical 

proximity and "mutual relevance” especially in dyads with a  common boundary.139 

In addition, one proposition which has received am ple attention in  the literature on 

international conflict analysis predicts a  direct relationship between the num ber o f 

states which border a  state and the amount o f  conflict in which that state can be 

expected to engage.140 H owever, consistent with our general theoretical formulation 

in this study, the specific factor o f  geographical contiguity becomes im portant only 

when it is analyzed w ithin the context o f the motivation o f  decision m akers’ behavior 

towards cooperative o r conflictual interstate behavior.

The rationale behind the geographical contiguity and interstate interactions 

proposition are varied. It may be argued, for instance, that because geographical 

nearness, by definition, reduces the distance between states thus reducing both the 

cost o f transportation and the tim e required to travel from  one state to another, the 

possibilities o f  physical contact between the peoples o f  contiguous states are 

consequently increased. A nother idea is that the foreign conflict behavior o f  a  state is 

likely to  be  greater in  its proxim ate relationships than in  the rem ote ones. Proximity 

results in m ore varied and frequent points o f  physical contact between the dyadic 

partners and thus a  greater frequency o f irritation and misunderstanding. "The 

reasoning here is that states tend to engage in conflict prim arily with bordering states. 

The larger the num ber o f  states which border a particular state, the higher the
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probability that any one o f  the dyads will develop a  conflictual relationship."141 In 

short, the closer a  relationship is to  the proximity extreme o f  the geographic distance 

attribute, the m ore favorable will be the conditions for external variables to  operate as 

sources o f  foreign policy behavior between dyadic partners, and thus the greater is 

their relative potency likely to  b e .142 T he geographical contiguity proposition is also 

justifiable on other m ore practical grounds in  that international boundaries in Africa 

are largely artificially imposed and therefore often cut across homogenous ethnic 

groups which nevertheless engage in frequent cooperative and conflictual interactions.
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CHAPTER TH REE 

ELITE IDEOLOGY AND POW ER POLITICS IN  W EST AFRICA 

Introduction

Inter-African relations are generally characterized by discussions about 

cooperation and unity at the regional and subregional levels. It could be argued that 

in  no other continent has the theme o f economic and political cooperation been so 

central among a  wide variety o f  leaders as in Africa. Not only is cooperation the 

dom inant theme in Africa’s international relations, leaders o f  African states have 

constantly expressed their determination to prom ote inter-African cooperation by 

coordinating the economic, political, and social policies o f  African states. Hence, in 

the many conferences that have come to characterize African diplomacy, this theme of 

cooperation has protruded insistently. Rather than being dismissed o ff hand as a 

pious wish confined to the naive imagination o f  A frican leaders alone, the dynamic 

processes o f  economic and political cooperation in  Africa, has long attracted the 

theoretical interest o f  scholars in international relations.1

T he reasons for this intellectual interest in cooperation range from the practical 

need fo r economic development to the more fundamental desire for political stability. 

In general, these reasons lay partly in the nature o f  interstate divisions within Africa
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itself. The continent is perhaps the most divided in  the world, and W est Africa is 

certainly much m ore fragmented than elsewhere in the region. T he subregion is 

characterized by frontiers often cutting across traditional ethnic and political divisions. 

A lthough arguably an abode fo r peace and tranquility when compared to its 

counterparts in  North, East, Central and Southern A frica, the subregion o f  W est 

Africa nevertheless shelters the largest contingent o f  small states, the smallest being 

Cape V erde and The Gambia with estimated territorial areas o f  4 ,033 and 11,295 

square kilometers, and populations o f  approximately 334,000 and 698,817 peoples, 

respectively.2

T he Concept o f  Ideology

Although both the word and its meaning go further back as an intellectual 

force in history, fo r most scholars, the term "ideology" is closely associated with 

developments in M arxist philosophical thought. The elements o f  M arx’s concept o f 

ideology are mostly scattered, not always systematically elaborated, and are 

sometimes ambiguously presented. Nevertheless, for the ardent and conscientious 

scholar, there is a  rem arkable continuity and consistency in M arx’s treatment o f  the 

concept. In  original or classical M arxism, ideology is construed in its critical and 

negative connotation, that is to  say, as a  concept comprising those distortions that are 

connected with the concealment o f  a  contradictory inverted reality .3 F or example, 

the critique by M arx and Engels attempts to show the existence o f  a  necessary linkage 

between inverted forms o f  consciousness and m en’s material existence. It is this
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dialectical relationship that the concept o f  ideology expresses by referring to  a  

distortion o f  thought which stems from, and conceals, social contradictions. One 

could therefore, in this unpractical and visionary sense, speak o f  the critical, 

deprecatory, o r pejorative connotations o f  ideology.

M arx’s basic contention is that Mit is always necessary to distinguish between 

the m aterial transformation o f  the economic conditions o f  production... and the legal, 

political, religious, artistic o r philosophic - in short, ideological forms in  which men 

becom e conscious o f  this conflict and fight it out."4 Engels, on the other hand, 

defines ideology as a  "false consciousness," which is not in accord with reality, and 

which neither discovers nor expresses reality in any adequate manner. Thus, 

according to  Engels, "ideology is a  process accomplished by the so-called thinker 

consciously, no doubt, but with a  false consciousness."5 A few m ajor conclusions 

can be derived from  these definitions. F irst, in the contributions o f  both M arx and 

Engels, the idea o f  a  double inversion in consciousness and reality is retained 

throughout. They argue that because o f  their limited material mode o f activity, men 

are often unable to resolve pressing social contradictions in practice. Instead, "they 

tend to project them in ideological forms o f consciousness, that is to  say, in purely 

m ental or discursive solutions which effectively conceal or misrepresent the existence 

and character o f  these contradictions."6 Consequently, from its very inception, 

because it involves a  distortion and a  misrepresentation o f  contradictions, ideology has 

a clear-cut denigrated, negative and critical connotation.

It was not until after M arx’s death that ideology acquired new meanings that
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finally displaced its original negative connotation through a  process that did not 

necessarily represent the result o f  a  systematic review o f  the concept within Marxism. 

T he term  did not lose its negative and critical connotation, but there was clearly an 

evolution towards a  m ore positive conception o f  ideology, which tended to  give its 

negative aspects a  secondary place. Hence, it has been convincingly argued that 

"there are, at least, two broad and basically opposed M arxist conceptions o f  ideology: 

one negative (which refers to  a  kind o f  distorted thought), and one positive (which 

refers to the totality o f  forms o f  consciousness or to the political ideas o f  social 

classes)."7 Essentially, in the new meanings, ideology was conceived as the totality 

o f forms o f  social consciousness which found expression in the concept o f  the 

ideological superstructure. Secondly, ideology was also conceived in the form o f the 

science o f  political ideas and belief systems connecting the interests o f  a  social class 

o r com m unity.8

Critics such as Karl M annheim, M artin Seliger and Paul H irst have already 

highlighted some o f  the most significant problems which derive from  M arx’s position 

on ideology. In what is probably the most serious, influential and systematic 

exposition o f  ideology after M arx, Mannheim has distinguished between two separable 

meanings o f the term: the particular and the total conceptions o f  ideology.9 The 

particular conception o f  ideology, according to M annheim, applies to critical distrust 

o f  the specific cognitive claims o f  an opponent who may simply be described as 

ideological in his position. In this case, the opponent’s assertions are doubted because 

they are regarded by the observer to be more or less intentional distortions o f  the real
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situation for the advantage o f  the person making the assertion. As M annheim puts it, 

"the particular conception o f  ideology is  implied when the term  denotes that w e are 

sceptical o f  the ideas and representations advanced by our opponent. They are 

regarded as m ore o r less conscious disguises o f  the real nature o f  a  situation, the true 

recognition o f  w hich would not be in accord with his interests."10 Ideology is thus 

viewed as a  screen o r veil behind which the opponent may conceal his real and 

implied intents. However, in the total conception o f  ideology, the entire 

W eltanschauung o f  the opposition is m ore widely interpreted as a  product o f  a  

collective life in which the individual participates. In other words, ideology in this 

total sense is a  fundamental and comprehensive ordering o f  a  time or o f  a  group. For 

M annheim, therefore, the reference here is "to the ideology o f  an age o r o f  a  concrete 

historico-social group, e .g . o f  a  class, when w e are concerned with the characteristics 

and composition o f  the total structure o f  the mind o f  this epoch or o f this group ."11

The similarity between the two conceptions o f  ideology is evident in the fact 

that neither relies entirely on what is actually said by the opponent in order to  reach 

an understanding o f  his real meaning and intention. In other words, systems o f  ideas, 

opinions, and statements, are not accepted at their face value but are interpreted in the 

light o f the real life experiences o f  one w ho expresses them. Both conceptions o f 

ideology make ideas a  function o f him who holds them, and o f the individual’s 

position in his social setting.12

There are also significant distinctions between the particular and the total 

conceptions o f  ideology. W hereas the particular interpretation o f  ideology makes
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ideas functions o f  interests as these are experienced by an individual, the total 

interpretation o f  ideology sees ideas as part o f  a  broader pattern o f  thought that is 

associated with a  specific group o r class. In addition, whereas the particular 

conception o f  ideology deals basically with the psychology o f  interests at the 

individual, purely psychological level, the total conception o f  ideology concentrates on 

thought-systems at the structural and theoretical levels in  different social settings.13 

As in this study, K arl M annheim prefers the total conception o f  ideology, which, 

according to him , lies at the basis o f  the individual’s perception and judgem ent. 

M annheim discredits the particular conception o f  ideology by arguing that i f  one 

confines observations to the mental processes taking place in the individual "and 

regard him as the only possible bearer o f  ideologies," it will be impossible to "grasp 

in its totality the structure o f  the intellectual world belonging to  a  social group in a  

given historical situation. Although this mental world as a  whole could never come 

into existence w ithout the experiences and productive responses o f  the different 

individuals, its inner structure is not to be found in a m ere integration o f  these 

individual experiences."14

The prim ary objective o f  this chapter is to attempt to analyze the historical 

role o f  leaders’ ideology and power configurations in the evolution o f  interstate 

relations in W est Africa, from the colonial era until present times. No doubt, leaders 

play a  crucial role in all countries by clarifying, shaping, articulating, and influencing 

popular demands. Certainly, the expectations o f  people are profoundly influenced by 

what leaders hold out as necessary and desirable. W hile the historical role o f
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leadership is o f great im portance in all societies, its prim ary role in developing 

societies cannot be overestimated, the vast majority o f  people in these countries being 

politically inactive. Hence scholars have maintained that the analysis o f political 

systems and activity in  Africa "is incomplete without reference to the ideas o f  those 

who exercise substantial practical o r intellectual authority in the African continent.1,15

A  distinction is often drawn in politics between the ideological and the 

pragmatic approach, the latter being construed as the fram ework that diagnoses and 

resolves problem s purely on their m erit w ithout regard to doctrinal, preconceived 

remedies.16 F or instance, Frankel restates the distinction made in world politics 

between a  national foreign policy based upon an ideology and one predicated upon 

self-interest. W hereas the form er concentrates upon general values, the latter is more 

pragmatically concerned with specific interests and issues.17 W e argue, however, 

that the rift between ideology and tactical pragmatism may be m ore instructive if  the 

two are considered within the context o f  a  mixture on a  sliding scale.18 In reality, 

most policies contain elements o f  both ideology and national interest 

considerations.19 Specifically, we suggest that the tendency for elite perceptions to 

be colored alm ost exclusively by ideological preconceptions, has given way to greater 

emphasis on m ore pragmatic considerations. F rom  this perspective, one could thus 

speak o f  an ideological belief system (such as nationalism, pan-Africanism, o r anti

colonialism) as lending itself to a  variety o f forms - that is, as being more o r less 

ideological (or radical), m ore or less pragmatic. In this chapter, we generally suggest
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that in spite o f  the gradual erosion o f  the undiluted o r pure brand o f ideology, traces 

o f  radicalist and activist philosophies are still delineable in contemporary inter-African 

relations. In addition, although the early post-colonial phase o f  African states was 

strongly motivated by the ideology o f  anti-imperialism (or anti-colonialism) in the 

w ake o f  an occupying power, economic considerations have eventually tended to 

prevail and alter the exclusively ideological emphasis o f  foreign policy.20

Origins o f  the Idea for a  W est African Community

The historical bases o f  the idea for W est African economic and political 

cooperation go farther than are usually appreciated in the literature and are quite 

complex in character. Evidence o f  a  movement toward a  W est African community go 

as far back as the mid-nineteenth century. As early as 1867, for example, Africanus 

Beale Horton o f  Sierra Leone advocated the "self-government o f  Western Africa."21 

Like the W est A frican middle class o f  his time, Horton perceived African nationalism 

within the context o f  the arena o f  W est Africa. But by far the most important and 

influential theoretician o f the idea o f  unity in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries was Edward W ilmot Blyden. Blyden was a  W est Indian by birth and a 

Liberian by adoption. H e was not only the intellectual and ideological godfather o f  

the idea o f  African unity, he also spearheaded the cultural nationalism that 

accompanied it.22

After Blyden’s death in 1912, the most outstanding political organization which 

took charge o f  pan-Africanism in the 1920s was the W est African National Congress.
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Founded and led by  Joseph Casely Hayford, an African b an is ter in  the Gold Coast 

(now Ghana), and the staunchest disciple and ideological heir to Blyden, this 

movement prom oted cooperation throughout much o f  this period between the former 

British dependencies o f  W est Africa. Thus, the National Congress o f  British W est 

A frica (NCBWA) united nationalists from Nigeria, Ghana, S ierra Leone, and 

Gambia.23 In 1920, for example, the association sent a  delegation to London to 

petition the Secretary o f  State fo r the Colonies and to demand for the establishment, 

in each territory in British W est Africa, o f  a  Legislative Council and a  H ouse o f 

Assembly. The Congress also demanded effective African participation in their own 

affairs (including the appointment o f  Africans to judicial offices) and the establishment 

o f a  W est African university.24 The movement received support from  W est African 

students overseas agitating for speedy decolonization and the establishment o f  a  

"federation" o f  British W est African Colonies. They maintained that W est African 

unity held both political and economic implications for the area. F o r example, J. B. 

Danquah o f  Ghana, then vice-president o f  the W est African Students Union (W ASU) 

in Britain,23 argued that the future o f  A frica could be read in the light o f W est 

African economic development and prosperity.26 Although in the late 1920s, Kobina 

Sekyi, a  Ghanaian law yer, philosopher, and nationalist politician, advocated the 

extension o f  the NCBW A to include "our brethren in French W est Africa," the 

organization remained an English-speaking one throughout this period.27

The various pan-African congresses, from the first in 1909 to the last in  1945, 

proceeded from the basic premise that Africans had the unquestionable right to
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participate in movements that influenced their social and political future.28 It is 

im portant to note that all these conferences w ere held outside Africa and never 

advanced beyond the realm  o f  general discussions about nationalist ideas. Thus, for 

lack o f  an active homebase, the congresses produced no concrete results within 

Africa. In fact, it  was not until Ghana gained the status o f  a  sovereign state, in 1957, 

that Pan-Africanism shifted base from an entirely abstract and ideological construct to 

a  practical policy o f  the government o f  an independent W est African state.

Specifically, it was the Fifth Pan-A frican Congress held in M anchester in 

O ctober 1945, that traded the idea o f  continental unity for W est African regionalism. 

O f the resolutions passed, one suggested, for example, that the "artificial divisions 

and territorial boundaries created by the imperialist Powers are deliberate steps to 

obstruct the political unity o f  the W est African peoples."29 Indeed many o f  the 

Congress resolutions had a  sharp anti-imperialist edge. F or instance, Kwame 

N krumah, back from  ten years sojourn in the United States, demanded "complete and 

absolute independence"30 for W est Africa. As a  result o f  this development, the West 

African National Secretariat was established in London, in 1946, with the principal 

objective "to maintain contact with, co-ordinate, educate and supply inform ation on 

current matters to  various political bodies... in W est Africa with a  view to  realizing a  

W est African Front for a United W est African National Independence."31 The 

Secretariat also endeavored "to foster the spirit o f  national unity and solidarity among 

the various territories o f  W est Africa for the purpose o f  combating the menace o f 

artificial territorial divisions now in existence."32
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By w orking in concert with the W est African Congress (organized in 1947), 

the Secretariat took a  pledge to achieve self-government for W est African colonies, to 

create a  federation o f  independent African states, and to utilize the W est African 

federation as a  base for striving forward towards the broader goals o f  A frican 

unity.33 Indeed, in  D ecem ber 1953, Nkrumah, then Prim e M inister o f  the Gold 

Coast, organized a  conference attended by nationalist movements from both 

Anglophone and Francophone territories in W est Africa, which amplified discussions 

on the establishment o f  a  national congress to prom ote W est African unity.34 One 

final point: it is clear the fifth Pan-African Congress specifically introduced, for the 

first time, the concept o f  "economic and social development by cooperatives"35 to 

African international relations. Indeed, its jo in t secretary, Kwame Nkrumah, 

recommended the creation o f  a  W est A frican economic union.36 W hat is less clear, 

however, is whether the Pan-Africanists perceived functionalism, that is, the 

theoretical construct that economic integration can serve as a  prerequisite for political 

integration,37 as a  solid basis for the eventual political unification o f  A frica.

Early Developments in Francophone Africa

It was only from 1920 onwards that nationalist movements em erged among 

Francophone Africans and contacts w ere forged with the Anglophone areas o f the 

continent.38 Throughout the nineteenth century, nationalist trends w ere confined to 

the British colonies "and the Pan-A frican Conference o f  1900 had no French-speaking 

participants."39 However, standard accounts o f  early Pan-Africanism generally
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justify  their passing references to  the role o f  Francophone Africa by claiming that, 

from  1921 until after the 1945 M anchester Congress, French-speaking African 

participation in  the movement was virtually non-existent.40 Few  lines w ere devoted, 

instead, to  what was popularly misconstrued as the development o f  an exclusively 

cultural ideology - nigritude.41 As one scholar bitterly complains, alm ost "all 

histories o f  Pan-Africanism have confined attention (as far as French Negroes are 

concerned) to the theory o f n igritude evolved by Leopold Senghor, Jean Price-M ars, 

and Aim e Cesaire in Paris in the 1930s."42 Two points are in order here: first, far 

from being negligible, French African participation in the Pan-African movement, 

after 1921, was moderately active and fairly political; second, there existed several 

N egro organizations in Paris between 1924 and 1936 with varying degrees o f  political 

orientation.43 In 1934, Senegalese students in Paris formed L* Association des 

Etudiants Ouest-Africains. a  students’ union under the chairmanship o f  Senghor, 

perhaps conceived, as the nam e indicates, along the lines o f  W ASU (although there 

was no clear evidence o f  a  connection between the two unions).44

H owever, the significance o f  these events must not be overestimated. Except 

in Senegal where Blaise Diagne pressed for equality and African control o f  municipal 

councils, and in largely unsuccessful revolts in Dahomey (now Benin), between the 

two W orld W ars, nationalist activities w ere far less extensive in French W est Africa 

than in the Anglophone colonies.45 Not only was official French policy one o f  

"assimilation" and permanence o f  association,46 far more than the British, France 

also refused to  tolerate dissent. Serious challenge to colonial domination was
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discouraged and the French were quite prepared to resort to force.47

W ith the French constitution o f  1946, elections in French W est Africa in 1946 

and 1947, produced three political combinations: (1) A  political group led by Lamine 

Gueye (Senegal), which was associated with the French socialist party and which 

advocated a  centralized federation o f  French W est Africa with headquarters in Dakar. 

(2) The m ore radical bu t not secessionist Rassemblement Ddmocratique Afiricain 

(RDA), led by Fdlix Houphouet-Boigny (Ivory Coast), who, although not a  

charismatic leader like Nkrumah and Tourd (and did not therefore impress as an 

orator), was nevertheless linked with the French communist party (for practical rather 

than doctrinal reasons). (3) The Independants d ’Outremer (IOM) led by Apithy and 

Senghor (Senegal), which did not affiliate with any party in France, bu t advocated 

autonomy fo r Africa within a  French Union.48 In part, the RDA allied with the 

French communist party  because it took a  strong anti-colonial line.49 In spite o f his 

link with the communist party, it is difficult to imagine any leader less o f a  

communist than Houphouet-Boigny, who was then a  traditional chief, medical doctor, 

and, as a  plantation owner, a  successful businessman in the private sector.50 

U nsurprisingly, the alliance o f  convenience with the communist party was completely 

broken, in 1950, and Houphouet-Boigny and his RDA colleagues w ere prepared to 

support any government in power. The RDA made an alliance with a  small party, 

Union Ddmocratique et Sociale de la Resistance whose leader was M itterrand. 

Contrary to  the earlier strategy, Houphouet-Boigny now believed in cooperation with 

the French government and the leading companies in the private sector.51
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W ith the general election o f  1956, the RDA made im pressive gains over the 

IO M  and the socialists. Naturally, this scenario enhanced the political influence o f  

Houphouet-Boigny w ho, in 1957, becam e the M inister o f  Health and Population - a 

senior cabinet rank - in  the French government o f  Guy M ollet. W ith his newly 

acquired position, Houphouet-Boigny influenced the passing o f  the controversial Loi 

C adre (the fram ework law) by the French Parliam ent. T he Loi C adre was a  curious 

piece o f  legislation which permitted greater decentralization and by which the French 

government was consequently empowered by law to change the system o f  government 

in  Africa without recourse to the legislature.32 In short, the law broke the 

centralized federal structure o f  the French union by bringing to  the fore the autonomy 

o f  each constituent territory. Through the powers o f the Loi Cadre. Houphouet- 

Boigny exerted influence so that constitutional instruments, when issued, reflected 

RDA designs in W est Africa. As advocates o f  a  union with F rance and champions o f 

a  W est African federation, the IO M  and the socialists were naturally very upset by the 

actions undertaken under the Loi Cadre and they fought hard to  repeal the law  but to 

no avail. F o r example, in January 1957, a  majority o f  trade unionists m et a t Cotonou 

under the chairmanship o f  Sdkou Tourd (who hitherto belonged to  the RDA) and 

attacked the Loi Cadre denouncing its powers as divisive.53 H owever, it was not 

until M ay 1958 when the Fourth Republic cam e to  an end in France, and Charles De 

G aulle acceded to pow er, that a  new train o f  events w ere introduced into the politics 

o f  W est Africa.

A  b rief digression is in order at this juncture. In his constitution for the Fifth
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Republic, D e Gaulle supported the idea that the French Union should be a  federation. 

In  other words, French W est Africa was no longer to have representatives in the 

French Parliam ent and each oversea unit was to become an autonomous member o f  

the French Community. O f course, this so-called "autonomy” o f the constituent parts 

was limited since the government o f  the Community was still empowered to 

coordinate and harmonize certain common subjects including foreign affairs, defence, 

currency, economic policy, justice, university education, external transport, and 

telecommunications. T he constitution also left it to the Africans to decide whether 

they (1) wanted to remain in a  federation o f  W est Africa as one unit, (2) wanted 

independence as separate units, o r (3) wanted some intermediate grouping between the 

two alternatives. Indeed, D e Gaulle toured the French Union seeking to explain his 

plans to them and to solicit their support. But his efforts also implied a  clear 

message. Any country that rejected the constitution by a  majority vote would be 

regarded as secessionist and treated as completely independent, meaning, an 

im mediate and total w ithdrawal o f  French assistance, personnel, and materials. This 

posture stimulated debate among French W est African leaders as to whether the 

opportunity should be seized for full independence. W ith the exceptions o f  N iger 

(with a slight majority) and Guinea (with an overwhelming majority), which opted for 

political independence, most o f  the Francophone colonies approved D e Gaulle’s 

constitution by large majorities. As a  consequence o f these events, the French 

federation disappeared and all the units declared to be members o f  the Community as 

separate states.
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Despite their declared membership o f  the French Community as separate 

states, four colonies, namely, Senegal, Soudan (now M ali), U pper Volta (Burkina 

Faso), and Dahomey (Benin) m et in  January 1959 and declared they would form the 

M ali federation with headquarters at Dakar.54 However, the legislative assemblies 

o f  Dahomey and U pper Volta flatly refused to  ratify this declaration, and when the 

federation was formally inaugurated on May 25, 1959, both states had withdrawn. 

Thus, the Federation o f  M ali was reduced to two members, Senegal and Soudan.

A m ore analytical examination o f the reasons behind these early efforts at 

political cooperation in W est Africa may be relevant to one o f  o ur major theoretical 

arguments in this study. Elsewhere, we have argued extensively (see Chapters 1 and 

2) about the roles o f  national (especially economic) attributes and elite perceptions 

(both o f  these attributes and o f  the general international situation) in influencing 

foreign policy behavioral patterns amongst states. An application o f  this framework 

to early cooperative and conflictual processes in French W est Africa may prove 

instructive as case studies. Take the role o f Houphouet-Boigny in the demise o f  the 

proposed M ali federation on the one hand, and the rise o f  the Conseil de l ’Entente on 

the other. It could be argued without much difficulty that the perceptions o f  the 

Ivorien leader (both o f  the economic capabilities o f  the Ivory Coast and o f  the balance 

o f  pow er situation in W est Africa) played a role in the formation o f  the Entente and, 

by implication, in the eventual dissolution o f  an early proposal fo r the Mali 

Federation.55 Indeed, these events exemplify the strength o f  economics in the 

determination o f international political processes in the subregion. Frederick Pedler,
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a  scholar o f  W est African history, offers this specific but insightful explanation:

U pper Volta and Dahomey rejected the offer o f  a  federal union with 
Senegal and Soudan under pressure from  Houphouet-Boigny, w ho was 
determined that Ivory Coast should not be placed in  the comparatively 
m inor role which it would play in a  federation with headquarters in 
D akar. However, Upper Volta and Dahomey w ere poor and lonely, 
and Houphouet-Boigny had to offer them something to  take the place 
o f  the M ali Federation. This necessity seems to  have been the original 
reason for forming the Conseil de l ’entente in 1959. It brought 
together Ivory Coast, Upper Volta, D ahomey, and N iger in an 
association, die exact scope o f  which remained to  be  worked out.56

W hile these events were unfolding at the eastern perim eter o f  the subregion, at

the western extremity, the partners o f  the Federation o f  M ali (Senegal and Soudan)

established their government in Dakar. However, because o f deep perceptual

differences between the two leaders, it was difficult to agree. Senegal, the richer and

m ore developed country, wanted a  loose federation while Soudan insisted on a  unitary

state. In  addition, "Senghor and his liberal mind and strong links with France was

out o f  sympathy with Modibo Keita, the radical man from the Soudan, whose

opinions w ere close to those o f Sekou Toure."57 The union came to an end in

August 1960 when Senegal seceded while Soudan adopted the name Republic o f  M ali

and, consequently, attained complete independence, as was the case with the members

o f  the Entente who had earlier left the French Community and becam e independent in

June 1960.

Ideology and Bloc Politics in Post-Colonial W est Africa

Particularly in relation to events in W est Africa, the conduct o f  international 

politics between post-colonial African states focused on two main activities: first,
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close collaboration with nationalist movements to  liberate the continent from alien 

(specifically European) domination, and second, the attainm ent o f  A frican unity as a 

precondition fo r A frica’s economic advancement.38 Following the political 

independence o f  the m ajority o f  African states, several other m ajor systemic events o f 

the 1960s, for instance, the A lgerian conflict, the cold w ar, and the crisis in the 

Congo, had profound im pact on the patterns o f  international relations in W est 

Africa.59 W hile there was general agreement on principles o f  foreign policy, the 

perceptions o f  A frican leaders w ere nevertheless divided on the precise content and 

character o f  the search for economic development and regional cooperation. Clearly, 

the ideological split between those states seeking to enforce a  radical (or 

revolutionary) answ er to  post-independence problems, and others seeking a  m ore 

conservative (or gradual) approach, was a  mqjor determ inant o f  the patterns o f  

interstate interactions fo r W est African states in much o f  the 1960s. I f  leaders’ 

perceptions and orientations w ere not sufficient conditions in inter-African 

cooperation, they w ere certainly necessary ingredients in the interactive process. The 

ideology o f  the leader w as, in other words, one major state attribute impinging on 

foreign policy behavioral patterns in the regional subsystem during the early post

independence years.

The significant role o f  leaders’ ideology in W est Africa, was vividly reflected 

in the emergence o f  radical, moderate and conservative approaches in the quest for 

solutions to inter-African problem s. Indeed, amidst revolutionary zeal and moderate 

views, the Casablanca and Brazzaville-Monrovia powers represented the radical and
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the moderate-cum-conservative divide in African international relations, 

respectively ." Specifically, the former French W est African colonies formed the 

nucleus o f  a  conservative bloc. Standing in opposition to the m ore radical states, 

form er French colonies like Ivory Coast, N iger, U pper Volta and Dahomey came 

together and formed the Conseil de I ’Entente. in 1959, as a  nucleus o f  systematic and 

structured opposition to radical movement in W est Africa. By 1961, twelve 

Francophone territories (including members o f  the Conseil de I ’Ententel formed a 

larger grouping, the African M alagasy Union (UAM ), which becam e the cornerstone 

o f conservatism in W est African relations.

T hese twelve states, which comprised Cameroon, Central African Republic, 

Chad, Congo (Brazzaville), Dahomey, Gabon, Ivory Coast, M alagasy, M auritania, 

N iger, Senegal and Upper Volta, met to  discuss w hether African states could mediate 

in the Algerian conflict and bring it to an end w ithout necessarily alienating France. 

M ost Francophone African states were deeply influenced by Paris in their foreign 

policies. F o r instance, none o f  them had the courage to condemn o r criticize France 

for her nuclear testing in the Sahara and they were generally very cautious in their 

utterances and votes in the U N  especially on the Algerian dilemma. The most 

significant cohesive factor for this group was their common link with a  m etropolitan 

pow er - F rance. Indeed, in inter-African politics, the French regional grouping was 

consistently the largest and most harmonious. The Brazzaville communique, for 

instance, extensively dealt with long-term cooperation among the twelve states with a 

view to developing a  common foreign policy posture, more intensive economic and
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cultural cooperation, pooled diplomatic representation, the establishment o f  a  

permanent secretariat, and possibly a  common defense scheme. However, the 

situation between French-speaking states was not always am icable and cordial. Even 

before independence, w ithin the Francophone grouping, cooperation was sometimes 

marked by intense animosities and disagreements (especially over the precise nature o f  

ties to  be established with France) as was convincingly demonstrated by the long

standing hostility between Sdkou Tourd and Houphouet-Boigny61 on the one hand, 

and the competition for influence between Sddar Senghor and Houphouet-Boigny on 

the other.62

The Brazzaville-Monrovia group (which later becam e the Lagos group in 

1962)63 comprised twenty conservative and moderate African states. It originated 

from the Decem ber 1960 Brazzaville conference o f  twelve conservative, former 

F rench colonies opposed to the support o f African states for Patrice Lum um ba’s 

government in the Belgian Congo.64 The M onrovia group was formed by 

independent African states who felt that international policies were not adequately 

represented by either the Casablanca o r the Brazzaville group. Gathering its support 

from such non-W est African states like Ethiopia, the M onrovia group comprised such 

conservative states as Nigeria (under Prim e M inister Tafaw a Balewa), Ivory Coast 

(under Houphouet-Boigny), Senegal (under Sddar Senghor), Sierra Leone (under 

M ilton Stevens), and Liberia (under Tubman).65

The m ore ideologically militant Casablanca group arose in Casablanca in 

January 1961, in  response to the conservatism o f  the Brazzaville twelve whose
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opposition to  Lumumba’s government in the Congo, recognition o f  M auritania (to 

which M orocco had laid claim ), failure to recognize the Algerian Liberation Front, 

and rejection o f  a  contemplated union o f  African states, alienated and antagonized a 

section o f  activist and radical A frican states.66 The Casablanca meeting was thus a  

sequel to the Brazzaville conference. In the early 1960s, therefore, African states 

becam e polarized into these two political blocs. The ideological orientations w ere by 

no means clear-cut, but they roughly represented the radical and moderate forces in 

W est African international relations. The policies pursued within each fram ework by 

the various states have determined the patterns o f  interstate relations. The division 

arose mainly from three factors: ideological differences, personality o f  the leaders, 

and national interest considerations. On the latter, since these countries had ju st 

achieved independence, many leaders were very reluctant to surrender their pow er to 

a  confederal authority.67

In their effervescent involvement in African affairs, the radical Casablanca 

powers comprised Sdkou Tourd’s Guinea, Nkrumah’s Ghana, and M odibo Keita’s 

M ali. Although the renascence o f  interest in W est Africa was due, in large part to 

N krumah’s efforts, aspirations, and basic personal philosophy, the Casablanca 

movement drew outside support from  such progressive non-W est African states as 

Egypt (under Nasser), the F jjin L d g Jj& ratio n  National? (FLN), the revolutionary 

movement o f  Algeria, and Morocco. The three cases o f  Ghana, Guinea, and M ali 

illustrate how leaders’ ideological differences can affect foreign policy. Briefly 

summarized, the perceptual bases o f  these radical W est African elites w ere twofold:
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(1) Sdkou Tourg saw the Casablanca movement as a  political support against France 

and neighboring Francophone W est African colonies that had ostracized him for 

failing to rem ain within the French sphere o f  influence. As will be shown later, the 

isolation imposed on G uinea by F rance after the 1958 referendum  created a  natural 

and irresistible basis fo r resentment. Therefore, as a  result o f  his personal 

background and his experience o f  G uinea as a  colonial territory, nothing loomed 

larger in Tourd’s perception o f  international relations than the existence o f  perfidious 

imperialism. (2) M odibo Keita and Kwame Nkrumah basically perceived the 

Casablanca group as a  forum for projecting a collective African position on the Congo 

crisis and for advancing the idea o f  a  union o f  African states.

Some analysts will indeed argue that, because the Casablanca group comprised 

both A fro-Arab and Black African governments, they had diversified interests and 

were by no means homogenous.68 It remains a  documented fact, however, that a 

commonly held ideological preconception provided, for the Casablanca bloc, the basis 

for the credible coordination o f  foreign policies.69 F or example, in his study o f  

Ghana, M ali, and Guinea, Thomas Hovet found that the three countries had only five 

percent variation in their votes on key issues in the United Nations. Hovet concluded 

that this cohesion was quite universal across time especially as other African 

groupings w ere considerably divided on major issues, although they generally tended 

to fall into patterns.70

T he nature o f  the ideological conflict between the Casablanca and the 

M onrovia alliances hinged on the policy o f  gradualism versus one o f  revolution. To
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be m ore specific, this distinction centered on four major analytical categories: (1) the 

ro le o f  the state in domestic economic development; (2) the relations between African 

states and their former colonial (European) powers; (3) the attitude and policy towards 

the communist states o f  the Soviet U nion and Eastern Europe; and (4) the strategy 

towards the broad issues o f  unity among independent A frican states. These distinct 

factors will be investigated in that order.

F irst and foremost, in adopting a  strategy fo r internal development, the radical 

Casablanca powers tended to emphasize state ownership o f  the means o f  production.

It was argued that only as a  precondition for economic independence did political 

independence take significance. This meant an increased role for the public sector, 

state corporations, and cooperative societies. In accordance with their professed 

philosophy o f  socialism, there was an increased emphasis on industrialization and the 

effective nationalization o f  foreign firms and the commanding heights o f  the economy. 

M azrui has pointed out that the "majority" o f  the Casablanca states "espoused some 

kind o f  socialism in their domestic policies."71 In Ghana, for example, many 

industries w ere established under the auspices o f  the state as Nkrumah held 

tenaciously to the belief that socialist development could most rapidly transform the 

traditional economy. Socialism and African nationalism necessitated that the state 

controlled "the new industrial sector, which was to be created through public 

investment. The Ghanaian business class, to N krumah, was too small to take on the 

task and would becom e a  political menace if  it were expanded. W hile the cooperation 

o f  foreign capital was perhaps unavoidable, the creation through industrialization o f  a
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foreign-owned and -operated enclave was unthinkable."72 As A rthur Lewis puts it, 

nothing would satisfy Nkrumah "other than that every country in A frica break every 

direct link with the former imperial power. Economic links are called ’neo

colonialism .’"73 Similarly, in both M ali and Guinea, state monopoly reigned 

supreme as the states established firm  control over domestic and foreign trade. It was 

strongly argued that authentic African development required instant industrialization 

within the context o f  self-reliance as an antidote to  the evil machinations o f  "neo

colonialism ."74

Secondly, in relations with the metropolitan powers, the Casablanca group 

sought greater change in the social order inherited from the colonial era - an order 

which they perceived as inimical to Africa because it was neo-colonial, illegitimate, 

and exploitative. This second point is not necessarily in contradiction with the first 

one. To N krumah, for instance, underdevelopment and the quest for genuine 

economic development justified a  basically anti-imperialist and, therefore, anti- 

W estern posture. Arguing for independent (as opposed to dependent) development, 

the Ghanaian leader urged political nonalignment in the bipolar ideological 

confrontation between the East and W est blocs. Nkrumah heaped accusations on 

Francophone African leaders, arguing that they w ere a  political appendage o f Europe 

with apron-strings tied to France, and suggesting that they w ere aligned French 

stooges that could not stand up for independent African interests. Indeed, educated at 

"assimilationist" schools and finding their parliamentary feet in the French National 

Assembly, there was an emotional bond between these leaders and their former
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French masters which had little parallel in English-speaking W est Africa. In general, 

by forging a  position o f  strength independent o f  their former metropole, the 

Casablanca radicals believed that it  would be possible to counter neo-colonial attempts 

to balkanize Africa and to  foil W estern designs to manipulate African states through 

the installation o f  Western "stooges" or puppet regimes.75

Thirdly, as for their attitudes towards the communist states, the radical 

Casablanca movement was naturally more interested in expanding cooperation with 

the Eastern bloc. F o r example, N krumah, Sdkou Tourd, and M odibo Keita received 

Lenin Peace Prizes "for strengthening peace between peoples,"76 encouraged visits 

from Soviet and Chinese leaders, and received significant amounts o f  technical 

assistance and economic credits from the communist states (as well as from  the 

W est).77 This point should not be overstated, however. One should be careful not 

to  make too much o f  such identification with the socialist countries. In general, 

although these African leaders professed to  be socialist, their version o f  socialism 

differed significantly from that o f the Soviet Union.78 The leaders were, and 

continued to be, African nationalists whose philosophy o f  African socialism, though 

militantly anti-imperialist, was also basically incompatible with communism. For 

instance, Sdkou Tourd often expressed his belief that although "certain M arxist 

concepts suit African conditions," it was no less evident that Africa will have to find 

"its own revolutionary principles."79 Although Tourd was familiar with the theory 

and practice o f  communism, he was quite evidently not a  M arxist.80

Similarly, Nkrumah resisted pressures from within his party to forge closer
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alliance with M oscow for fear that it would betray both his commitment to 

nonalignment, and his rejection o f  communism as alien to A frica.81 M uch like Tito 

in Yugoslavia, the Casablanca leaders w ere most unwilling to  be reduced to  mere 

satellites since their sense o f  nationalism and commitment to local conditions was 

stronger than their adherence to M arxist principles. Thus, those who saw the 

scenario o f  widening cooperation as a  foretaste o f  cordial Russo-African relations 

becam e disillusioned when the Casablanca governments undertook actions independent 

o f  (and even detrim ental to) M oscow. W hen Sdkou Tourd discovered the extent o f  

Russian interference in domestic Guinean affairs,82 he immediately expelled the 

Soviet am bassador, Daniel Solod, from  Guinea in 1961.83 In general, in their 

determination to change the colonial pattern o f  external relations, the Casablanca 

group consistently attempted to balance their former dependence on W estern states by 

forging new economic, political, and cultural links with those communist states from 

whom they expected to benefit m ost directly. This stood contrary to the posture o f  

the U A M  w hose shared heritage with France defined its tendency to preserve the 

existing order by maintaining ties with the metropole. It should be noted, however, 

that although the Casablanca states advocated non-alignment, they were economically 

aligned to  the W estern industrial powers; although they w ere interested in widening 

cooperation with the Communist bloc, they were not prepared to sacrifice the various 

aid program s launched by the W estern powers in the early 1960s.84

Last bu t by no means the least, the Casablanca bloc, like the M onrovia bloc, 

was interested in the search for pan-African cooperation and unity. However,
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whereas the radicals had insisted on the immediate political union o f  the continent, the 

M onrovia bloc, m ore cautiously restricted its interest to  seeking economic cooperation 

between A frican states. N igeria, Senegal, Ivory Coast, and Liberia emphasized 

economic concerns, whereas Guinea, Ghana, and M ali gave primacy to ideological 

and political interests. Drawing upon the examples o f  both the United States and the 

Soviet Union to  buttress their argument for political unity, the radicals 

uncompromisingly championed the cause for unity a t the expense o f  functional- 

economic cooperation advocated by the majority o f  Africa’s leaders.85 A full 

attem pt to  adequately review the issue o f pan-African unity in the post-colonial era 

would require a  summary o f  the proceedings o f  some the several landmark 

conferences, especially those o f  the Conferences o f  the Independent A frican States 

(CIAS) and the All-African Peoples Conferences (AAPC). Content analysis o f  these 

conferences in conjunction with the expressed beliefs and values o f  relevant actors, it 

is argued, would reveal the state o f  mind o f  most o f  the W est African leaders on the 

issue o f  A frican unity.86

F irst Conference o f  Independent African States

A t G hana’s independence celebrations, Nkrumah had announced his plans to 

hold a  series o f  conferences for other independent African states with the specific 

purpose o f  discussing problem s o f  common interest to all the independent African 

states, as well as o f  exploring ways o f  consolidating a  collective foreign policy to 

safeguard their hard-won independence. Although the prelim inary discussion and
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organization o f  the conferences took place in London among the African ambassadors, 

the Ghanaian leader also made an effort to  contact the leaders o f  the independent 

African states directly. F or example, a  three-man delegation that included the then 

M inister o f  Justice, Ako Adjei, the M inister o f  Defense and External Affairs, Kofi 

Baako, and the principal organizer, George Padm ore (also Nkrumah’s adviser on 

A frican Affairs), was despatched to  the various African capitals and charged with that 

task.87

As already noted, the most controversial theme in post-independence inter- 

African relations was in the area o f  African unity. Perhaps because most Afncan 

states w ere still under colonial tutelage, this was less so for the first CIAS, held in 

Accra, Ghana, from April 15-22, 1958, and attended by leaders from all eight 

independent African states (excepting, o f  course, the Republic o f  South Africa): 

E thiopia, Liberia, Libya, Morocco, the Sudan, Tunisia, United Arab Republic (Egypt) 

and G hana.88 The conference marked the first time that representatives o f 

independent African states were meeting together with the aim o f  forging closer links 

o f  international cooperation. Organized and presided over by Nkrumah, the 

delegations to  the conference agreed to discuss the following points:

(1) exchange o f  views on foreign policy, especially in relation to the African 
continent; the future o f  African dependent territories; the Algerian problem; the racial 
problem ; steps taken to safeguard the independence, sovereignty, and territorial 
integrity o f  the independent African states;

(2) examination o f  the ways and means to  prom ote economic cooperation among 
A frican states, based on the exchange o f  technical, scientific, and educational 
information with special regard to industrial planning and development;
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(3) formulation o f  concrete proposals for the exchange o f  visiting governmental and 
non-governmental cultural missions among the various countries, leading to a  first
hand m utual knowledge and appreciation o f  one another’s culture;

(4) consideration o f  the problem  o f international peace and the conformity with the 
Charter o f  the United Nations; and reaffirmation o f  the principles o f  the Bandung 
Asian-African Conference;

(5) establishment, after the conference, o f  permanent machinery for consultation on 
foreign policy.89

In general term s, the first CIAS resolved to preserve the unity o f  purpose and 

action o f  A frican states in international affairs, through jo in t cooperation especially in 

foreign policy m atters.90 The conference’s speakers stressed the importance o f 

establishing solid bases for continuing cooperation and o f  impressing upon the world 

the unity o f  the independent African states. It was argued that as long as fundamental 

unity o f  outlook on foreign policy was preserved, the independent African states 

would be able to  assert a  distinctive "African personality" and speak with one 

concerted voice. O ne o f  the milestones o f the conference was the formulation o f  a  

collective agreem ent in foreign policy, especially in relation to the collective policy o f 

positive non-alignment. Nkrumah insisted that it was only by avoiding entanglements 

in quarrels o f  the G reat Powers that Africans will be able to assert an African 

personality. The conference further agreed to establish a  permanent mechanism for 

coordinating matters o f  economic concern to African states.91 Apart from providing 

the forum fo r all independent African states to exchange views, the first CIAS led to 

the setting up, late in 1958, o f  an African Group at the U N  which provided the early 

machinery for coordinating African opinions on major, international issues at the
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world body.92 But the resolutions adopted by the conference w ere overwhelmingly 

political. Specifically, eight o f  the eleven resolutions adopted dealt w ith political 

m atters, one with economic questions, one with cultural exchanges, and one with 

adm inistrative machinery.

F irst All-African Peoples Conference

Although the above resolutions endorsed A fncan unity there was no expressed 

com m itment to a  federation o f  A fncan  states. A fncan unity, in the form  o f  a  strong 

federation o f  states united by a  common ideology, pan-Africanism, had always 

remained the centerpiece o f  N krum ah’s A frican policies. The ideas o f  the pan- 

African movement as envisioned by the Ghanaian leader entailed nothing less than a 

com plete surrender o f  political sovereignty for the sake o f  establishing a  U nited States 

o f  Africa. This situation, therefore, left Nkrumah dissatisfied with the outcom e o f  the 

deliberations, and led to the first AAPC in Accra from December 8-13, 1958. This 

historic AAPC was thus the result o f  N krum ah’s fervent desire to harness widespread 

nationalist sentiments towards the achievement o f  a  Pan-African goal. The Ghanaian 

leader hoped to  coordinate the efforts o f  the various African political groups. A 

nongovernmental assembly, the AAPC comprised African political and trade union 

leaders. In addition, there were observers from  such non-African states as Canada, 

China, D enmark, India, the Soviet U nion, the United Kingdom, and the U nited 

States. The AAPC produced a  declaration fo r "a Commonwealth o f African 

States”93 and drafted a  constitution which provided for "a United States o f
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Africa."94

T he conferees w ere generally supportive o f  the independence movement 

throughout A frica and expressed their conviction that African states should play a  

m ore significant ro le in international diplomacy. Tw o m ajor themes o f  African 

interstate relations underlie many o f  the speeches and deliberations o f  the council, 

which dealt largely with political matters. F irst, the acquisition o f  political power by 

all Africans, throughout the continent, as rapidly as possible. Second, the resolution 

to avoid the balkanization o f  W est A frica into small, economically unstable states.

The conference denounced the artificial frontiers drawn by the imperialist powers, 

particularly those which cut across ethnic groups, and called for the abolition o f  such 

artificial boundaries in the soonest possible time. In  short, the conference foresaw the 

creation o f  regional groupings throughout the whole o f  Africa and expressed the need 

for their ultim ate linkage in one African Commonwealth o r United States for 

A frica.95 On the economic front, the conference advocated that regional groupings 

o f states in A frica be based on three principles: (1) that only the independent states 

and countries governed by Africans should jo in  together; (2) that the establishment o f 

regional groupings should not be prejudicial to  the ultimate objective o f  a  Pan-African 

commonwealth; and (3) that adherence to  any specific group should depend on the 

wishes o f  the people ascertained by referendum on the basis o f  universal adult 

suffrage. The AAPC called for the removal o f  customs and other restrictions on trade 

among A frican states and the inclusion o f  multilateral payment agreements with a 

view to enhancing economic exchanges and the consequent establishment o f  an
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African Common M arket.96

Not all the themes espoused at the conference met with unanimous support 

from the African states and colonies. Notably, with the possible exception o f  Guinea, 

the attitudes and behavior o f  the French-speaking colonies towards these developments 

was largely one o f  general skepticism and passivity. In short, there was an articulated 

reluctance to demand political freedom from France. W hen interviewed about the 

conference in Accra, Houphouet-Boigny described it as "destined to produce idle talk 

and demands for illusory independence."97

The Conakry Declaration

In the same year the Accra conferences were held, a t the end o f  September 

1958, most o f  the French territories voted "oui" to remain in the French Community 

o f  States in a  referendum that General de Gaulle had devised to stave o ff the 

inexorable move towards independence by African leaders. However, in the Guinean 

plebiscite on the matter, Guinean leader Tourd persuaded large numbers o f  Guineans - 

an overwhelming majority - to vote "non," and Guinea became independent after 

voting to break away from France. Sdkou Tourd called on France to recognize the 

new Republic in October 1958. However, in retaliation, General de Gaulle 

immediately withdrew French technical assistance and aid and Guinea lost all contact 

with France. In bitterness and with arrogance and hostility, the French recalled their 

administrative, technical, and military services and personnel, destroyed all important 

files and office equipment, cleared the hospital shelves, tore out the telephones,
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cracked state dishes and even removed light bulbs from their sockets. According to 

one account, 4 ,000  French civil servants, including doctors, teachers, judges and 

technicians, w ere withdrawn within a  m onth.98 N aturally, this punitive act almost 

caused the collapse o f  the Guinean economic structure; it reduced G uinea’s trained 

bureaucracy by  75 percent. In addition, by abstaining from  voting fo r Guinea’s 

membership o f  the U N  in Decem ber 1958, the French government opposed its 

admission into the body, although without success.99

Early Attempts a t Political Union 

Ghana-Guinea-M ali Union

W ith the base o f  a  then buoyant Ghanaian economy, Nkrumah immediately 

capitalized on the event o f  Guinea’s struggle for independence from France to 

advance the idea o f  a  Ghana-Guinea political union. This is arguably another case o f 

the use o f  economic resources by a  state (i.e ., Ghana) to  advance pan-Africanist 

ideas. Econom ic factors are im portant in interstate cooperative processes especially 

where so perceived by political leaders. Among other factors, G hana’s financial 

strength and population, coupled with Nkrumah’s strong personality and political 

ideas, facilitated the increased interactive processes between both countries a t that 

critical period. Both Nkrumah and Tourd held a  series o f  negotiations shortly after 

Guinea had achieved independence between November 21 and 23, 1958. The 

outcom e was the agreement by Ghana to loan Guinea ten million pounds (then 

equivalent to $28 million), and the subsequent announcement that both countries had
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decided to form  a  union o f  W est A fncan States.100 In fact, early in  Decem ber 

1958, the Ghanaian government sent several top officials to  G uinea w ho examined 

that country’s economy, negotiated the loan, and suggested possible w ays for 

economic cooperation.101 This union was indeed the first serious attem pt at some 

form  o f  collaboration between an English-speaking and a  French-speaking W est 

African country .102

Following the break-up o f  the M ali Federation, the Republic o f  M ali joined 

Guinea and G hana to  form  the Ghana-Guinea-Mali Union in Decem ber 1960. This 

three-nation union was named the Union o f African States (UAS) and was perceived 

by its founders as the nucleus o f  the United States o f  A frica.103 The union brought 

together the three African states considered to be the most radical and most desirous 

o f  pan-African unity. In addition, through the Ghana-Guinea-M ali union, Nkrumah, 

Tourd, and Keita planned to follow a  common radical orientation and sought bravely 

to  bridge one o f  the enduring divisions in the W est African world - that between 

French-speaking and English-speaking A frica.104 It is  important to note the 

resemblance between the formation o f  the UAS and the establishment o f  the Ghana- 

Guinea union. In  both cases, the French-speaking territory had suffered sudden 

economic difficulties. In the case o f  Guinea, the political catalyst was the total 

w ithdrawal o f  French financial assistance after independence. Sim ilarly, in the 

M alian situation, it was the collapse o f  the Mali Federation. A five million pound 

loan from Ghana in 1960, provided the necessary working capital fo r M ali as it had 

for Guinea in 1958.105 But it was difficult in realistic term s to see the potential for
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such non-contiguous states as Ghana and Guinea. I f  Tourd, N krumah, and Keita were 

unable to establish an effective political union, then one m ajor factor was geography. 

F o r three states that did not speak a  common language and which w ere not 

geographically contiguous, political unity was no small endeavor.106 Thus, by mid- 

1963, after a  limited degree o f  cultural, economic, and technical cooperation, the 

Ghana-Guinea-M ali union disintegrated as a  formal political entity.

T he Saniquellie Summit

In July 1959, after the Conakry declaration, Presidents Tubman, Nkrumah, 

and Tourd m et in Saniquellie province, in northern Liberia, to discuss the concepts o f 

African unity and cooperation, after Tubman had written to  both the Ghanaian and 

Guinean leaders on A pril 7 , calling for a  meeting to discuss these matters. D uring 

the course o f  the meeting, Tubman and Nkrumah clashed over their different 

interpretations and perceptions o f  A frican unity. Whereas the Ghanaian leader 

conceived inter-African relations in terms o f pursuing a  policy o f  im mediate political 

union, the m ore conservative Tubman wanted a  loose association o f  states that would 

concentrate on areas o f  mutual economic and political interests. W henever Nkrumah 

pressed the issue for a  union government, Tubman insisted that m ore time was needed 

and that fruitful discussions required, as a  prerequisite, that m ore African states 

becom e politically independent. By so doing, Tubman "effectively forestalled any 

immediate decision on the question o f  political unification."107
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Second Conference o f  Independent African States

T he second CIAS, held in Addis Ababa (Ethiopia) from  June 15-24, 1960, laid

bare the ideological and perceptual differences between African countries especially

on the crucial issue o f  pan-African unity, and the larger issues o f  elite ideological

preferences.1*  It was attended by high level representatives (mostly foreign

ministers and delegates) from eleven independent African states plus several

dependent territories. Among other states, Ghana, Guinea, Liberia, N igeria, and

Ethiopia met to w ork out a  charter that would facilitate the process o f cooperation

between African states. Contrary to Nkrumah’s ideas about continental unity, the

Em peror o f  E thiopia never addressed the question o f  political union in his opening

speech. H e m erely emphasized, instead, the need for inter-African cooperation.

Indeed, this conference was m ore controversial than the first CIAS in the sense that it

revealed the dual (diametrically opposed) positions o f  the participants on the issue o f

inter-African cooperation. W hereas the Casablanca group (Ghana, Morocco, Guinea,

and the UAR) enthusiastically advocated and endorsed political union, the M onrovia

powers (Liberia, N igeria, Sierra Leone, and Ethiopia) vehemently opposed it.

T he Ghanaian delegation led by the Foreign M inister, Ako Adjei, insistently

pressed fo r delegates’ decision on the establishment o f a  "Union o f  A fncan States"

arguing that N krumah, Tubman, and Tourd had, at an earlier meeting in

Saniquillie,109 Liberia, on July 19, 1959, agreed on the guiding principles for such

an arrangement. In the words o f  the then Ghanaian Foreign Minister:

It is clear in this declaration o f principles (the Saniquellie Declaration) 
that the Union o f  African States which the three leaders discussed and
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agreed upon is intended to be a  political union. Such a  political union 
in  their view will provide the fram ework within which any plans for 
economic, social and cultural cooperation can, in fact, operate to  the 
best advantage o f  all. T o us in  Ghana the concept o f  African unity is 
an article o f  faith. It is a  cardinal objective in our policy. W e 
sincerely believe that the Independent African States can, and may 
some day, form  a  real political Union -- the Union o f  A frican states...
It does not m atter whether you start with an Association o f  A frican 
states o r  whether with economic o r cultural cooperation... w e must 
start from  somewhere, but certainly the Union can be achieved in the 
end .110

Guinea was, o f  course, basically in agreem ent with Ghana’s stand on the best possible

interpretation o f  A frican unity. On the contrary, although he accepted pan-Africanism

and closer inter-African cooperation as "the only solution to ou r problem s in Africa,"

the leader o f  the Nigerian delegation, Yusuf M aitama Sule, openly disagreed with

Ghanaian perceptions o f the correct path to African unity. H e cautioned that the idea

o f forming a U nion o f  A frican States was premature and that N igeria was not

prepared to be party  to such an arrangement:

Pan-Africanism is the only solution to our problems in Africa. . . .  No 
one in A frica doubts the need to prom ote Pan-Africanism. .. .  But we 
must not be sentimental, we must be realistic. It is for this reason we 
would like to  point out that at this moment the idea o f  forming a  Union 
o f  African States is premature. On the other hand, w e do not dispute 
the sincerity and indeed the good intentions o f  those who advocate it.
But w e feel such a  m ove is too radical - perhaps too ambitious - to be 
o f  lasting benefit. Gradual development o f  ideas and thought is more 
lasting. . . .  I t  is essential to remem ber that whatever ideas w e may have 
about Pan-Africanism it will not materialize as quickly as w e would 
like it to  i f  w e start from  the top dow nw ard... W e must start from the 
known to the unknown. At the moment we in Nigeria cannot afford to 
form union by government with any African states by surrendering our 
sovereignty...111

These events highlight a  recurring theme in this study thus far: the analysis o f 

interstate cooperation reveals a  combination o f  both centripedal and centrifugal forces;
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the search fo r A fncan unity, in particular, is full o f  political cleavages and 

incitements to  controversy as soon as one attem pts to  examine it closely. Tw o main 

views characterized the path to  African unity within the broader context o f  the pan- 

African movement. W hereas the radical leaders aimed for the complete federation o f  

African states, the conservative leaders w ere only prepared to discuss issues 

pertaining to  regional cooperation and development. In general, the principal 

component o f  pan-Africanism is a  belief in the necessity for African interstate unity 

be it through political unity as the radicals suggested, o r through economic and 

technical cooperation, as the moderates and conservatives preferred.112

If  the conferees were generally over-sensitive to  the issue o f  political 

amalgamation, they w ere less so inclined towards that o f  economic cooperation and 

other form s o f  loose association o f  the policies o f  African states. Although there was 

no coordinated response to the issue o f  A frican unity, there w ere agreements on 

questions o f  political cooperation about scientific, technical, and cultural arrangements 

between African states and on the necessity for a  concerted policy o f  condemnation o f 

South A frica’s racist policy. On the question o f  economic cooperation between 

A frican states, the conference suggested the establishment o f  a  council o f  economic 

cooperation to  organize jo in t A fncan development and commercial banks, as well as 

to devise other cooperative means for implementing and maintaining African 

economic unity. Regarding other matters, the conference also proposed the 

establishment o f  councils for educational, cultural, and scientific cooperation. 

However, on the overly sensitive question o f  political unity, the resolution reflected
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the view that although cooperation among Afncan states was essential fo r the 

maintenance o f  their independence and sovereignty, specific designs for unity must be 

deferred to a  later conference.

Second All-African Peoples Conference

The second AAPC held in Tunis from January 25-31, 1960, was more 

supportive o f  the position o f  the radical Casablanca faction. Opening the conference, 

President Habib Bourguiba o f  Tunisia appealed to Africans to eliminate artificial 

boundaries and unify the continent. H e urged the attainment o f  independence by 

peaceful means but expressed support for the use o f  arms and force where necessary. 

A t this conference, the 1958 constitution was amended but the provision for a "United 

States o f  Africa" was retained.113 The two themes - independence and unity - were 

re-echoed constantly in the speeches o f  delegates at the conference.

In terms o f  inter-African cooperation, the conference agreed to establish an 

All-African trade union, with an autonomous and central A frican organization.

Specific recommendations fo r further economic unity included the proposed 

establishment o f  a  transport company to provide better links between the African 

countries; the creation o f  an all-African investment bank; and the removal o f  customs 

and trade barriers wherever possible.

Third All-African Peoples Conference

Similarly, the third AAPC, held in Cairo from M arch 25-31, 1961, maintained
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the clam or fo r a  union state for A frica.114 The resolutions adopted by the 

conference covered the following five general points: (1) decolonization in the form 

o f  the political liberation o f  African states; (2) the development o f  new patterns o f 

colonialism; (3) the reorganization o f  national liberation movements; (4) cultural, 

economic, and social development o f  the continent; and (5) the broad issue o f  African 

unity and solidarity. Concerning the last point, the conference recommended the 

setting up o f  the following: (1) an African consultative assembly composed o f  

members representing the parliaments o f  independent states, which will meet 

periodically to  formulate a  common policy o f African states; (2) a  council o f  African 

states to study and implement recommendations o f  the consultative assembly; (3) a 

commission o f  experts to elaborate a  common economic policy in order to consolidate 

African political unity; (4) a  commission o f  African commanders entrusted with the 

study and organization o f a  joint defense scheme; and (S) a  cultural commission to 

formulate policy in the field o f education and cultural exchanges.

W hile the resolutions o f the AAPC implied the mobilization o f  the African 

masses toward the achievement o f  African unity, it was clear that the real cooperation 

rested upon the leadership o f  the nation-states themselves. In the first place, the idea 

o f unification was propounded by a  group of people with greater political 

sophistication, education, and motivation than most o f  their compatriots. It was to 

this group o f  well-traveled people whose horizons spread far beyond the bounds o f a 

village o r  clan, that pan-Africanism remained a  meaningful abstraction. As one 

perceptive scholar notes:
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The most significant argument holds that Pan-Africanism is a  
movement o f  the African elite; and that, as such, its ideals are not and 
cannot be understood by the masses o f  the A frican continent. I t  is, the 
argument goes, "a movement among governments rather than 
peoples." Pan Africanists must not dismiss this ou t o f  hand. I t is, 
indeed, the African elite that is chiefly concerned with Pan- 
A fricanism .115

To the extent that A frican leaders are generally reluctant to relinquish an iota o f  their 

sovereignty, this fact alone may largely explain why interest in cooperation have 

failed to produce federal governments in Africa. Simply put, for leaders who latch on 

to pow er with no intentions o f  abandoning it, personality and national power interests 

stand in direct opposition to the goals o f  regional cooperation and unity.

Leaders’ Perceptions and Orientations

It is evident that the M onrovia leaders w ere in favor o f  closer association with 

the form er colonial powers and that they were relatively m ore unenthusiastic about 

Afncan unity. A t N igeria’s independence, for example, the conservative northern- 

based Prim e M inister, S ir Abubakar Tafawa Balewa, glowingly said he was "grateful 

to the B ritish... whom w e have known first as masters, and then as leaders, and 

finally as partners, but always as friends... W e are grateful to those who have 

brought m odem  m ethods o f banking and of commerce, and new industries."116 

Similarly, another member o f  the Monrovia group and form er Liberian leader, 

W illiam Tubm an, expressed his belief that Britain "has made tangible long-term 

economic contributions towards the political security and future prosperity o f  those 

areas over which she long exerted paternalistic authority .”117 In addition, despite
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his seemingly anti-European doctrine o f  n igritude, the then Senegalese leader, Sddar

Senghor, strongly and consistently advocated increased cooperative ties and unity

between Africa and Europe.

On the controversial issue o f  pan-Africanism, the views o f  the M onrovia

leaders w ere equally predictable. The ultra-conservative Ivorien leader, Houphouet-

Boigny, never abandoned for one moment his ideological belief that continental

African unity could never be achieved and, in fact, at the expense o f  inter-African

cooperation and contrary to the long-standing principles o f  the Organization o f

African U nity (O A U ),m  he consistently championed the course fo r "dialogue" with

apartheid South A frica.119 Indeed, Houphouet-Boigny him self has reportedly said,

quoting Goethe: "I prefer injustice to  disorder: one can die o f  disorder, one does not

die o f  injustice; and injustice can be repaired."120

Similarly, reputed to be an inward-looking gradualist who believed that

"drastic change makes people unhappy,"121 and that "attempts to  lead others, or

militancy in general, are im m oral,"122 the former Nigerian Prim e M inister replied

on the issue o f  A frican unity:

I think we are not ready for it ... W e in Nigeria have so many other 
problem s to  so lve... F irst we have to put our house in order and to 
create prosperity in our own country... The recently widely discussed 
plan for a  U nited States o f  Africa will only create new problems.
N igeria still needs many decades to attain the level o f  o ther countries.
O ur most pressing problem s are here and only here.123

Observers generally describe Balewa as a  "calm moderate m an," with a  knack for

compromise, "his personality being more calculated to placate than to  provoke."124

It follows, then, that an innocuous perception o f  events coupled with domestic
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problem s at hom e militates against active foreign policy posture abroad. Although 

Balewa believed in Pan-Africanism, he was in favor o f  proceeding very slowly in 

cultural and economic areas and extremely slowly in political affairs. Balewa’s 

emphasis was on cooperation rather than unity. As a  result, his policies were 

considered by most political analysts as generally too conservative. By virtue o f  size, 

N igeria was naturally expected to take an active, indeed a  leading, role in the quest 

fo r A frican unity. Unfortunately, in the early post-colonial years, N igeria was not 

blessed with a  leader o f  Kwame N krumah’s calibre who could unite the country at 

hom e125 and play a  dynamic role advancing Pan-Africanism abroad.126 

Consequently, the conduct o f  Nigeria’s foreign policy under the first civilian 

government (1960-1966) was insipid and passive, largely reflecting preoccupation 

with post-independence domestic issues, ethnic rivalries, and economic development. 

In short, the conservative northern-based government o f  Prim e M inister Tafawa 

Balewa was little disposed to events and initiatives beyond N igeria’s borders.127

As suggested earlier, in addition to an active leadership, the state o f  the 

national economy plays a  fundamental role in the international system. Take the case 

o f  Ghana from the late 1950s to the mid-1960s. A t independence in 1957, the 

finances o f  the country w ere in fairly good shape. Apart from the fact that the 

income per head was about 50 pounds, which then was over twice that o f  Nigeria, 

Nkrumah took over foreign reserves amounting to 200 million pounds and inherited a 

foreign debt o f  only 20 million pounds. Furthermore, Ghana was producing 

approximately 40 percent o f  the w orld’s cocoa and possessed such minerals as gold,
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diamonds, and bauxite. In fact, for these resources, T he Economist was to  claim 

later, that on her independence, Ghana was "the richest looking W est A fncan 

country .”128 W e argue that the active leadership o f  Ghana, coupled with the 

perception o f  a  buoyant economy, greatly influenced h er pan-Africanist role in the 

1960s. F o r example, among other things, Nkrumah could make available to  Guinea 

an interest-free loan o f  10 million pounds after which both countries planned closer 

association culminating months later into the Ghana-Guinea union - the so-called 

nucleus for a  United States o f  African states. Also, partly  due to her sound economic 

base, Ghana made an effective ideological commitment to national liberation causes 

all over Africa, and was specifically the most ardent supporter o f  liberation 

movements in Portuguese Guinea, Angola, M ozambique, and South Africa. In this 

sense, Nkrum ah’s commitment to  liberation was demonstrated by the financial and 

m ilitary aid he gave the freedom fighters. Financial assistance was also extended to 

nationalist organizations such as the 10 thousand pounds that was delivered to 

Kamuzu Banda’s political movement in 1959.129 Finally, it was largely G hana’s 

economic and financial strength that made it possible for her to attain the enviable 

status o f  being the first country to send troops to the Congo (now Zaire) in July 1960, 

to  m ake financial concessions to Upper Volta following the Paga agreement o f  June 

1961, and to  organize the unprecedented series o f  pan-Africanist conferences in Accra 

between 1958 and 1962.130

But national financial solvency, defined as a  state’s ability to match 

expenditure with income, subscribes to no ideology, and is essential fo r continued
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political and organizational success. By 1965, amidst intractable econom ic problems, 

the Ghanaian reserves had all been spent and foreign debt was about 400 million 

pounds (approximately 300 million pounds were owed creditors in W estern Europe 

and N orth America). Also, by 1965, the balance o f  payments had hit a  record deficit 

o f  80 million pounds and the Ghanaian economy had ground to a  halt. Among other 

factors, w e further suggest that the ailing Ghanaian economy (especially the fall in  the 

world price o f  cocoa), deprived Nkrumah the necessary material base for an activist 

foreign policy, resulted in his overthrow from office, and "led to the collapse o f  Pan- 

Africanism as a  political m ovem ent.”131

Apart from this effect on the demise o f  pan-Africanism, another m ajor impact 

o f  Ghanaian economic doom centered around the fact that liberation organizations in 

London and all over Africa were deprived o f a  major source o f  material support for 

their legitimate activities.132 Indeed, in the field o f  pan-Africanism, Ghana went 

from  being the leading spirit o f  the movement to opposing all radical ideas that were 

associated with Nkrumah. The new government (under the National Liberation 

Council [NLC]) abdicated the status o f  Ghana as a  haven for freedom fighters when it 

closed down their camps and expelled them .133 Although the NLC government 

resumed payment o f dues to  the Special Fund o f  the OAU Liberation Comm ittee,134 

its support was noticeably minimal. To make matters worse, following the restoration 

o f  civilian government in October 1969, the Busia government advocated "dialogue" 

with South Africa and other white minority-ruled territories in A frica.135 

Aggressive pan-Africanism has consequently been obliged to fall back upon Guinea
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and M ali in W est Africa. But since these states are  generally quite poor, the 

m ovement has transformed into a  more sober and pragmatic form o f  pan-Africanism, 

m ore defensive than dynamic, thus strengthening the argument for a  construed victory 

o f  the moderates over the radicals in the pan-African movement in W est Africa. 

P ractical efforts a t realizing a  unionist philosophy (such as the Ghana-Guinea-Mali 

union) cam e to a  g rief as emphasis changed to  a  m ore gradual approach in which 

econom ic groupings are seen as forerunners o f  w ider aims o f  a  political nature.

N ew Realities: Elements o f  Continuity and Change

Only meaningful symbols can inspire credibility and contribute to  national 

development. Political independence served as a  symbol o f  legitimacy in  W est Africa 

for a  time. T he nature o f  the ideological distinctions between the radical and the 

m oderate-cum-conservative states in W est African politics has blurred considerably 

since the mid-60s but, in term s o f  a  revival o f  ideology in  W est African politics, 

patterns still persist. F rom  the late 1960s onward, the nature o f  the ideological 

dialogue began to  change as the so-called African socialists retreated before a  wide 

array o f  critics.

In  the main, many African governments have had to accommodate their 

perceptions and preferences to the constricting realities o f  nation-building. W ith more 

states gaining political independence and coming o f  age, the new realities in the post- 

decolonialization era focused on how best to address the wave o f rising popular 

expectations. W ith the arrival o f  the younger generations on the political scene, it
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was inevitable that they should look for other symbols o f  legitimacy. The m ajor task 

was the widening chasm between public aspirations and the capability o f  the state to 

deliver the expected goods. Following the process o f  decolonization, the masses 

expected the state to  propound and deliver a magic formula for prosperity and 

increased economic grow th .136 To the majority o f  the people, the abstract and 

complex arguments fo r ending colonial rule and for pan-Africanist and even 

nationalist consciousness had to  be expressed in terms o f  more readily related 

problems o f  daily existence. I f  the state o f affairs was not to  m isfire in time into a 

counter-revolution o f  rising frustration, economic development, which would satisfy 

the people by providing jobs, m odem  amenities, and com fort, would have to be the 

prim ary goal o f  A fncan states. The major solution was to be  found in governmental 

perform ance particularly on the economic front, namely, how was the state to deal 

with the problems o f  lim ited trained personnel, capital resources, social infrastructure, 

and technological know-how necessary fo r economic development? Indeed, more 

recent events in many African countries have shown that people have started looking 

for m ore authentic signs o f  legitimacy in their rulers. In fact, the various populations 

have started judging the leaders in term s o f their competence in satisfying their 

material wants and justifying their hopes for the future. Consequently, the increased 

trend towards a  more pragmatic approach reflected the underlying realities o f  

underdevelopment that largely affected these post-colonial states in the global system. 

Nevertheless, elements o f  African elite perceptions and political economies were still 

widely differentiated along two axes: the one defined by state ideology and the other
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by governmental perform ance.137

In  the first instance, there was challenge from  the left w here the ideological 

axis was represented in a  new doctrinal trend o f  A frican M arxists who gained 

momentum when military regimes in Benin (in 1974) and Ethiopia (in 1976) declared 

M arxism-Leninism (or revolutionary socialism) as their ideological guide. Perhaps 

m ore dramatic and serious was the rapid disintegration o f  the Portuguese African 

colonial em pire, whose successor states (represented by Guinea-Bissau and Cape 

Verde in W est Africa) armed themselves with national liberation creeds that were 

somewhat vaguely informed by the Marxist-Leninist ideology. Since the mid-1970s, 

M arxist and radical regimes all over Africa have formed formal and informal 

networks o f cooperation and, in  W est Africa, this is perhaps m ost evident in the 

friendship and cooperation treaty between Benin and Guinea, and in the defense 

agreem ent between Guinea, Guinea-Bissau and Cape V erde.138

A t the same time, even before the beginning o f  the 1980s, there was a  

pervasive realization in Africa that M arxist-Leninist and socialist principles were 

simply not working as well as initially expected. Despite the apparent continuity o f 

radical philosophies there was a  significant level o f  change. Some academic critics 

(and African leaders themselves) saw that, particularly in domestic affairs, indices o f 

development appeared to be supportive o f  pragmatic and eclectic rather than strikingly 

ideological program s.139 As Liebenow summarizes this case, many leaders came to 

the realization "that the ideological commitment to central planning, nationalization o f 

resources, and collectivization o f agriculture have had disastrous results."140 Many
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have argued that w hatever the political value derived by an African regim e from a  

rhetorical espousal o f socialism, the economies which have fared the best in post

independence A frica appear to be those in which the leaders have consciously 

downplayed an explicit, integrated ideology in favor o f  pragmatic solutions to  a  vast 

array o f  problem s.141

In recent times, fo r the developing states o f  W est A frica, continuity has jostled 

alongside change on an ideology-performance nexus. In general, to varying degrees, 

Nigeria, Senegal, Togo, and Ivory Coast have represented and remained the 

conservative-cum-moderate forces in the subregion. For much o f the 1980s, left-wing 

state activism in the area - what C laude A ke has aptly termed "defensive 

radicalism "142 - has occasionally persisted especially between such advocates o f 

socialist-oriented principles as Benin, Ghana, Cape Verde, Burkina Faso, Guinea, and 

Guinea-Bissau. Although few er in  number, the radical and populist leaders are 

symbolized, for instance, in the likes o f  the regim e o f Thom as Sankara, w ho, upon 

assuming office in August 1983, vehemently opposed the m oral and material 

corruption that was prevalent in U pper Volta as a t that tim e.143 One year later, 

Sankara symbolically renamed U pper Volta, Burkina Faso (Land o f  U pright 

M en),144 instituted agrarian reform s, and enacted other laws, which w ere effectively 

enforced by nationalizing all land and mineral wealth in the country. On the salient 

dimension o f  extra-African affairs, when French President Francois M itterrand visited 

Ougadougou in 1986, Sankara publicly denounced French involvement with apartheid 

South Africa, and engaged the visitor in a  spirited match o f  w its on the issue o f "neo-
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colonialism."145

In addition, regional w rangling between A fncan states in the W est African 

subregion persists within the context o f  elite ideological preference and personality 

clashes, albeit in  subtler forms. T he nomination o f  socialist-oriented Sankara in the 

A buja summit o f  ECOW AS, in 1987, sparked o ff a  diplomatic row  as Togo and Ivory 

Coast (with some measure o f  sympathy from  Nigeria and Senegal) succeeded in 

blocking the Burkinabe nomination. Relations between Togo and Burkina Faso had 

deteriorated since the Eyadema government accused Sankara and Rawlings 

(ideologically compatible allies)146 o f  complicity in the attempted coup against his 

government in September 1986.147

It is within the context o f  the subregion that one needs to understand the 

present realities and challenges facing African governments in foreign affairs 

especially as their ability to find adequate solutions is manifestly lim ited when 

considering global and continental institutions. There has been a  large-scale 

abandonm ent o f  romantic nationalism and the chimerical notion o f  A frican unity as 

African leaders are recognizing, at the end o f  the decolonization era, the importance 

o f  tailoring international behavior to  m atch hard economic realities. T he 

disenchantment with continental and national solutions to  African problem s are 

obvious at both the economic and political dimensions, with an emergent search 

throughout the continent for subregional solutions, and a  corresponding effort into the 

organization o f  activities at that level. However, in terms o f  intra-African relations in 

W est Africa, the mantle o f  leadership has recently been transferred from  Ghana in the
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1950s and 1960s, to  Nigeria in the 1970s and 1980s. In several ways, the formation 

o f  ECOW AS, in  1975, reflected the fundamental strength o f  N igeria in the 

subregion’s affairs.

The hierarchy o f  states in W est A frica is largely set with the progressive 

phenomenon o f  N igeria’s dominance offset by  two factors: (1) the need to 

accommodate Francophone pow er centers (such as Ivory Coast and Senegal) within 

the affairs o f  the subregion, so that they do not oscillate toward France, and (2) the 

cyclical changes in the economic bases o f  Nigerian power, particularly in relation to 

changes in the price o f  petroleum. Although diplomatic initiatives, especially over 

regional cooperation in W est Africa and the question o f  Southern Africa, have 

provided evidence o f  Nigeria’s influence on the continent, it is necessary to consider 

the basis upon which this influence rests. Reminiscent o f  cocoa for Ghana in the 

1950s and 1960s, the beginning o f  international energy and economic crises coupled 

with the sudden surge in  oil prices after 1973,148 had influenced the perceptions of 

Nigerian decision makers about the power status o f  the country and its implications 

for African foreign policy. The establishment o f  ECOWAS was due principally to the 

changing economic status o f  N igeria as the dominant economic power in the W est 

African subregion, the ending o f  domestic hostilities and internal crises, and the 

relentless diplomatic offensive o f  Yakubu Gowon who, in term s o f sheer political 

effectiveness (cutting across ideologies), promptly threw N igeria’s full weight behind 

the new initiative. D ue to its power, wealth, and enormous size, N igeria’s presence 

in ECOWAS has established her as a  strong "core" state willing to provide the
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necessary side-payments to  weaker members o f  the coalition in order to  sustain 

interstate cooperative arrangements in  the subregion.149

Balewa had underestimated Nigeria’s resources and capabilities and, under his 

leadership, N igeria suffered subconsciously from a  curious inferiority complex which 

often placed her on the "response" end o f  the response-challenge continuum. Because 

N igeria was seen as a  "sleeping giant" during the 1960s, there was little im pact made 

upon African affairs especially in light o f passive leadership and factional strife in the 

civil war. However, contrary to  Balewa’s quiet, cautious, and conservative policies 

in the 1960s, Nigeria’s change in  the level o f  commitment in African and global 

diplomacy becam e particularly m ore obvious and accentuated in the 1970s with the 

departure o f  Gowon, in 1975, and the accession o f  M urtala Mohammed to power.

T he new tempo o f this leadership role was not only an automatic consequence o f 

economic pow er but derived also from a change o f  attitude towards foreign policy 

under the m ore assertive and vigorous Mohammed/Obasanjo regim es.150 But 

clearly, N igeria’s military and economic resources gave it the opportunity to play an 

im portant mediatory role in the affairs o f the continent. W ith a  volatile m ixture o f  oil 

boom  and reform ist military in the 1970s, Nigerian foreign policy becam e more 

A frocentric, " ’active,’ bold and, to  some writers, even radical."151 As one scholar 

puts it:

T he buoyant economy and the increasing desire to play a  role in 
international affairs commensurate with the country’s perceived 
strength provided the impetus for a  radical shift in both the content o f 
policy and its implementation. The Angolan crisis, and N igeria’s 
rebuff o f  U .S . advice in recognizing the M PLA governm ent...m arked 
a  watershed by showing a  new aggressiveness in foreign policy.152
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The increased capability o f  Lagos - the large resources from  the sale o f  petroleum - 

provided N igeria with the economic base, and the accompanying confidence, to give 

more substance to  its foreign policy.113 For example, N igeria becam e a  small-scale 

source o f  foreign aid, particularly in the W est African subregion. Recipients o f  

generous grants and loans included Benin, Guinea-Bissau, M ali, N iger, Togo, and 

Gambia. I f  N igeria sought to  influence events and courses o f  action on the continent, 

it  looked as i f  other states expected Nigeria to pay the economic price fo r the 

involvement. The requests were varied: to build hospitals, roads, and factories; to 

participate in mining projects; to participate in industrial projects; to sell petroleum at 

concessionary rates; and so on. There were also participations in the cement and 

sugar factories in the Republic o f  Benin, in the bauxite and iron ore projects in the 

Republic o f  Guinea; roads w ere wholly financed linking N igeria and the Republic o f 

Benin, and between N igeria and Niger, and oil was sold a t deferred payment 

schedules to Ivory Coast and Ghana among other states.154 Finally, N igeria made 

huge and generous grants to liberation movements including an outright grant o f  $20 

million m ade in the mid-1970s to the M PLA government, in addition to  military 

hardware from rifles to  je t  fighters (MIGs) which were sent to Luanda in increasingly 

large quantities without due consideration fo r quid pro qu o .155

However, like Ghana in the mid-1960s, the 1981 glut on the world oil market 

made clear the dangers o f  relying on a  single source o f  income. Dependence on a 

m onocrop o r monomineral economy is a  threat to the economic prosperity o f  African 

states and their independent foreign policies as was the case with Nkrumah’s Ghana
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and its dependence on cocoa exports.136 N igeria’s new dependence on oil revenue 

is revealed by fluctuations in Gross Domestic Product (GDP) over the 1970s.

N ational income grew dramatically in  the 1970s, after the w ar and before the slump 

o f  1978-79. Revenue was again buoyant as oil prices continued to  rise from mid- 

1979 to mid-1981 but the new plunge in sales and prices in the mid-1981 led to a 

rapid decline in both production - down from  almost 2  billion barrels a  day to  1.0 or

0 .5  billion - and price - dow n from over $40.00 to  $36.50 a barrel. Given N igeria’s 

m ajor commitments to its continental, southern African, and W est African policies, it 

is obvious that the state could not adjust to a  m ore frugal life-style. F o r much o f the 

1980s, a  worrisome economic situation in  view o f  changes in  the w orld petroleum 

m arket left little time fo r concerted foreign policy development. Although indications 

are that an active role is still desired, internal problem s and domestic distractions 

continue to push Nigeria back towards a  passive role. W ith a  transformation from oil 

boom to gloom and doom, Nigeria, thus, is  in a  restrained period and mood o f 

austerity and modesty, and the missionary phase o f  m ilitant foreign policy is 

over.157
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CHAPTER FOUR 

IN TRA-AFRICAN INTERACTIONS IN  W EST AFRICA

Introduction

An adequate and scholarly understanding o f  regional cooperative processes in 

A frica "will have to be broadly based and wide in its application"1 as to embody 

political, economic, socio-cultural, and military considerations. It is the purpose o f 

this chapter to analyze, in greater depth, several dimensions - political, economic, 

socio-cultural, and military - that continue to characterize and shape the foreign 

relations o f  W est African states. By doing so, the chapter concentrates on relations 

between the region’s component units at the level o f systemic interactions. There are 

tw o main reasons why these multidimensional systemic trends are identified and 

investigated: first, there is hardly any interstate interaction that cannot be usefully 

subsumed under at least one o f the several dimensions listed; second, to consider any 

one dimension as the only legitimate concern o f  international relations is to review 

only a  small part o f a  richer and m ore complex system o f interstate interactions.

In the course o f  our investigation, several analytic techniques will be used in 

the form  o f  descriptive indicators o f international transactions flows, to assist in 

substantively evaluating the nature o f  cooperative interactions among W est African 

states. The dimensions we posit will elucidate both interactions and the prospects for
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cooperation in the area. F irst, for political interactions, diplomatic representation, 

bilateral treaty agreements, visits by Heads o f  State o r their equivalent, and mutual 

memberships in regional and subregional organizations, are used to describe and 

evaluate the prospects for political cooperation; second, interstate trade flows are 

applied to show ranges o f  economic transactions; third, migration indicators are 

utilized to  assess social transactions; and finally, incidence o f  military coups are used 

to illustrate the continued importance o f  the military dimension. In terms o f  the 

inclusion o f  indicators on migration, it may be argued that although the desire to 

extend interactions is m ore evident among committed statesmen in W est Africa, it is 

nevertheless im perative that we also seek to understand and present the consequences 

o f  migration for the ordinary people in the area. By cooperative interactions, 

however, is meant the degree o f similarity and complementarity in the properties o f 

the political entities being considered and the degree o f  interaction between these 

units. A rguably, the establishment o f an economic union by a  group o f  states usually 

entails military and defence implications which transcend territorial boundaries and, 

by agreeing to form an economic community, the ECOWAS states have also 

demonstrated that they share common political, economic, and social goals.2 In 

addition, the dimensions above were identified partly on the basis o f analytical 

convenience. Although the categories outlined may not be totally satisfactory, they 

are nonetheless useful. Since this chapter attempts to ascertain the frequency o f 

interactions in the political, economic, military, and socio-cultural areas, it will 

accordingly be subdivided into four parts.
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1. POLITICA L AND DIPLOM ATIC INTERACTIONS

Diplom atic Representations in W est Africa

If  institutionalized within the circle o f  collaborating powers, diplomacy is an 

interesting arena for the coordination o f policies, and the political objective o f the 

diplomatic concert is principally to  intensify the habits o f  cooperation. Diplomacy is 

the business o r art o f  managing international relations by means o f negotiation 

between states. The concept may also be defined as the "practice o f  conducting 

relations between states through official representatives. "3 But perhaps the first step 

towards clarification o f  its meaning is by noting the roots o f  the term . The term, 

diplomacy, is derived from the G reek verb diplom (which means "to fold"), which 

described any piece o f  paper from  a  passport to a tax receipt, folded in two and sewn 

together.4 In his classic work entitled A Guide to Diplomatic Practice. Satow defines 

diplomacy as "the application o f intelligence and tact to the conduct o f official 

relations between the governments o f  independent states, extending sometimes also to 

their relations with vassal states."5 As used in this study, the concept o f diplomatic 

representation is synonymous with the term "diplomatic body" - an expression which 

first arose in Vienna about the m iddle o f  the eighteenth century - which signifies "the 

body o f  ambassadors, envoys and officials attached to the foreign missions residing at 

any seat o f  government," whereas "diplomatic service" indicates "that branch o f the 

public service which supplies the personnel o f  the permanent missions in foreign
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countries."6

Considerable scholarly attention has been drawn toward methods for exploring 

diplomatic activity as a  measure o f international political behavior. Theories abound, 

for exam ple, on diplomatic representation, and scholars like Alger and Brams7 on 

the one hand, and Russett and Lamb8 on the other, have presented empirical evidence 

depicting and stressing significant patterns o f diplomatic interactions in the global 

system. F o r the m ore specific case o f  intra-African politics, I. W illiam Zartm an,9 

m ore generally, and Patrick M cG owan,10 m ore systematically, have applied the 

diplomatic representation approach to international relations involving African states. 

Such studies basically assume that diplomats are receptors as well as effectors in the 

international system, in the sense that they constitute one o f the few groups 

specialized in perfecting the feedback loop which molds policy. It appears logical, 

however, that other considerations o f pow er - especially the lack o f  financial 

resources - affect and are affected by diplomatic activity. In the case o f inter-African 

relations, evidence suggests that the availability o f meager resources and the 

perceptions thereof, play a fundamental role in the patterns o f  diplomatic 

distribution.11 For instance, in a  general reduction of missions necessitated by an 

economic crunch, the Ghanaian government decided, in 1982, to close its embassies 

in Benin, M ali, Senegal, and Sierra Leone in W est Africa.12 Similarly, in Nigeria in 

recent times, foreign service officers have had to be "recalled home to save 

m oney.”13 The diplomatic dimension may also be analyzed in relation to other 

factors. In his study o f  diplomatic activity in Africa, for example, David H. Johns
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investigates the relationship between diplomatic activity and integration by analyzing 

whether such activity was greater among states with common membership o f various 

groupings defined by geographical considerations and organizational membership. He 

further argues that "the scope and pattern o f  diplomatic activity may be a  symbol or 

an indicator o f changes with respect to power within one (or several) political systems 

and with respect to  integration among several political system s."14 In general, 

patterns o f  diplomatic representation certainly reflect part o f  the picture in the 

international relations between two or more states.

Table 4.1 shows data on the distribution o f  direct diplomatic representation 

among W est African states, other African states and non-African states. "The bulk o f 

diplomatic activity remains bilateral and is conducted through the normal channels of 

the foreign ministry and the resident diplomatic m ission."15 As a  measure o f 

diplomatic agility, the density o f  diplomatic representation between W est African 

states is presented as the ratio o f  the actually observed bilateral links to all possible 

links. Since there are 80 actual diplomatic links and 240 overall possible links, from 

a  structural standpoint, the total intra-systemic density o f  diplomatic interactions is 

80:240, representing 33 percent. It may be assumed that these figures represent 

diplomatic importance scores, and one could thus conclude, against the background of 

intra-African relations, that the diplomatic communicative network within the West 

African area is, on this empirical basis, moderate and fairly intensive.

A country’s foreign policy begins at its borders. One major noticeable trend 

in this regard is that each state in the W est African subsystem has diplomatic relations
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with at least one neighboring state in the area. To be m ore specific, Benin has 

diplomatic relations with its neighbors, N igeria and Niger; Burkina Faso maintain’s 

contact with Ghana, Ivory Coast, and M ali; Ghana with Burkina Faso, Ivory Coast, 

and Togo; Guinea with Guinea-Bissau, Ivory Coast, Liberia, M ali, Senegal, and 

S ierra Leone; Guinea-Bissau with Senegal and Guinea; Ivory Coast with Ghana, 

Guinea, and Liberia; and so o n .16 Although interesting, this trend is hardly 

surprising. Indeed, it could be argued that the correlation exists because it is at this 

level that the greatest need to  deal with interstate issues arises almost on a  daily basis 

among contiguous states, especially when one considers the flow o f  citizens across 

borders. Perhaps equally unsurprising is that the relative contributions o f  the states to 

diplomatic representation in the subsystem are unequal. In fact, a  m ajor characteristic 

in the international relations o f  West Africa is the variation among the memberstates 

regarding the num ber o f  embassies sent to others within the subregion. Nigeria takes 

the lead with the largest number o f  diplomatic representation on a  regional basis (13 

missions). In a  generally related point, it has been suggested that the presence o f 

numerous African embassies in Lagos (even more than in Addis Ababa, the home o f 

the OAU) testifies to the status accorded Nigeria on the continent.17 N igeria’s score 

is followed by Guinea (8 missions); Ghana (7); Ivory Coast and Senegal (6); Benin, 

Liberia, and M auritania (5 each); Sierra Leone, Burkina Faso, M ali, and N iger (4 

each); and Gambia (3). Three states, namely, Cape Verde, Guinea-Bissau, and Togo 

represent the least diplomatically active states in the regional subsystem with 2
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missions each. In general, the relative degree o f  non-involvement (i.e ., diplomatic 

non-representation) in the normal diplomatic process reflects either unwillingness or 

inability to sustain a  representational apparatus.

W ith the notable exception o f  Ivory Coast, most states generally have 

approximately equal numbers o f diplomatic missions sent to other W est African states 

as they have received from  them. Ivory Coast has 6 missions sent to W est African 

capitals but has received 10 missions from the subregion. It could be argued that this 

represents the continued influence o f  Ivory Coast in the international politics o f the 

area especially among the Francophone group o f  states.18 Notably, the correlation 

between influence and communication flows has been well established by social 

psychologists; the greater a  group member’s influence over other group members, the 

h igher the proportion o f  communications he tends to receive from them rather than 

send to them .19 But Karl Deustch makes an argument to the contrary for states o f 

the developed W estern systems.20 As is often reflected in the characteristics o f the 

periphery, the weight o f  diplomatic representation in W est Africa rests m ore in 

contacts with the extra-African world than with the subregion o r the continent itself. 

E lm er Plischke makes the point that smaller states often tend to establish diplomatic 

relations on a  limited, selective basis, initially to  major world powers, immediate, and 

regional neighbors before expanding their diplomatic communities gradually as 

w arranted by their resources and needs.21

There are several m ajor constraints to W est African diplomatic relations and 

practice which have continually plagued diplomatic representation in the subregion.
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W hile it is true that som e o f  the criticisms levied against A frica’s foreign services or 

particular missions have been malicious and unjustified, it is equally true that many of 

these missions need to  address themselves to issues o f professionalism and the 

improvement o f  consular functions.22 F irst and foremost is the question o f  general 

bureaucratic inefficiency,23 which is exaggerated by the absence o f  qualified, trained 

personnel.24 I f  diplomatic functions are to be conducted properly, diplomats must be 

both credible spokesmen for their country’s foreign policy interests and dependable 

custodians o f  their state’s economic interests and expatriate populations.

Unfortunately, many African missions do not perform these diplomatic tasks 

sufficiently and effectively. Although diplomatic missions represent the brains o f 

foreign policy w here impressions from the international environment are gathered and 

evaluated, rarely do some African embassies devote the required time, resources, and 

energy to gathering the information necessary for research and intelligence.25 With 

rampant military coups and attendant regime turnover, the position o f  ambassador is 

more often than not perceived as an indication o f  personal prestige and reward for 

loyalty than as a  serious institution serving national interests. Personal friends o f  the 

political elite are often employed in missions, with the natural result o f  compromising 

the effectiveness generated by seasoned and competent career diplomats.

A second m ajor constraint to inter-African diplomacy revolves around the 

observation that there are too many diplomatic missions, which places a heavy 

financial burden on the resources o f  these generally poor states. However, it may be 

argued that while this is an accurate assessment o f  representation outside the
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continent, it is difficult to prove its validity in inter-African relations. In particular, 

W est African states have decisively more diplomatic contacts with non-African states 

than with countries within the continent. In fact, rather than the "misfortune" o f 

getting posted to A fhcan capitals, it is not uncommon for influential African 

diplomats to lobby for postings to prestigious diplomatic missions in Europe and the 

United States. There is therefore an incessant o r constant need for qualified, 

competent, and dedicated diplomats who would take their diplomatic responsibilities 

as seriously in Accra o r Dakar as they would in W ashington o r M oscow.

Another problem  o f inter-African diplomatic representation falls within the 

explosive arena o f  international political conflict. Over the years, a  few embassies 

have abused their access to diplomatic immunities and privileges and misconstrued 

them as license for m isbehavior either by serving as sanctuaries for political dissidents 

o r by actually engaging in subversion. In W est Africa, for example, this diplomatic 

anomaly began p rior to the overthrow o f  Kwame Nkrumah in 1966. As a  result, 

Ghanaians w ere deported from  Liberia and Ivory Coast and, in Lagos, the Nigerian 

external affairs ministry accused the Ghanaian mission o f  engaging in subversive 

activities. D uring this period, the specter o f  internal subversion through African 

missions propelled both Presidents S6kou Tour6 o f  Guinea and Tubm an o f  Liberia to 

sign an accord prohibiting the use o f  embassy grounds fo r subversive activities against 

each other.26

In addition to these problems, inter-African diplomacy is continually plagued 

by other serious operational weaknesses. F or instance, the language division in W est
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Africa hampers effective diplomatic representation. Although m ore would be known 

about the socio-political development o f  host countries i f  officers spoke and 

understood local languages, it  is not unusual that only a  few diplomats are trained in 

the language o f  their country. A nother weakness is the long and frequent absences o f 

residential ambassadors from  their posts, coupled with the problem  o f sending out 

envoys only when contacts o f  im portance are necessary. In some cases, key foreign 

posts are left w ithout heads for ridiculously long periods so that political appointees 

could be sent to fill them. However, a  few o f  these limitations are justified on the 

grounds that the pressure for economic modernization and increased governmental 

spending has generated novel and innovative ideas with regard to diplomatic 

representation in W est Africa. Thus, in an effort to reduce expenditure, one 

country’s ambassador may represent several countries, through "multiple 

representation." However, the m ajor problem with multiple representation is that it 

further creates the problem  o f  coordination and intelligence dissemination.27 

Although these are obvious defects o f  interstate relations through diplomatic channels, 

these limitations are partially compensated for by the frequent visits o f  W est African 

leaders to  each other.

Presidential Visits in W est Africa, 1975-1989

The foreign policies o f  many A frican states are largely characterized by ad hoc 

decision-making which, due to  the occasional absence o f  a  solid, overall foreign 

policy structure, often tends to be contradictory and confusing to the casual observer.
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Indeed, the existence o f  a  highly centralized political structure, coupled with the 

presence o f  a  pre-em inent political leader, and the collegial nature o f  the decision

making process, makes the precise delineation o f  factors in the making o f  foreign 

policy m ore than usually difficult. Personalities play a  significant role in African 

diplomacy, particularly as the central role o f  the leader as the formulator o f  foreign 

policy is consistently enhanced.2® This emphasis on personal interactions and 

communication undoubtedly adds an individualistic slant to African foreign policies.

In  W est Africa, for example, the predominant mode o f leadership is more often than 

not exercised through governmental institutions built around long-serving popular and 

charismatic leaders. This personalized nature o f  African leadership combined with 

the latitude in decision-making afforded the leader (who is quite typically both 

President and head o f  a  highly organized ruling party), means, in effect, that any 

established pattern o f  foreign policy decisions may sometimes be easily upset by the 

leader’s idiosyncratic action.29

In most systems o f government it is the president who is the ch ief foreign 

policy official both by constitutional provision and by long-established precedent.

This is especially true for bilateral political issues which are the traditional fare o f 

foreign policies. But East and Hermann have asserted that over significant issues 

regarding foreign policy, a  less developed country "may resort to head o f  state 

involvement m ore often" than a rich, industrialized state.30 Unlike their counterparts 

in  Europe and the United States, African leaders have greater control over the foreign 

relations o f  their countries and are not subjected to serious domestic institutional
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restraints. A  recurring feature o f  decision-making in inter-African politics is, 

therefore, that it focuses squarely on the president who is usually both a  successful 

nationalist leader and prim ary symbol o f  the nation.31 H e defines both the national 

interest and the national ideology, in the sense that what the president thinks and what 

he perceives to be reality, may sometimes serve as the basic philosophy o f  the 

state.32 F or W est African states, in particular, there is presidential dominance over 

foreign policy issues; more than any other person in the government, the president 

takes many initiatives and is recognized to have the authority to commit the country to 

a course o f  action. W here he attaches particular interest to foreign affairs, few 

foreign policy decisions are taken without his approval. Even minute decisions may 

fall within the exclusive prerogative o f the head o f  state, whose extensive experience 

in interacting with other presidents gives him special competence in inter-African 

relations.33 To suggest this, is to assert the notion that the president’s friendship, 

anger, and personal convictions may indeed sometimes reflect the mood o f  the nation.

It has been maintained that, as relatively new states within the international 

system, foreign policy making in Africa is hindered by the absence o f  an experienced 

and sophisticated diplomatic corps, and the comparatively restricted representation 

permitted by slim national budgets. It may be counter-argued, however, that these 

defects are somewhat compensated for by the frequent personal interactions between 

African leaders. African leaders are inveterate and frequent travelers. As one 

scholar rightly observes, "formal o r private visits to neighboring states take place 

almost continuously. Views are exchanged between old friends; the result o f  these
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tours d 'horizon  is a  much greater degree o f  policy coordination, particularly with the 

French-speaking groups, than might otherwise be  expected."34 One main objective 

o f  interstate visits is to strengthen the relations between states. In addition, critical 

issues are often negotiated at the highest level, involving heads o f  governments in 

summit diplomacy.35 Consequently, one could conclude that personal diplomacy and 

contacts made through interstate visits by heads o f  state (contrasted with diplomacy at 

ambassadorial or ministerial level) may serve as a  useful analytical barometer for 

testing the frequency o f  political relations between states. This approach is not 

without scholarly precedent, however. Johan Galtung calculated East-W est 

interactions by counting the number o f  official state visits and trade agreements 

between 1948 and 1965,36 and Brams has collected data on visits between heads o f 

states in  the international system in 1964 and 1965.37 Naturally, heads o f state visits 

are expected to have more impact on foreign policy than those o f  foreign ministers, 

and in turn the visits o f  foreign ministers are expected to have more impact than those 

o f  their assistants.

As an indication o f the nature o f  interchange among political elites, Table 4.2 

lists the num ber o f  recorded bilateral visits between W est African heads o f  state from 

1975 until 1989.38 Since few actions that carry intense commitment escape the 

president's attention, head o f  state involvement provides a  reasonable indicator and 

was therefore chosen as the level o f leadership to be examined. The data presented 

here is certainly m ore revealing than the previous diplomatic representation data. For
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instance, whereas the diplomatic representation data accounts for 80 diplomatic 

missions between W est A frican states (see Table 4.1), the presidential visitation data 

(in Table 4 .2) records almost three times that number - 222 visits within a fifteen year 

period. A  sizeable num ber o f  the total visits initiated w ere by W est African leaders 

on tours d*horizon to  neighboring states. Specifically, o f  the 222 visits recorded, 110 

visits (an estimated 49.5 percent) were targeted on geographically contiguous states. 

Thus, there appears to be a  correlation between the frequency o f visits and 

geographical attachment to a  neighboring state.39

W ith the possible exception o f  the visit to Guinea in 1984, the presidential 

visits initiated by Benin were mainly focused on her neighbors - two visits to Nigeria 

in 1979 and in 1983, a visit to N iger in 1976 and another visit to Togo in 1984. 

Similarly, with the exception o f  visits to Nigeria and M auritania, the presidential 

visits by Burkina Faso w ere with all o f  its contiguous states, namely, Benin in 1983; 

Ghana in 1975, 1981, 1983, 1986-1988; Ivory Coast in 1985 and 1988; M ali in 1981, 

1983, and 1985; N iger in 1979 and 1983; and, finally, Togo in 1983, 1988, and 

1989. In addition, several other states interacted with all their contiguous states in 

W est Africa. F o r example, Nigerian presidents visited Benin five times (in 1975, 

1977, 1978, 1980, and 1987) and Niger three times (in 1977, 1980, and 1986); 

Ghanaian presidents visited Burkina Faso (in 1979, 1983, 1984 [twice], and 1985), 

Ivory Coast (in 1978, 1981, and 1984) and Togo (in 1979, 1980, and 1988); and the 

Senegalese presidents visited Gambia (in 1975 [twice], 1976, 1979, and 1981 [twice]), 

M auritania (in 1987), M ali (in 1981), Guinea-Bissau (in 1975 and 1984) and Guinea
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(in 1984). There are similar examples o f  presidential visits to all bordering states for 

M auritania, Liberia, Niger, and Sierra Leone.

A s is obvious in Table 4 .2 , Ghana maintains the highest score o f  30 initiated 

presidential visits followed closely by Nigeria with 28 visits initiated.40 One major 

difference between the two states is that whereas Nigeria received 29 presidents (the 

highest in the subregion) Ghana attracted only 17 visits (almost one-half o f  the 

num ber o f  visits initiated). In contrast to Ghana, however, Ivory Coast received over 

three times the num ber o f  presidential visits initiated. Although Ivory Coast initiated 

the lowest number o f presidential visits in W est Africa with only 4 visits, it 

nevertheless had the highest ratio o f  visits sent to visits received (approximately ratio 

1:4). This observation underlies the continuing significance o f  that state in the 

subregion, especially within the Francophone subgroup. Specifically, President 

Houphouet-Boigny still wields a tremendous influence over French-speaking states, 

not only in the W est African subsystem, but in Africa as a whole.41 The data are 

skewed with respect to the num ber o f presidential visits received by Guinea (26 visits) 

because o f  the exceptional attraction, in 1984, o f  12 leaders from the W est African 

subregion for Sdkou Tourd’s state burial.42

Finally, Table 4 .2  shows that the m ajority of presidential visits initiated by 

Francophone states were to other French-speaking states in W est Africa. For 

example, o f the 100 presidential visits initiated by Francophone states, 51 percent 

w ere to other Francophone states, 40 percent were to Anglophone states and 9 percent 

to Lusophone states. In contrast, only 34 percent o f the visits initiated by English
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speaking states were to Anglophone countries. In  fact, 60 percent o f  these 

presidential visits w ere to  Francophone states and 6 percent to  the Portuguese

speaking states. This throws some light on the often held generalization that the 

French-speaking group maintains the highest degree o f  cohesiveness and policy 

coordination. Leaders o f  English-speaking states are m ore likely to interact politically 

with Francophone heads o f  state, and French-speaking presidents are m ore likely to 

interact with each other43 than with Anglophone o r Lusophone leaders.

Bilateral Treaty Commitments, 1975-1989 

The word treaty in international law is a  generic term applied to written instruments 

whereby two or more states regulate specific or general relations among 

themselves.44 The term s treaty and agreements are used interchangeably in this 

analysis. Between sovereign states, a  treaty is a  "formal agreement o r contractual 

obligation" which establishes, defines, o r modifies their mutual rights and obligations 

in "such topics as peace, territorial cession, alliance, friendship, commerce, o r 

matters o f international concern."45 The signing o f bilateral treaties is a  widely 

accepted practice in international relations and "bilateral arrangements are far more 

prevalent than multilateral ones."46 T he event itself indicates the initiation o f 

im portant cooperative agreements between the governments o f states and, moreover, 

the juridical effect o f  treaties is that irrespective o f  the nam e o f  the instrument, they 

are binding in nature. In general international law, this phenomenon is more 

commonly referred to as the principle o f  pacta sunt servanda (that pacts are
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binding).47 Treaties are thus one principal mean by which states interact officially 

w ith one another. In other words, it is usually through treaties o r agreements, formal 

o r inform al, that independent sovereign states interact with each other and protect 

their interests and rights in the international society. Thus, treaties are agreements, 

contracts, promises, o r commitments in the making o f  which a  state reveals much 

about its thinking, values, hopes, fears, plans, and preoccupations. O rdinarily, it 

would appear that states that have extensive common interests possess the highest 

treaty relationship. A bilateral treaty therefore reflects the special concern o f  two 

states over a  salient issue-area. W hatever the political content, it is obvious that 

treaties contribute to the stabilizing o f political relations between states and to the 

intensity o f  such relations.

A lthough not necessarily a  definitive barom eter o f  its participation in 

international affairs, a  state’s engagement in treaty-making serves as a  rough guideline 

o f  its involvement in international affairs.48 Table 4 .3  shows the recorded bilateral 

treaties and agreements concluded by W est African states between 1975 and 1989.49 

F or the sake o f  analysis, bilateral treaties may be subdivided into political, economic, 

m ilitary, and socio-cultural issue-areas. Although 147 treaties are recorded, 164 

agreem ents w ere actually coded (the balance o f 17 treaties results from overlapping 

issue-areas). A majority o f the agreements coded - approximately 90 agreements (or 

54 .9  percent) - falls within the broad category o f  the economic issue-area. Political, 

social, and military agreements account for approximately 26 .2  percent (43 

agreements), 13.4 percent (22), and 5.5 percent (9) o f the total num ber o f  agreements
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and treaties, respectively. Economic treaties range from  the signing o f  different types 

o f  bilateral trade agreements to accords on rail links between states. F or example, 

N igeria and Benin agreed on a  jo in t sugar project in 1976 and a  jo in t cement project 

in 1979. Nigeria also had an agreement with Ghana, in 1980, for the joint 

exploitation o f  bauxite and with N iger, in 1981, for the jo in t exploitation o f  

phosphates. There was also a series o f oil refinery agreements between Nigeria and 

Senegal, in 1975, and between Nigeria and Ivory Coast, in 1976. In addition, oil 

exploration agreements were signed between Nigeria and Ghana in 1979 and 1989, 

and between Ghana and Ivory Coast in 1979. Other examples included in the broad 

economic issue-area were electricity agreements (between Ghana and the Ivory Coast 

[1975, 1977, 1979] and between Nigeria and Niger [1989]) and various air transport 

and fishing agreements.

Apart from economic agreements, Table 4.3 also reveals bilateral 

political agreements between W est African states. F o r instance, there are several 

examples o f  bilateral agreements to abolish visa requirements between states as was 

the case between Gambia and Sierra Leone in 1975; and between Ghana and Ivory 

Coast in 1979; and between Ghana and Benin on the one hand, and Ghana and Guinea 

on the other, in 1978. Another example o f political agreements assumes the form  of 

border demarcation accords, as was the case between Ghana and Togo (1976),

Gambia and Senegal (1976), Ghana and Burkina Faso (1977, 1983) and Nigeria and 

Benin (1981, 1988). Instances o f  social and cultural agreements between W est
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Bilateral Treaties and Agreements Between 
West African States 1975-1989

States *Dates

Senegal Guinea Bissau 01/75

Ghana - Ivory Coast 01/75

Guinea - Guinea Bissau 
Gambia - Sierra Leone

04/75
04/75

Mauritania - Guinea 
Nigeria - Mali

05/75
06/75

Ghana - Ivory Coast 06/75

Senegal - Gambia 06/75

Ghana - Burkina Faso 07/75

) Liberia - Ivory Coast 08/75 
L Nigeria - Senegal 09/75 
I Gambia - Senegal 10/75 
J Senegal - Guinea Bissau 01/76

I Nigeria - Ivory Coast 
5 Mali - Nigeria

01/76
02/76

5 Ghana - Ivory Coast 03/76

Type of Treaty 
or Agreement

Defense & Economic 
Cooperation Award
Linking Electricity 
Systems
Air Transport Agreement
Abolishing Visa 
Requirements
Export Trade Agreement
Bilateral Trade 
Agreement
Tour ism/Transportat ion 

Agreement
Joint Cooperation 

Agreement
Joint Commercial 

Agreement
Oil Plants Agreement
Oil Refinery Agreement
Trade Routes Agreement
Trade, Foreign Policy, 
and Cultural Cooperation 
Agreements
Oil Refinery Agreement
Agriculture and 
Industrial Cooperation 
Agreement
Abolishing Visa 
Requirements
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States *Dates Type.of Treaty or Agreement
17 Liberia - Guinea 05/76 Railway Construction 

Agreement
18 Ghana - Togo 06/76 Border Demarcation 

Agreement
19 Gambia -- Senegal 06/76 Border Change Treaty
20 Niger - Benin 06/76 Rail Link Agreement
21 Nigeria - Benin 08/76 Sugar Project Agreement
22 Ghana - Ivory Coast 08/76 Joint Cooperation 

Agreements
23 Guinea ■- Guinea Bissau 08/76 Trade Commission 

Agreement
24 Ghana - Mali 09/76 Economic, Legal, and 

Social Cooperation 
Agreements

25 Ghana - Ivory Coast 11/76 Liberal Migration 
Agreement

26 Guinea ■- Liberia 11/76 Iron-ore Transportation 
Agreement

27 Ghana - Benin 12/76 Protocol Agreements
28 Nigeria - Ivory Coast 12/76 Air Service Agreement
29 Ghana - Ivory Coast 01/77 Commercial Cooperation 

Agreement (Air- 
Transport Scheme)

30 Cape Verde - Senegal 01/77 Friendship Treaty (Work 
Permit)

31 Nigeria - Niger 01/77 Trade, Culture and 
Technical Agreements

32 Nigeria - Ivory Coast 01/77 Commercial Agreement
33 Liberia - Guinea 01/77 Commerce, Fisheries, 

Communication, Justice, 
Animal Husbandry 
Agreements
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S t a t e s  * D a t e s

34 Senegal - Gambia 02/77

35 Ghana - Ivory Coast 02/77

36 Mauritania - Senegal 03/77

37 Ghana - Ivory Coast 03/77
38 Nigeria - Mauritania 03/77

39 Liberia - Ivory Coast 05/77
40 Ghana - Guinea 05/77

41 Ghana - Burkina Faso 05/77

42 Ghana - Ivory Coast 05/77
43 Ghana - Guinea Bissau 06/77

44 Ghana - Nigeria 07/77

45 Nigeria - Ghana 08/77
46 Mali - Ghana 09/77

47 Ghana - Ivory Coast 10/77

48 Ghana - Niger 11/77
49 G/Bissau - Cape Verde 11/77
50 Ghana - Ivory Coast 12/77

51 I/Coast - Mauritania 12/77

T y p e o f  T re a t y , o r
A g r e e m e n t

Cooperation
(Information) Agreement
Trade & Educational 
Cooperation 
Agreements
Joint Commercial (Ferry) 
Agreement
Anti-Smuggling Agreement
Trade & Fishing 
Agreement
Non-Agression Pact
Cooperation Agreements 
(Visas, Fishing, 
Transportation)
Border Demarcation 
Agreement
Compensation Agreement
Economic and Technical 
Cooperation Accord
Trade Cooperation 
Agreements
Expand Air Services
Permanent Cooperation 
Committee Agreement
Linking Electricity 

Systems
Transportation Agreement
Joint Defense Agreement
Energy Resource 

Agreement
Fisheries Agreement
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52 Senegal - Gambia 01/78

53 Mali - Burkina Faso 02/78
54 Gambia - Mauritania 02/78

55 Guinea - Ivory Coast 02/78

56 Nigeria - Guinea 05/78

57 Ghana - Sierra Leone 06/78
58 Ghana - Guinea 09/78

59 Ghana - Benin 09/78

60 Ghana - Mali 10/78

61 Ghana - Nigeria 01/79

62 Ivory Coast - Ghana 01/79

63 Guinea - Liberia 01/79
64 Nigeria - Benin 02/79

65 Ghana - Ivory Coast 02/79

66 Ghana - Ivory Coast 02/79

67 Nigeria - Benin 03/79
68 Mali - Niger 07/79

224

T y p e o f  T r e a t y  o r
A g r e e m e n t

Dam Construction 
Agreement
Air Transport Agreement
Def ense/Security 

Agreement
Cocoa Production 
Agreement
Economic Cooperation 

Agreement
Fishing Agreements
Waiving Visa 
Requirements
Waiving Visa 
Requirements
Development, Tourism 
Agreements
Oil Exploration 

Agreement
Linking Electricity 
Systems
Non-Agression Treaty
Scientific, Technical 
and Economic Cooperation 
Agreements
Abolishing Visa 
Requirements
Financial (loan) 

Agreement
Joint Cement Agreement
Joint Cooperation 
Agreement
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States *Dates Tvoe of Treatv or 
Acrreement

69 Nigeria - Benin 08/79 Joint Cooperation 
Agreements

70 Ghana - Ivory Coast 09/79 Oil Exploration 
Agreement

71 Ghana - Nigeria 10/79 Resumption of Oil 
Supplies

72 Ghana - Liberia 10/79 Bilateral 
Pact/Agreement

73 Senegal - Mali 01/80 Scientific/Technical
Research

74 Nigeria - Ghana 02/80 Exploitation of Bauxite
75 Sierra Leone - Ghana 04/80 Joint Cooperation 

Commission
76 Nigeria - Senegal 04/80 Joint Economic 

Cooperation Commission
77 Liberia - Ghana 08/80 Transportation

Agreement
78 Burkina Faso - Ghana 08/80 Dam Construction 

Agreement
79 Liberia - Nigeria 09/80 Trade Restoration 

Agreement
80 Nigeria - Niger 02/81 Exploitation of 

Phosphates
81 Nigeria - Benin 04/81 Reactivate Boundary 

Commission
82 Ivory Coast - Senegal 09/81 Sports and Educational 

Cooperation Agreement
83 Guinea '- Nigeria 09/81 Economic (Fishing) and 

Cultural Cooperation 
Agreements

84 Mali - Liberia 11/81 Economic, Scientific 
and Cultural 
Cooperation Agreements
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S t a t e s  * D a t e s

85 Liberia - Gambia 11/81
86 Senegal - Gambia 01/82

87 Ghana - Senegal 01/82

88 Gambia - Senegal 02/82

89 Ghana - Nigeria 04/82
90 C/Verde - G/Bissau 06/82

91 Senegal - Gambia 07/82

92 Nigeria - Ivory Coast 08/82
93 Senegal - Gambia 04/83

94 Nigeria - Niger 06/83

95 Gambia - Nigeria 07/83

96 Ghana - Benin 09/83

97 Nigeria - Mauritania 11/83

98 Nigeria - Guinea 11/83

99 Ghana - Burkina Faso 11/83

100 Ghana - Burkina Faso 02/84

101 Nigeria - Niger 04/84

T y p e o f  T r e a t y  o r
A g r e e m e n t

Confederation Agreement
Senegambian 

Confederation Treaty
Cultural, Scientific 

and Technical 
Cooperation Agreements
Public Transportation 
Program
Rescheduling Oil Payments
Resumption of Diplomatic 
Relations
Senegambian Protocols 

Agreements
Trade Agreement
Armed Forces Integration 
Protocol
Agricultural Cooperation 

Agreement
Scientific, Technical and 
Economic Cooperation 
Agreement
Exploitation of Mineral 
Resources
Economic (Fishing) 
Agreement
Economic (Fishing) 

Agreement
Border Demarcation 
Agreement
Trade (Livestock & 
Agriculture) Agreement
Bilateral Trade Agreement
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102 Ghana - Ivory Coast 05/84

103 Ghana - Burkina Faso 06/84

104 Liberia - Gambia 06/84
105 Liberia - Senegal 07/84

106 Liberia - Senegal 07/84
107 Ghana - Nigeria 07/84

108 Ghana - Burkina Faso 09/84
109 Ghana - Ivory Coast 12/84

110 Ghana - Burkina Faso 12/84

111 Liberia - Guinea 12/84
112 Nigeria - Gambia 03/85

113 Niger - Burkina Faso 03/85

114 Ghana - Togo 03/85
115 Gambia - Senegal 05/85
116 Ghana - Guinea 05/85

117 Senegal - G/Bissau 10/85

118 Ghana - Nigeria 12/85

119 Ghana - Togo 05/86
120 Ghana - Burkina Faso 06/86

2 2 7

■ T y p e _ o f-T r e a ty  o r
Ag r e e m e n t

Reactivate Cooperation 
Commission
Economic Cooperation 
Agreement
Revive Friendship Treaty
Create Cooperation 
Commission
Exchange Media Programs
Resumption of Sporting 
Ties
Trade and Migration Pact
Security Agreement 
(Dissidents)
Security Agreement 
(Dissidents)
Revive Friendship Treaty
Fisheries and Technical 

Cooperation
Reactivate Joint 
Commission
Finance African Highway
Free Trade Agreement
Sports and Culture 

Agreement
Territories Arbitration 
Agreement
Restore Immigrants' 
Entitlements
Border Security Agreement 
Establish Air Links
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S t a t e s  * D a t e s

121 Ghana - Mali 06/86

122 Ghana - Gambia 06/86

123 Guinea - S/Leone 12/86

124 Ghana - Gambia 01/87
125 Nigeria - Liberia 01/87
126 Nigeria-Liberia 02/87

127 Ghana - Burkina Faso 02/87

128 Ghana - Burkina Faso 04/87

129 Nigeria - I/Coast 07/87

130 Ghana - Burkina Faso 07/87
131 Nigeria - Mali 12/87

132 G/Bissau - C/Verde 02/88
133 Benin - Niger 05/88

134 S/Leone - Gambia 05/88

135 Nigeria - Benin 05/88
136 Nigeria - Benin 10/88

137 Nigeria - Cape Verde 10/88

TYRe... o f  . T r e a t y  o r
A g r e e m e n t

Expand Trade/Economic 
Cooperation
Tourism, Culture, 
Information Agreement
Non-Agression Security 

Treaty
Air Services Agreement
New Airways Agreement
Economic/Technical 
Cooperation Agreement
Education Protocol 
Agreement
Post and
Telecommunications
Economic, Scientific and 
Technical Cooperation 
Agreement
Air Services Agreement
Joint Cooperation 
Commission
Closing Navigation Company
Financial (Construction) 
Agreement
Commerce and Educational 

Agreements
Border Demarcation Accord
Prisoners' Exchange 

Agreement
Air, Maritime and 
Telecommunication 
Agreements
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S t a t e s  * D a t e s  Type., o f  T r e a t y  o r
A g re e m e n t

138 Nigeria - Ghana 12/88 Prisoners' Exchange 
Agreement

139 Ghana - Burkina Faso 12/88 Friendship Treaty
140 Ghana - Nigeria 03/89 Trade and Migration 

Agreements
141 Sierra Leone - Togo 03/89 Economic, Technical and 

Cultural Cooperation 
Agreements

142 Mali - Niger 04/89 Refugee Repatriation 
Agreement

143 Liberia - Nigeria 04/89 Establish Cooperation 
Commission

144 Ghana - Nigeria 07/89 Oil Venture/Survey 
Agreement

145 Nigeria - Niger 08/89 Electric Power Deal
146 I/Coast - B/Faso 11/89 Maritime Transport 

Agreement
147 Nigeria - Togo 12/89 Economic, Scientific, 

Technical and Cultural 
Agreement

*Data presented indicate dates in which the visits were 
reported.
SOURCES; West Africa (London), 1975-1989.
Africa Research Bulletin (Exeter), 1975-1989.
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African states include the sports and educational agreements between Ivory Coast and 

Senegal (1981), the cultural agreement between Nigeria and N iger (1977), and the 

sports and culture agreement between Ghana and Guinea (1985). Finally, specific 

examples o f  bilateral military agreements in W est Africa include the non-aggression 

defense treaties between Liberia and Ivory Coast (1977), Ghana and Liberia (1979), 

and Guinea and S ierra Leone (1986). O ther examples o f  military agreements include 

defense and mutual security accords between Senegal and Guinea-Bissau (1975), 

between Guinea-Bissau and Cape Verde (1977), between Gambia and Mauritania 

(1978), and the Armed Forces Integration Protocol between Gambia and Senegal 

(1983).

It has been suggested, with significant exceptions, that m ajor treaty partners 

are predominantly neighboring countries and that "geographical location, and 

proximity bear a  direct relationship to bilateral treaty relationship."50 In other 

words, contiguous states represent a  special area o f  concentration o f  diplomacy and 

the security o f  the state is unavoidably dependent upon that o f  its neighbors. It is also 

quite evident from  Table 4 .3  that the majority o f  the treaties and agreements signed 

are between geographically contiguous states in W est Africa. O f the 147 treaties and 

agreements signed, 79 agreements (or 54 percent) w ere signed between states sharing 

a  border. The best exam ple o f  this lies with the Ghana-Ivory Coast dyad with a  total 

o f  18 bilateral (mostly economic) agreements followed by the Ghana-Burkina Faso 

dyad with 13 bilateral agreements. In descending order, the Gambia-Senegal dyad 

has 10 agreements, the Nigeria-Benin dyad 7 agreements and the Nigeria-Niger and
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the Liberia-Guinea dyads have 5 agreements each. T he Senegal-Guinea-Bissau dyad 

has 3 agreem ents and both the Ghana-Burkina Faso and the M ali-Niger dyads have 2 

agreements each. The other remaining contiguous states each have 1 agreement. But 

im portant as they are, treaties are means not ends. F o r cooperation to take root and 

grow , actions have to be taken by interacting states within the context o f  regional 

organizations.

M utual M emberships o f  Regional Organizations

The concept o f  IGO used here is restricted to public institutions in the 

traditional sense and does not include non-governmental organizations, multinational 

corporations, and similar participants in world affairs. Regional organizations are 

usually restricted to states that meet specified geographical qualifications in the 

international system.51 For an IGO to qualify as such, it must com prise at least two 

purposive states, it must have been established by formal agreem ent, and must have a 

permanent secretariat, headquarters, and a  regular budget. In addition, it must hold 

regular conferences. IGOs generally seek to strengthen bonds between leaders and 

states through multilateral diplomacy. Although affiliation with IG Os poses innate 

and positive appeal to  states regardless o f their size, in  general, weak and small states 

rationally choose to jo in  them for the benefits they expect to enjoy. Consequently, a 

considerable proportion o f the energy o f African leaders is devoted to activity in IGOs 

which, in  turn, "affects changing patterns o f  international integration and 

regionalization, changing patterns o f  international conflict and influences, and
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changing constraints on the autonomous development o f  individual nations.nS2

The policy formation dimensions o f  international political cooperation relate to 

the proliferation o f  political interactions between organizational groupings in a 

supranational arena. I f  the prospects o f  regional cooperation in W est Africa are high, 

this means that one could expect, in addition to the expansion o f  institutional 

channels, an increase in intraregional transactions through subregional (defined as 

W est African) institutional networks, and increasing cooperation and conflict 

resolution among states through wider pan-African efforts. As a  pattern variable, the 

degree o f  common memberships in international organizations is a  useful indication o f 

interactions between states in a  given regional subsystem. "The most obvious and 

undifferentiated indicator o f  the extent to which international organization has been 

instituted among the members o f  the system is a  gross reflection o f  magnitude: How 

many organizations are there in existence each year and how many nations do they 

embrace?53

In an attem pt to investigate such questions with respect to political interactions 

in the W est A frican subsystem, Table 4 .4  presents two sets o f  descriptive data. First, 

the mutual membership o f  West African states in  W est African organizations (located 

in  the upper portion) and second, the mutual membership o f  W est African states in 

other pan-African organizations (lower portion). The proliferation o f  IGOs has been 

marked in W est Africa. Although some o f  the IGOs overlap in functions, the 

m embership o f  an IG O is nevertheless significant since it represents the political
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decision o f  a  government. W ith the interesting exception o f  Guinea,54 all the 

French-speaking states demonstrate a  highly remarkable grow th o f  jo in t organizational 

links both in the W est A frican subregion and in continental Africa (generally scoring 

values o f  10 and above). W hereas Gambia, Ghana, Liberia, N igeria, and Sierra 

Leone are members o f  only a  few regional organizations, the highest interactive levels 

are among the Francophone states. These facts reassert an earlier suggestion that, 

relative to their English-speaking counterparts, French-speaking states tend to interact 

more with each together in the subregion and throughout the continent while 

maintaining the minimum possible contact with Anglophone countries.55 Colonial 

experience has its consequences for the foreign policies o f African states; it is rational 

and easier to mix, and w ork closely, w ith people whose language, education, legal 

and administrative system one understands. F or the Francophone African states, the 

impact o f  colonial heritage is m ore pronounced, as is evident in the continued 

establishment o f  IGOs to prom ote their mutual cooperation.56 On this basis, one 

could argue that the prospect for formal channels o f  routine political and economic 

transactions may be greater for Francophone states than for Anglophone W est Africa.

2. ECONOM IC AND COM M ERCIAL INTERACTIONS

As a  consequence o f  the severity and complexity o f  the economic problem s
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facing them, the concept o f  regional economic cooperation has figured prominently in 

the international relations o f  W est A frican states. T o many African leaders, political 

independence was viewed basically as a  mechanism for the eventual development o f 

the economies o f  the various states. Since economic independence did not 

automatically accompany political independence,57 there was renewed struggle to 

attain that objective. T here was a general recognition that, w hile political 

independence was the prim ary goal, real independence required econom ic integration 

and development since A frican states w ere too small to be economically viable.58 In 

contemporary times, this specific issue has come to represent a  cornerstone in the 

foreign policies o f Third W orld states. W hile cooperation as an ideal and in practice 

is not entirely new to the W est African subregion, it could be confidently suggested 

that presently there is a  m ore systematic and analytical discussion o f  the scope o f 

economic regionalism, the various advantages it entails, and the several institutional 

constraints that accompany it on a constantly expanding basis.

Both internal constraints and external factors constitute the source o f  lagging 

growth in W est Africa. In an attempt to  uncover these endogenous and exogenous 

dimensions to economic interactions in the area, the prim ary objectives o f  this section 

are threefold: first, to  exam ine the general structure and trends o f  W est African 

economies; second, to investigate the structure and patterns o f  economic interactions 

among W est African states as actors in a  regional subsystem; and third, to analyze the 

frequency o f economic interactions between W est African states and other selected 

regions in the world. These objectives are necessarily interwoven. Thus, to show the
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frequency o f  economic interactions among W est African states along with their 

interactions with selected regions o f  the world is to  provide a  basis for assessing the 

prospect fo r economic cooperation in the subregion. In an analysis o f  economic 

interactions in W est Africa, therefore, one must analytically distinguish between 

efforts towards intraregional trade o r horizontal exchange on the one hand, and 

inherited, vertical integration with the former metropolises on the other. In this 

section, w e argue that a  reduction in the latter category and an increase in the former 

one necessarily results in greater self-reliance at both national and collective levels. 

A lthough the emphasis here is on W est African economies, needless to say, many o f 

the problem s and developmental structures o f the area that are treated here are 

applicable to  Africa in general.

T he Structure o f  W est African Economies

An analysis o f  the structure o f  W est African economies reveals, first and 

foremost, that they are generally small and fragile, much too small as markets to 

utilize the advantages o f  large-scale economies. The poverty evident in these states 

present severe strains in their autonomous development. Yet, the level o f  

development of any region is to  some degree a  function o f the structure o f its 

economy. Since W est Africa is, in the socioeconomic sense, a  typically 

underdeveloped area, it follows that the level o f  economic development in the 

subregion may be expected to exhibit the common characteristics o f 

underdevelopment.59 Stated differently, because W est African economies are
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generally weak, these states lack the wherewithal required for improved services in 

health, education, and transportation, which are necessary ingredients for higher 

productivity and a  better standard o f  living. Although the defining characteristics o f 

underdevelopment in W est Africa are many, it will suffice here to identify those 

salient structures upon which other factors hinge in matters o f  regional economic 

cooperation. These include such features as the predominance o f  agriculture and the 

general weakness o f  the industrial sector.

Overdependence on Agriculture

The main economic feature o f W est African states is the predominance o f 

agriculture. By far, the greatest number o f  Africans are farmers. In addition to 

being agricultural, most W est African economies are dependent on only two o r three 

prim ary commodities. W ith the possible exception o f  Ivory Coast, all ECOWAS 

states depend on one single product. As shown in Table 4 .5  for instance, Gambia’s 

economy is predicated on groundnuts, N igeria’s on crude oil, and L iberia’s on 

rubber. It is further estimated that the average share o f  agriculture, including 

livestock, forestry, and fishing, in the total GDP o f  the subregion is between 50 and 

55 percent.60 However, since mining accounts for an equal o r larger portion o f the 

estimated national product o f  some countries, the average figure presented here covers 

significant variations between the countries.61 For example, W est African states 

vary in the extent to which they are rich in oil and mineral resources, as in the case 

o f  Nigeria and Guinea, and the extent to which they are entirely dependent on
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agriculture. Therefore, in Liberia, Nigeria, and Senegal, the contribution o f 

agriculture is  generally low er (in the order o f  30 percent o f  the total GD P).62 This 

is because extractive industries are generally very im portant in Liberia and N igeria, 

and, as demonstrated in T able 4 .6 , Senegal is reputed as having one o f  the most 

highly developed industrial and manufacturing sectors in W est Africa.

T hat notwithstanding, in the so-called mineral-exporting countries o f  Africa, 

the majority o f  the population - at most 80 percent but rarely less than 70 percent - 

still work in agriculture,63 and subsistence-oriented production still accounts for half 

o r m ore o f  total agricultural output.64 Indeed, in addition to the predominance o f  the 

agricultural sector, a  further general feature o f  W est African states is the glaring 

dichotomy between the non-monetized (or subsistence) and the monetized subsectors. 

In all the countries under discussion, the non-monetized subsector accounts for more 

than half o f  agricultural production, on the average. W hen compared with subsistence 

agriculture, the monetized subsector is usually smaller and is mainly oriented towards 

exports. This, in fact, is a  reflection o f the general colonial policy on land and trade 

in W est Africa during the first half o f  the twentieth century where farm ers were 

encouraged to grow  cash crops for export trade and food crops for subsistence. Part 

and parcel o f  the French policy, for instance, entailed "the encouragement and, 

sometimes, enforcement o f  the cultivation o f  cash crops. Prom inent in the cash crop 

economy w ere coffee, cocoa, oil palm  and bananas in the wetter areas o f  the forest 

zone, and cotton as well as groundnuts in the drier interiors."65
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Table 4.5

West Africa; Dependence on Maior Export 
Categories. 1978

Food & Beverages____________ Minerals & Metals_______ Fuels
% % %

Guinea Bissau 96 Guinea 98 Nigeria 91
Gambia 90+ Mauritania 87
Ivory Coast 74 Liberia 63
Ghana 73 Togo 49
Senegal 72 Niger 40
Upper Volta 49
Mali 47
Sierra Leone 47
Benin 40

SOURCE: World Bank Report. 1981, p. 152.
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Table 4.6

Proportional Shares of Mining and Manufacturing 
Activities in GDP of West African Economies (%)

Manufacturing
1960 1977 1979

Mining
1977

Benin 3 na 8 6.8
Cape Verde na 1.8 na 0.3
Gambia na na na 1.1
Ghana 10 13.1 na 1.3
Guinea na 6.3 5 18.0
Guinea-Bissau na 1.0 na 0.0
Ivory Coast 7 10.7 12 0.2
Liberia na 8.8 6 22.8
Mali 5 na 6 12.6
Mauritania na 4.7 8 17.1
Niger 4 5.2 10 8.4
Nigeria 5 5.4 6 28.4
Senegal 12 16.5 19 2.5
Sierra Leone na 7.4 5 10.2
Togo 8 na 14 11.9
Upper Volta 8 9.5 14 0.1

Sources: World Bank. World Bank Report. 1981 and UNCTAD,
Handbook of International Trade and Development Statistics
1980.
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W eakness o f the Industrial Sector

T he second most important characteristic o f  W est African economies is the 

weakness o f  the industrial sector. Any industrial development is rudimentary and 

does not involve the development o f  intermediate and capital goods and consumer 

durables. M odem  manufacturing in the area is still dependent on foreign expertise, 

and progress is a t a  relatively low rate.66 This second characteristic is derived from 

the first. W ith the notable exception o f  Senegal, the share o f the manufacturing 

sector in the total production o f  W est African states is generally below 15 percent (see 

Table 4 .6). In  Francophone W est Africa, Senegal and the Ivory Coast are the only 

two states with a  significant industrial sector,67 and there are serious efforts towards 

greater participation by the private industrial sector.

There is obviously some variation in the share o f  the industrial sector in the 

GDP o f  individual states in W est Africa. For example, although industries in Ghana 

and N igeria started well in the 1960s, the manufacturing sector has deteriorated in 

both countries ever since. On the other hand, the manufacturing sectors o f Ivory 

Coast, N iger, and Burkina Faso have done relatively well. In Guinea, there are some 

manufacturing enterprises but their contribution to the national economy has been 

minimal. Togo, N iger, Benin, and M ali have only small industrial sections although, 

as already indicated, N iger is exceptional since it is experiencing some industrial 

grow th, mainly due to  the country’s mineral (uranium) base. Although Nigeria has 

one o f  the most advanced industrial sectors in the region in the absolute sense, the 

ratio o f  manufacturing output to GDP has decreased significantly, largely because o f
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the dominance o f  the oil sector.68

Perhaps as a  consequence o f  a  policy o f  industrialization based upon im port- 

substitution, the m anufacturing sector in W est Africa depends to a  great extent on 

agricultural production. Indeed, this desire to develop the local industrial sector from 

the same agricultural resource base has been growing since political independence in 

the late 1950s and the early  1960s.69 The structure o f m anufacturing output is 

heavily biased toward the processing o f  agricultural raw m aterials.70 From  the 

agricultural angle, then, the development o f land as a resource base is along the same 

lines for both the long-existing prim ary export trade and the relatively new industrial 

economy. F or instance, the food, beverages, and tobacco component o f  output 

accounts for between one-third and one-half o f  total manufactured output in W est 

Africa. Textile, clothing, and footwear constitute the second most im portant 

component o f  manufacturing production. In many W est African countries, chemicals 

and chemical products are also significant, accounting for between 10 and 20 percent 

o f  total output.71 W ith the exception o f  the cement industries, other industrial 

groups are usually not significant. O ne final point: because the move toward greater 

industrialization requires a  wide m arket, which individual African countries do not 

possess, economic integration in W est Africa is a  sine qua non for industrial 

development.72

General Trends: Economic Decline and Harsh Realities

During the past tw o decades, economic development has been slow in most o f
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the countries in sub-Saharan Africa. But many o f  A frica’s economic problems are 

imported from  abroad. W hen in the mid-1970s, the world economy experienced 

inflation and recession, nowhere did the crisis h it w ith greater im pact than in this 

region. M ost W est African countries, such as Ghana, Guinea, Liberia, Sierra Leone, 

and Togo have suffered low per capita grow th since 1970. Indeed, by the end o f  the 

1970s, economic crises were battering even high-grow th countries in W est Africa like 

Ivory Coast w here per capita GNP growth had averaged an annual 2 .7  percent 

between 1960 and 1979.73 T he economic crisis is especially evident in agriculture, 

and is reflected in output figures. Fo r example, export crop production stagnated 

over the past two decades. In fact, a  20 percent increase in production registered 

during the 1960s was wiped out by a decline o f sim ilar proportions in the 1970s. 

Consequently, amidst the rising prices o f  imported oil and the declining grow th o f 

prim ary commodities, A frica’s share o f  the world market dwindled considerably. Not 

only did W est African states have to deal with the question o f  the industrialized 

countries paying less for their exported prim ary commodities, ECOWAS countries 

also had to  address the problem  o f decreasing volume o f  exports o f  these commodities 

vis-h-vis paying m ore for expensive imports.

As fo r food crops, while data are uncertain, they leave no doubt about the 

general tendencies. Since 70 to 90 percent o f  the population earns its income from 

agriculture, the drop in production in this sector resulted in a  real income loss for 

many o f  the poorest. In Ghana, during the past 15 years there has been a  dramatic 

and steady decline in cocoa production - from a  peak o f  556,000 metric tons in 1965
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to  249,000 tons in 1979. G hana’s share o f world production shrunk from  one-third in 

the 1950s and 1960s to one-sixth in 1979; from first in cocoa, Ghana has fallen to 

third place, behind Ivory Coast and Brazil. British geographer Ievan Griffiths reports 

Ghana’s president as lamenting in 1983: "Not only has o u r [cocoa] production level 

fallen by almost half, but the price o f  our cocoa demands has fallen to one-third o f  its 

average price five years ago."74 Also, in S ierra Leone, there has been an 

appreciable decline in the output o f  cocoa since 1970. Thus, agricultural output is the 

single most important determinant o f  economic growth and its sluggish record o f 

recent years is one principal factor underlying the poor economic perform ance o f  the 

countries o f  the region. Almost every sub-Saharan economy declined in virtually 

every measurable way during the 1970s and early 1980s.

W est Africa has also witnessed a  de-escalation in mineral prices. In Sierra 

Leone, the mineral exports by the National Diamond M ining Company (DIMINCO) 

dropped significantly from $44 million in 1980 to $32 million in 1981, $20 million in 

1982, and $17 million in 1983.75 In 1988, according to the U N  International Fund 

fo r Agricultural Development, economic indicators have either remained at 

unacceptably low levels o r continued their downward spiral in most categories, 

including trade earnings and industrial output.76 Finally, even for oil-rich Nigeria, 

the oil glut has produced a  negative trend evident especially from the early 1980s 

onwards.77 As shown in Table 4 .7 , from 1980, there has been marked progressive 

decrease in  both the production o f  crude oil and its price. Indeed, by 1983, the
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Table 4.7

Nigeria's Oil Statistics. 1966 - 1982

Average barrels 
per day 

(millions)
Annual
total

(millions)
Average price 
per barrel 

(US $)

Year
1968 0.4 152 ?
1969 0.5 197 2.2
1970 1.1 396 2.3
1971 1.6 569 3.1
1972 1.8 665 3.4
1973 2.1 750 4.8
1974 2.3 823 14.7
1975 1.8 651 12.2
1976 2.0 758 13.8
1977 2.1 766 14.6
1978 1.9 695 14.2
1979 2.4 840 20.7
1980* 2.1 753 35.2
1981 1.4 526 38.8
1982 1.3 472 35.7
1983 1.2 452 30.0
1984 1.3 470 28.0
(estimated)

Sources: Anthony Kirk-Greene and Douglas Rimmer, Nigeria
Since 1970 (New York: Holmes & Meier, 1981); Douglas Rimmer, 
The Economics of West Africa. 1984; Financial Times 
(London), 23 January 1984.
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average barrels o f  oil produced per day was half the figure registered for 1979, and 

the average price per barrel dropped significantly.

Patterns and Directions o f Intra-regional Trade

The patterns o f  trade in W est Africa is o f  considerable interest to both 

developmental economists and African leaders alike.78 Inter-territorial trade has a 

very im portant bearing on the entire question o f  regional economic integration in 

W est Africa. As mentioned elsewhere, one m ajor suggestion for circumventing the 

small size dilem m a o f  many African economies is for the pooling o f  their national 

markets in a  regional o r subregional common market. But intra-subregional trade in 

W est Africa has one outstanding feature. Available evidence strongly suggests that 

W est A frican countries are not each other’s principal custom ers.79 T he low volume 

o f  trade among these states indicates that concrete achievements in regional economic 

integration is  almost non-existent. Trade between the states accounts for a  very small 

percentage o f  their total trade, specifically, "a mere 3 .6  percent for the subregion as a 

whole."80 Table 4 .8  shows this trend, with a  different set o f  data. The dependence 

o f  the subregion on trade with the developed states for the seven-year period 1968- 

1974 averaged 87.0 percent while the intraregional economic exchange for the same 

period averaged only 3 .4  percent.81

But it  could be argued that this table covers the period before the formation o f 

ECOWAS and does not, therefore, capture certain realities generated with the
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establishment o f  the Economic Community. However, the p icture did not change 

much despite the formation o f  ECOWAS in 1975. For example, by one estimate, for 

the years 1974, 1976, and 1978, the value recorded intra-community exports were 

$409 million, $479 million, and $616 million respectively, representing 3.0-3.5 

percent o f  total exports.82 In addition, according to Douglass R immer, o f the 

recorded exports o f  W est African states in 1979, less than 3 percent represented their 

exports to one another.83

Analyzing specific cases, Gambia's trade with her neighbor is almost non

existent. Although trade with Senegal has been rising, it is still a t a  low and 

unimpressive level.84 F o r instance, out o f  her total exports, Gambia’s export trade 

with Senegal for the periods 1967-1967 and 1967-1968 was nil. This figure increased 

to 6.5 percent but recorded zero again in 1967-1970. It increased slightly in 1970-

1971. In the years 1970-1971, 1971-1972, and 1972-1973 export trade with Senegal 

amounted to 0 .3 , 0 .3 , and 0 .8  percent (of total exports), respectively. Gambia’s 

imports from Senegal also amounted to a  meager 0 .8  percent o f  total imports for the 

1972-1973 period .85 G hana’s exports to the rest o f  Africa is equally negligible, 

amounting to about 1.0 percent o f  total trade in recent years.86

M ore impressive is Ghana’s record on imports from  other African states, 

which increased from  0 .4  percent o f total imports in 1968 to about 0 .8  percent in

1972. The explanation here is that a  large portion o f Ghana’s imports comprise trade 

in crude oil, mainly from Nigeria (but also from North Africa). The balance o f 

Ghana’s imports accrue from trade in cattle, especially from Burkina Faso and Mali.
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Intra-African trade figures for Liberia and Sierra Leone are not readily available, but 

there is little doubt that they are similarly low. Togo has a  significant non-recorded 

trade with Benin which may exceed 10 percent o f  her exports to  the franc zone and, 

as expected, members o f  the franc zone are also T ogo’s m ajor customers. Figures for 

N igeria’s intra-African trade show that trade with the continent has been very low. 

One scholar has roughly estimated that it "never exceeded 2 percent o f total trade."87 

Similarly, the value o f N igeria’s trade with ECOWAS states throughout the period 

1979-1983 has remained low. As Table 4 .9  shows, the main trading partners remain 

the Ivory Coast, Senegal, Ghana, and Sierra Leone and, in each case, N igeria was 

exporting m ore to these states than it was importing.

A sizeable m ajority o f  N iger’s foreign trade is routed through the sea ports o f 

Cotonou (in Benin) and Lagos (in Nigeria). It is difficult to estimate the traffic load 

o f  this trade with precision. However, if  groundnut exports trade is accepted as a 

prototypical trade pattern, in the periods 1962-1963 and 1965-1966 about 80 percent 

o f  N iger’s groundnut exports were transacted through Nigeria. Despite the adverse 

effects o f  the N igerian civil w ar on Niger’s trade routes, in 1966-1967, an estimated

104.000 tons o f  groundnuts (representing a  total o f  64 percent o f  total exports) and

59.000 tons o f  groundnuts w ere transported through Lagos and Cotonou, respectively. 

Indeed, with the closer proxim ity o f  N iger’s m ajor groundnut-producing areas to the 

Kano railhead, Lagos sea ports provide the natural and rational outlet for N iger’s 

trade (especially for south-central and eastern Niger) particularly as this routes offer
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cheaper transport costs than transportation through Cotonou.88 In addition, partly 

because o f  being landlocked, Nigeria is second (only to France) as a  m arket for 

N iger’s export products.89 N igeria’s share o f  total exports based on available trade 

data was 23 percent o f  total exports in the 1967-1968 period. Recorded trade 

between N iger with its other W est African neighbors are negligible although figures 

would have been much higher i f  unrecorded border trade w ere taken into account.90

There are other scattered traces o f  intra-African trade in the subregion. 

Senegal’s imports from W est African states have increased slightly in recent years. 

There are imports o f  fruits from  Ivory Coast, fabrics from  Benin, cotton from both 

M ali and Burkina Faso, and livestock from M auritania. Burkina F aso’s products are 

mainly exported to Ivory Coast, which remains the leading export m arket for her 

products, absorbing 53 percent o f  total exports in 1968. In addition, whereas Burkina 

Faso’s exports to Ghana represented 10 percent o f recorded exports in 1968,91 Ivory 

Coast ranked second (after France) as a  supplier in her im port trade, with a share o f 

16 percent o f  total imports.

Although intra-W est A frican trade is generally reputed to be small, critics 

argue that uncontrollable frontiers encourage traditional and clandestine trade, 

estimates o f  which are not recorded.92 In other words, unofficial trade in  W est 

Africa is not accounted for, which skews available data. Statistics on intra-African 

trade are unreliable in many instances. Although smuggled goods are less than 1 

percent o f  Senegalese im ports, illegal border trade with Gambia (in transistors and 

groundnuts) has been a  feature o f  the relations between the two states.93 Likewise,
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the unofficial export o f  Sierra Leonean diamonds v ia Liberia has continued,94 and 

Togo exports a  quantity o f  gold it does not produce.95 D ue to price differences in 

the 1970/71 season, Ghana lost 57,000 tons o f  cocoa through smuggling to immediate 

neighbors.96 In Nigeria, smuggling was the best known avenue for unrecorded trade 

since sizeable proportions o f merchandise ultimately found their way to neighboring 

countries as re-exports in gross violation o f  government regulations aimed at 

registering such transactions.97 There are several counter-arguments to these points. 

First, even i f  unrecorded trade is allowed for, which is quite significant for several 

states,98 intra-Community trade is not likely to exceed 5-6 percent o f total trade, 

which is still low for the subregion.99 Second, even if  local commerce across 

frontiers w ere sometimes three times the value recorded, smuggling in W est Africa is 

usually in goods destined for (or obtained from) overseas. Such unrecorded trade is 

hardly relevant to intra-African interactions and "would do little to remove the 

impression o f  a  predominantly overseas orientation in the exports o f  West African 

trade ."100

It has been reported that colonial heritage is strongly related to the trade and 

transaction flow o f  subgroups.101 One interesting feature o f intra-subregional trade 

is the dom inant role o f trade within the Communautd Economique de rA friq u e  de 

l ’Ouest (C EA O ).102 Although both IGOs are still in their infant stages, the CEAO 

is m ore advanced than ECOW AS, especially in the organization and promotion o f 

interstate trade as well as in the area o f  economic cooperation within the 

C om m unity.103 F or example, intra-CEAO exports, as a  proportion o f total intra-
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ECOW AS exports, amounted to one-half in 1975, and i f  trade in petroleum is 

excluded this share would rise to about two-thirds. In addition, as regards trade 

within the Franc zone, Ivory Coast accounts for one-half o f  this two-thirds while 

Senegal accounts for one-quarter.104 This is partly due to  discriminatory tariff 

barriers. W ithin the Francophone area, existing Ivorien levies discriminate in favor 

o f  raw materials from inland states. Likewise, Senegalese tariffs on goods from 

A nglophone neighbors are approximately 30 to 50 percent higher than those within 

the franc zone, thus making it difficult for Ghana and N igeria to export legally to the 

Francophone states. Also, it is cheaper for Francophone states to im port from Europe 

than from  their Anglophone neighbors, and the reverse is true as w ell.10S

A nother m ajor feature o f  intra-ECOWAS trading is the considerable imbalance 

recorded in intra-territorial trade. For instance, in 1975, four countries - Nigeria, 

Ivory Coast, Senegal, and N iger - recorded positive balances, while the remaining 

twelve countries all recorded deficits to varying degrees. The overall position is, 

however, considerably affected by trade in crude oil, which accounts for most of 

N igeria’s favorable intra-Community balance and a  large proportion o f  intra- 

Community deficits and surplus. In fact, the only im portant crude resource in intra

zonal economic exchange is petroleum and, with N igeria’s oil bonanza, the 

commodity has becom e an important item in W est A frican trade. Nigeria supplies 

crude oil to refineries in Ivory Coast, Ghana, Senegal, L iberia, and Sierra Leone and 

the proportion may increase in the immediate future.106 In the manufacturing 

industry, only two countries - Ivory Coast and Senegal - consistently record positive
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trade balances.

In 1975, Ivory Coast and Nigeria (one-third each) and Senegal (one-sixth) 

accounted for the bulk o f  intra-Community trade. There are great differences 

between ECOW AS states regarding trade and it is im portant to note that the level o f 

exports and im ports and, indeed, the relative significance o f  W est A frican states in 

overall regional trade vary widely. Figures available for 1977 reveals that whereas 

N igeria accounted for approximately two-thirds o f  the total exports and im ports o f  the 

subregion, Cape Verde recorded approximately 0.01 percent and 0.26  percent o f  total 

exports and im ports, respectively.107 In 1979, exports to other African states were 

generally im portant for Guinea-Bissau, M ali, and Senegal (over 15 percent o f  total 

exports), whereas imports from African countries w ere important for M ali,

M auritania, and Burkina Faso.108 O f the afore-mentioned intra-Community trade 

registered by Ivory Coast, Nigeria, and Senegal in 1975, the landlocked states 

together with Benin and Ghana made up most o f  the balance. Landlocked states 

appear to depend relatively more on intra-Community trade than do other members o f  

ECO W A S.109 Although there appears to be a strongly positive relationship between 

landlockedness and economic interactions, the inevitable difficulty o f  precisely 

ascertaining the correct origin and destination o f  this specific trade may alm ost 

certainly result in an overstatement o f  that dependence.

O verall, the problems and constraints o f  African economic cooperation are 

quite complex and seemingly intractable. W hy is intraregional trade so low among 

W est African states? Several explanations may be offered in response to this
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question. F irst, intra-W est African trade is low because the states are not

economically complementary in any marked degree. The structures and demands are

not such that can provide im portant sources o f  supply for one another since

memberstates produce a  fairly similar range o f manufactures. Second, such trade

barriers as export taxes, im port restrictions, and high tariffs lim it exchange by serving

as disincentives to  intra-regional trade. By their very nature, tariff m easures create

barriers between states. O ne scholar summarizes the implication o f  these measures:

It must be emphasized that currently most ECOWAS countries depend heavily 
on custom s receipts for government revenue. All this, together with the desire 
to protect domestic industries, results in an inordinately high level o f  tariffs.
In most ECOW AS countries, no distinction in tariff application is made in 
favor o f  im ports from other ECOWAS m ember countries. A ccordingly, the 
current tariff structure does not appear to provide any special incentive to 
im port from countries in the sub-region rather than from outside.110

Other obstacles include export controls and payments difficulties, which, to varying

degrees, affect trade flows in most W est African states (except L iberia where

exchange control regulations are absent, and where the American dollar is almost

universally acceptable). Furtherm ore, the absence o f  an integrated money and

banking system is an institutional obstacle to inter-African trade in W est A frica.111

Although several bilateral payment arrangements exist between states belonging to

different monetary zones, there are still operational difficulties posed despite the

cooperation and support o f  the various national central banks to compensate for

fluctuations in paym ents.112 The external monetary and exchange controls imposed

by the form er colonial powers still regulate the currencies o f  W est African states.

Finally, since the transportation system is not historically geared towards intra-W est
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A frican trade, this constitutes an additional constraint. These are among the many 

institutional obstacles which keep intra-African trade down to 5 percent o r  less o f  the 

total value o f  external trade o f  African societies.113 Overall, since the various states 

are highly competitive in agricultural products, and industrialization is generally low, 

the demand for each other’s exports within the subregion is considerably limited and 

dependent upon extra-African trade. Indeed, W est Africa’s demands for im port rests 

prim arily on processed foodstuffs, consumer durables, and intermediate and capital 

goods, which are imported from the advanced industrialized states.

T rade Patterns W ith Extra-African States

Trade is one o f  the most im portant instruments for the domination of 

subordinate systems by intrusive pow ers.114 Despite the continued predominance o f 

the subsistence sector in W est Africa, the regional subsystem is still highly dependent 

on foreign trade. To contend that intra-regional trade is low in the area is to suggest 

that most economic relations are geared toward extra-regional actors. A dominating 

feature o f  the region’s trade structure is, therefore, the contrast between the strong 

trade links with the former metropole, on the one hand, and the weak intra-regional 

trade, on the other. W est African economies are still dominated and largely 

organized around foreign trade, with production for, and investment aid from,

W estern Europe and North America. This has been the historical trend. External 

trade dependence is a  characteristic feature o f developing states in general and such 

dependence is chronic among the states o f  the W est Africa.
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Table 4 .8  shows that the dependence o f  the subregion on trade with developed 

states for the 1968-1974 period averaged 87.0 percent o f total trade, while 

intraregional trade economic interactions for the same period averaged approximately 

3.4 percent. The figures prove that the channels o f  W est African states are geared 

toward enhancing trade with former colonial powers and w estern industrial countries. 

This direction o f  trade follows the lines o f  classic economic dependence. In fact, 

since independence, the economies o f  W est African states have exhibited a  variety o f 

structural characteristics that reflect the subregion’s dependence on the world 

capitalist system. The economies are still largely based on the production o f  a few 

tropical agricultural products and minerals for export to the industrialized countries, 

chiefly those o f  W estern Europe. The high rate o f  economic dependence has been 

further aggravated by the limited range o f prim ary exports in most o f  the countries in 

contradistinction to the wide range o f  their imports o f  manufacture and foodstuffs. A 

significant aspect o f  this structural dependency is therefore that W est African states 

exhibit the presence o f  the metropole in most sectors.

Although there are noticeable trends, an analysis o f  the individual cases of 

extra-territorial trade flows in W est Africa depicts one-directional trade from these 

African states to  form er colonial (and other metropolitan) powers. Notably, 

compared with earlier times, there has been considerable diversion o f  trading 

connections and, in some states, the trading predominance o f  the form er metropolitan 

pow er has been reduced since independence. F o r example, the m ajor trading partner 

o f  Gambia is still the United Kingdom (UK) although prevailing trends reveal that
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there was a  conspicuous decline o f  trade with Britain after 1968-1969. Earlier, in  the 

periods 1966-1967 and 1967-1968, Gambia’s trade with Britain averaged 64 percent. 

However, the share o f  exports to the U K  declined to 28 percent in the 1972-1973 

period, indicating the effects o f  a  reduction in the proportion o f groundnut oil and 

cake in total exports.115 As regards trade exports, Gambia’s purchases from  the UK 

stood a t 28 percent o f  total imports in 1972 and 1973, a  decline from  an earlier 36 

percent o f  total purchases in 1966 and 1967.116 F or Ghana, another form er British 

colony, there was a  conscious attempt to increase both exports and the sources o f  

imports especially from 1972. At independence in 1957, the UK supplied 42 percent 

o f Ghana’s im ports and received 37 percent o f  the country’s exports.117 Although 

the U K  has remained G hana’s chief export customer, purchasing about 20 percent o f  

total exports, in 1972 there was a  conspicuous decrease in both exports to and imports 

from  Britain. H ence, in 1977, the UK provided only 14 percent o f  G hana’s imports, 

and took 19 percent o f  her exports.118 The United States (U .S .) is the next m ajor 

im porter o f  G hana’s exports, followed by the Federal Republic o f  Germany (among 

the w orld’s m ajor processor o f  cocoa). On the import side, up until 1972, the U K ’s 

predominance gave way to the U .S . (15 percent o f  total trade) as the latter became 

G hana’s principal trading partner (with 18 percent) followed by W est Germ any (with 

12 percent).

A  form er British colony, S ierra Leone’s trade records show that the UK still 

maintains the lead as the most im portant export market for her goods, which consists 

mainly o f  diamonds. Between 1967-1972, exports to the U K  amounted to 68 percent
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o f total exports. However, due to  a  drop in diamond sales, this estimate decreased to 

63 percent in 1971. W ith the government’s conscious policy on trade diversification, 

both the U .S . and Japan have increasingly absorbed Sierra Leone’s exports. The UK 

also maintained predominance in imports until 1971, with a  leading share o f  over 28 

percent o f  S ierra Leone’s annual imports. This figure dropped in 1972 to 23 percent 

by losing momentum to S ierra Leone’s trade with the rest o f  the Commonwealth 

states, which increased from  8 percent in 1967-1969 to  13 percent in 1971-1972.119

The extra-African direction o f  Nigeria’s trade changed since 1970 because of 

the exportation o f  crude oil. Although the UK  and members o f  the European 

Economic Community (EEC) w ere the largest im porters o f Nigerian petroleum, the 

share o f  the resource to the U .S . increased from 14 percent in 1970 to 24 percent in 

1972, while that o f  Japan, formerly negligible, amounted to over 4 percent in 

1972 12° In 1980, nearly 60 percent o f  N igeria’s exports o f  crude oil went to 

refineries in the U .S . and the Carribean while another 30 percent was shipped to the 

Netherlands, France, and W est Germany. As regards imports, although the most 

expansive proportionate gain during the three-year period 1970-1972 was made by 

Japan ,121 the UK remained N igeria’s principal trading partner, accounting for at 

least 30 percent o f total imports in  1972. In 1980, 22 percent o f N igeria’s imports 

came from the UK and only 2 percent exports went to that destination.

Although English-speaking, Liberia’s economic interactions with the UK are 

not pronounced. Instead, there are significant transactions with the U .S . and Japan, 

its two m ajor trading partners. In 1960, over 50 percent o f  Liberia’s im port and
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export trade was with the U .S . However, in 1972, the U .S . bought 21 percent o f 

Liberia’s exports whereas the European Common M arket accounted fo r 64 percent, 

and Japan 8 percent. The main buyer o f  L iberia’s imports is still the U .S ., although 

this has decreased since 1960 to 30.3 percent o f  total imports in  1972. O ther major 

sources o f  imports in the same period include W est Germany (11.6 percent), U K  (9.2 

percent), Japan (7.8 percent) and the Netherlands (5.4 percent).122 T he U .S . 

provided 24 percent o f  L iberia’s imports in 1979 and took 20 percent o f  h er 

exports.123

Although the trend is changing and an undeniable diversification is taking 

place in the w ider Euro-African market, the importance o f  F rance in the trade o f  

French W est African dependencies is greater than Britain’s. W ith the exception o f 

Guinea, Francophone W est African states generally have France as their m ajor 

trading partner. For instance, F rance is still the primary market for N iger’s exports 

and during the periods 1965-1966, 1966-1967 and 1967-1968, it absorbed 54 percent, 

69 percent and 57 percent o f  N iger’s total exports, respectively. W hen France is 

excluded from the analysis, other EEC members absorbed approximately 9 percent of 

N iger’s total exports. By the early 1970s, although France was still the prim ary 

international partner, its share o f  N iger’s im ports demonstrated a  marked decline, 

dropping to 43 percent in 1971, but still accounting for over half o f  all N iger’s 

im ports in the first decade o f independence. The decrease in France’s stake was more 

than offset by the increase in that o f  the EEC as a  whole (excluding France) from 6 to 

17 percent by 1971.124
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Similarly, within the franc zone, France remains by far the m ajor market for 

Senegalese exports. In 1960, 69 percent o f  the imports cam e from F rance and 82 

percent went to that destination.125 However, a  decline in imports from the franc 

zone countries from  29 .7  billion CFA  (Communautd Financifere Africainel or 74 

percent o f  total imports, in 1965, to CFA 27.4 billion (or 62 percent o f  imports) in 

1968, is attributable mainly to the decreasing share o f  F rance in Senegal’s supplies.

In general, the states with the greatest ability to  diversify in French W est Africa are 

the relatively powerful states like the Ivory Coast (which registered 61 percent o f  its 

exports in 1971 outside the franc zone) and states like Mauritania with valuable 

minerals (which registered 71 percent). Although France is the single most dominant 

custom er o f Togo, in general, the EEC, including members o f  the franc zone, are 

also prim ary customers, accounting for a  total o f  C FA 8.3 billion (or 87 percent o f 

registered exports) in 1968, and C FA  8.2 billion (or 54 percent o f registered exports) 

in 1969. F rance is also Togo’s leading supplier o f  goods, constituting 32 percent o f 

total registered imports in 1968.

Finally, Burkina Faso traded mostly with the Francophone group o f  states. In 

1968, exports to Burkina Faso contributed 74 percent o f  total export value, whereas 

im ports contributed 77 percent o f the total import value.126 France is also the 

largest exporter o f Burkina Faso’s imports. The Ivory Coast ranks second as a  major 

supplier in the im port trade, with a  share o f 16 percent o f  total imports. However, 

France’s share in the im port trade has declined due to an increase in imports from 

W est Germany and the Netherlands. In short, the share enjoyed by non-France EEC
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countries rose from 5 percent in 1962 to alm ost 12 percent in 1968.127 Although by 

the early 1970s French W est African exports grew by 185 percent and imports by 141 

percent, there was a  decrease in France’s role as the m ajor trader in  the area. French 

W est African exports to France declined from  59 to 39 percent and imports from 64 

to  52 percent while Francophone im ports and exports to the rest o f  the EEC grew 

from 8 to 20 percent and 14 to 28 percent, respectively.128

In conclusion, one could argue that since the ex-colonial powers in W est 

Africa maintain neo-colonial control, it is useful to group ECOW AS states according 

to  the metropolitan pow er with which they are linked. France and Britain are the 

most dominant ex-colonial powers in W est Africa, so our analysis has concentrated 

mostly on them and their form er colonies, although France is perhaps most pervasive 

and intensive. T he franc zone is composed o f  the former French colonies whose 

monetary system, with the exception o f  Guinea, are very closely linked to the French 

franc. It is this link which has so far given Paris almost total economic and financial 

control. On the other hand, the second group o f  W est A frican states, Gambia, Sierra 

Leone, Ghana, and Nigeria, have been members o f  the sterling bloc, and still retain 

membership in the Commonwealth. However, with independence, each o f  these 

countries acquired independent currencies issued by their respective central banks. 

Although the strength o f  each economy depends on levels o f  foreign exchange 

reserves and balance o f  payments, each country still maintains a  sterling link. The 

British have not chosen the technique o f  continued direct involvement in their former 

colonies, but it could be argued that they have contributed indirectly to exploitation
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through the activities o f  M ultinational Corporations (M NCs). Consequently, 

resources are extracted and employed for the benefit o f  Britain in particular, and 

international capitalism in general, w ithout the overt use o f  direct national pow er over 

the internal affairs o f  form er dependencies. Although the form er colonies o f  Britain 

give the appearance o f  having greater control over their destinies than do those o f  

France, this economic illusion is rapidly dispelled by the realization that the degree of 

economic dependence o f  both groups on international capital is close.129

3. SOCIAL AND CULTURAL INTERACTIONS

O ne modest and comprehensive definition o f culture is that it represents the 

way o f  life o f  a  people. Culture reflects both the material and the physical expression 

o f  the interaction between individuals and their environm ent.130 In this study, social 

and cultural interactions are defined in terms o f  the growth and expansion o f  

communications and inter-personal transactions across national borders. Representing 

a  relatively new and largely unexplored area o f academic research, the cultural 

dimension in the foreign policy behavior o f  states is often overlooked in most o f the 

international relations literature.131 Ever present and persistent among the wide 

spectrum o f  foreign policy events, the sociocultural angle is generally considered 

trivial o r largely irrelevant in the scheme o f things. O f course, in reality, this
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position is at best incorrect. Indicating group consensus on opinion and behavior, the 

sociocultural notion that people o f  different historical experiences and regions come to 

think, value, organize, and behave in different ways has been long observed and 

recorded.132 Although W est African states have mainly been preoccupied with 

attempts at enhancing political and economic cooperation, it may be argued that these 

attempts are usually preceded by social and cultural interaction, which is specifically 

defined here in terms o f  peoples-to-peoples contact within the fram ework o f  an 

evolving transnational com m unity.133

T he social factors affecting transactions in the W est African subsystem - such 

as language, communication, transportation, migration, and various cultural 

differences - set the parameters within which the leaders and decision makers have to 

operate. By analyzing the growth o f transnational society among these states, we can 

discover the extent to which the subsystem is socially integrated and, therefore, 

estimate the possibility for cooperation in the area. W e are concerned with social 

interaction only to the extent that it serves as a  precondition for regional cooperation. 

Furtherm ore, by examining the growth o f communications and contacts134 at the 

W est African level and those within separate states, we can get an idea o f  the 

problems which African leaders have to overcome, and to some extent, the changes in 

those interactions that can take place outside the arena o f  conscious political decisions.

In many ways, informal interactions in the form o f peoples-to-peoples contact 

may be m ore determinant o f  interstate relations than formal interactions in the form of 

elite contacts.135 As M ichael Haas puts it, "Informal interactions, in which private
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citizens exchange ideas o r goods across borders, are often thought to be more 

influential in softening international rivalries than formal interactions between political 

representatives o f  various governments" (emphases in original).136 Aside from 

official boundaries, therefore, the composition o f  functional political communities can 

b e  determined through the identification o f  continuities and discontinuities in the flow 

o f  mutually rewarding transactions between members o f  a  given set o f  states.

Language and Interstate Cooperation

A n integral part o f  any regional and cultural grouping is its language. In 

W estern Europe, for instance, there is  a  strong correlation between language and 

statehood. But even here there are significant variations. W hereas some states (such 

as Belgium) have more than one language, some languages (for example, German) are 

spoken in  more than one state. Linguistically speaking, Africa is one o f  the most 

complex areas o f  the world and the continent’s international boundaries have little 

relevance to the distribution o f African peoples and their languages.137 Although 

many linguists estimate the number to  be higher, according to Jan Knappert, there are 

over 1,000 indigenous languages on the continent.138 By another count, it is 

estimated that there are over 2,000 languages in  Africa that are distinguishable by 

individual names although "this num ber may be reduced by almost half i f  inter- 

intelligible languages are treated together.”139 There is clearly a  conceptual problem 

in this regard. The question o f language distribution is always difficult to define and 

assess accurately in Africa because scholars often disagree on whether a particular
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designation refers to  the dialect o f  a  language, a  single language, o r a  group o f  

closely related languages.140 W hat is less unclear, however, is that there is a 

profound proliferation o f  indigenous languages in most states on the continent.

It goes without saying, therefore, that language is an important policy issue for 

almost all African states. Even in terms o f  non-African languages, African decision 

makers and intellectuals are aw are that "they need access to one o f  the w orld’s 

languages, preferably English."141 In fact, a  colonial language may sometimes also 

serve as a  unifying factor among the speakers o f  different African languages. For 

example, in order to  facilitate communication in such multi-ethnic states as N igeria, it 

is not uncommon fo r official business to be transacted in a  single language, most 

often based on the language o f  the form er colonial pow er.142 In the W est African 

subregion, the various colonial administrations established certain groupings within 

which administration was coordinated and similar types o f  institutions were 

established. The m ost im portant factor in this regard was the im pact o f such 

languages as French, English, and Portuguese, which represented the colonial 

languages in the subregion.

But it is equally im portant to note that the artificial frontiers imposed on 

Africa involving the use o f  d ifferent official European languages w ere bridged at 

many points by African languages, and that this provided an opportunity for the 

increasing use o f A frican languages in inter-governmental contacts. Thus, contrary to 

popular belief, the im portance o f  European linguistic considerations in Africa per se 

is often exaggerated. In W est Africa, for example, this phenomenon is reflected in
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the inform al use o f  W olof between Senegal and Gambia, o r o f  Hausa between N igeria 

and Niger. In addition, it is also im portant to note that although most individual 

states retain a  m ajor European language as their official and main educational 

language, African languages still play an increasingly im portant role as in W est 

Africa, where indigenous languages have been designated for use in  education, 

broadcasting, and so on. A t the informal level, among W est A frica’s traders, 

clandestine border trade has always been conducted in local dialects. In addition, the 

legal livestock trade is not inhibited by language problems especially where economic 

problem s can be overcom e.143 It can thus be argued that "while English, French or 

Portuguese are used widely as second languages by educated elites o f  Africa, they 

have no where supplanted any indigenous African language."144

Be that as it may, one m ajor feature o f interstate socio-cultural interactions in 

W est A frica remains the extent to which colonially inherited languages influence 

international interactions. In this respect, language is an im portant determinant o f 

A frican foreign policy. Indeed, even after political independence, there was a  clear 

tendency for the established colonial arrangements to continue to influence interstate 

cooperation and behavior. Especially im portant is the fact that the French language 

and culture, in particular, provided the basis for considerable interaction among the 

elites o f  W est A frica’s French-speaking states. As already noted elsewhere, most 

Francophone states tend to belong to the same regional organizations and are linked to 

the EEC through this special French connection. Not only are Francophone, 

Anglophone, and Lusophone countries flocking together, there is a  strong impact o f
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language on education and the professions.143

In  Francophone W est Africa, for example, except perhaps in M auritania where 

Arabic has priority , French is still the instructional language throughout the area, 

from prim ary through the university level and also in official business. The pattern is 

not all that radically different for interactions between the Anglophone states. Taking 

advantage o f  the convenience o f a  common language and an outgrowth o f  a 

commonwealth experience, Gambians often take courses in Ghanaian institutions146 

and, at a  more professional level, it is not unusual for Nigerian, Ghanaian, and Sierra 

Leonean officials to  be appointed judges and magistrates o f  the Gambian courts o f  

justice.147 Sim ilar cases abound especially on the educational front. For instance, 

in 1976, the Sierra Leonean government offered to assist Nigeria in recruiting 

teachers for the latter’s Universal Primary Education (UPE) scheme;148 a  year later, 

in 1977, Ghana similarly agreed to Liberia’s request for teachers;149 the Nigerian 

government has provided maps and books to the Gambian National library;150 and 

the S ierra Leonean and Liberian governments jointly  run a 3-week teachers’ 

course.151

Transport .and..Communigatlans

Physical distances hinder cooperation. O ne main objective o f  the units o f  any 

regional subsystem is, therefore, the effective linking o f  the members o f the 

community in order to harmonize and facilitate intra-community economic and social 

activities. T o achieve this salient task, a  community m ust be prepared to develop and
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m odernize its transport and communications infrastructures (roads, harbor 

installations, railways, and so on) especially w here, as in the case o f  the W est African 

subregion, such strategy makes it possible for land-locked countries to be accessible 

as rapidly as possible. In general, the harmonization o f  transport and mass 

communications will facilitate the movement o f  physical goods, services, and 

populations internationally. It is a  well-established fact that W est African states are 

woefully ill-served by  almost every form o f  transport and communications, traffic and 

telecommunications included. These states still lack good means o f  communication 

and efficient postal systems, which acts as a  barrier to unity and cooperation. The 

m ajor preoccupation o f  W est African states in this regard, therefore, will include 

making available reliable and regular means for the promotion o f  trade, free 

movement o f  persons, goods, ideas, and, by implication, decreasing dependence on 

the external by eliminating the traditional, triangular south-north-south 

communications.

The circulation and flow o f  information (communications) and the movement 

o f  physical goods, services, and persons (transportation) is well researched in the 

theoretical literature o f  socioeconomic and political development.152 In terms o f 

socioeconomic development, for example, it  may be argued that communications play 

a critical and fundamental role in creating demands for the goods and benefits o f  

industrializing societies and the associated "revolution o f  rising expectations" and the 

transmission o f  norms and values compatible with an integrative and developing 

economic system. T o  be sure, the growth in communications and transportation
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networks in a  regional setting entails additional economic ramifications since they 

represent a  m ajor aspect o f  socioeconomic overhead capital. In  this sense, once 

constructed, facilities for mass communication and transportation may initiate 

considerable economies o f  scale in  the movement o f  goods and inform ation, providing 

increasingly large pay-offs as usage increases without concomitant increases in the 

investment in infrastructure. Thus, extensions o f  communications and transportation 

systems can magnify available markets while at the same tim e diminishing the size 

and characteristic isolation o f  subsistence sectors and satisfying minimum conditions 

necessary fo r the establishment o f  manufacturing industries.

In term s o f  theories o f  political development, however, the grow th o f 

communications and transportation systems can be linked to the shift from  traditional 

to  m odem  societies, the development o f  democratic decision-making structures and 

processes, and the integration o f  national and international political communities. A 

unifying explanatory concept related to these hypothesized developments is Daniel 

L em er’s notion o f  empathy defined as the capacity o f the individual to put him self in 

another’s place. In his study, L em er emphasizes the role o f  communications in 

changing the traditional habits and world-view o f  individuals and thus effecting a 

transition to  m odem  society.153 This position is clearly reflected in the w ork o f 

political scientists who see the rise o f  modem society as the result o f  a 

multidimensional process o f  social mobilization. Indeed, Karl Deutsch has described 

social m obilization as the overall process o f change involving large segments o f  the 

population, "in which m ajor clusters o f  social, economic and psychological
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commitments are eroded o r broken and people become available for new patterns o f 

socialization and behavior."154 Deutsch further emphasizes the role o f  such media 

as radio and new sprint in mobilizing populations into an  awareness o f  new styles o f 

life.155 Almond and Powell argue, in addition, that social mobilization is "in large 

part a  communication phenomenon” that must occur before the development o f  

political and economic capabilities.156 As social mobilization dislocates people from 

their habitual environment and provides for the intensification o f  formerly 

unexpressed demands and inter-group conflicts, so the development o f 

communications and transportation may facilitate the integration o f  political 

communities. Integration is thus the increasing linkage, interdependence, cohesion, 

unification, and consensus characteristic o f  social groupings, and the use o f 

communication facilities for increasing transactions between spatially and socially 

disparate political actors is generally recognized as a  crucial aspect o f  interstate 

interactions.157

In  terms o f  communications and transportation, there are few man-made West 

African highways (roads and railways) which cut across national boundaries. No 

internal transport network was independently developed to connect different parts o f 

the same territory. In  fact, the development o f m odem transportation in the area 

started with the establishment o f  colonial administrations at the beginning o f  this 

century, when the centers o f  economic and political activity shifted to the coastal 

areas, which becam e the main outlets for produce from the forest belt. The activity 

was not well adapted to African needs. Modem transportation thus consisted
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prim arily o f  railways and roads to link the coast with those parts o f  the interior which 

produced crops o r minerals required in the metropolitan markets o f  W estern Europe. 

In positive but uncritical term s, these transportation routes led from  the hinterland to 

the Atlantic coast and thus stimulated the development o f agriculture and mining in 

various parts o f  W est Africa. The negative and more critical effect, however, was 

that vast areas did not benefit from these colonial transportation routes since they 

w ere restricted to those areas that were o f  economic interest to  the colonial powers. 

Hence the fact is that even today there are still extensive parts o f  the countries which 

are not served by roads suitable for m otor vehicles.

Transport developments in W est Africa have generally followed similar 

patterns, beginning with a  first phase that was characterized by the dominance o f  river 

and inland waterway transport and a  multiplicity o f  small ports. The second phase 

was essentially one o f  railway and road construction to link the coastal ports with the 

hinterland market centers, while the third phase involved the construction o f  feeder 

roads running in an east-west direction and, much later on, the establishment o f air 

transportation. These developments will be considered in order.

The creeks and rivers o f  W est Africa w ere naturally the first and earliest 

means o f  penetration from the coast into the interior. In N igeria, for exam ple, the 

Niger-Benue system and the Cross R iver provided im portant highways, ju s t as the 

Senegal and Gambia Rivers did in Senegal and Gambia respectively. The River Niger 

is, o f  course, the most important river in W est Africa and the third longest in Africa. 

I f  the river were navigable throughout its length, it would have provided a  natural
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international highway linking the countries through which it flows, namely, Guinea, 

M ali, N iger, and Nigeria. However, there are a  num ber o f  physical handicaps, which 

have generally restricted the use o f  rivers for transportation in W est Africa, such as 

the occurrence o f  rapids and falls, which limit navigation to only a  few stretches.

T he River N iger itself is interrupted at many places by rapids and waterfalls 

which impede navigation. It has been suggested that navigation is only possible from 

Kouroussa to Bamako, Kulikoro to Ansongo, Niamey to Yelwa and Jebba to the sea. 

A word o f  caution is in order. The m ere existence o f  impediments to navigation 

should not excuse the apparent reluctance and general insensitivity o f  the colonial 

powers towards the development o f international highways in the W est African area. 

Thus, the failure o f  French-speaking Senegal to utilize the River Gambia waterway, 

which flows into another country, suggests that the N iger would not have been 

exploited and developed in the colonial period, even i f  its course were not interrupted 

by rapids and fa lls .158 That apart, even in the navigable sections o f  W est African 

rivers, the contribution to interstate socioeconomic and cultural interactions is minimal 

because the rivers often flow through districts which produce very little for export or 

for internal exchange especially as such localities are very sparsely populated. The 

culminating result is that traffic on W est African rivers is extremely light and, in 

some cases, the waterways can only be used by canoes and small boats that are 

important for local traffic. It is accurate to conclude, therefore, that in term s o f  long

distance traffic across W est Africa, the river system has lost considerably to the 

railways and road networks in the subregion.
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In  m ost W est African states, p rior to  the F irst W orld W ar, the railway was 

established before the road to  aid general economic development and to  establish 

effective political control. F o r instance, in the French-speaking territories which were 

administered as a  federation by France, there was an overall plan to  link all the 

territories to the sea. This plan involved the construction o f  four main-line railways 

to tap the navigable reaches o f the N iger, which enters the sea in N igeria even though 

most o f  its course is in  French-speaking W est Africa. The four main routes were: 1) 

the 1,280 kilometers Dakar-N iger line from Dakar to Bamako; 2) the 660 kilometers 

C onakry-Niger line; 3) the 1,140 kilometers Abidjan-Niger line from  Abidjan (Ivory 

Coast) to  Ouagadougou (Burkina Faso); and 4) the Benin-Niger railways. Similarly, 

the British colonial administrations o f  Sierra Leone, Ghana, and N igeria also aimed at 

linking the productive hinterland areas with the Atlantic ports. F o r instance, in Sierra 

Leone, the railway was built to tap iron ore and diamond mines while, in Ghana, the 

railway was restricted to  the rich cocoa belt and highly mineralized districts o f  the 

south. In addition, in Nigeria, the extension o f  the railway to  the far north was 

prompted by the existence o f  rich groundnut and cotton fields in the Kano and Katsina 

Emirates and the discovery and mining o f tin in the Jos Plateau. Thus, in the 

A nglophone areas, major railways included 1) the 350 kilometers Freetow n to 

Pendembu line; 2) the railways o f  southern Ghana which serve gold mines, diamond 

mines and bauxite mines, as well as rich timber forests and cocoa belt o f  south

western Ghana; and 3) the 3,200 kilometers Nigerian railway which consists o f  a  

western main line from  Lagos to Kano and an eastern main line from Port H arcourt to
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M aiduguri.

Obviously, the situation in East Africa where the form er British colonial 

territories o f  Kenya, Tanganyika, and U ganda w ere linked together by road and 

Uganda and Kenya by rail suggests that a  similar pattern would have occurred in 

W est Africa i f  Nigeria, Ghana, Sierra Leone, and Gambia shared a  common border. 

However, since these countries are separated by French-speaking countries, each 

tended to  develop as i f  it existed in isolation, with the result that there were no 

transportation links between the neighboring countries. As already noted, French- 

speaking W est Africa, which covers a  continuous area o f  land, benefitted by the 

development o f  cross-frontier roads, particularly in the days o f  the Federation o f  

French W est Africa. There were, however, no railway links between the territories 

except for that linking Ivory Coast to U pper Volta, which was formerly administered 

as part o f  Ivory Coast. T he Dakar-Kouli Kore railway which links Senegal with Mali 

was also built when both countries were colonial territories o f  France. In general, 

however, in W est Africa, the degree o f  redundancy o f  the communication system 

approaches the absurd since many states (for example, Ghana and Nigeria) have 

north-south lines that are flanked by, but unconnected with, additional north-south 

lines.

The development o f  road transport in W est Africa began in earnest in the 

independence decade from  1960, which featured rapid road development including the 

building o f  new earth roads and the tarring o f  some o f the m ajor trunk roads. As 

already specified, until 1960, long-distance traffic was controlled by the railways.
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Since 1961, however, long-distance road haulage has increased, resulting in greater 

loss for railway. In N igeria and Ghana, for instance, the road distance between towns 

was generally longer than the distance by rail, and while the railway ran from north 

to south, the roads followed an east-west direction. Finally, in view o f  the general 

poor state o f  land transportation in W est Africa, the im portance o f air transport, 

especially for mail, passenger, and high-value cargo cannot be  over emphasized. But 

it was only recently that air transport and telecommunications began to reduce 

fragmentation across international boundaries unresolved by other methods o f 

communication. There is thus daily air traffic between m ost countries. However, 

since only a  few people can afford the air fares, people crossing the frontiers are still 

obliged to do so by road and by sea. In so far as sociocultural interstate interactions 

are concerned, this is an unhealthy situation.

Nevertheless, there have been many attempts in W est Africa to improve 

communications and transportation links between members o f  the subregion. With 

specific regards to telecommunications, for example, Ivory Coast has signed a  loan 

agreement for the establishment o f  a direct telephone line linking the extrem e north o f 

its border with southern Mali. This is important because telephone lines between the 

two countries currently pass via P aris.159 In addition, N igeria and Benin have 

decided to establish a  direct telephone link to eliminate the London-Paris route often 

used by callers,160 and the Nigerian government has specifically awarded contracts 

for a  pan-African telecommunications link with that country.161 D irect 

telecommunications arrangements have been established between Senegal and such
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neighbors as M auritania162 and Gambia163 on one hand, and with such non

contiguous but important states as Ivory Coast164 on the other. There has also been 

separate attempts by Nigeria for a  jo in t communications link with such Francophone 

states as Ivory Coast, M ali, and N iger.163 Finally, Sierra Leone has approved a  

pan-African telecommunications link with Liberia and Guinea.166

In transportation, examples o f  interstate cooperation abound especially in 

relation to interactions between the relatively powerful states in the subregion. 

Following the Lagos port congestion in 1975, for instance, a  visit by a  Nigerian 

transport delegation to the Ghanaian government,167 prompted the latter to  provide 

fo r the transportation o f  Nigerian goods via Accra168 by using Ghanaian berths to 

unload cargoes.169 In addition, Ghana and N igeria have concluded several 

transport, communication, and trade cooperation agreements170 including an accord 

by both countries to expand air services171 and a  discussion on possible bus 

link .172 Also, Nigeria and the Ivory Coast have signed an air-service 

agreem ent,173 including agreements for increased flights.174 The Ghana State 

Transport Service has begun direct bus service to the Ivory C oast,175 and both 

countries have signed agreements for increased a ir flights.176 T here have also been 

transport arrangements between big and small neighboring states such as the initiation 

o f  bus-service by Ghana to Togo,177 the exchange and ratification o f  transport 

agreements between Ghana and N iger,178 and the initiation o f  air service by Nigeria 

to  N iger.179
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M igration and Social Interaction

As a  social phenomenon that is probably as old as recorded history itself, 

m igration refers here to  physical population shifts and communication across 

international borders and between states which results in residential change. It 

consists o f  "immigration" which is the movement viewed from  the perspective o f  the 

receiving state, w hile population movements out o f  a  state are called 

"em igration."180 The sociocultural processes o f  migration entail both benefits and 

disadvantages for the sending and the receiving states. F rom  the view-point o f  the 

sending state, the m igration o f  its citizens considerably reduces such social hazards as 

unemployment and peasant poverty which, more often than not, is nuisance to society. 

Advantages include the likelihood that emigration remittances may prove helpful 

economically and that the departure o f  malcontents and national minorities may create 

an environment fo r social and political stability. T he dem erits o f emigration include 

the inevitable loss o f  energies and potential skills of, quite possibly, young and 

vibrant migrants. Indeed, the emigration o f  trained professionals (brain drain), by 

definition, involves the economic loss o f trained manpower to  the recipient states. 

W hereas on the one hand immigrants may well provide the necessary skills and 

m anpower, and occupy empty territories thus accelerating economic development, on 

the other hand, they may create problems o f  social assim ilation, instigate increasing 

pressure on the job  market, and even complicate political relations between sending 

and receiving states.181

In Africa, m igration is a natural phenomenon emanating from the contiguity o f
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nations w hose boundaries are rather artificial. F ar from being a  recent phenomenon, 

the influx and efflux o f  labor on a  large scale was already taking place in such W est 

African territories as Senegal and The Gambia as early as the middle o f  the nineteenth 

century. Thus, international migration in the area predates the colonial governments 

and was at this tim e mainly a  vertical movement from the south to  the north within 

ill-defined political boundaries. It was with the colonial era that boundaries between 

the territories o f  the European powers and movements across the W est Africa became 

international in the strict sense.182

Several characteristics in the subregion contribute to the relative ease o f 

contact between peoples in the area. The first obvious factor is the geographical 

spread in term s o f  the considerable homogeneity among the various ethnic identities in 

W est Africa. The Fullahs, for example, are known to live in Guinea. But there are 

also thousands o f  Fullahs in neighboring Sierra Leone as well. In like manner, the 

W ollofs are found both in the Gambia and in neighboring Senegal, and, finally, as 

prim ary commercial immigrants, the Hausas, Yorubas, and Dioulas are found across 

states and have traded across W est Africa for over a  century. There is a natural flow 

o f  people into and out o f  boundary areas who are kith and kin in language and 

culture, hence the exchange o f  units and prospecting for better conditions. "The 

Mossi o f the U pper Volta migrated in large numbers to w ork in Ghana, the Ivory 

Coast, and parts o f D ahomey and M ali, chiefly for economic reasons."183 N ot only 

has migration remained, for decades, a characteristic feature o f  W est A frica’s 

societies, it is also obvious that the colonially-imposed geographical boundaries do not
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impede social and cultural interaction. M igration was almost inevitable arising from 

the geographical contiguity o f  the states and the marked tendency fo r migrants to 

move where they could better their lot in life.

There are two main types o f  migrations in Africa - tem porary (seasonal) 

migration and permanent migration. Temporary migration dates back to the colonial 

era when mines, plantations, and other European-administered farm s, required and 

hired laborers for as long as (but no m ore than) they needed them. The emphasis 

here was on north-south moves which conformed to the needs o f  the colonial powers 

in term s o f  their export-oriented economy and the development o f  more centers in the 

coastal belt than in the interior parts o f  the countries. These centers w ere attractive 

for labor absorption. This trend led to the widespread practice o f  labor mobility and 

migration. Since the colonial employers rarely paid enough for a  migrant w orker to 

move his entire family and establish new permanent residence, w orkers generally 

moved for shorter periods, leaving their families behind. Sometimes, especially in 

the case o f  agricultural labor, temporary migration assumed the form  o f  seasonal 

migration, contingent upon weather conditions. The rain, and hence the farming 

season, was limited to three o r four months in a  year, beyond which farm ers were 

underemployed and would wander elsewhere in search for work. In fact, this form of 

migration was most pronounced in the W est African subregion, w here the savanna 

belt permitted conditions for seasonal underemployment, but w ork was available in 

the mines o f  the forest belt o r in the cash crop farms producing coffee, cocoa, o r cola 

nuts.184
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Over the decades, however, tropical migration patterns in W est Africa have 

partly assumed a  m ore permanent feature. "A man in Burkina Faso might go south to 

the Ivory Coast to w ork for three dry-seasons in a  row . Finally, he m ight be able to 

move his family as w ell."185 This phenomenon has naturally generated profound 

changes in the population distribution o f  West Africa over time. F or instance, 

whereas in the 1920s, for all o f  W est Africa to the west o f  N igeria, the population o f 

the forest belt comprised approximately 33 percent o f  the regional total, by 1985, it 

was m ore than 50 percent. Indeed, m ore than 25 percent o f  the new-permanent 

population o f  the forest belt had migrated from the savanna belt and, in fact, for 

relatively m ore prosperous states like the Ivory Coast, this figure stood well over 50 

percent.186 M igration movements have also caused a  new m ixture o f  languages and 

since W est Africa has no well-developed African lingua franca to  serve the place o f 

Swahili, the tendency, especially for migrants in Ivory Coast, is for these people to 

switch to French as a  language.187

A large segment o f  migration shifts in W est Africa is seasonal o r semi

permanent and has a  significant influence on the populations o f  these states which is 

especially difficult to handle. In general, the direction o f  migration is towards the 

m ore developed coastal areas w here the sea ports, industrial centers, tree-crop 

plantations and mines provide greater opportunity for employment. Therefore, as a 

general trend, the landlocked states - Burkina Faso, M ali, and Niger - supply seasonal 

migrants to relatively m ore prosperous coastal states like Ghana, Nigeria, and Ivory 

Coast. The social im pact o f  these movements on specific countries is profound
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indeed. F o r example, the sparsely settled agricultural districts o f  southern Ivory 

Coast attract thousands o f  labor migrants from Burkina Faso and M ali. Ivoriens have 

maintained a  traditional laissez faire attitude towards immigrants and estimates are 

that Ivory Coast receives about 200,000 semi-permanent immigrants from both Mali 

and Guinea, and 400,000 from Burkina Faso, annually. Put together, these figures 

are equivalent to approximately 25 percent o f  the total Ivorien labor force,188 thus 

making Ivory Coast one o f  the main receiving areas o f  foreign workers in W est 

Africa.

In addition, for Ghana, not only did the national head-count o f  M arch-April 

1960 show that 12 percent o f  the population were immigrant aliens, it has been 

suggested that i f  the census had been conducted earlier in the year, estimates would 

have been higher since many immigrants had returned to their hom e states after the 

harvest.189 In a  1970 census o f  a population o f  about 8 .6  million, there were

562.000 foreign nationals, and 350,000 o f  these were foreign-born. They included

247.000 Togolese, 157,000 nationals o f  U pper Volta, and 56,000 N igerians.190 

The positive im pact o f  m igration in W est Africa may be evident in such

measures as the bilateral and multilateral agreements on the free movements o f 

persons, the abolition o f  visa requirem ents, and the ECOW AS protocol on free 

movement o f  persons. F o r example, as a  result o f  the establishment o f  ECOWAS 

and its protocol on free movement o f  peoples, the spatial mobility o f W est Africans 

has assumed higher proportions than ever before in the present decade.191
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T a b le  4 .1 0

Arrival of ECOWAS Citizens into Nigeria Through 
Recognized Routes from 1979-1982

Country 1979 1980
Year

1981 1982

Benin 11,255 49,814 27,724 25,495
Cape Verde 2 4 -
Guinea 2,856 2,378 2,196 2,640
Gambia 2,755 944 3,355 2,800
Ghana 38,229 80,583 80,686 86,366
Guinea-Bissau - - 3 -
Ivory Coast 1,763 4,052 3,486 2,091
Liberia 2,574 2,001 1,871 1,589
Mali 3,983 10,989 5,608 2,364
Mauritania 266 5 566 597
Niger 1,334 17,474 14,894 26,249
Togo 4,845 25,970 9,101 13,258
Senegal 3,275 6,488 1,208 2,740
S/Leone 2,118 1,873 1,498 2,636
Upper Volta 989 676 955 442
Total 76,202 203,258 153,155 169,267

Source; Statistics Section, Immigration Department Alagbon 
Close Ikoyi. See Also, A. A. Afolayan, "Immigration and 
Expulsion of ECOWAS Aliens in Nigeria," International 
Migration Review 22, 1 (1988); 11.
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However, negative feedback is generated by the mass exodus o f  aliens expelled from 

several W est African states. T he Ghanaian Aliens’ Compliance Order o f  1971 

witnessed mass expulsions o f  600,000 W est Africans w ithout valid residential permits 

between Decem ber 1969 and late 1971,192 which led to  anti-Ghanaian feelings in 

N igeria, Benin, Togo, and Burkina Faso. Other incidents w ere reported in Sierra 

Leone where approximately 8,000 Ghanaians w ere deported to protect local jobs in 

1968.193 M ore recently, because o f  growing economic hardships, N igeria expelled 

all illegal immigrants in  an unprecedented mass movement o f  peoples in the 

subregion, first, between January 17 and 31, 1983,194 and then on a lesser scale, 

between A pril and M ay 1985.,9S The free movement o f  wage-labor and self- 

employed migrants suffered a considerable set-back as a  result o f  these expulsions; 

these events may damage efforts to build cooperation in W est Africa.

4 . MILITARY AND STRATEGIC INTERACTIONS

In addition to political, economic, and social problem s, the W est African 

subregion has military and security concerns as well. One argument in this regard is 

that the establishment o f  an economic community o f states usually entails defence 

implications which transcend territorial borders.196 The social and economic 

conditions o f  members o f  any community can only be effectively improved in an
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atm osphere o f  peace and tranquility at both the regional and extra-regional levels. 

Indeed, the nature o f  perceived threat on the continent is usually such that every 

A frican state is confronted with the dual dilem m a o f  devising a security system that 

can serve to protect the regime from internal subversion, domestic uprising, or 

military coup, and to offer protection against possible outside attack.197 This 

military dimension in African politics has intensified since the mid-1970s and has 

been so acute as to  w arrant heavy security expenditure on the continent at large. Per 

capita m ilitary spending on the continent varies from $9 .4  in Tanzania to $163 in 

Libya, and, in 1981, total military expenditure by African states registered between 

$14 billion and $16 billion.198

Although Africa is the poorest o f the continents, it is estimated that the region 

has spent a  higher percentage o f  its earnings on defense than any o f  the other 

continents. W hereas in 1968, Africa was a  lightly armed region representing 4 

percent o f  all developing countries’ arms imports, ten years later, estimates had risen 

to 32 percent. In fact, spending on security had virtually doubled in real terms every 

two years and, by 1977, Africa’s military expenditure per soldier ($8,383) exceeded 

that o f  Latin A m erica ($5,621), South Asia ($2,380), and the Far East ($5,134).199 

O ne possible explanation for this trend is that m ore pressing than the problem o f 

external security, there is protection needed against internal insurrection, whether 

deriving from purely domestic dissatisfactions o r internal insurgency in the form o f 

popular revolts, military coups, o r even the impulsive action o f  an armed group of 

dissidents. However, military interactions in W est A frica are generally quite low and
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very dependent upon relations with states in the extra-African world.200 This fact 

has obviously militated against the development o f  high levels o f  interstate 

cooperation in m ilitary affairs in  the subregion.

The significance o f  military influences as important ingredients in the 

determination o f  foreign policy decisions should not be underestimated, even in W est 

A frica. The im portance o f  the m ilitary in the area is underscored by the high number 

o f  coups in the subregion. W ith the exception o f  Ivory Coast, Senegal, Cape Verde, 

and the Gambia, all W est African states have experienced at least one successful coup 

d ’dtat from 1956-1984 (see Table 4 .11). O f all the subregions in Africa, W est Africa 

recorded the highest num ber o f  military coups, counter coups, and threats o f  coup 

between 1956-1984. Only three W est African states, namely Senegal, Gambia, and 

Ivory Coast have avoided a  successful military takeover while Benin, Ghana, Nigeria, 

and Burkina Faso represent four o f  the eight most coup-prone states in Africa. The 

observation that W est Africa is "the region par excellence o f  the military coup 

d ’dtat"201 is further supported by the fact that o f  the 16 memberstates o f  ECOW AS, 

no less than 11 w ere under military rule as o f  May 1985. Even m ore significantly, 

this num ber represented m ore than one-half o f the military regimes o f  the whole of 

Africa. The result is that in this kaleidoscopic atmosphere, W est African leaders, 

military o r civilians, progressive o r conservative, feel very insecure.202 On April 3, 

1984, for example, the Guinean armed forces announced that they had seized power 

three days after the burial o f  President Sdkou Tourd, then chairman o f  ECOWAS.
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T a b le  4 . 1 1

Rank Order of West African States by their Total 
Military Involvement Scores (T.M.I.S.),

1 January 1956 to 30 April 1984

Attempted Reported 
Rank State T.M.I.S. Coups Coups Plots

1 Ghana 55 5 6 13
2 Benin 42 6 3 3
3 Burkina Faso 30 5 1 2
4 Nigeria 25 4 1 2
5 Niger 18 1 4 1
6 Mauritania 16 2 1 3
7 Sierra Leone 16 2 1 3
8 Guinea 16 1 1 7
9 Togo 14 2 - 4
10 Liberia 13 1 - 8
11 G/Bissau 9 1 1 1
12 Mali 9 1 - 4
13 Ivory Coast 3 - - 3
14 Senegal 3 - 1 -
15 Cape Verde 0 - - -
16 Gambia 0 _ - -

Source: Adapted from Africa Coup Project Event Files, Tempe; 
see also Patrick McGowan and Thomas Johnson, "African 
Military Coups d'Etat and Underdevelopment: A Quantitative 
Historical Analysis," Journal of Modern African Studies 22,
4 (1984): 638.
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Such unpredictable events have significant implications fo r ECOW AS since states that 

suffer from chronic instability will probably have serious difficulty in pursuing any 

solid strategy for economic development and grow th.

There are other aspects o f  military behavior which may influence the foreign 

policies o f  W est A frican states. An example is the international implication o f 

military coups and its overall effects on intra-African diplomacy. W ill military coups, 

for instance, spill over frontiers to  protect friendly regimes, o r will they be confined 

within domestic borders? It can be argued that military coups may lead to tensions 

and strains between states as was the case of the Ghanaian coup o f  1966. There is 

also the issue o f the encouragement o f  subversive activities by a  neighboring state. 

M ilitary training camps w ere established by Nkrumah in the 1960s to train opponents 

o f  governments in  Cameroon, N iger, Ivory Coast, and N igeria how to subvert these 

governments.203 Similarly, in m ore recent times, the Ghanaian and Burkinabe 

governments have been accused by Togo (amongst counter-charges) o f  subversive 

activities. It is reported that the Ghanaian leader, Jerry Rawlings, has survived at 

least 10 abortive coup attempts by Lome-based Ghanaian dissidents since assuming 

power in 1981.204

Thus, military coups may also influence interactions in W est Africa by 

reinforcing the feeling o f  insecurity o f  political leaders and making them more 

inward-looking and less likely to regard any attempts at increased regional 

cooperation in their favor. F o r example, Liberia’s long delay in ratifying the 

ECOWAS protocol on ffee-movement o f persons was largely due to that state’s
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general feeling o f  insecurity following the bloody overthrow o f  President Tolbert - a 

popular leader in W est Africa and then chairman o f  the OAU - in April 1980. 

L ikewise, the same feeling o f insecurity constrained Ghana to capriciously close its 

borders after the D ecem ber 1981 coup d ’dtat in flagrant breach o f  the spirit and letter 

o f  the ECOW AS idea. The same can be said about the prolonged closure o f 

N igeria’s borders by the military leaders that overthrew the civilian administration in 

D ecem ber 1983.

Successful m ilitary coups may lead to various forms o f international resistance 

that may ham per the effectiveness o f  a  regim e internationally. In W est Africa, an 

example o f  such difficulties was the 1966 military coup in Ghana and the subsequent 

dispute concerning the legitimate representatives o f  Ghana at the OAU conference in 

Addis Ababa. A similar example was the difficulty Liberia encountered in gaining 

international recognition following the 1980 coup. In short, the overthrow o f a 

government belonging to  a  regional grouping may result in other memberstates 

treating the new regim e as a  pariah, particularly where close personal links had been 

maintained by the form er leader.205 The Liberia coup precipitated a  series o f  events 

that estranged Liberia from  ECOWAS and also strained relations between Liberia and 

other W est African states. ECOWAS heads o f  state excluded the new Liberian 

leader, Samuel Doe, from the May 1980 summit meeting in Lome, even though Doe 

was already in the Togolese capital. In retaliation, D oe announced the suspension o f 

L iberia’s membership o f  ECOWAS and recalled the country’s envoys to Nigeria, 

Senegal, and Sierra Leone. Therefore, under certain conditions, a  change in regim e
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by military overthrow may negatively affect interstate relations w ithin a  subregion.

It is possible to  distinguish between two forms o f  military interactions: 

negative (or conflictual) interactions involving the use o f  force, and m ore positive 

interactions involving cooperation in strategic matters. In  negative military 

interactions, the show o f  force and direct invasion are familiar techniques by which 

nations can influence the behavior o f  others. Organized violence in term s o f  frequent 

border clashes is one m ore visible form  o f  m ilitary interaction in a  region. The 

military strength o f  states in W est Africa is almost generally equal except in situations 

like Senegal in relation to  Gambia o r Nigeria in relation to Benin. W ith the more or 

less equal m ilitary weakness o f African states, one could justifiably conclude that the 

prospect o f  any one state mounting a  successful attack upon its neighbor is very 

remote. However, to suggest this is not to argue that there are no sporadic outbreaks 

o f  warfare (in the form  o f  border incidents involving troops) in the W est African 

subregion, especially when such issues as the settlement o f  specific border claims are 

involved. Examples o f  states that have made territorial claims against other states 

abound. Threats concerning territorial and boundary disputes have arisen from the 

lack o f  properly delimited boundaries by the former colonial map-makers o f the 

nineteenth century. Burkina Faso has been subjected to  pressure from  both M ali and 

Ghana; Togo and Ghana have had a  continuing border dispute relating to ethnic 

claims; and attempts by Benin and N iger to resolve a  dispute over possession o f  a 

five-mile-long L ete Island in the River N iger led to a  near rupture in relations.206 

In addition, there have been several offshore boundary conflicts, including the dispute
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between Guinea-Bissau, Guinea, and Senegal over the control o f  waters believed to 

contain exploitable oil deposits and fish stocks. There is also a  general increase in the 

ability o f  national armed forces to take action outside their own countries. The 

border crisis between S ierra Leone and Liberia in M arch 1983 almost developed into 

a  w ar. Furtherm ore, colonially drawn maps led to warfare between M ali and Burkina 

Faso tw ice - in 1975 and in 1986.207

Positive m ilitary interactions, on the other hand, take the form o f  cooperative 

m ilitary engagements between African states. Although there are intra-regional 

pledges o f  military assistance between Francophone states, these are generally quite 

low .208 There are examples o f  bilateral defense accords and security agreements 

such as the one between Sierra Leone and Guinea. In 1971, Guinean troops assisted 

the faltering regim e o f  Siaka Stevens in Sierra Leone by intervening to  restore order. 

Guinean troops were also used to  help restore order in Liberia during riots in 

1979 aw M ore recently, in 1980, Senegalese troops intervened in the Gambia (at 

the request o f  ousted President Jawara) to quell a  coup.210 W ithin the wider context 

o f  ECOW AS, there was the multilateral adoption o f  a  non-aggression pact in April 

1978211 and a  protocol relating to  mutual assistance in matters o f  defence in June 

1981.212 Collective defence is based here on the proximity o f  members to  one 

another and their susceptibility to common security problems. The defense protocol 

will allow an ECOW AS allied defense force to be called into existence to  meet any 

aggression from outside the subsystem against an ECOWAS m em berstate.213

But military interaction among W est African states is limited by the fact that
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most o f  these states have defense pacts with the m ajor pow ers, especially with 

France. There is  a  proliferation o f  a  network o f  military alliances with foreign 

powers in Africa especially among the Francophone group o f  states. Although they 

continue to  stress the necessity o f  developing an independent intra-African security 

system, African states, in general, and the Francophone states, in particular, are 

considerably dependent upon European-based and oriented security systems o f  which 

the former colonial powers are members. Most o f  the W est African states turn to the 

great powers for arms and ammunition and for security against domestic upheavals. 

Interstate relations in W est Africa have therefore been marked by greater dependence 

on the outside world which has militated against the development o f  intra-African 

cooperation in m ilitary affairs.214 Among other matters, this external dimension o f 

regional cooperation is the focus o f  the next chapter.
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EXTERNAL INFLUENCES IN  WEST A FRICAN COOPERATION 

Introduction

As a subregion o f  the African continent, W est Africa is not an isolated area 

and does not therefore operate in a  vacuum. It interacts actively with other areas in 

the international system. T he purpose o f  this chapter is to evaluate these external 

linkages in W est A frica by reviewing the relations between the subregion and extra- 

A frican pow ers.1 Consequently, the chapter will analyze the economic, political, and 

military linkages between W est African states and selected great powers. The basic 

assumption here is that the role o f  the great powers is very significant in the area. 

The great powers are, o f  course, not a  monolithic entity. W hile they are generally 

industrialized countries with various levels o f technological development, the fact 

remains that they are not all equally relevant in terms o f  the colonial experiences o f 

African states.2 Furtherm ore, they are broadly split into two major blocs in terms of 

their socioeconomic systems. T he Sino-Soviet split has led to a  further division 

w ithin the communist bloc. T o accommodate this and other indicators o f 

heterogeneity, this chapter will examine the role o f  six world powers in term s o f a 

series o f  case studies. Specifically, we will concentrate on relations o f  W est African 

states with France, Britain, the United States, the Soviet Union, China, and W est 

G erm any.3
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The nature o f  external relations in W est A frica is bidirectional, indicating 

movements from  extra-African actors to W est A frican states, and from  African states 

to the great powers as w ell. But there is considerable intrusion o f the developing 

states by foreign powers. The general tendency has been for A frican states’ foreign 

policies to  attem pt to  lim it external penetration and constrain external pressures while 

seeking sources o f  support, often at the cost o f compromising elements o f  autonomy.4 

Despite the occasionally conflictual process o f  transition to independence, relations 

between the newly independent African states and form er colonial powers have 

remained close and cordial. This observation is manifested politically through the 

regular diplomatic consultation, multilateral diplomatic exchanges both through the 

British Commonwealth o f  nations and the Francophone grouping o f  states; formal 

military agreements which grant permission to station military personnel and bases on 

African territory; and cultural exchanges (including immigration and citizenship). 

African states are not equally attached to their form er colonial centers. In fact, post

colonial relations show considerable variation in that some African states are more 

heavily dependent on their former colonial mentors than others. Notably, the former 

French colonies in Africa have remained linked to France by tighter institutional 

arrangements than states previously controlled by other European powers. M ost 

former French colonies concluded direct military and security agreements with France 

as part o f  the independence bargain, and accepted economic, technical, and financial 

arrangements "that formally institutionalized French control o f  their development as 

newly independent states."5
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French Policies in Africa

France is probably the most active and influential non-African pow er in the 

W est African subregion. T he country has an organic and "special relationship"6 with 

its form er African colonies since the latter represent a  significant sphere o f  influence 

solidified by a  complex and close network o f political, economic, cultural, and 

military relationships.7 From  the onset, France appeared to lay a  determined siege 

on African states in general and Francophone W est Africa in particular. For instance, 

in the 1960s and 1970s, France was involved in the struggle for pow er, all over the 

continent, especially in the French-speaking areas. In 1964, under a  special clause 

providing for assistance in the maintenance o f  law and order, French troops 

intervened in Gabon after President Leon M ba was overthrown in what initially was a 

successful military coup.8 Earlier, in 1958, French policy included semi-official 

interventions designed at de-stabilizing such regimes as that o f  S6kou Tour6, whose 

courageous demand for independence was resented as an ideological challenge to 

continuing French presence in A frica.9

Another well documented policy-m ove concerned N igeria during its civil war 

(1967-1970). D e Gaulle’s policy o f support for Biafra in 1968-1969 was largely 

motivated by geopolitical considerations and was intended to  dismantle the Nigerian 

state, which was considered as a  pole o f  attraction (and thus a potential threat) to the 

preservation o f  French influence in the neighboring Francophone states.10 There has 

been an increase in French military involvement over the years. F o r example, France 

was involved in the Chadian crisis (from 1977 onwards); in the Central African
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Em pire (where, in 1980, it dislodged the tyrannical regim e o f  Em peror Jean-Bedel 

Bokassa); and in Zaire’s Shaba invasions (first indirectly in 1977, and m ore directly a 

year later) where French assistance facilitated the deployment o f  about 250 Belgian 

paratroopers mainly to quell political disturbances; in M auritania (during 1978); and 

French complicity was also strongly alleged when a  group o f  mercenaries attempted 

to invade Benin in 1977. A proposal was made by France following the Shaba 

invasions fo r the establishment o f a  pan-African intervention force.11 M ore recently, 

when the Togolese army reportedly thwarted a  coup attem pt orchestrated by two o f its 

"radical" neighbors, France sent 150 men from its rapid deployment force to Lome as 

military assistance.12 The multiplicity o f  French interventions in Africa reflect the 

persistence o f  a  strong French interest in the affairs o f  the continent. "O f all the 

major non-African powers, France has been most disposed to  impose its will on 

independent OAU states and the least inclined to be concerned about African 

reactions."13 I t is indeed one strange fact o f  international politics that France’s 

blatant and most casual interference in Africa’s affairs earns it less opprobrium than 

that o f  other external powers, especially Britain.

French Political Influence in W est Africa

W ith the exception o f  Guinea which, under Sdkou Tourd, in September 1958, 

had voted "non" to a  proposition that it  should plunge into the French W est African 

Community, French policy in the subregion in the late 1950s and in the 1960s 

involved cultivating friendly and close relations with African states.14 Since 1960,
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successive French presidents have considered it particularly im portant to preserve the 

close relations with Africa; a  remarkable continuity may be observed in this respect. 

F rench diplomatic policy in Africa focused on ensuring the political unity o f 

Francophone Africa. This was particularly true o f D e Gaulle w ho, in the 1960s, 

advocated the unity o f  French-speaking states, which was reflected in the regional 

alliances in W est Africa in the Brazzaville Group. One measure o f  the ties between 

France and her satellites in Africa is the annual Franco-African summits which serve 

as an avenue for socialization among the various elites, French and African. Another 

measure o f  the historical ties between France with Francophone Africa is reflected in 

the incessant and frequent visits undertaken by French presidents and ministers to 

their satellites in W est Africa.

Political relations range from such acts as the occasional visits o f  the French 

president to Benin, Senegal, and M auritania to the actual resumption o f  diplomatic 

relations with Guinea after 10 years o f  suspension. The pattern o f  presidential visits 

was maintained in the 1970s although, more recently, there has been a  token attempt 

a t including non-Francophone African states. For example, in a  rapprochement with 

that country, President Valery Giscard d ’Estaing visited Guinea (the first state visit 

since D e G aulle’s 20 years earlier) at the end o f 19781S while his Foreign Secretary, 

Oliver Stim , visited Liberia, Sierra Leone, Guinea-Bissau, Gambia, and Cape Verde 

Islands.16 As was reportedly expressed by an official o f  the French Foreign 

M inistry, the presidential tour o f  W est Africa represented "the new orientation of 

French policy in Africa [which] was to extend beyond the hitherto limited confines o f
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francophone A frica."17 There was also the visit by President M itterrand, in 1986, to 

Niger, Ivory Coast, Guinea, M ali, Burkina Faso, and Senegal, which was prim arily 

aimed at reassuring traditional partners in the Francophone countries o f  continuity 

with past policies.18 These interactions are not one-sided, however. A lmost all the 

Francophone A frican leaders visited Paris. I t  is not an exaggeration, therefore, to 

suggest that in terms o f  political influence, France is probably the most im portant 

non-African actor in the W est African subregion today.

French Economic Influence

W ithin the economic sphere, both France and the Francophone W est African 

states are "cemented together by the F ranc zone, French budgetary aids and the extent 

o f  trade relations."19 French economic and financial ties in Africa are thus strongly 

enhanced by the fact that Francophone African states operate within the franc zone, 

through which France maintains and preserves a  firm  control over the economic and 

monetary policies o f  her form er colonies.20 At independence, the French 

government created two multilateral central banks as a  mechanism to group and 

control the economies o f  its form er colonies in W est and Equatorial Africa - the 

Banaue Centrale des Etats de rA friq u e  de 1’Quest (BCEAO), grouping Senegal, Ivory 

Coast, Upper Volta (now Burkina Faso), Dahomey (now Benin), Niger, and 

M auritania, and the Banque Centrale des Etats de rA friq u e  Eauatoriale et du 

Cam eroon, later renamed the Banque des Etats de rA friq u e  Centrale. grouping 

Congo, Gabon, the Central African Republic, Chad, and Cameroon. These banks
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created a  uniform currency tied to the French franc and w ere placed under the overall 

control o f  the French treasury. In  term s o f  financial operations, while the two central 

banks regulated the currencies o f  the countries listed above, each o f  the states 

maintained a  separate account with the French treasury for the purposes o f  

international financial transactions, including the financing o f  trade.21 T he obvious 

implication o f  this is  that these states have become financially dependent on the franc 

monetary system controlled from Paris. F o r example, in 1969, when F rance devalued 

the franc all her form er colonies except Guinea22 followed accordingly. Thus, the 

CFA  franc guaranteed by F rance remains the currency o f  international transactions, 

while foreign exchange earned by exports is secured by the French treasury.23

French aid and loans are another instrument o f influence and control over 

Francophone W est African states. France operates two main agencies in this regard: 

the Fonds d ’A ide et Cooperation (FAC) and Caisse Centrale de Cooperation 

Economique (CCCE), the distinction here being that FAC is a  state budgetary agency 

while the CCCE is a  public financing body on commercial lines. French aid and 

loans go principally to Togo, Niger, M ali, Burkina Faso, Senegal, Benin, M auritania, 

and Ivory Coast. In absolute term s, F rance is the second largest aid donor o f  the 

OECD countries (after the U nited States) followed by W est G erm any, Britain, and 

Japan. As a  percentage o f  G NP, however, figures for 1980 place it in the first 

position (0.64 percent), followed by W est Germany (0.44 percent), Britain (0.35 

percent), Japan (0.32 percent), and the United States (0.27 percent).24 In fact, in the 

M itterrand government, pledges to an overall increase in overseas aid from  0 .36
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percent o f  F rance’s GDP in 1980 to 0 .7  percent by 1988 were reiterated.25 

Nevertheless, African states should exercise caution since bilateral foreign aid may be 

a mixed blessing as its cost may indeed outweigh its perceived benefits. Indeed, 

foreign aid may compromise national interest by permitting, on the basis o f  quid pro 

quo, the establishment o f foreign military bases thereby leading to partial surrender o f 

a  state’s right to  pursue independent domestic and foreign policies.26

In terms o f  trade relations, F rance also maintains significant ties with 

Francophone states including Niger where, in 1982, France accepted to buy uranium 

at a  price above that o f  the international market. Earlier, together with the Ivorien 

president, French President Georges Pompidou had publicly supported the 

Francophone initiatives towards the establishment o f  the Communaut6 Economique de 

l ’Afrique de l ’Ouest (CEAO) which took place in Abidjan in 1973, mainly in order to 

counterbalance N igeria’s mounting influence in the subregion.27 The economies o f 

France’s African colonies are notoriously bound to the metropole with hoops o f  iron. 

Colonial agricultural products are subsidized and provided with a  guaranteed market 

and France, in turn, monopolizes these markets through the CFA franc.28

In recent times, however, there has been a  subtle shift in French economic 

policy in the subregion (and indeed in  the entire continent) from the Francophone 

states to any state at all. Thus, France has been courting Anglophone W est African 

states assiduously and, more recently, France has tended to pay less attention to 

"traditional" linguistic barriers. "French ministers have been making more frequent 

visits to Anglophone countries in East and W est Africa; N igeria has now become
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France’s m ajor trading partner in Africa south o f the Sahara and north o f  South 

A frica".29 The French M inister o f industry visited N igeria, in 1975,30 specifically 

for the purpose o f  trade prom otion, and this was later reciprocated by the Nigeria 

industries commissioner in the same year31 which finally culminated, several years 

later, into the signing o f  trade agreements.32 In 1975, N igeria becam e France’s 

biggest trading partner in  sub-Saharan Africa and then Senegal’s President, Sddar 

Senghor, "complained the year before that ’France is m ore dynamic in Nigeria than in 

francophone black African countries.” '33 French exports to N igeria doubled between 

1975 and 1978. By 1980, Nigeria had become France’s thirteenth biggest customer 

in the world and, in  1981, France’s third largest oil supplier.34

French M ilitary Interests

It is perhaps in its military relations with African states that France is strongest 

and most notorious "with troops still stationed in several African countries."35 

Indeed, one o f  the most difficult aspects o f French policy in A frica is the military 

aspect, particularly the question o f  whether intervention should be initiated in a state 

to support a  regim e against threats o f internal subversion.36 Unlike other external 

actors, and in a  m anner that depicts outright contempt for African states, F rance has 

no qualms about military intervention in support o f  h er satellites in Africa. France 

and the various Francophone W est African states are joined by a  series o f  bilateral 

military accords which may be subdivided into two categories. F irst, bilateral defense 

treaties, which include an entire gamut o f military activity such as the use o f  French
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institutions for training military personnel, weapons supply, intervention o f French 

troops to restore order and to  defend governments during crises, and a  wide spectrum 

o f m ilitary aid activities. Such agreements, which have endured, include those signed 

w ith the Central African Republic and Gabon (1960), Ivory Coast (1961), Comoro 

Islands (1973), and Senegal and Cameroon (1974). On the dimension o f  actual 

com mitment o f  troops in the continent, F rance has prevented the governments o f 

M auritania, Chad, and Zaire from falling. Indeed, some o f  the countries in which 

F rance maintains military bases are in W est Africa. France maintains military bases 

in Senegal,37 Ivory Coast,38 Gabon, and Djibouti, and it is in the process o f 

constructing another base (at Bouar) in the Central African Empire.

The second variety o f  bilateral m ilitary accord with France is technical 

cooperation agreements, the basic distinction being that this facet does not cover 

direct French military involvement. In W est Africa, Burkina Faso (1961), Benin 

(1975), M auritania (1976), M ali (1977) and N iger (1977) have signed agreements o f 

this nature. F rench military activities range from the signing o f  cooperation and 

military assistance agreements, for example, w ith Senegal in 1975,39 to the actual 

engagem ent in jo in t military maneuvers with Togo,40 Senegal,41 and Ivory 

C oast.42 In the 1980s, defence agreements w ere still in force between F rance, Ivory 

C oast, Djibouti, Gabon, the Central African Republic, Reunion, M ayotte, Senegal, 

and Togo. In W est Africa, French troops are also stationed in m ilitary bases located 

in Senegal and Ivory Coast, at their own request, but essentially to serve the political, 

economic, and cultural interests o f  France.43
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But France has no qualms about extending this second variety o f  military 

cooperation agreements to include direct m ilitary activity involving the actual 

application o f  force. F o r instance, although it has no direct defence treaties with 

Zaire and Chad, France has been conspicuously involved in those countries in recent 

years. Indeed, F rance has a  special force d ’intervention in southern F rance and has, 

since 1964, developed this m obile interventionist force, on call at short notice, to 

serve as reserve in case o f  emergency. T he 11th A irborne Division also maintains a 

forward element on permanent alert in Senegal, complete with paratroop, marine, 

infantry, and artillery brigades. I t  is also equipped with seaborne, amphibious, and 

armed elements and has approximately 220 aircrafts at its disposal.44 Based at Pau 

in the south o f France, the Forces d ’Action Rapide (FAR), comprising 47,000 men, 

can be mobilized under 48 hours for action anyw here in Francophone African region 

and in little more tim e the French Foreign Legion in its bases in France, Djibouti, 

and M ayotte can also be ready.45

British Policies in W est Africa

In their approach to bilateral relations with W est African states, the national 

styles o f  British and French post-colonial policies are in sharp contrast with one 

another. W hereas the "special relationship" between France and Francophone Africa 

continues to be guaranteed by a  series o f bilateral political, economic, and military 

treaties, since the abrogation o f  the Anglo-Nigerian D efence Pact, there has been no 

British equivalent in W est Africa.46 Irrespective o f  the nature o f  contemporary
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Anglo-African relations, there are certainly no residual imperial commitments that 

com pare with those that exist in  the Falkland Islands and which, under foreseeable 

circumstances, will appear likely to  lead to the projection into A frica o f  British 

military power.47 In addition, whereas France remains the powerful pivot o f  a  

cultural area that is predicated upon the French language, by contrast, Britain has 

surrendered its global preeminence to another English-speaking nation, the United 

States, whose traditional anti-colonialist posture was compatible with the "economic 

and cultural competition with Britain to influence Commonwealth Africa. Indeed, 

much o f  the recent historiography o f  the post-war period suggests that it has positively 

acquired it."48 F o r political reasons, the former British colonies set about 

consciously diversifying their external relations, in order to reduce dependence on 

Britain. In addition, since the United States had greater resources a t its disposal, it 

established in educational as well as in economic and political matters a  rival, and in 

some cases a  much stronger, magnetic field o f attraction.49

Nevertheless, Britain still occupies an important place in the foreign policies o f 

Anglophone W est African states sharing some measure o f  economic links, political 

relations, and cultural affinity. Since granting independence to Ghana in 1937 and to 

Nigeria, Sierra Leone, and Gambia in the early to mid-1960s, a  large chunk o f 

Britain’s political relations with W est Africa is still reflected within the 

Commonwealth o f  Nations. Although it may be suggested that the Commonwealth 

represents an English language post-imperial association,50 equal emphasis may be 

placed on the multilateral character o f  the organization. Rather than merely serving
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as a  forum  for maintaining and perpetuating British privileges and post-colonial 

influence, the Commonwealth is most active as an informal lobby on general north- 

south economic and political issues.31 In  the Lusaka Commonwealth conference o f  

August 1979, fo r example, pressure was applied on Britain by Anglophone African 

states on the issue o f  majority rule in Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe). Among the 

countries that pressured Britain was N igeria which, through its oil weapon, announced 

at the eve o f  the conference the acquisition o f  all the 22.5 percent equity shares o f  the 

British Petroleum  (BP) marketing company in addition to expelling its expatriate 

staff.32 Although the official reason for this nationalization was to prevent N igeria’s 

oil from being shipped to South Africa,33 it was clear that the action was taken to 

coincide with the Lusaka conference in order to pressure the new British conservative 

government into revising its Rhodesian policy. It is uncertain whether N igeria’s 

action singularly caused the later reversal in British policy, since pressure from other 

members o f  the Commonwealth may have influenced the British decision, and since 

London may have been unwilling to lose its economic position in Nigeria to other 

W estern com petitors.34

In terms o f  trade relations, Britain has its largest investment in Africa (perhaps 

outside the Republic o f South Africa) in  W est Africa. Britain is the single largest 

foreign investor in Nigeria providing 40 percent o f total investment (and 28 percent o f 

all British exports to  OPEC countries) in 1978.33 British aid and private investments 

are heavily concentrated in N igeria (approximately 500 million pounds) and South 

Africa. N igeria jum ped from being Britain’s 12th largest m arket in the world to
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being its 5th outside Europe with the emergence o f  o il, and the Nigerian market has 

become even m ore important than South A frica’s .56 However, within 

Commonwealth Africa, Southern and East African countries have obtained the lion’s 

share o f  British aid transfers. W hereas Southern and East A frican countries took 38.5 

million and 23.4 m illion pounds, respectively, in 1977, W est Africa received 13.5 

million pounds.57 Sim ilarly, o f  all W orld Bank loans to  developing countries in 

1980, the UK share was ju st over 6  percent; in East Africa, it  was 16.4 percent and, 

in W est Africa, 9 percent. This relatively low aid figures for W est Africa reflect two 

realities: first, that countries like the Gambia and Sierra Leone, which have been 

highly dependent on British assistance have very small budgets, and second, that 

N igeria decided after the quadrupling o f the oil prices in 1974 against seeking capital 

aid from the U K  and other m ajor donors.58

U,§,-Afrfcan Relations

Although the trend is currently changing, for historical reasons, the U .S . has 

long deferred to its NATO allies on African matters, relying instead on the sub

imperial role o f  the form er colonial powers.59 Contrasted with Britain, France, and 

Germany, U .S . interaction with W est Africa was largely limited before W orld W ar II 

to episodic links with Liberia and to  distortions inherent in  the trans-Atlantic slave 

trade.60 The U .S . had three full-scale diplomatic posts south o f the Sahara, in Addis 

Ababa, M onrovia, and P retoria (plus a consulate-general in Cape Town) before W orld 

W ar II.61 The basic elements o f  A merica’s policy during the colonial period
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generally included the priority o f  international (specifically European) political 

alliances for the U .S ., while a t the same time urging the wisdom o f  decolonization on 

Europe.62 The U .S . was generally opposed to radical political movements in 

A frica.63

However, the experience o f  Africans in W orld W ar n ,64 coupled with the 

Allied Powers war tim e declaration to respect the fundamental rights o f  all peoples to 

choose their form o f  government, intensified nationalist aspirations for self- 

determination and independence in Africa. Specifically, Franklin Roosevelt had 

criticized the colonial powers (particularly Britain) for their role in Africa and, with 

its own history o f  rebellion against a  colonial power, America was perceived as a 

natural supporter o f  nationalist aspirations in the region. With the Truman 

administration, however, the U .S . policy in Africa was brought back in line with 

European thinking. For example, T rum an’s Secretary o f  State, Dean Acheson, saw 

A frica as a  pawn in the Cold W ar that was primarily W estern Europe’s responsibility 

to control.

Trum an’s successor, Dwight Eisenhower, did not even mention Africa in his 

first inaugural address in 1953, and his State department (under his Secretary o f  State, 

John Foster Dulles) cut U .S . diplomatic representation on the continent by 40 

percent.65 It was not until after independence began that the U .S . moved to increase 

its direct diplomatic ties with various African states. Leading the U .S . delegation for 

the celebration o f  G hana’s independence on March 6, 1957, the then V ice President, 

Richard Nixon, proceeded to tour various independent African states (few in number
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at that time). In his report to President Eisenhower on April 7, 1957, Nixon 

recommended the creation within the U .S . Department o f  S tate o f  a  bureau o f  African 

affairs. Admist some opposition from Congress and within the State Department 

itself, such a  bureau was created on August 20, 1958.66 In Decem ber 1960, acting 

upon the request o f  H arold Macmillan (who was him self edging many colonies toward 

independence), the Eisenhower Administration abstained on a  general vote in the 

United Nations condemning colonialism. Even after the independence o f  African 

states, Eisenhower chose not to name separate ambassadors to  each o f  the newly 

independent states. This was the case especially in the French African territories and 

was done partly out o f  deference to French sensibilities.

T he arrival o f  John F . Kennedy in the W hite House, in  1961, changed U .S .- 

African relations considerably. Kennedy already had a  reputation for understanding 

the African perspective during his tenure as chairman o f  the Senate African Affairs 

Subcommittee. One o f  the first measures o f the Kennedy Administration was to 

decide that each African state would have its own ambassador. Espousing a  policy o f 

"Africa for Africans," Kennedy asserted that "the people o f  A frica are more 

interested in development than they are in doctrine. They are m ore interested in 

achieving a  direct decent standard o f living than in following the standards o f either 

East o r W est."67 Consequently, the U .S . sent Peace Corps volunteers to aid 

development in A frica (and elsewhere in the developing world) and, in return, there 

was a  deluge o f  visits by African leaders to the W hite House.

But for most part o f  the 1960s, the U .S. generally supported those African
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states which expressed commitment to liberal democracy and a  conservative 

inclination - a  counterpoise to the more radical movement o f  Kwame Nkrumah whose 

professed philosophies o f  non-alignment and pan-Africanism it interpreted as overlaid 

M arxism .68 Sim ilarly, for several years, partly in deference to the French position, 

pan-Africanist Guinea was cautiously perceived as a  potential African bridgehead for 

world communism. T he U .S . was consequently "tardy in recognizing Guinea’s 

independence, and also ignored its request for a  shipment o f  arm s."69 However, this 

verdict was called into question when, in  1961, Guinea expelled the Soviet 

ambassador fo r alleged involvement in its internal affairs. Consequently, American 

aid rapidly increased. By 1964, the U .S . had granted economic and financial aid o f 

about $24 million to Guinea and American companies were also showing keen interest 

in the rich deposits o f  Guinean bauxite. However, in 1966, when U .S . economic and 

financial aid was at its peak,70 Tourd ordered the American ambassador, Robert 

Mellvane, in Conakry placed under house arrest for U .S . refusal to secure the release 

o f  a  Guinean delegation detained in Accra during a  stop-over o f  a Pan-American 

Airways on which they were traveling.71

In the 1970s and 1980s, the U .S. had still not properly understood the 

inappropriateness o f  imposing bipolar ideological labels on African nationalism. For 

example, President Fo rd ’s bid (through a  confidential letter) to persuade African 

states not to recognize the Soviet-backed M PLA movement in Angola on the eve o f 

the OAU special summit scheduled for January 1976 deeply offended several African 

countries, including Nigeria, whose government actually published contents o f  the
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letter.72 On three occasions during 1976 the U .S . Secretary o f  State, Henry 

Kissinger, proposed visiting Nigeria to  discuss initiatives for solution to  the southern 

African conflict and on three occasions, the Nigerian government refused. In 

addition, Ghana also withdrew an earlier agreement to  receive Kissinger after the 

N igerian decision not to do so.73 "The issue was clear then, as it has been since: 

N igeria w ill see the South African government as the foremost enemy o f  Africa; and 

it will not support any government o r movement in Africa who supports South Africa. 

I t  will not understand the American argument, that comes and goes like the tide, that 

the main threat to A frica is  a  communist southern Africa, and the most important 

enemies are the Soviet Union and Cuba. W henever that argument gains primacy over 

majority rule and human rights issues then relations between the U .S . and Nigeria 

(and other African states) will w orsen."74

U.S .-A frican rapprochement emerged after Jimmy C arter’s election in 

November 1976 and the appointment o f  Andrew Young as the first black ambassador 

to the U N . T he C arter Administration had assumed office intent on emphasizing 

north-south relations, and with the view that Africa’s problems be seen first as 

African, whatever other perspectives might later com e into play.75 In late M arch 

1978, the U .S . President went on a  state visit to  Africa - the first tim e ever for an 

American president - which included several countries in W est Africa. A t the end o f 

the C arter administration, however, U .S.-A frican relations changed and there was a 

reassertion o f  the old bipolar system with vengeance. The incoming Reagan 

administration found this reassertion congenial with the world view that emphasized
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the transcendent salience o f  east-west relations. The Reagan administration was 

resolutely ideological in its view o f  international relations and in  its approach to  Third 

W orld issues and north-south issues were considered relevant only to  the extent that 

they w ere a  function o f  east-west relations.76

T rade and investment between the U .S . and W est Africa concentrates heavily 

on N igeria. A fter Asia (Japan), W est Africa (Nigeria) gave the U .S . the largest 

balance o f  payments deficit over oil imports.77 Although receiving only passing 

mention in the economic missions in 1961, the Arab oil boycott and the subsequent 

quadrupling o f  oil prices spurred Nigeria to second place among U .S . oil suppliers 

providing nearly 14 percent o f  imports in the early 1970s. By 1972, "Nigeria was 

already the United States’s third largest supplier o f  crude oil, moving by 1974 into 

second place, a  position it occupied until 1982." By 1975, one scholar could note 

that "U .S. economic stakes in Nigeria are now as great as in South Africa and 

growing faster,"78 thus suggesting the potential o f a  Nigerian-South African 

economic counterpoise. Ghana, Guinea, and particularly Liberia also rank very 

highly among A frican states in terms o f American investments and economic 

importance largely due, in the latter’s case, to the Firestone interests, foreign ship 

lines, and other investments as well.79 T he importance placed on Liberia is 

underscored by the fact that the U .S . has granted it extensive credit including a  grant 

o f  $12 million in 1984 for debt services.80 In the latter phase o f  the Reagan 

administration, economic relations with W est Africa were determined mainly by 

economic size and the ideological compatibility. Thus, in January 1987, a  visit by
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then Secretary o f  S tate, George Shultz, was carefully confined to  Senegal, Ivory 

Coast, Liberia, and N igeria with the object o f  extolling the virtues o f  free market and 

opposition to Libya’s subversion.81

In term s o f  military relations, after W orld W ar n , "the United States entered 

into a  m ilitary agreement with Liberia by which the United States promised to come 

to the defence o f  L iberia in case o f  an external attack."82 At least one major factor 

for the harmonious Libero-American relations since the end o f  the W orld W ar was 

the long tenure o f President W illiam Tubman, who was Liberia’s C hief Executive for 

nearly a  quarter o f  a  century, until his death in 1971. Liberia is the one African 

nation with which the U .S . has signed a  defense agreement and continued military 

assistance to Liberia was increased, especially from 1981-1982. W hereas in 1981 

M onrovia received little o r no aid from the U .S ., in 1983, U .S . military assistance 

was $3 million and, in return for this new agreement, L iberian government would 

grant landing rights fo r U .S. Air Force planes at Robertsfield airport.83 During the 

N igerian Civil W ar, however, Washington "refused to provide arms and ammunition 

to either side." In fact, while Britain agreed to sell limited arms and ammunition to 

N igeria (despite the opposition o f the majority o f the British public) the U .S. totally 

prohibited supplies and "instead permitted the propagation o f  a  pro-Biafran campaign 

during and after the w ar." As a consequence o f  this, N igeria went to the Soviets in 

August 1967 to  buy arms - a  situation that the U .S. State Departm ent later called "a 

m atter o f  regret."84 At least from N igeria’s perspective, this event dampened 

relations especially when considered against the background o f  its being undertaken
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by a  country that more than any other should know the hazards and perils o f  civil 

war.

W est Germany and Africa

Although W est Germany actively participated in the scramble fo r African 

em pires,85 contemporary German foreign policy concentrates on two interrelated 

objectives: countering Soviet expansionism in the Third W orld, and, by  implication, 

defending W estern interests. Perhaps the most dramatic political incident in Bonn’s 

relations with W est Africa was in 1971, when the Guinean government broke o ff 

diplomatic relations with and unilaterally canceled the existing technical assistance 

agreement with W est Germany because o f that country’s alleged involvement in the 

abortive Portuguese-led invasion o f  Guinea in November 1970. Im mediately, both 

officials o f the German embassy and the German technical assistance personnel were 

summarily requested to board any available aeroplane for Frankfurt. W ith some o f 

the German diplomats dressed only in pyjamas, they proceeded to  Frankfurt where 

they alighted at the height o f winter in January 1971.86 A similar event occurred in 

Ghana, in 1982, when the Rawlings government deported alleged spies from W est 

Germany and the United States for engaging in  espionage.87

H owever, most o f  W est G erm any’s interests in Africa are prim arily economic 

interests. "W est Germany is a  country which depends to a  great extent on her exports 

o f  manufactured goods and on im ports o f raw materials; this has made her the second 

largest trading nation in the w orld."88 Obviously, this has significant consequences
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for Africa. In  term s o f  W est Germany’s economic interest in W est Africa, for 

example, N igeria serves as an oil-exporting country, L iberia provides much needed 

raw  m aterials (iron ore and copper) and Ivory Coast serves as the role o f  an 

agriculturally-based country with good investment opportunities in industries.

German military relations with W est African states are basically economic and assume 

the form o f  arm s sales. Nigeria, in  W est Africa, ranked the fourth largest receiver of 

German military equipment in 1978 (after Iran, Argentina, and Saudi Arabia) and, by 

1982, large arms deals were being negotiated with W est Germany for Franco-German 

A lfa jets and W est German Leopard tanks.89

Soviet Objectives in W est Africa

Since African institutions are historically based on western models, the 

political, economic, and cultural ties between the Soviet Union and Africa are 

relatively m ore recent. With very few exceptions, the official languages and the 

political and economic structures o f  African states w ere inherited from the former 

colonial powers. In fact, until the death o f  Stalin in 1953 and the beginnings o f  the 

collapse o f  the W estern colonial empires in Africa in the mid-1950s, the Soviets 

developed virtually no political o r economic ties with Africa. In 1955, fo r example, 

the Soviet Union had no formal diplomatic relations with any country south o f  the 

Sahara,90 and no African country had diplomatic relations with the USSR on the day 

o f  its independence.91 Consequently, after independence, Moscow lacked the 

political clout required to influence events in Africa actively. Indeed, it was often the
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case that whether African states established close links with the Soviet Union 

depended upon the national ideology o f  individual African states and the reaction o f 

the W est to  that ideology. T he few successes o f  the USSR to date are less 

attributable to the appeal o f  the Soviet model as the "vanguard” o f  socialism and more 

to the mistaken policies o f  W estern powers. Radical and nationalist regimes that fell 

out o f  favor with the W est often turned to  the Soviet Union for political, m ilitary, and 

economic support. Fo r instance, from the late 1950s until the first half o f  the 1960s, 

Ghana and Guinea w ere closer to the Soviet Union because the W est had ostracized 

them for pursuing socialist policies.92 The opportunity for Soviet involvement in 

Guinea was provided by  the rough and unfriendly manner in which D e Gaulle severed 

France’s relations with Guinea at its independence in 1958. Completely cut o ff from 

its traditional source o f  economic aid and isolated within the W estern community, 

Guinea’s leaders had the choice o f  either crawling back to Paris or invoking an anti- 

Western factor. It was partly Soviet support which m ade it possible for Guinea to 

w eather the economic storm following its independence.93

Construed in this sense, therefore, many o f the alliances between African 

states and the Soviet Union w ere characterized by erratic and relatively short-lived 

relationships. Emanating largely from temporary coincidence o f  interests, these 

alliances signified international marriages o f  convenience that suffered severe set

backs when occasions so warranted.94 Hence, the Soviets lost their economic and 

political investments in Ghana, in 1966, when Nkrumah was overthrow n.95 

Although Nkrumah had earlier sought Soviet military aid to provide him with palace
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guard, he never completely broke his ties with the W est. H e even resisted pressures 

from the young radicals within his party to  enter into alliance with M oscow, partly 

because o f  his commitment to nonalignment, his rejection o f  communism as a  doctrine 

alien to  Africa, and his strong interest in  developing African Consciencism as a  model 

for A frican socialism. In addition, in  Guinea, the Soviet Ambassador there was 

unceremoniously kicked out, in 1961, for interfering in domestic politics.96 "Since 

Sekou Toure sent the Russians packing from Guinea and Nkrumah’s overthrow in 

Ghana, the Soviets had lacked a  foothold in W est A frica."97 "The outstanding 

feature o f the Soviet Union’s encounter with A frica is that after more than a quarter 

o f  a  century o f  active diplomacy, political and m ilitary involvement, it has made so 

little impact on the continent and failed to consolidate even the few initial gains it had 

made to advance its strategic interests as a  superpower."98

But the Soviet Union does have significant and delineable interests in Africa. 

Four key objectives appear to underlie Soviet activities in Africa since the mid-1960s. 

First, to win local acceptance by Africans o f  a  lasting Soviet political, economic, and 

even military presence on the continent much in line with the fulfillment o f the 

interests and requirements o f  a  world power. Second, to gain a  voice in the 

continent’s affairs, especially by establishing close ties with governments and political 

(especially national liberation) movements. Third, to undermine and disrupt, without 

necessarily eliminating, W estern political and economic positions in Africa, thus 

taking advantage o f  the fact that W estern powers are, for historical reasons, generally 

associated with protecting status quo positions and established governments. Fourth,
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to lim it and, to the extent possible, diminish and counteract the influence o f  the 

Peoples Republic o f  C hina on the continent.99 Properly speaking, M oscow’s pursuit 

o f  these objectives have been flexible, tactical, pragmatic, and opportunistic. Rather 

than simply reflecting any grand strategy o f  a  professed communist ideology, the 

Soviets have tended to be contradictory, particularly when judged purely in terms o f 

their expressed commitment to strengthening the progressive forces in the anti

im perialist struggle o f  the international working class.100 Indeed, the Soviet U nion’s 

A frican policy can only be adequately understood within the fram ework o f  a  

superpower whose behavior is "no different from that o f  any other m ajor power 

whose priority concern is to pursue its own state interests. This is well understood in 

Africa, where the USSR is seen and treated not as the world leader o f  revolutionary 

internationalism, but as a power contesting for supremacy with the United 

S tates."101

F or much o f the 1970s and 1980s, the Soviet U nion’s policies in  W est Africa 

focused on both "revolutionary democracies" and ruling African parties without a 

"socialist orientation." Revolutionary democracies in W est Africa w ere Marxist- 

oriented states and parties that professed a substantial degree o f  ideological affinity 

with the USSR such as Benin, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, and Cape V erde.102 States 

without a  socialist orientation included Nigeria, where in 1976, M oscow consented to 

assist constructing an iron and steel project that was envisaged to becom e the largest 

o f  such enterprise in Africa. Similarly, in the 1980s, M oscow had for the first time 

heightened its interaction with both African parties that purported to b e  socialist in
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nature and those that rejected the socialist label altogether. F o r example, in May 

1981, a  m ember o f  the Soviet Political Bureau o f  Togo’s ruling party, the 

Rassemblement du Peuple Togolais. visited M oscow at the initiative o f  the USSR.

Tw o m onths laier, a  delegation o f  the ruling conservative National Party o f  N igeria 

(N PN), also visited M oscow .103 In 1984, even small non-socialist states in W est 

A frica like Gambia, Togo, N iger, and M auritania had received at least one significant 

overture from the USSR. A  deputy chairman o f  the Soviet Praesidium m et with 

G ambia’s President D auda Jaw ara in mid-September o f  that year, and in November 

the USSR entered into a  new cooperation with Gambia that restored the cultural 

relations severed in 1980 (following the Soviet invasion o f  Afghanistan). In April 

1984, the Soviets concluded a  cultural and scientific accord with Togo which provided 

for an increase o f  aid in the training o f  Togolese and for exchanges o f  scientific 

delegations, exhibitions, films, and radio and television program s. E arlier, in 

February, the N igerien leader had visited M oscow to attend Yuri A ndropov’s funeral 

and had m et privately with Soviet representatives and, in M arch and N ovember 

respectively, Soviet representatives had presented agricultural equipments and relief 

supplies for flood victims to M auritania.101

But M oscow’s relations with W est African states have remained largely at a 

formal and diplomatic level. Indeed, in term s o f  economic relations, partly because 

the currency o f  the USSR is non-convertible, the Soviet Union has been unable to 

penetrate A frica commercially. In 1966, the most significant o f  the Soviet U nion’s 

trading partners in W est Africa w ere members o f  the Casablanca group, especially
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Ghana and Guinea. Although it has been suggested that only Ghana had a  significant 

export trade with the Soviet U nion,105 an agreement with Guinea in 1969 (that was 

scheduled to  last 30 years), resulted in the shipment o f  two million tons o f  bauxite to 

the Soviet Union each y ea r.106 Further agreements w ere signed in 1977-1978 to 

assist in developing Guinean bauxite in exchange fo r long-term purchases.107 

Although Soviet exports to Nigeria have more than trebled between 1974-1979,108 

by and large, W est African countries appear to prefer maintaining W estern economic 

links to w hatever extent possible, presumably due to the higher quality o f  these goods 

and the availability o f  W estern capital for supporting their economies.109 As a 

challenging superpower, the Soviet Union has suffered highly because o f  its inability 

to compete with W estern powers in terms o f offering favorable conditions for trade 

and aid program s. However, the economic field in W est Africa that has shown 

tremendous Soviet activity is fishing. Largely generated by the growing need for 

protein in the Soviet Union, coupled with the comparative cost advantage o f  Soviet 

fishing fleet in the world market, fishing along the W est African coast is an economic 

boom  and the USSR has signed fishing pacts with a  number o f  African littoral 

states.110

In  Soviet agenda, economic assistance and trade are closely related phenomena 

since assistance normally takes the form o f credits for the purchase o f  machinery and 

equipment repaid by shipments o f the recipients’ exports.111 Soviet economic aid 

and trade do constitute a  significant, even though secondary, element o f  the overall 

relationship o f  the Soviet Union and the countries o f  W est Africa. Since in the
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1960s, Soviet aid was mostly concentrated on those states that professed to follow a 

noncapitalist path o f  development; Ghana, Guinea, and M ali featured prominently in 

Soviet assistance list.112 In the 1980s, the "revolutionary democracies" (Guinea,

Benin, Cape Verde, and Guinea-Bissau) have received a  far larger share o f Soviet 

resources together with populist m ilitary elements in  Ghana and Burkina Faso. Soviet 

technicians assisted in the operation o f  new plants and in  the training o f  Africans both 

in the recipient countries and in the Soviet Union. It should be mentioned, however, 

that the Soviets are often consistently criticized for the poor quality o f  their goods, the 

tardy deliveries made under trade agreements, and the general delays in implementing 

aid promises. In fact, one general experience o f  African leaders w ho took up the 

Soviet option is the frustration often felt over M oscow’s apparent failure to produce 

adequate economic, technical, and military assistance.113 In addition, African 

frustrations have been accentuated by troubled personal relations between Soviet 

advisers and resentment felt against apparent insensitive and domineering attitudes o f 

Soviet diplomats.114

Soviet efforts to acquire naval and air bases in Ghana and Guinea in the 1960s 

failed because Nkrumah and Sdkou Tourd were leading advocates o f  the policy of 

nonalignment and no military bases in A frica.115 Also, there was the prevailing 

African view o f such installations as "colonial" and "imperialist" in nature. However, 

Soviet military interest in the area has not waned. Largely because o f  its North 

Atlantic coastline, W est Africa figures in the calculations o f  military strategy.

Moscow has secured naval and aerial staging facilities in Guinea-Bissau and the Soviet
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Union has increased its visitation privileges in W est Africa. N ot only does the USSR 

deem it im portant to  protect its large fleet o f  fishing vessels in this area,116 there has 

traditionally been the need to counter the presence o f  NATO warships in the North 

Atlantic, and long range Soviet surveillance aircrafts talcing o ff from points along the 

W est African coast are able to reach the Carribean to m onitor U .S . naval activities in 

the area.117

Soviet military involvement in W est Africa was also evident during the 

Nigerian Civil W ar (1967-1970) when the USSR supplied Nigeria with weapons that 

helped ensure the defeat o f  the secessionists. In fact, the Soviet airforce provided 

Nigeria with almost all the military aircraft thus establishing a  long-standing 

relationship with the Nigerian airforce. Soviet military support and assistance has 

continued since the war. The USSR has sold M ig 17s and later Ilyusin 128 and, in 

October 1975, the first batch o f  Soviet M ig 21 fighters were delivered with Soviet 

advisers for training.118 In addition to the possession o f  Mig 21 fighters, in 1979, 

Nigeria purchased T-55 combat tanks.119 In fact, between 1974 and 1978, the 

Soviet U nion provided 40 percent (or $80 million) o f  the total arms transfer to 

N igeria .120 O f the $10.15 billion worth o f  arms delivered to African states in 1975- 

1979, $540 million went to  "revolutionary democracies" including Benin, Cape 

Verde, Guinea, and Guinea-Bissau in W est A frica.121 The USSR has concluded 

various sorts o f  agreements with African states that would involve the presence of 

Soviet personnel on the continent. It has sought African acquiescence to strictly 

military matters such as visits by Soviet warships at local ports or access to facilities
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Chinese Influence in W est Africa

C hina’s policy aspirations in Africa in the 1960s ran parallel and often rivalled 

those o f  the Soviet U nion and the United States. Since China had built a reputation as 

a  revolutionary anti-colonial power, early relations w ere centered upon the three 

militantly nationalist states in W est Africa - Ghana, Guinea, and M ali. The close 

relations between China and these W est African states grew  from  the closeness o f 

their ideological viewpoints. Apart from seeking solidarity based upon a  common 

adherence to anti-colonialism, China also made strong and steadfast efforts at 

increasing the anti-W estern stance o f  these radically nationalist African states by 

encouraging them to assum e similar positions on crucial international issues o f 

disarmament, anti-colonialism, the Congo, and economic independence. In terms of 

political relations with China, the first contacts between the Peoples Republic and 

W est A frica was at the Asian-African Conference o f  Heads o f States and 

Governments in Bandung, Indonesia, on April 18-27, 1955, where the Gold Coast and 

L iberia w ere among six African states that were represented (others included Egypt, 

Ethiopia, Libya, and Sudan).123 China was also present and supportive at the 

CIASs and the AAPCs.

C hina’s early attempts to attain her objectives in Africa involved efforts at 

obtaining diplomatic recognition and extending trade and cultural exchanges with 

A frica. O f the 17 African states that gained independence in 1960, only M ali and
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Somali Republic recognized Peking. Senegal and Nigeria did not recognize China in 

1960. Although Ghana later granted recognition to  China, Nkrumah refused to 

recognize China after Ghana’s independence on M arch 6 , 1957, a  decision that was 

not reversed until July 5 , 1960, as a  result o f  internal pressures from young Ghanaian 

radicals and the need to  outshine Guinea on the left (within the context o f  a  

developing competitive radicalism). Guinea had earlier established relations on 

O ctober 4 , 1959 and a  Chinese embassy, headed by Ambassador Ko Hua, opened in 

Conakry in D ecem ber o f  that year. W hen Guinea attained independence by voting 

against a  French referendum in 1958, it was promptly recognized by China; Guinea, 

in response, recognized China. But a  num ber o f  conservative W est African states 

recognized Taiwan, namely, Gambia, Ivory Coast, Liberia, Senegal, Togo, and Upper 

V olta.124 Indeed, for the majority o f Francophone states, the issue o f  the Algerian 

w ar o f  independence (and Peking’s anti-France commitment and support for the 

FLN ), the Congo crisis and French attitudes on these two questions played a  decisive 

role in  non-recognition. Although Francophone states generally abstained in  the talks 

o f  October 1961 on the issue o f Taiwan, in the U N  debates o f  1962, following the 

French lead, they voted against China (with the exception o f  N iger and Togo 

abstaining).125 I t was not until after the 1970 vote that N igeria, Senegal, and Sierra 

Leone extended diplomatic recognition to China.

Political and economic links between the Casablanca states and China took the 

form o f  trips undertaken by the various African leaders to Peking which, m ore often 

than not, led to the signing o f  bilateral treaties and agreements. F o r instance, in
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Sdkou Tourg’s visit to China in September 1960, which was the first visit ever made 

by an African head o f  state, a  treaty o f  friendship was signed. In addition, there was 

an agreement on economic and technical cooperation which was to  make a non- 

interest-bearing loan o f  100 million roubles ($26 million) available to Guinea.126 

Like Sgkou Tourg before him , Nkrumah also visited China in August 1961 in an 

extensive tour o f  socialist countries, and was much impressed by his reception. The 

Ghanaian leader signed the symbolic treaty o f  friendship with China as well as other 

numerous economic and cultural agreem ents.127 Finally, after the break-up o f  the 

M ali Federation into Senegal and the Mali Republic in October 1960, Modibo Keita, 

then President o f  M ali, decided to grant official recognition to China and diplomatic 

relations were established on October 27 o f  the same year after successful talks 

between the two governments in Bamako. Since Mali officially joined the caucus o f 

militantly nationalist African states, her political ideas naturally grew closer to 

China’s; delegations w ere sent there thus preparing grounds for the extension o f 

Chinese economic aid .128 Modibo Keita was later to  v isit Peking in 1964 and 

signed a  friendship treaty with C hina.129 In response, there were also early visits by 

important Chinese dignitaries to African states the most important o f  which was the 

visit by the late P rem ier Chou En-Lai from December 1963 to  February 1964 to ten 

African countries. H e received positive response from Ghana, Guinea, and militantly 

progressive Guinea. "Chou and the leaders o f  the three W estern A frican States he 

visited agreed that the greatest danger facing mankind emanated from  imperialism, 

colonialism and neo-colonialism."130 M ore recently, from  December 1982 to
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January 1983, Chinese Prem ier Zhao Ziyang visited eleven African countries, 

emphasizing China’s support for Africa’s liberation struggles and efforts at economic 

development.131

It would be incorrect to attribute the radical, nationalist and "left wing" 

orientations o f  Ghana, Guinea, and M ali in the 1960s to Chinese influence per se. 

Such an attribution over-estimates Chinese capabilities in the W est African subregion 

and misrepresents the positions o f  African leaders themselves. Although Sdkou 

Tourd’s Partie Ddmocratique de Guinde was very much run along Leninist lines, he 

always rejected "atheism, historical materialism and class struggle as did nearly all 

African leaders."132 W hat bound China to the African leaders, therefore, was less a 

shared interest in anti-feudalist o r class-conscious positions than it was a commonly 

shared perspective o f  anti-colonialist sentiments. The more tension increased in 

Africa as a  result o f the actions o f W estern powers, the closer the views o f  African 

nationalists drew closer to  China’s. This was particularly so after the m urder o f 

Patrice Lumumba in the Congo crisis. In like manner, political relations between 

Guinea and China benefitted from the debacle over Solod, the Soviet Ambassador to 

Guinea, who, at the end o f  1961, was allegedly involved in encouraging subversive 

activities against the Guinean regime, and was subsequently expelled by Sdkou Tourd 

for political interference.133 "On Guinea’s next anniversary o f  independence, the 

Chinese Foreign M inister Chen Yi supported her in her efforts to crush all 

’subversive activities.’"134

In term s o f economic and trade relations, the non-complementary nature o f
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Chinese and African economies has not discouraged C hina from  attempting to 

im prove trade relations with W est African countries. Although some early trade 

relations with China could better be described as aid since some African states like 

M ali had relatively little to export to China in re turn ,135 a  rigorous review o f  early 

Chinese economic relations in the subregion w ill necessarily center on economic and 

technical assistance to  radical states governed by "bourgeois nationalists." Despite the 

shortage o f  grain at hom e, Ko Hua, the Chinese Ambassador to Guinea, presented, 

tw ice in 1960, thousands o f  tons o f rice to Sdkou Tourd as a  gift from  the China.136 

A gricultural and technical experts from China w ere working in Guinea on rice 

cultivation and the construction o f  cigarette and match factories, which were expected 

to  m ake Guinea self-sufficient in 1964. In that year, the Chinese had begun the 

construction o f  a  hydro-electric station in Guinea137 and in M ali, Chinese 

agronomists w ere working on rice cultivation and sugar-cane plantations. Whereas 

most external actors limited their activity to supplying the equipment with which Mali 

was supposed to  em bark on economic development, China went further to build 

factories which they only handed over after com pletion.138 Much to the 

em barrassm ent o f  the Soviets, Chinese experts working in Guinea139 and Ghana140 

had m aintenance allowances and standards o f living not exceeding that o f personnel of 

the same rank  in the host countries. Indeed, if  the Chinese were far behind the 

Soviets in aid  pledged to  W est African countries, they at least impressed African 

leaders with the generous terms o f their aid and the unpretentiousness o f  their 

personnel. This is not to  say, o f  course, that Chinese aid was devoid o f "interests"
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considerations. China stood to  gain in terms o f  political influence by offering 

economic assistance to African states since recipients w ere expected to give greater 

consideration to  Chinese views on international issues.

On military matters, although Peking has no immediate strategic interest in 

Africa, the continent is regarded as a  major forum in the global struggle against 

Western "imperialism" and Soviet "hegemony," where China can enhance its 

revolutionary credentials by supporting liberation movements and "peoples’ wars."

But C hina’s revolutionary aims in Africa, like that o f the Soviet Union, has been 

revolutionary and pragmatic, and seeks to reconcile state interest with revolutionary 

tendencies. In O ctober 1964, Chinese experts in guerrilla warfare arrived at a  secret 

camp in Ghana and remained there until the coup o f  1966. The instructors trained 

African nationalists from the Portuguese territories as well as from  such independent 

states as Cameroon, Congo-Kinshasha, Ivory Coast, and Niger. Early Chinese 

involvement in W est Africa also took the form o f interference in the Nigerian Civil 

W ar when, in September 1968, they called on the rebels to persevere in the struggle 

and w age a  people’s w ar until victory was achieved. China saw the w ar in the 

context o f  the triangular relations with the superpowers especially within the context 

o f  the Sino-Soviet split. The Chinese took issue not so much with the Nigerian 

government as they did with the military support the Nigerians w ere receiving from 

the Soviets.

In conclusion, although critics may be concerned that they may attempt to 

advance their brand o f  communism in W est Africa, on the whole, in recent times, the
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Chinese appear to have shown little interest in direct proselytism. One o f  the primary 

virtues o f  Chinese policies in the subregion is on the economic front where their 

credits in every instance are longer-term, interest-free, and with a  m ore generous 

period o f  grace. Since Africa, like China in the 1920s, is largely underdeveloped, 

there is considerable scope for cooperation and development especially as both actors 

attach great im portance to agriculture. The Chinese readiness to teach by doing, not 

ju st demonstrating, is an asset in cordial economic relations in W est Africa. As one 

report puts it, Chinese agricultural experts "are out in the fields day after day 

displaying in the most practical manner the agricultural techniques, for example, 

which they have to offer W est Africa. There is no pretence o f a  Chinese magical 

method, what they do offer is a  better way o f  doing things which is vindicated at 

harvest tim e."141
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CHAPTER SIX

METHODOLOGY OF TH E RESEARCH AND SOURCES OF DATA 

Introduction

This chapter addresses the issue o f  measurement and the research design 

applied to the comparative study o f foreign policy behavior in W est Africa. 

Consequently, its aims are threefold: (1) to discuss the techniques and types o f  data 

used in the study for analyzing the dependent variable (that is, interstate interactions 

in the form o f  foreign policy output behavior); (2) to outline the operationalization o f 

the independent variables (that is, such national attributes as size, economic strength, 

economic development, diplomatic capability, military capability, and geographic 

contiguity); and (3) to specify the sources o f aggregate and events data applied in the 

study for both sets o f  variables, and to describe the scientific methods applied for 

generating data. In addition to devising operational measures for both the behavior of 

states and the determinants o f  that behavior, we will attempt to address such questions 

as source coverage, and the reliability and validity o f  the measures used for the 

construction o f  various conceptual categories. It is o f  course im portant for categories 

to be evaluated in terms o f  such standard criteria as reliability and validity in 

empirical foreign policy research.

Conceptually, the term "events data" refers to systematically recorded words
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and deeds that international actors direct toward their international environment. The 

collection and analysis o f  regional events data focusing on W est Africa has several 

objectives. F irst and foremost, such machine-readable action data will provide a 

more systematic and quantitative dimension to the foreign relations o f  African states 

by indicating what these states do, with whom, and over what issues. Attempts to 

capture A frican foreign policy behavior in a  comparative and quantitative fashion are 

few. In addition, events data can be employed to  support (or refute) common 

assumptions based on m ore conventional and traditional modes o f  analysis about inter- 

African relations. Finally, since the area o f  measurement in interstate relations is still 

relatively underdeveloped, the development o f  a  W est African events data set can 

contribute to the generation o f both global and regional events data sources and 

consequently further the debate over the validity, reliability, and drawbacks o f  this 

method o f  inquiry.1 It is thus one o f  our aims to reinforce the trend within the 

events data movement towards the use o f  local o r regional data sources.2 In fact, 

most existing research data banks either focus on great-power and cold-w ar issues or, 

by implication thereof, neglect north-south concerns. African states consequently 

suffer from having comparatively less accessible data sources. Since w e are 

interested in a  specific geographic area, we see in  events data the opportunity for a  

systematic analysis o f international interactions presented within the context o f  a  

specific regional subsystem.

Conceptual Definition: Scaling o f Foreign Policy Events

This study construes the dependent variable - interstate interactions in the form
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o f foreign policy behavior - as the external actions o f  W est African states in terms o f 

their overt, observable behavior rather than as broad goal-seeking policies, since the 

form er applies to a  limited and clearly defined concept that is more empirically 

verifiable.3 W e have therefore adopted a  definition o f  foreign policy that emphasizes 

the discrete actions o f  the authoritative decision makers o f  states (statesmen and other 

public elites) intended to influence the behavior o f  international actors external to  their 

own polity. Through the method o f  measuring publicly reported actions o f 

authoritative officials (i.e ., documented interstate communications and movements), it 

is possible to  identify international signals and to estimate the levels and trends o f  

foreign policy interactions in W est Africa over a  period o f  time. Generalizations 

about state behavior in  this international environment may thus b e  attained by seeking 

information flows which, when clearly defined, link interstate interactions between the 

component units o f  any system.

A  standard scale that could transform foreign policy events into numerical 

quantities along a  conflict-consensus continuum was derived for this study from 

Edward A zar’s Conflict and Peace D ata Bank (COPDAB). This scale was chosen 

because it is relatively new er and more helpful than m ost o f  the other data sets. In 

other w ords, it was perceived to  be the most suitable "thermometer" for foreign 

relations in the W est A frican subregion. First, the COPDAB scale was considered to 

be more sensitive and less biased than previous scales for facilitating an understanding 

o f  the cooperative and conflictual content o f international events. T he scale is 

mutually exclusive in that no event falls into more than one category. In addition,
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since events in COPDAB are not time-bound and cover many cases, the scale may be 

used reliably with any data base a  researcher might possess. It is only economical 

that researchers apply existing coding rules to  m ore specialized sources, thereby 

augmenting available resources to suit their own needs.

A  foreign policy event represents an activity in the international system which 

an actor undertakes at a  specific time. It is generally directed towards another actor 

over an issue o f  common interest (or noninterest). Thus, the discrete and purposeful 

foreign policy actions o f  states directed toward one another constitute "events data," 

and these activities may be verbal o r physical actions, reactions, and interactions. An 

inter-nation event in COPDAB comprises five elements: an actor (a nation-state), a 

specific target state, a  time period, an activity, and an issue-area o f  mutual concern 

about which the activity revolves.4 An event, thus, represents an observation o f a 

communication process that minimally records who says (or does) what to whom and 

when.5

Although not central to  our major research propositions, the Azar-Sloan 

interval scale for international events will be applied in this study to map out the 

aggregate cooperative and conflictual interactions between W est African states and 

specific dyadic relationships in the subregion (consult, for exam ple, the graphs in 

C hapter 7). In other words, the discussion o f  the COPDAB scale here represents a 

contribution to  the conceptual definition o f  the general approach based on events data, 

and not to the specific dependent variable in this study. This scale comprises IS 

points with point 1 being the value given to the most cooperative event between two
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nations (e .g ., nations A  and B unite to form a  nation-state), and scale value IS 

representing the most conflictual event between two o r  more nations (e .g ., total 

bilateral w ar). The interaction scale has also been subjected to a  series o f 

experiments in which scholars and practitioners o f  international politics were asked to 

represent in numerical terms, the amount o f  cooperation and conflict represented by 

each o f  the points on the scale in relation to the neutral mid-point. In this task, scale 

point IS (hostile total w ar actions) was considered (by expert judges comprising 

psycho-physicists and social statisticians) to be 102 times as conflictual as level 8 

(neutral behavior), and scale point 1 (voluntary unification o f two independent nation

states) was judged 92 times more cooperative than scale value 8, and so on (see Table 

6.1 and Appendix I) .6 Through this technique, the structure, content, and flow o f 

foreign policy communication in W est Africa could be assessed, by assigning 

COPDAB scale values to each event and aggregating them.

Operational Definition: M easuring the Dependent Variable

The dependent variable in this research is measured in tw o broad ways. F irst 

and foremost, in term s o f testing our major research propositions, the dependent 

variable is measured as the number o f  discrete foreign policy events initiated by a  

state towards other members o f  the W est African regional subsystem (see Table 6.2). 

The main dependent variable is thus measured as interval level data and each 

country’s score is calculated as the number o f  foreign policy events initiated to other
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TABLE 6.1 
Azar-Sloan Internation Scale

SCALE
POINT

WEIGHTED
VALUE

Nation A engages in very hostile
war against Nation B 1
Nation A engages in limited
hostile acts against Nation B 1
Nation A engages in subversion 
against Nation B 1
Nation A breaks diplomatic
relations with Nation B 1
Nation A uses diplomatic/economic 
resources to counter B 1
Nation A engages in verbal threats 
against Nation B 1
Nation A expresses mild disaffection 
toward B's policies
Nation A or B demonstrate indifference 
to each other's policies
Nation A and B communicate or meet 
regarding mutual interest
Nation A supports B's policies, 
recognizes B's regime, etc.
Nation A establishes friendship and 
cultural agreement with B
Nation A extends economic and 
commercial aid to Nation B
Nation A extended military and 
strategic aid to B
Nations A and B establish regional or 
bilateral alliances
Nations A and B unite voluntarily 
into one nation-state

Conflictual
End

44

Neutral
Point

Cooperative
End

27
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W est A frican states in  a  15-year period (i.e ., from 1975-1989).7 The emphasis here 

is specifically upon the behavioral profiles o f  W est African states construed as 

initiators o f  foreign policy events towards other members o f  the subregion. O ur 

overall reasoning is that there is a  relationship between how often an actor attempts to 

influence processes in its immediate international environm ent and variations in its 

internal structures.

However, in an attem pt to analyze cross-sectional relationships between the 

independent and dependent variables at different time periods, events initiated to W est 

Africa w ere grouped for 1975-1979, 1980-1984, and 1985-1989. Although the 

various sources o f  the data w ill be discussed later in this chapter, the events initiated 

by W est A frican states to other members o f the subregion at these three different time 

periods w ere summed and their values treated as distinct dependent variables (see 

T able 6 .2). In addition, since events may be broadly sub-divided into categories on 

the basis o f various types o f  actions, foreign policy activities may be constructed 

accordingly through simple frequency counts o f  cooperative and conflictual behavior 

types initiated and received from both African and non-African actors.®

Second, in a  sense not directly relevant to the testing o f  our m ajor 

propositions, the content o f interactions is measured as interval level data, and is 

cognizant o f  the weighted values o f  the identified foreign policy events in the 

COPDAB scale (see Table 6.1 for column on weighted values). In sum, therefore, 

calculating the aggregate frequencies o f behavior, which entails a  simple count o f the
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Events Initiated towards other West African 
States (1975-1989)

Years
States

BUR
CAP
GAM
GHA
GUI
GUB
IVO
LIB
MAL
MAU
NIG
NRA
SEN
SIE
TOG
Total
Events

1975-1979

36
17
10
54

111

67
19
61
43
27
15
32

115
76
24
36

743

27
46
19 
32 
83 
22

20  

32 
49 
25 
15 
22  

73 
42 
17 
31

555

27
92

32
27
20

2 0

82
45

562

Total
Events

113
286
113
52
113
124
79
50
74

270
163

1,860
BEN = Benin; BUR = Burkina Faso; CAP = Cape Verde; GAM = 
Gambia; GHA = Ghana; GUI = Guinea; GUB = Guinea-Bissau; 
IVO = Ivory Coast; LIB = Liberia; MAL = Mali; MAU = 
Mauritania; NIG = Niger; NRA = Nigeria; SEN = Senegal; 
SIE = Sierra Leone; and TOG = Togo.
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num ber o f events directed by one nation to another, does not reveal the intensity o f  an 

action, that is, the extent to which interstate interactions o r links represent varying 

degrees o f conflictual or cooperative behavior.9 This second measure o f  the 

dependent variable thus assigns an event a  point on the COPDAB scale on the basis o f 

its intensity. Furtherm ore, in line with COPDAB procedures, and with data available 

on both the frequency and the intensity o f  international behavior, variables may be 

combined into a  single Dimension o f Interaction (DI) measure. Conflict and 

cooperation dimensions o f  interactions are calculated mathematically as follows: DI 

conf/coop =  E (f) (i) (w here f  represents the number o f  events at a  specific scale 

point and i is the weighted value o f  the intensity o f  that scale point). DIs may then be 

computed on a  yearly o r monthly basis by employing this method. As is 

demonstrated in descriptive and graphic form in the next chapter, the result o f  this 

m easure is that cooperative and conflictual Dis can be calculated and mapped 

separately using the formula specified above.10

N ature and Sources o f  Primary Data

In order to  test propositions rigorously in international relations, researchers 

have been led on an intensive search for relevant and adequate empirical data. The 

principal m ethodology employed in this study is content analysis11 since it was 

thought that by this tool, the distance between concept and measure could be 

drastically reduced. Indeed, events data research has its methodological roots in 

content analysis, which may be defined as a  technique for the systematic study o f
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written and verbal communications. T o acquire such document-generated empirical 

data in a systematic fashion, we turn to publicly available sources such as periodicals 

and magazines dealing with international affairs. By using such sources as a base, we 

employ measures that identify, abstract, and code the reported actions o f  states along 

a range o f  variables. Since publicly available data may om it common events that do 

not appear particularly interesting, international events may be defined as those 

"newsworthy" activities which reputable publications tend to report.12

O ur interest here is focused upon the non-routine ( i.e ., extranorm al or 

unconventional) foreign policy activities o f states. W e are not therefore interested in 

such routine measures (i.e ., transaction data) as trade, tourism, travel patterns, mail 

flows, diplomatic exchange, and so on, which are typically valid as measures o f  

international integration. W hereas transactions represent the constant exchanges o f 

goods, services, and interests between states, events data are comprised o f  out-of-the- 

ordinary activities which require relatively turbulent and unpredictable political 

indicators o f  international behavior. International behavior is thus viewed as the 

result o f the great flow o f events among states that are subject to  both m inor and 

major disturbances.13

Specifically, through content analysis, daily foreign policy events in the W est 

African subregion were gathered and coded from such publicly available and reputable 

sources as W est Africa (London) and Africa Research Bulletin (Exeter).14 These 

two sources o f  data w ere chosen for several reasons. F irst, they represent detailed 

news sources devoted exclusively to African affairs. M ost scholars rely on them
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(especially the latter) for information about the A frican interstate system. In addition, 

the sources (particularly the former) are very relevant fo r our investigation o f  the 

W est African subregion. Based upon our knowledge o f  the area, it  is assumed that 

these tw o sources contain a  reasonable sample o f  the population o f  events that are 

needed for analysis in this study. F inally, both sources were seen as convenient 

especially in  term s o f  document availability. W hereas W est Africa is published 

w eekly, the Africa Research Bulletin (ARBI appears monthly, but it has an index that 

appears annually.

Since our study is longitudinal, it focuses specifically on directed dyadic 

relations between W est African states during the period January 1975 through 

Decem ber 1989, thus entailing a  time dimension o f  180 months.15 Both sources o f  

data yielded a  large and extensive collection o f  4,365 directed events initiated by 22 

(16 African and 6 non-African) states for the 15-year period .16 This time span is 

chosen specifically because it indicates the period marking the establishment o f  

ECOW A S, in 1975, until present times. Furtherm ore, we argue that an extensive 

period o f  data collection increases the probability that additional periods will not 

significantly alter the basic features o f  the data. In term s o f source validity, the more 

events one has, regardless o f source, the closer one gets to the total num ber o f  events 

in the real world.

Events collection for several years were duplicated at various intervals during 

the study fo r data quality control and in order to  check for such factors as researcher 

fatigue and collection error. Although intra-coder reliability was generally high, after
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a  thorough examination o f  the events, many duplicates and events o f  questionable 

nature were eventually eliminated. Covering the full range o f  interstate activity, the 

events w ere collected, screened, and coded by the researcher using A zar’s COPDAB 

scale in a  m anner that would allow for their replicability. The necessity o f 

replicability in foreign policy studies cannot be overemphasized. Indeed, i f  scholars 

are to develop a  science o f  international relations which can be used with confidence, 

measures applied in foreign policy studies should be systematic, comparative, and 

replicable. In addition, i f  researchers cannot replicate the events data collection and 

analysis o f  a  study with considerable accuracy, the results tendered based on the data 

are o f  dubious value.

Following standard convention, the account o f  an event was recorded in a 

format that indicated who (nation) did w hat (action) to whom (nation). The 

researcher also recorded when (the date) an event was reported in addition to the 

precise location and source o f  the report. No rigorous scores o f  reliability were 

established (in terms o f  intercoder agreem ent).17 It is o f course im portant to 

understand the context within which an event occurs since no event occurs in a 

vacuum. Although the events in this study were consistently rated according to an 

objective scale, coding was undertaken with informed sensitivity to the type and 

quality o f  relations between the international actors. W ithout question, such 

considerations ultimately influence the manner by which a  certain event o r number o f 

events are interpreted and assessed. In addition, since the events focused on non

routine dyadic (bilateral) relations, the data collected excluded multinational actions as
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well as actions by and towards IGOs and NGOs.

It is common knowledge that the m ajor prestige newspapers and documents do 

not adequately provide coverage for the developing areas, or, where they do, cover 

mostly conflictual events to the detriment o f  cooperative ones.18 This fact 

underscores the importance o f  utilizing regional sources o f  information for the 

generation o f  events data and as a means o f  addressing the problem o f uneven news 

coverage. Since it appears more frequently and because it concentrates strongly on 

the W est Africa area (i.e ., more region-specific), most o f  the events extracted were 

from  W est Africa. But because the publication lacks comprehensive yearly indexes, 

the interested researcher must endeavor to review laboriously individual pages o f 773 

issues (i.e ., issue nos. 3002 through 3775).19 A typical W est Africa publication has 

an introductory editorial, a commentary entitled "M atchet’s Diary," a  handful o f news 

stories which nominally cover W est Africa, but range all over the continent (including 

am ple dispatches from Francophone Africa), and cultural news which concentrates 

mostly on African culture. The final third o f  the magazine is devoted to various 

economic and news briefs for selected African states. One discerns great attention 

paid to  how these states relate to one another directly. Because o f  its annual indexes, 

the ARB is relatively m ore inexpensive to use. Although its annual indexes were also 

consulted for the benefit o f broader source coverage, it was discovered that many o f 

the events recorded there either focused on other subregions in Africa (especially on 

Southern Africa), o r merely duplicated events reported earlier in W est A frica.

Both W est Africa and ARB record events in Africa in detail, drawing with
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great care upon national dailies, newspapers, and periodicals o f  African and non- 

African states, local correspondents, local and foreign radio and television broadcasts, 

government publications, news agency transmissions, and several other sources (see 

Table 6.3 for selected local periodical and newspaper sources). The importance o f 

using multiple sources fo r generating events data cannot be  overemphasized since such 

research methods reduce the problems o f source coverage and the systematic 

falsification o f  reports, and enhances the reliability o f  news sources. M any source 

comparison studies have shown that the frequency o f  events reporting varies greatly 

according to  source, which indicates the general desirability and adequacy o f  using 

more than one source fo r generating events data. Although critics may argue that a  

reliance upon English-language sources tends to overrepresent certain states, in 

contrast to its Francophone cousin Jeune Afrique. the 73-year old W est Africa 

magazine "takes a  much more studied and sober look"20 at events in the subregion, 

"makes a  favorable impression by its relatively high level o f  attributed quotes," and 

tends to cover the continent in a  much broader fashion.21

Methods o f  Analysis and Category Construction

T he measurement techniques and research methods used in this study estimate 

both the strength and the direction o f  relationships between the assumed determinants 

o f state behavior (national attributes) and the dependent variable (interstate 

interactions). In addition, estimates among indicators o f the separate variables are
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TABLE 6 .3

Selected West African Newspapers and Periodicals

Benin - L'ACTION POPULAIRE (weekly); EHUZU (daily)
Burkina Faso - L 'OBSERVATEUR (daily); BULLETIN MENSUEL 
D 'INFORMATION STATISTIQUE ET ECONOMIQUE (monthly)
Cape Verde - BOLETIM OFICIAL DA REPUBLICA DE CABO VERDE 
(weekly); BOLETIM INFORMATIVO (monthly)
Gambia - GAMBIA NEWS BULLETIN (3 weeks)
Ghana - THE GHANAIAN TIMES (daily); THE MIRROR (weekly);
PEOPLE'S DAILY GRAPHIC (daily); SUNDAY MIRROR (weekly)
Guinea - HOROYA (weekly); BULLETIN MENSUEL DE LA CHAMBRE 
ECONOMIQUE DE GUINEE (monthly)
Guinea-Bissau - NO PINTCHA (3 weeks); BOLETIM TRIMESTRAL 
DE ESTATISTICA (quarterly)
Ivory Coast - FRATERNITE MATIN ET IVOIRSOIR (daily);
IVOIRE DIMANCHE (weekly)
Liberia - DAILY OBSERVER (daily); FOOTPRINTS (monthly)
Mali - JOURNAL L'ESSOR LA VOIZ DU PEUPLE (daily); BULLETIN 
QUOTIDIEN (daily)
Mauritania - LE PEUPLE (weekly); AL-WASIT (annual)
Niger - LE SAHEL (daily); SAHEL DIMANCHE (weekly)
Nigeria - DAILY TIMES (daily); THE GUARDIAN (daily);
NATIONAL CONCORD (daily); SUNDAY CONCORD (weekly); DAILY 
SKETCH (daily); DAILY STAR (daily); NEW NIGERIAN (daily); 
NIGERIAN HERALD (daily); NIGERIAN OBSERVER (daily); THE 
AFRICAN GUARDIAN (weekly); NEWSWATCH (weekly); AFRICAN 
CONCORD (WEEKLY); THE NEW NATION (monthly)
Senegal - LE SOLEIL (daily); SUD HEBDO (weekly); AFRIQUE 
NOUVELLE (weekly); LE MONITEUR AFRICAIN (weekly)
Sierra Leone - DAILY MAIL (daily); THE GLOBE (Freetown)
Togo - JOURNAL OFFICIEL (monthly); TOGO-DIALOGUE (monthly)
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established by means o f  Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficients since data 

are analyzed at the interval (continuous) level o f  m easurement. Representing one o f 

the most widely used indicators, Pearson’s correlations (Pearson’s r) range from 

+  1.00 to -1 .00  and summarize the degree to which any two variables co-vary. 

Pearson’s r  w ill indicate a  score close to + 1 .0 0  and the regression line will slope 

upward (positive) when the values for both variables are high. W hen one variable has 

a high value and the other registers a  low value, Pearson’s r  will have a  score close to 

-1 .00  and the regression will slope downward (negative). However, if  no systematic 

relationship exists between two variables, Pearson’s r  will have a  score close to 0 .00 

and the regression will be horizontal.22

Another indicator applied in this study is the level o f  statistical significance 

which is set at .05 or better. Significance tests are usually applied in correlation and 

regression analysis. But such tests are generally considered irrelevant unless the 

research represents a  sample. Therefore, there is debate as to the relevance and 

m eaning o f  tests o f  statistical significance when no sample is involved.23 Such tests 

are designed specifically to  indicate the extent to which statistical correlations are a 

result o f  chance factors in a  random sample. I f  the probability is approximately 

small, the correlation coefficients are accepted as statistically significant. But the 

units o f  analysis in this research - the 16 W est African states - do not represent a 

random selection o f  a  larger universe o f states. Since our list o f  countries includes all 

W est African states, tests o f statistical significance, appropriate where population 

samples are drawn, may not be necessary. However, it can be argued that since these
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states are drawn from  a  much larger num ber o f  continental African states, the use o f  a  

statistical significance test may be justified. In this somewhat arbitrary sense, for the 

"sample" o f  16 states, Pearson’s r  is considered significant at the .05 level or 

better.24

The reliability o f  an indicator refers to the extent to which that measure yields 

the same results upon repeated trials. In other words, reliability means an indicator 

produces consistent results across repeated measurements. In order to demonstrate 

the reliability o f our measurements, an intercorrelational analysis was carried out for 

separate estimates o f  the dependent variable (see Table 6 .4 , and note that only the 

first column is directly relevant to the point made here). Table 6 .4  represents an 

exploratory account o f the frequency o f various foreign policy dimensions coded from 

the events data generated for our dependent variable.25 Notably, the specific 

indicator for our dependent variable, EVINITW A (events initiated to  W est African 

states), is highly correlated with the other dimensions o f  foreign policy behavior 

which partly justifies its selection in this study. Both the high level o f 

intercorrelations among the indicators in this table and their uniformly positive 

directionality attest to the reliability and validity o f  our measures (a function o f 

category construction). By implication, this also confirms the effectiveness o f the 

coding procedures adopted for the various dimensions o f  the dependent variable. In 

general, the relevant correlations identified in Table 6 .4  are statistically significant at 

the .05 level o r better.
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Correlation Matrix of the Dependent Variables 

Items 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10, 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
1. 1.00 .96 .99 .93 .95 .93 .99 .96 .84 .78 .98 .90 .81 .90 .79 .84 .80
2. 1.00 .99 .93 .88 .90 .97 .99 .77 .84 .94 .86 .86 .88 .86 .73 .71
3. 1.00 .94 .92 .92 .99 .98 .81 .82 .97 .89 .84 .89 .83 .79 .76
4. 1.00 .80 .77 .93 .95 .79 .70 .92 .85 .76 .86 .74 .75 .71
5. 1.00 .92 .94 .87 .81 .77 .92 .84 .73 .82 .71 .83 .81
6. 1.00 .93 .89 .78 .76 .92 .85 .79 .84 .77 .81 .78
7. 1.00 .97 .79 .77 .98 .90 .83 .90 .81 .83 .79
8. 1.00 .75 .77 .95 .88 .85 .89 .84 .75 .72
9. 1.00 .70 .81 .73 .54 .70 .51 .77 .74
10. 1.00 .74 .63 .75 .65 .75 .51 .52
11. 1.00 .96 .85 .96 .83 .90 .87
12. 1.00 .87 .99 .84 .93 .92
13. 1.00 .90 .99 .69 .71
14. 1.00 .88 .89 .88
15. 1.00 .65 .67
16. 1.00 .97
17. 1.00

N=16; significant at .05 level; others significant at .01 or better.
Events are: l=initiated to West African states; 2=received from 

W/African states; 3=initiated and received from W/African states; 4= 
initiated to W/Africa 1975-79; 5=initiated to W/Africa 1980-84; 
6=initiated to W/Africa 1985-89; 7=cooperation initiated to W/ African 
states; 8=cooperation received from W/African states; 9=conflict 
initiated to W/African states; 10=conflict
received from W/African states; ll=initiated to W/African and non- 
African states; 12=initiated to non-African states; 13=received from 
non-African states; 14=cooperation initiated to non-African states; 
15=cooperation received from non-African states; 16=conflict initiated 
to non-African states; 17=conflict received from non-African states.
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T he reliability and unidimensionality o f  the dependent variables w ere further 

established by factor analysis which represents a  consolidating technique that 

simplifies all the indicators applied in the study into m ore manageable clusters (see 

Table 6 .5). In addition to discovering clusters o f  interrelated indicators, factor 

analysis represents a  statistical technique that assesses the reliability o f  multi-item 

measures and validates them .26 The main purpose here was therefore to 

demonstrate, on an exploratory basis, the degree o f  the consistency o f  our indicators 

in order to justify  their combination for further statistical analysis. Typologizing the 

events data (encompassing a  total o f 17 indicators in the study) produced a grouping 

o f  overall indices which was treated as a  category o f  variables in the research. As 

expected, all the items have substantial loadings on the first component in the 

extracted (i.e ., unrotated) factor matrix,27 which means that the various items o f  the 

dependent variable are measuring the same underlying phenomenon.

I f  indicators are to provide an accurate representation o f  abstract concepts, in 

addition to being reliable and unidimensional, they must also be valid. In theoretical 

term s, indicators are valid to the extent that they measure what they purport to 

measure. There are three basic types o f  validity in data that can be evaluated: content 

validity, construct validity, and criterion-related validity.28 Since events data cover 

the full spectrum o f  external behavior - cooperative as well as conflictual; political as 

well as economic, social, and military; verbal as well as nonverbal - our 

classifications demonstrate a  certain amount o f content validity (sometimes called face
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TABLE 6 . 5

Factor Scores for Foreign Policy Categories

Variable Extracted factor
Variables Communua1ity 1

1. EVINITWA .972 .986
2. EVRECDWA .936 .967
3. EVINRDWA .969 .984
4. EVNT7579 .845 .919
5. EVNT8084 .868 .931
6. EVNT8589 .875 .935
7. CPEVINWA .969 .984
8. CPEVREWA .930 .965
9. CNEVINWA .676 .822
10. CNEVREWA .637 .798
11. EVINEXWA .990 .995
12. EVINIEXT .907 .952
13. EVRECEXT .781 .884
14. CPEVINEX .907 .953
15. CPEVREXT .749 .865
16. CNEVINEX .766 .875
17. CNEVREXT .731 .855

% Total Variance = 85.3%
Eigenvalue 14.5

For labels to the 17 categories, see Table 6.4.
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validity).29 By their very nature, events data represent a  coding unit for categories 

that are sufficiently comprehensive to include any possible behavior that an actor 

m ight initiate; this comprehensive nature o f  events data categories permits the 

researcher to  m onitor a  wide range o f  behavior. In addition, the COPDAB scale used 

in this study seems to approximate events found in the actual world o f  foreign policy 

behavior and, in  this sense, appears to be measuring what it is intended to measure.

In terms o f  construct validity, our dependent variables also appear to  fare 

reasonably well, which can be determined by their correlation with theoretically 

relevant variables. D ata have been presented earlier on the basis o f  theoretical 

considerations and, as expected, the variables within each o f  the clusters o f the 

dependent variables tend to be positively correlated (consult Table 6 .4). First, there 

is a  positive correlation, as expected, for every pair o f  variables; there is no negative 

correlation in the matrix. Second, one can observe that the correlations are generally 

strong; several are over .90. Finally, all the variables are statistically significant at 

the .05 level or better and are therefore unlikely to be due to chance.

Independent Variables and Sources o f  Secondary Data

The independent variables applied in this research involve claims of probable 

associations with interstate interactions (or foreign policy behavior) in W est Africa 

and includes typical ways of classifying states along dimensions o f  economic, social, 

ecological, and political attributes. Actor capability profiles that are selected from the 

environment in which policy is made are assessed to be related to foreign policy
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outcome. National attribute data describe actor capabilities and it is assumed that, 

since states are ranked according to a  num ber o f  dimensions, there is a  relationship 

between foreign policy behavior and such national attributes as size, wealth, military 

power, diplomatic capability, the level o f  economic development, and so forth.

W hile events data may explain a  great deal o f  the foreign policy output o f 

states o r the patterns o f  actions in the international system, there is som e recognition 

that events data alone may be inadequate especially where other types o f 

supplementary data are needed. In  addition to events data, a  list o f  14 indicators 

derived from six major predictor variables are used in this study. T he independent 

variables are measured as interval level data and, in order to test our theoretical 

propositions, they will be itemized and operationalized as follows:

1. As stated earlier in this research (in Chapter 2), the term , national size, refers 

specifically to the population o f  a  state. The concept o f size as a  factor affecting 

foreign policy has received an increasing amount o f  attention in recent times as 

several em pirical studies have shown size to be an important factor underlying 

variations in the international behavior o f  states.30 F or states to accomplish their 

external objectives, they need human resources especially in term s o f  population.31 

A state with large national size possesses a  correspondingly greater num ber o f 

individuals, groups, and government officials who share a  common interest in 

maintaining constant contacts with immediate neighbors.32 Conversely, a  state with 

a  large, rapidly expanding population may ultimately pursue a  more active and
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aggressive foreign policy (especially within its immediate environment) as a 

consequence o f  internal pressures, which accrue and spill over into the arena o f 

interstate relations.33

Given that the specific indicator o f  the national size variable is the population 

size o f  states, it is measured in term s o f  millions o f  people inhabiting the territory o f 

a  given W est African state at a  specific point in time. W hile territorial size is 

discussed in the theoretical literature, it is not employed here as a  determining 

standard especially because it is weakly correlated with the population o f  W est 

African states. I f  both indicators were combined and applied, they will dilute the 

meaning o f  size and in the process distort reality and bias our results.34 Therefore, 

the selection o f  population size as an indicator o f  national size assumes that a  large 

area, if  unaccompanied by a  large population, does not automatically confer the status 

o f  large size on a  state. The 16 ECOWAS states were thus scored solely on the basis 

o f their total population.

2. The concept o f  economic strength (or wealth) is ambiguous and methods for its 

quantification are elusive especially for African states that generally have relatively 

low levels o f  financial power. Economic strength may be  defined in terms o f  the 

financial and economic resource endowments o f  a state which relates to the 

production, distribution, and consumption o f  goods and services in its economy. The 

notion o f  economic strength is especially im portant among students o f  pow er who 

have explained an actor’s ability to influence another’s behavior in terms o f the
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economic assets he possesses.35 The concept o f  the economic assets available to a  

union has been used systematically to explain successful and unsuccessful unions.36 

F or instance, economic inequality among states in a  regional subsystem, may either 

spur o r hinder interactions depending on the availability o f  special payoffs (that is, 

economic benefits) provided by core states (the economic giants) to multinational 

groupings.37 Since the qualities and quantities o f  economic resources available to a 

state for foreign policy purposes index their capabilities fo r international action, it 

follows, therefore, that economically powerful states will be more effective 

internationally than economically weaker states.

Scholarly opinions generally favor using as many indicators as possible to 

index categories and variables in foreign policy research. Consequently, the levels of 

economic pow er (wealth) o f  W est African states may be measured in millions o f 

dollars in terms o f  such readily available factors as their gross national product 

(GNP), their gross domestic product (GDP), and their financial contributions to the 

operational budget o f  the m ajor subregional organization (specifically, memberstates 

contributions to ECOW AS fund). In W est Africa, due to their wealth, Nigeria,

Ivory Coast, and Ghana are distinctively the most powerful actors in terms o f  GNP 

and G D P, and are also the largest contributors to the ECOW AS budget (see Appendix 

IV  for relevant data).

3. The level o f  the economic modernization o f  a  state represents the second 

economic cluster in this study and it refers to the degree o f  a  nation’s economic
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development and its quality o f  life. As an analytical concept, the economic 

modernization o f  a  state is associated with the amount o f  its interactions with other 

states in  the international arena. In this study, the concept differs from economic 

pow er in that it  corrects for the effects o f population by specifically referring to the 

average quality o f  life o f  the citizenry o f a  state.38 Although per capita incomes 

cannot fully inform  scholars o f  distribution, equity, and use, it  could be argued that, 

in the realm  o f  foreign affairs, modernization seeks a  working relationship between 

economic development and regional cooperation. In  other words, it may be suggested 

that economic modernization could serve as a  unifying force capable o f  generating 

integrative influences. This proposition suggests that an underdeveloped state may be 

inwardly directed and too preoccupied with internal problems to be concerned with 

foreign policy. On the contrary, relatively developed states possess the means to be 

active in international politics and will define both their internal and external problems 

in ways that allow them to use their capability. An economically developed state may 

therefore extend its influence in search o f resources and to assure an environment 

suitable for its continued growth.

To index this specific dimension o f the welfare o f  people, three inter-related 

indicators w ere selected: the GNP per capita, the GDP per capita, and the energy 

consumption per capita o f  the individual states in W est Africa.

4 . The literature has long emphasized the prim acy o f  military capabilities in 

foreign affairs. Indeed, in addition to economic power, no really vigorous foreign
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policy can be  pursued without being backed by military strength. The concept has 

been defined as the coercive ability o f  a  state either to  wage w ar o r to  deter others 

from attacking it. By deterring w ar (promoting relative stability) o r by  pursuing an 

aggressive foreign policy (promoting conflict o r instability), the concept o f  military 

capability as it stands is related to interactions in the interstate system. To pursue 

active foreign policies states generally need large num bers o f  military personnel and 

resources to support the military in terms o f  acquiring highly equipped force 

capabilities.

Such factors as military size, preparedness, and armaments form  the most 

important elements o f  national pow er in Africa where armies range from very few 

soldiers in Gambia to very many in Nigeria. Consequently, the measures o f  our 

concept o f  military capability include the size o f  the armed forces (estimated as the 

num ber o f  personnel in the army, navy, and air force) and governmental military 

expenditures.39 W hereas the size o f  the armed forces is measured in thousands o f  

soldiers, the defense expenditure o f  W est African states is measured in millions of 

dollars (see Appendices IV  and V).

5. It is assumed in this research that by increasing the likelihood for the 

coordination o f  foreign policies the concept o f  diplomatic influence (or diplomatic 

capability) is related to interstate interactions. The notion o f  diplomatic capabilities is 

measured through the indicators o f  diplomatic representation in W est African states. 

Specifically, indicators o f  diplomatic capability and influence include the num ber o f
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embassies maintained in and received from  W est African states, and the diplomatic 

missions received from  both African and extra-African states (see Appendices IV  and 

V). These indicators are conceptualized in this study as an aspect o f  the 

establishment attributes o f  W est African states.

6. Finally, defined as a  systemic concept, geographic contiguity is construed as 

the physical contact, in term s o f  actual border-to-border connection o f  territories (or 

international boundaries) o f  either a  group o f states, as in the case o f  the ECOWAS 

regional subsystem, o r o f  any one particular state to another, as in  the case, for 

instance, o f  Senegal and Gambia.40 T he geographic contiguity attribute is measured 

as the num ber o f common boundaries shared with other W est A frican states. Among 

other possible indicators a  researcher may use to measure contiguity are physical 

distance separating states from one another, using boundary to boundary (or center to 

center), distance between m ajor world capitals, time to travel from  one community to 

another by  available transportation, the possibility o f  physical contact between 

peoples, and the cost o f transportation between states.

F o r the purpose o f  conducting a  cross-sectional study at different points in 

time, the same measures for the independent variables in this research w ere collected 

repeatedly from the late 1970s to  the late 1980s. The specific periods chosen for data 

collection in this regard depended upon two m ajor criteria. F irst, measures were 

collected for the years 1977, 1982, and 1987 because they w ere present fo r most
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variables in those years especially for such small states as Cape V erde, Guinea- 

Bissau, and Gambia about which reliable data are not always readily available.

Second, data for these years coincided with the mid-points o f  the time intervals 

covered by the dependent variables. Since events data collection fo r the dependent 

variable cover 1975 through 1989, in terms o f  testing our m aior research 

propositions, data collection for the independent variables_was_fo.r_I982 - the mid

point o f  the 15-year period for which data on foreign policy events were collected.41 

In addition, since events data for the dependent variable w ere sub-divided into three 

5-year periods (i.e ., 1975-1979, 1980-1984, and 1985-1989), data for the independent 

variables w ere collected for the mid-points o f  the 5-year periods (i.e ., 1977, 1982, 

and 1987) respectively (see Appendices IV and V).

Although it has been contended that data on African states are more open to 

error than those from developed countries,42 the figures presented in this study for 

the attributes o f  W est African states are contained in various reputable publications. 

Statistics on the attributes o f  African states are generally contained in various World 

Bank publications, journals, and other relevant materials. However, in this specific 

research, for 1977, estimated measures o f  population size, m ilitary size, military 

expenditure, G N P, and GNP per capita were taken from  W orld M ilitary Expenditures 

and Arms Transfers 1971-1980.43 Estimated indicators o f  GDP, GDP per capita and 

energy consumption per capita were taken from Black Africa: A Comparative 

Handbook.44 Estimates o f  FU N D  represent memberstates contributions to ECOWAS 

budget as at 1979.45 Finally, records o f  data for diplomatic representation were
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taken from  The Europa Year Book 1978; A W orld Survey46 and Africa. South o f the 

Sahara 1977-78.47

F o r 1982, indicators o f  population size, GNP per capita, G DP, and energy 

consumption per capita are drawn from The W orld Bank reports.4® Consequently, 

GNP and GDP per capita were calculated from the above figures. M easures o f 

military size and military expenditure for 1982 were taken from W orld M ilitary 

Expenditures and Arms Transfers 1987.49 The data for contributions o f states to 

ECOW AS fund represent called-up capital as at October 19, 1983.50 Diplomatic 

representation indicators are taken from T he Europa Year Book. 1982: A W orld 

Survey51 and Africa. South o f  the Sahara 1982-83.”

F o r 1987, measures o f  population size, GNP, and GNP per capita were 

obtained from The Europa W orld Year Book. 1989,53 Indicators for G D P, GDP per 

capita, and energy consumption per capita were obtained from W orld Facts and 

F igures.54 Indicators for diplomatic representation were extracted from  Africa.

South o f  the Sahara. 1989 and similar raw data are also available in The Europa 

W orld Y ear Book. 1989.55 D ata for size o f  the military and annual military 

expenditure are from W orld M ilitary Expenditures and Arms Transfers 1988.56 

Similar data are available in the World Defense Forces handbook on military 

information for states.57 M easures for funds (that is, contributions for ECOW AS 

budget) a re percentage contributions to ECOWAS funding for 1987.

Category Construction for the Independent Variables
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As already stated, the measurement techniques and research methods used in 

this study estim ate both the strength and the direction o f  relationships between the 

assumed determ inants o f  state behavior (national attributes) and the dependent variable 

(interstate interactions). In addition, estimates among indicators o f  the separate 

independent variables are established by means o f  P earson 's product-moment 

correlation coefficients since data are analyzed at the interval (continuous) level o f  

measurement.

In order to  dem onstrate the reliability o f  the measures o f  our independent 

variables, intercorrelational analyses were carried out for 1977, 1982, and 1987 (see 

Tables 6 .6 , 6 .7 , and 6 .8). F or example, the three tables show that our independent 

variables can b e  indexed by combining more basic indicators in a  theoretically 

justifiable fashion. Some o f  the indicators are highly intercorrelated and may be 

tapping the sam e dimension.58 When considered in addition to  our earlier theoretical 

discussions, the em pirical results here tend to  confirm  our substantive expectations. 

F o r example, fo r 1977, 1982, and 1987, the hypothesized indicators o f  the economic 

strength variable are highly intercorrelated and significant. F o r 1977, GNP is 

strongly correlated with FU N D  (r =  .94) and GD P (r =  .98), and FU N D  is strongly 

correlated with GDP (r =  .95); for 1982, GNP is strongly associated with FU N D  (r 

=  .92) and G D P (r =  .93), and FUND is strongly related with GD P (r =  .95); 

finally, for 1987, GNP is highly correlated with FU N D  (r =  .95) and GDP (r =

.99), and FU N D  is well associated with GDP (r =  .92). Similarly, the indicators for
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TABLE 6 .6

C o r r e l a t i o n  M a t r ix  o f  I n d e p e n d e n t  V a r ia b l e s  (1 9 7 7 )

Items 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13a a *
1. 1.00 .99 .97 .92 .61 .18-.06 .56 .60 .63 .52 .98 .98-.

a a *
2. I.OOn .98 .941.64 .24-.00 .54 .59 .60 .48 .99 .99-.

\  I a a * *.97 .97-. 
.90 .90-.

*

1.0Cfs7£& .'57*1.58 .61 .65 .50 .56 .55-
6 .
7.
8 .

9.
1 0 . 

11. 
1 2 .
13.
14.

I.OOn .98 .941.64 .24-.00 .54 .59 .60 .48 
\ N | a a *

1.00X.95I.68 .38 .06 .54 .57 .65 .47
\ J  * a1. OCr . 84 .43 .24 .59 .67 .67 .52

1.0u\. 68 j.16 .15 .34 .06 .19 .19-. \  i a a a a a a 
1.Ob'1.03 .11 .07-.09-.04-.05-.

1. 00''. 80 .82 .86

1.00N.84
1.00

.48 .47
*

.54 .53

.56 .55 . * * 

.45 .44 .
1.00\<99!-.

1 . 0 (T-.

N=16; not statistically significant. Significant at .05 
level. Others significant at .01 level or better.

10 .
11.
12 .
13.
14.

population size
gross national product
gross domestic product
contributions to ECOWAS funds
gross national product per capita
gross domestic product per capita
commercial energy consumption per capita
missions sent to West African states
missions received from West African states
missions received from other African states
missions received from non-African states
size of the military
annual military expenditure
number of international borders

Values are Pearson Correlation Coefficients
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TABLE 6 .7

C o r r e l a t i o n  M a t r ix  o f  I n d e p e n d e n t  V a r ia b l e s  (1 9 8 2 )

Items 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
a a

9 10 11 12 13 14
1. 1.00 .99 94 .92 .57 .22 .07 .60 a a

.75 .80 .78 .97 .99-.14
2. 1.00^.93 .95] .61 .18 .11 .57 

* * a
.72 .80 .77 .98 .99-.19

3. 1 00N.95!
1.00"

.55 .51 .15 .69 
* a

.81 .76 .83 .89 .91-.27
4. .75 .47 .33 .74 .81 .85 .87 .89 .90-.16
5.
6 .

9.
10 .
11.
1 2 .
13.
14.

28 .541 .01

1 .01

1 . 00"

.75 .71 

.84 .79 

.79 .76 . 
1 .0 0 Ns W j- .  

1 . 00-.: 
1 .

.16
a

.17
a

.25
a

. 2 2
a

.10
a

.15

N=16; not statistically significant. Significant at .05 
level. Others significant at .01 level or better.

population size
gross national product
gross domestic product
contributions to ECOWAS funds
gross national product per capita
gross domestic product per capita
commercial energy consumption per capita
missions sent to West African states
missions received from West African states
missions received from other African states
missions received from non-African states
size of the military
annual military expenditure
number of international borders

1 .
2 .
3.
4.
5.
6 .
7.
8 . 
9.

10 .
11.
1 2 .
13.
14.
Values are Pearson Correlation Coefficients
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TABLE 6 .8

C o r r e l a t i o n  M a tr ix  o f  I n d e p e n d e n t  V a r ia b l e s  (1 9 8 7 )

Items 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
a a

1. 1.00 .99 .99 .91 .05 .67 .31 .61 .81 .75 .75 .97 .67-.:

392

2 .
3.

9.
10 . 

11 . 

1 2 .

13.
14.

1.00\99 .951.17 .75 .37 .68 .83 .80 .80 .96 .75-. 
j a a1.00\.921 .09 .69 .34 .61 .81 .75 .74 .98 .68-. 

a *1.Off*.33 .86 .50 .78 .85 .79 .84 .88 .78-.
a a * a

.41 .26 .42 .45 .05 .60-.1.00\.s69 .64 
1.0CN<58

1.0  cH

.78 .73 .75 .81 .63 .81- 
a a * * a *

.40 .40 .45 .48 .32 .47-
1.00X84 .75 .90

1.00X83 .85 
1.00X87 

1 . 00'

.60 .77 

.83 .72 

.79 .87 

.74 .84 
1.00X641- 

1.00

N=16; not statistically significant. Significant at .05 
level. Others are significant at .01 level or better.

9.
10 .
11 .
1 2 .
13.
14.

population size
gross national product
gross domestic product
contributions to ECOWAS funds
gross national product per capita
gross domestic product per capita
commercial energy consumption per capita
missions sent to West African states
missions received from West African states
missions received from other African states
missions received from non-African states
size of the military
annual military expenditure
number of international borders

Values are Pearson Correlation Coefficients
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the military capability variable are strongly correlated for these three years (r =  .99, 

.98, and .64 respectively). So also are the measures for diplomatic capability and, to 

a  lesser degree, those for the level o f  economic development. Since these respective 

indicators are positively intercorrelated, they may be reliably combined to  index the 

four dimensions o f  our independent variables (i.e ., economic strength, level o f 

development, diplomatic capability, and m ilitary capability).

To seek associations between each o f  the 14 independent variables and the 

dependent variables will produce an unnecessarily large num ber o f  correlations, thus 

resulting in ambiguous interpretation problems. Therefore, factor analysis was also 

used as a  consolidating technique to simplify the indicators o f the independent 

variables applied in the study into more manageable clusters. T he main purpose here 

was to demonstrate, on an exploratory basis, the degree o f the consistency o f  the 

various indicators in order to justify their combination into artificially produced 

variables for further statistical analysis.59 Typologizing attributional data 

(encompassing a  total o f 14 indicators in the study per year) produced sm aller 

groupings o f overall indices which were then treated as categories o f  variables in the 

research. M ost o f  the items have substantial loadings on the first component in the 

extracted (i.e ., unrotated) factor matrix. But since the items o f the independent 

variables in our research are measuring m ore than a  single underlying phenomenon, it 

was necessary to rotate the extracted components in order for them to be optimally 

interpretable. Tables 6.9 , 6 .10 , and 6.11 show how each factor identifies those items 

that are m ore highly correlated with one another than with the other items. Thus,
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after rotation, most items have higher factor loadings on their hypothesized relevant 

components than on other components. Specifically, for the national attributes o f 

1977, 1982, and 1987, when the three factors extracted are rotated to a  varimax 

solution, they show a  fairly distinct clustering o f  items.

Some o f  the phenomena o f  the period o f  relative econom ic boom in W est 

Africa are depicted in Table 6 .9 . Factor 1 is defined principally by  items 1-4 and 12- 

13, and the traditional attributes o f  economic, social, and military power for 1977 

appear to  have the highest positive scores on this factor. In addition, Factor 2 is most 

clearly defined by item s 8-11 and by item 14, representing a  unique cluster o f  the 

diplomatic capabilities and contiguity dimension. It is perhaps suiprising that the 

diplomatic capability indicators do not load highly on Factor 1. This may be 

indicative o f  the trend in the early post-independence era when large numbers o f 

diplomatic missions were maintained even by relatively poor states as symbols o f 

newly acquired statehood. Despite the problems o f  underdevelopment, most African 

states found it psychologically necessary to organize foreign offices, establish 

diplomatic relationships, and develop external policies within this extraordinary 

period. Thus, it could be argued that in the 1970s, diplomatic missions w ere not 

constrained by the realities o f economic, social, and military power.

That diplomatic influence loads highly with contiguity on Factor 2 is initially 

puzzling. But this does not defy interpretation especially as it is consistent with some 

o f our earlier findings (see subsection on diplomatic representations in Chapter 4). A 

nation’s foreign policy begins at its borders, and W est African states tend to maintain
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diplomatic ties with neighboring states since it is at this level that the greatest need to 

deal with interstate issues arises almost on a  daily basis. F o r 1977, therefore, the 

correlation between diplomatic capability and contiguity may be understood within the 

context o f  the need by diplomatic establishments to address the various implications o f 

the flow o f  citizens across international borders. Finally, items 5-7 load highly on 

Factor 3 (the level o f  development dimension). This factor is quite homogenous and 

exhibits no overlap with any o f  the other domains.

The strength o f  Factor 1 accounts for a  preponderance o f  the common variance 

in the items and the indicators here suggest a  national capabilities component. For 

illustrative purposes, this factor will be designated the "power" dimension since the 

indicators o f  economic strength o r wealth (items 2-4), population size (item 1), and 

military capability (items 12-13) appear to load highly on it. As indicated in Table 

6 .9 , the total contribution o f  Factor 1 to the variances o f  all the variables is 59.4 

percent. That o f Factor 2 , labeled here as the "diplomatic/contiguity" dimension, is a 

relatively less imposing 15.3 percent, and includes 5 o f  14 indicators. Also, the total 

contribution o f  Factor 3, labeled the "development" dimension, to the variances o f all 

the variables is 14.5 percent. Significantly, when considered together, the dimensions 

delineated in the factor analysis for 1977 account for over 89.2 percent o f the total 

variance, which is a  reasonably high percentage for behavioral science data.

In support o f  our arguments, the results o f the factor analyses on the national 

attributes o f  W est African states for 1982 and 1987 are remarkably similar; however,
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TABLE 6.9 396

Factor Analysis of the National Attributes
of West African States (1977)

Variable Unrotated factor matrix Rotated factor matrix
Variables Communuality 1 2 3 1 2 3
1. POP77 .985 .940 -.165 -.271 j.947 j .296 .025
2. GNP77 .993 .946 -.226 -.217 1.9601 .252 .094
3. GDP77 .970 .951 -.229 -.112

! - H
.263 .193

4. FUND77 .979 .965 -.211 .067 1.870, .305 .359
5. GNPK77 .913 .787 -.078 .536 .504 .382 ITtIt I
6. GDPK77 .808 .375 -.231 .784 .142 .073 1 i.885,
7. ENERGY77 .867 .136 -.261 .883 -.078 -.061 i 1.926.
8. EMBREC77 .887 .742 .575 .082 .338 17872; .111
9. EMBSNT77 .733 .762 .384 .068 .442 r 717! .153
10. EMBRAF77 .885 .812 .455 .137 .429 j. 8101 .211
11. EMBRNA77 .919 .679 .676 -.021 .277 j. 9171 -.027
12. MISIZE77 .982 .912 -.257 -.289 *. 970'I | .200 .025
13. MIEXP77 .982 .908 -.269 -.293 |. 973 j .187 .024
14. CONTIG .589 -.126 .750 .099 -.466 7594! -.136

% Total Variance 59.4 + 15.3 + 14.5 = 89.2%
Eigenvalue 8.3 2.1 2.0

For labels to the 14 indicators, see Table 6.6 and Appendix V.
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these results, considered together, also differ from  those for 1977 (representing the 

economic boom  years). Tables 6 .10  and 6.11 show that items 1-4, 8-11, and 12-13 

load highly on Factor 1, which suggest "power" dimensions comprising the population 

size, economic strength, military capability, and diplomatic capability o f  W est African 

states. That the diplomatic missions indicators load highly on this factor suggest the 

realities o f  general economic hardships. D ue to increased socioeconomic constraints, 

the establishment o f  diplomatic missions is now increasingly contingent upon other 

indices o f  state pow er (rather than on more symbolic factors as was the case in the 

1960s and 1970s).60 Put differently, the diplomatic policy o f  W est African states is 

now associated with their resource base; that is, their foreign policies are now based 

m ore upon their material capacity to act. The situation here reflects the position that 

the domestic resource base o f  the disposition o f  the diplomatic capability variable is 

meager. F o r both 1982 and 1987, the indicators o f  the level o f  "development" 

variable load highly on Factor 2 thus suggesting the increased im portance o f  the 

modernization items, while the geographic "contiguity" variable loads highly on 

F actor 3 .61 The dimensions shown on the factor analyses for 1982 and 1987 account 

for 87.5 percent and 91 .3  percent o f  the total variances for the two years, respectively 

(see Tables 6 .10 and 6.11).

In sum, both intercorrelational and factor analyses for 1977, 1982, and 1987 

show that several m ultiple indicators may be combined reliably to  index common 

concepts in this study. F irst, within the framework o f  testing bivariate relationships
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TABLE 6.10
Factor Analysis of the National Attributes

of West African States (1982)

Variable Unrotated factor matrix Rotated factor matrix
Variables Communuality 1 2 3 1 2 3
1. POP82 .987 .936 -.331 - .035 17986? .097 -.064
2. GNP82 .995 .936 -.334 - .092 17986] .096 -.120
3. GDP82 .913 .948 -.104 - .063 1.9011> | .308 -.083
4. FUND82 .973 .981 .013 - .102 '. 880! .430 -.117
5. GNPK82 .651 .740 .271 - .172 .550 j. 564 j -.172
6. GDPK82 .611 .432 .652 .006 .116 i 1 1.773, .026
7. ENERGY82 .719 .318 .694 - .369 -.017 *. 7751 -.344
8. EMBREC82 .887 .802 .371 .328 !758l! .665 .330
9. EMBSNT82 .875 .879 .172 .268 j* 733| .519 .261

10. EMBRAF82 .822 .898 .004 .124 J .  816t .380 .110
11. EMBRNA82 .948 .930 .228 .176 1.752! .594 .170
12. MISIZE82 .987 .931 -.348 .007 j. 990 j .078 -.022
13. HIEXP82 .995 .925 -.361 -.097 !. 987! .067 -.127
14. CONTIG .883 -.185 .011 .921 -.142 .097 ;.924;

% Total Variance 66.4 + 12.0 + 9.1 = 87 .5%
Eigenvalue 9.3 1.7 1.3

For labels to the 14 indicators, see Table 6.7 and Appendix V.
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TABLE 6.11

Factor Analysis of the National Attributes
of West African States (1987)

Variable Unrotated factor matrix Rotated factor matrix
Variables Communuality 1 2 3 1 2 3
1. POP87 .987 .902 -.414 -.046 ;.988* .073 -.075
2. GNP87 .986 .945 -.301 -.060 1.9731I | .191 -.047
3. GDP87 .990 .908 -.396 -.099 I.9821 ( | .109 -.118
4. FUND87 .960 .964 -.113 -.134 j. 902 j .380 -.054
5. GNPK87 .930 .420 .827 -.264 -.018 j.962 | .064
6. GDPK87 .899 .881 .303 -.178 .635 1.703 | .029
7. ENERGY87 .755 .532 .473 -.498 .233 j.797 j -.257
8. EMBREC87 .831 .840 .224 .275 CssTj .467 .425
9. EMBSNT87 .864 .910 -.065 .179 1.847 !I 1 .291 .250
10. EMBRAF87 .871 .904 .107 .208 1.764 | .421 .332
11. EMBRNA87 .912 .926 .162 .170 1.757! .489 .316
12. MISIZE87 .967 .891 -.415 -.040 1.979 •1 I .065 -.070
13. MIEXP87 .886 .873 .297 .187 1.649 1 .573 .369
14. CONTIG .950 -.018 .260 .939 -.089 -.108 f7965l

% Total Variance 67.5 + 13.2 + 10.6 = 91.3%
Eigenvalue 9.5 1.9 1.5

For labels to the 14 indicators, see Table 6.8 and Appendix V.
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as specified in our research propositions (see Chapter 2), such indicators as GNP, 

G DP, and FU N D  may be combined reliably to index economic strength, whereas 

GNP per capita, GDP per capita, and energy consumption per capita may be 

combined to index the level o f  development. Furthermore, diplomatic missions sent 

and received from W est African states, missions received from other African states, 

and missions received from non-African states can be combined to index diplomatic 

capability, while the size o f  the military and annual military expenditure may index 

the military capability o f states. Second, to test m ore complex multivariate 

relationships, and in order to avoid problems o f multicollinearity, the m ajor different 

dimensions revealed by the factor scores in the factor analyses above w ill be adopted. 

Consequently, on the basis o f  conceptual and theoretical judgm ent, indicators that 

load highly on the various factors will be combined to index three dimensions. Faced 

with this new empirical reality, the major independent variables in our multivariate 

analyses would include power, diplomatic contiguity, and development for 1977, and 

power, development, and contiguity for 1982 and 1987 measures.

This chapter has outlined some o f  the basic considerations in measurement 

applied to the study. An additional objective in this research (taken up in the next 

chapter) is  to  establish simple correlations between each of the independent variables 

and the dependent variable. Considering the weaknesses inherent in "soft data" 

(defined as publicly available document data analyses), the aim here is not to posit 

hard o r definitive causal relationships although implications for these are obvious in 

the study, since we ultimately desire explanation. O ne general problem is making
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causal inferences from  observed correlations. The correlation o f  independent and 

dependent variables implies no ultimate conclusion about the true causation o f  one 

variable by another. Thus, correlative knowledge does not constitute causation, 

properly defined. The form er merely enables a  researcher to  see which variables are 

significantly related and to  suggest the possibility o f  causal relationships.62 

Causality, on the other hand, raises serious questions o f  prediction, and is beyond the 

claims o f  this analysis.63 N ot only is demonstrating the likelihood o f  causation more 

o f  a  logical than a  statistical matter, but even in term s o f  statistical manipulations, 

much m ore refined and sophisticated multivariate procedures and models are required 

than are presently employed in this study.64 In the next chapter, therefore, we 

intend to  find out if, in which direction, and to what extent, the independent variables 

account for the variation in the dependent variable.
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Relations: Analysis o f  Past Events and Gaming Simulation o f  the Future," Journal o f 
Conflict Resolution, vol. 16 (1972), pp. 281-295.

3. Depending upon the theoretical and empirical considerations o f  the researcher, events 
data may also be used as indicators o f  independent behavioral variables in comparative 
studies that seek to address nonevent-based dependent measures o f  foreign policy.

4. See Edward E. A zar, "Ten Issues in Events Research," Edward A zar and Joseph 
Ben-Dak, eds., Theory and Practice o f  Events Research: Studies in Inter-Nation Actions 
and Interactions (New York: Gordon and Breach Publishers, 1975), p . 2: and Edward 
E. Azar, "Conflict Escalation and Conflict Reduction in An International Crisis: Suez, 
1956," W illiam  D . Coplin and Charles W . Kegley, J r., eds., Analyzing International 
Relations: A Multimethod Introduction (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1975), pp. 183- 
184. F o r an early but essentially similar formulation o f  the international communicative 
process, see Harold D . Lasswell, "The Structure and Function o f  Communication in 
Society," Lyman Bryson, ed ., The Communication o f  Ideas (New York: H arper and 
Row, 1948), p . 37. See also, Jonathan W ilkenfeld et a l., eds., Foreign Policy Behavior: 
The Interstate Behavior Analysis M odel (Beverly H ills, C alif.: Sage Publications, 1980), 
p. 36.

5. In fact, in A zar’s formulation, an event represents "who does o r says w hat to w hom ." 
See Edward E . Azar, "Analysis o f  International Events," Peace Research Reviews, vol. 
4 , no. 1 (N ovem ber 1970), pp. 12-13.

6. Specifically, eighteen scholars and practitioners o f  international relations w ere asked 
to represent in numerical terms the amount o f conflict and cooperation represented by 
each o f  the points o f  the scale in relation to the neutral point, which was given an 
intensity value o f  1.
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7. Indeed, the various dimensions o f  our dependent variable are measured in terms of 
the frequency o f international behavior. This is simple to calculate on the basis o f  our 
data - a  researcher simply counts the number o f  events (within the dimension in question) 
directed by one nation towards another for any particular tim e period.

8. Thus, the dependent variables include various aspects o f  the foreign policy event 
itself; w hether the event was cooperative o r conflictual, intra-African o r extra-African, 
and so on. Various dimensions o f  foreign policy behavior are coded and examined 
accordingly for exploratory purposes. In addition to  the various types o f  events initiated 
to W est A frican states (EVINITW A, EVNT7579, EVN T8084, EVNT8589), these 
categories include events received from W est African states (EVRECDW A), events 
initiated to and received from  W est African states (EVINRDW A), cooperative events 
initiated to W est African states (CPEVINW A), cooperative events received from W est 
African states (CPEVREW A), conflictual events initiated to W est African states 
(CNEVINW A), conflictual events received from W est A frican states (CNEVREW A), 
events initiated to non-African and W est African states (EVINEXW A), events initiated 
to non-African states (EVINIEXT), events received from non-African states 
(EVRECEXT), cooperative events initiated to non-African states (CPEVINEX), 
cooperative events received from non-African states (CPEVREXT), conflictual events 
initiated to non-African states (CNEVINEX), and conflictual events received from non- 
African states (CNEVREXT). (See Tables 6 .4  and 6.5).

9. As Burgess and Lawton put this, the measurement techniques for coding the content 
o f the event interaction are divisible between those that categorize events and those that 
scale them. See Philip M . Burgess and Raymond W . Law ton, "Evaluating Events Data: 
Problems o f  Conception, Reliability, and Validity," Charles W . Kegley, J r .,  Gregory A. 
Raymond, Robert M . Rood, and Richard A. Skinner, eds., International Events and the 
Comparative Analysis o f  Foreign Policy (Columbia, S .C .: University o f  South Carolina 
Press, 1975), pp. 117-118.

10. T o compute the annual cooperation dimension o f  interaction value from Ghana to 
Togo, for example, the procedure is as follows: (1) multiply the yearly frequency of 
events at each cooperation scale point (levels 1-7 on the interaction scale) by the 
weighted value at that point, and (2) add all the values o f  the cooperation behavior 
together for the yearly cooperation DI value. Similar procedures will provide the yearly 
conflict DI value fo r the relations o f  Ghana to Togo.

11. Bernard Berrelson describes content analysis as the "objective, systematic and 
quantitative description" o f  communication content. F o r several extensive treatments of 
this subject see Bernard Berrelson, Content Analysis in Communications Research 
(Glencoe, 111.: The Free Press, 1952). See also, Ithiel de Sola Pool, ed ., Trends in 
Content Analysis (U rbana, 111.: University o f  Illinois Press, 1959); Robert C . North, Ole 
R. Holsti, M . George Zaninovich, and Dina A. Zinnes, Content Analysis: A Handbook 
with Applications fo r the Study o f  International Crisis (Evanston, 111.: Northwestern 
University Press, 1963); R. Budd, R. Thorp and L. Donohew, Content Analysis o f
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Communications (N ew York: Macmillan Press, 1967); Deborah W elch Larson, 
"Problems o f  Content Analysis in Foreign Policy Research: Notes from  the S tudy o f the 
Origins o f  Cold W ar Belief Systems," International Studies Quarterly, vol. 32, no. 2 
(June 1988), pp. 241-255.

12. Indeed, no monitoring instrument can successfully record all interstate interactions 
that are fit to  observe. In this regard, one is often reminded o f  the puzzle that asks 
whether a  tree falling in a  forest actually makes a  noise i f  no one hears it.

13. See "Preface" in Azar and Ben-Dak, eds., op. cit. (1975), p. ix.

14. T he various issues o f  these periodicals were reviewed for data collection at the 
U niversities o f  W isconsin (M ilwaukee and M adison). Additional issues w ere reviewed 
at Northwestern University (Evanston) and at the University o f  Rochester (New York).

15. In  this study, the date o f  an event is defined as the day that the signal is reported 
by a  reputable o r publicly available source.

16. As specified in the earlier chapters, these states include the 16 states o f  W est Africa, 
plus Britain, France, W est Germany, the United States, the Soviet Union, and China. 
I t has been noted that when conducted on an extensive scale, content analysis "remains 
a  costly undertaking, a  consideration which must be borne in mind when assessing the 
value o f  the results." See "Content Analysis," in John E . M ueller, ed ., Approaches to 
M easurement in Inigm.ali.Qnal Rglati.Qn§lA NQn-Evangeligal Survey (New York: Meredith 
Corporation, 1969), p . 218.

17. The COPDAB scale was used in the coding process; a  degree o f judgm ent was 
involved. Intercoder reliability tests were not conducted partly because o f  the difficulty 
o f  finding competent and qualified judges for such large amounts o f  data. However, in 
an earlier M aster’s thesis (using Calhoun’s conflict-consensus scale with 28 action 
categories) involving similar data collected for a  12-month period, reliability coefficients 
between the scores o f  10 judges were reasonably high. Events collected by the 
researcher for this earlier study were generated from W est Africa (London) and Africa 
Report (New York), and were restricted solely to interactions between W est African 
states as reported from January to December 1975. See M ichael O . A nda "Integration 
in W est Africa: An Analysis o f Foreign Policy Interactions in  a  Regional Subsystem," 
U npublished M .A . Paper, University o f  W isconsin, M ilwaukee, (1985), pp. 90-92, ISO- 
166. See Appendix II for Survey Questionnaire and Appendix III for Foreign Policy 
Events Scores. Since A zar’s scale has a  low er num ber o f  categories (15), one would 
expect decreased variance among judges and, consequently, higher intercoder reliability.

18. F o r instance, a  study o f  the New York Times (NYT) and the M iddle East Journal 
(MEJ) chronology o f  events between key M iddle Eastern states from 1955 to 1958 
showed that the N Y T index reported a  significantly greater amount o f  violence than did 
the M EJ chronology. See Edward E. Azar, op. cit. (1970).
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19. T here is a  missing publication as a  result o f  a  mis-numbering o f  the issues. Thus, 
issue no. 3686 (A pril 1988) was never published.

20. See H ow ard French, "On the Newstands," in A frica Report. M arch-A pril 1987, p.
49. W est A frica was first issued on February 3, 1917. See editorial entitled "70 Years 
o f  Service," W est A frica. February 2, 1987, p . 187. The Africa Research Bulletin is 
relatively younger, and has been published monthly since 1964.

21. Howard French, "On the Newstands," op. cit. (1987), p . 50.

22. F o r this same description see Patrick J. M cGowan and Howard B. Shapiro, The 
C omparative Study o f  Foreign Policy; A Survey o f  Scientific Findings (Beverly Hills, 
C alif.: Sage Publications, 1973), pp. 29-30. F o r another methodological treatment o f 
this measure o f  correlation, consult A lbert M . Liebetrau, M easures o f  Association: 
Q uantitative Applications in the Social Sciences (Beverly H ills, Calif.: Sage Publications, 
1983), pp. 44-49. See also, Patrick J. M cGowan and M ichael K. O ’Leary, "Methods 
and D ata for the Comparative Analysis o f  Foreign Policy," in Charles W . Kegley, J r ., 
et a l., op. cit. (1975), p. 257. Indeed, Pearson’s r  =  0 .00  may also indicate that there 
is a  hidden relation in  the data, for example, a  curvilinear rather than the predicted linear 
relationship tested fo r (or a  line perpendicular to the X axis and a  random scatterplot to 
which a  meaningful least squares line cannot be fitted).

23. See M ichael H aas, "Social Change and National Aggressiveness, 1900-1960," in J. 
D avid Singer, ed .. Quantitative International Politics (New York: The F ree Press, 1968), 
p. 226. See also, John E. M ueller, ed ., op. cit. (1969), p. 308.

24. This indicates that for this study the probability o f  a  chance association is at least 
five in 100.

25. The frequency o f  the occurrence o f  17 categories o f  foreign policy behavior was 
recorded, thus capturing all the reported events which intuitively involved cooperative 
and conflictual behavior initiated and received by W est African states. Thus, coded 
categories sought to  capture clear empirical differentiation between such mutually 
exclusive events.

26. F o r a  discussion o f the use o f factor analysis in reliability and validity assessments, 
see Edw ard G. Carmines and Richard A. Zeller, Reliability and Validity Assessments: 
Quantitative Applications in the Social Sciences (Beverly H ills, Calif.: Sage Publications, 
1983), pp. 59-70. But for an analysis o f  the methodological problems in consolidating 
and simplifying a  large domain o f  variables with reference to foreign conflict behaviors 
o f  African states, see John Collins, "Factor Analysis and the Groupings o f  Events Data: 
P roblem s and Possible Solutions," A zar and Ben-Dak, eds., op. cit. (1975), pp. 121-128.

27. In other words, since the solution could not be  rotated, only one factor was 
extracted.
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28. Content (or face) validity indicates the extent to which an empirical measurement 
represents a  specific domain o f  content. Criterion-oriented (or predictive/empirical) 
validity is relevant when a  researcher applies an instrument to  estimate some important 
form o f  behavior that is external to the instrument itself. The operational indicator o f 
the degree o f  correspondence between the test and the criterion is  usually estimated by 
the size o f  their correlation (i.e ., the "validity coefficient”). Construct validity refers to 
the extent to which a  particular measure relates to  other measures consistent with 
theoretically derived hypotheses concerning the concepts (or constructs) that are being 
measured. This type is m ost theoretically central to the social sciences since it relates 
to the measurement o f  abstract theoretical concepts. See Edward Carmines and Richard 
Zeller, op. cit. (1983), pp. 12-23. F o r an alternative discussion on the use o f  the various 
types o f  validity, see TTiomas L. Brewer, "Foreign Policy Process Events: Problems o f 
Concept and D ata," Azar and Ben-Dak, eds., op. cit. (1975), pp. 203-204.

29. As already indicated, this type o f  validity, which is norm ally determined by the 
judgem ent o f  inform ed observers, refers to the extent to which measurements adequately 
sample the universe o f  dimensions o f  the behaviors being measured. F o r instance, the 
unhealthy tendency to  equate "international relations” with "international conflict" is 
invalid. It ignores the cooperative content o f  interstate interactions, and valid events 
research cannot adequately assume that conflictual and cooperative factors are 
independent. By assessing international coexistence and coalition behavior in addition 
to conflict, this study reduces such inadequacy in previous research considerably.

30. M aurice A . East, "Size and Foreign Policy: A Test o f Tw o M odels," W orld 
Politics, vol. 25 (July 1973), pp. 556-576.

31. Ray S. Cline, W orld Pow er Trends and U .S. Foreign Policy Behavior for the 1980s 
(Boulder, Colo.: W estview Press, 1980), pp. 44-45.

32. It should be noted here that although population is an element o f  national power 
because o f  its usefulness as a  source o f  military strength and productive, exportable 
skills, in Africa, raw  figures are generally tempered by considerations o f  illiteracy, 
underemployment, and apathy. Nevertheless, a  valid generalization that can be made is 
that states with the smallest populations tend to be the weakest.

33. Nazli Choucri. Population Dynamics and International Violence (Lexington. Mass.: 
D. C. Heath, 1974); Choucri and Robert North, Nations in Conflict: National Growth 
and International Violence (San Francisco: Freeman, 1975); Jonathan Wilkenfeld et a l., 
eds., Foreign Policy Behavior: The Interstate Behavior Analysis M odel (Beverly Hills, 
Calif.: Sage Publications, 1980), p . 63.

34. Again, in Africa, territorial size alone is no direct index o f  national power. As an 
indicator, it is invalid and illusory since many o f  the largest states include large areas o f 
desert and inadequate transportation and communication systems.
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35. See Lindberg’s article in Leon N . Lindberg and Stuart A. Scheingold, eds., 
Regional Integration: Theory and Research (Cambridge, M ass.: Harvard University 
Press, 1971), p. 78.

36. Amitai Etzioni, Political Unification: A Conception o f  Leaders and Forces (New 
York: H olt, R inehart and W inston, 1965), pp. 38-39, 94-96.

37. E rnst B. Haas in  Richard A. Falk and Saul H . M endlovitz, eds., Regional Politics 
and W orld O rder (San Francisco, Calif.: W . H . Freeman, 1973), p. 108.

38. Economically powerful (wealthy) states such as India may have low levels o f 
development. F o r while there are m ore goods and services in India than, for example, 
in Sweden, there is a  greater demand fo r such goods and services by the large Indian 
population. This implies that the measure o f  modernization should include not ju s t GNP, 
but other variables such as GNP, divided by total population. F o r similar views, see 
Patrick J. M cGowan and Michael K. O ’Leary, "Methods and D ata for the Comparative 
Analysis o f  Foreign Policy," in Charles W . Kegley, J r., e t a l., op. cit. (1975), pp. 251- 
252. F o r a  typology that includes economic development as a  predictor o f foreign policy 
behavior, see James N . Rosenau and Gary Hoggard, "Foreign Policy Behavior in Dyadic 
Relationships: Testing a  Pre-Theoretical Extension," J. N . Rosenau, ed., Comparing 
Foreign Policies (New York: W iley, 1974), pp. 117-149.

39. F o r a  similar application o f defense expenditures and size o f  the armed forces as 
measures o f  military power, see D avid H . Johns, "Diplomatic Activity, Pow er, and 
Integration in A frica," Patrick J. M cGowan, ed ., Sage International Yearbook o f  Foreign 
Policy Studies, vol. 3 (Beverly H ills, C alif.: Sage Publications, 1975), p. 90.

40. On both findings and propositions on the geographical proximity variable see Roger 
Cobb and Charles Elder, International Community: A Regional and Global Study (New 
York: Holt, R inehart and Winston, 1970), p. 134; and Jonathan Wilkenfeld, e t al. eds., 
op. cit. (1980), p . 78.

41. This method has been adopted in similar studies on African foreign policy behavior. 
F o r instance, one scholar gathered data within a  5-year period on a  specific dependent 
variable - support for national liberation movements - and chose the year 1969 for data 
collection on the independent variables. According to  this scholar, the year 1969 was 
chosen since "it marks roughly the m iddle o f  the period for which the data on liberation 
support w ere recorded (1966-71)." See Vincent B. Khapoya, The Politics o f  Decision: 
A Comparative Study o f  African Policy Toward the Liberation Movements (Denver, 
Colo.: University o f  D enver, 1975), p . 17.

42. See P atrick McGowan and Helen E . Purkitt, Demystifying "National Character" in

Series in W orld Affairs, vol. 17, Book 1 (Denver, Colo.: University o f D enver, 1979), 
p. 17.
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43. See W orld M ilitary Expenditures and Arms Transfers 1971-1980 (W ashington, 
D .C .: U .S . Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, 1983).

44. See Donald G. M orrison, Robert C. Mitchell, John N . Paden, and Hugh M. 
Stevenson, et a l., Black Africa; A Comparative Handbook (New York: Irvington 
Publishers, 1989).

45. F o r the total budget o f  the Community, see Official Journal o f  ECOW AS, vol. 2 
(1980), p . 12. The different time-span chosen for some o f  the independent variables 
should not constitute problem s since capabilities do not change significantly over five to 
ten years (or even m ore for certain actors). Many o f the variables here are relatively 
non-manipulable. F o r example, because they are insensitive to social control over the 
short term , a  state’s population size and international borders cannot be changed easily.

46. The Europa Year Book 1978: A W orld Survey, vols. I & II (London: Europa 
Publications Limited, 1978).

47. Africa. South o f  the Sahara 1977-78 (London: Europa Publications Limited, 1977).

48. Toward Sustained Development in Sub-Saharan Africa: A Joint Program o f Action 
(W ashington, D .C .: T he W orld Bank, 1984), pp. 57, 59, 62.

49. W orld M ilitary Expenditures and Arms Transfers. 1987 (W ashington, D. C .: U .S. 
Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, 1988).

50. F o r this data on contributions to ECOWAS fund, see A. A. Afolayan, "Immigration 
and Expulsion o f ECOW AS Aliens in Nigeria," International M igration Review, vol. 22, 
no. 1 (Spring 1988), p . 15.

51. The Europa Y ear Book 1982: A W orld Survey, vols. I & II (London: Europa 
Publications Limited, 1982)

52. Africa. South o f  the Sahara 1982-83. Twelfth Edition (London: Europa Publications 
Limited, 1982)

53. The Europa W orld Year Book. 1989. Thirtieth Edition, vols. 1 & 2 (London: 
Europa Publications Lim ited, 1989).

54. See Victor Showers, W orld Facts and F igures. Third Edition (New York: John 
W iley and Sons, 1989), pp. 66, 72. But for 1984 estimates o f  commercial energy 
production per capita, see The W orld in Figures (Boston, M ass.: G. K. Hall & Co., 
1987).

55. Africa. South o f  the Sahara. 1989. Eighteenth Edition, vols. 1 &  2 (London: Europa 
Publications Lim ited, 1988).
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56. See W orld M ilitary Expenditures and Arms Transfers. 1988 (W ashington, D .C .: 
U .S . Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, 1989).

57. F o r similar data, see Barbara H . Pope, ed ., WQrid DgfgnKjFpj^ ;^X l> m peadiym. 
o f  Current M ilitary Information for All Countries o f  the W orld (Santa Barbara: Calif.: 
A BC/Clio, 1987).

58. Indicators that a re highly correlated among each other can be assumed to represent 
the same variable o r phenomenon. The objective here is prim arily to isolate those groups 
o f  indicators, and to reconstruct variables from  these indicators that represent concepts 
which are by themselves not directly measurable.

59. Although factor analysis is fraught with statistical hazards, it  is adopted here mainly 
for exploratory purposes as an analytical tool for the consolidation o f  indicators. See 
Jonathan W ilkenfeld, Gerald W . Hopple, Paul J. Rossa, and Stephen J. Andriole, 
Foreign Policy Behavior: The Interstate B ehavior Analysis M odel (Beverly H ills, Calif.: 
Sage Publications, 1980), pp. 91-107.

60. Thus, although the items o f  diplomatic capability load highly on Factor 2 in Table 
6 .9 , they now load highly on Factor 1. This development is not necessarily inconsistent 
since it  basically reveals that there is strong intercorrelation between other indices o f  state 
capability (e .g ., population size, wealth, and military capability) and the diplomatic 
capability variable.

61. The most puzzling item in the 1982 matrix is EM BREC82. Since it loads more 
highly on Factor 2 than on Factor 1, it exhibits some overlap with another domain. 
Thus, because it registers highly (approximately .6) on the two factors, there is difficulty 
in placing it in any one factor. W e place EMBREC82 in Factor 1 for two reasons: first, 
it is fairly highly intercorrelated with the other indicators o f  diplomatic capability (see 
Table 6 .10) and therefore indexes a  national pow er dimension; second, it is theoretically 
justifiable as an indicator o f diplomatic capability and is thus a  valid measure o f the 
concept.

62. Ernst Haas, International Systems: A Behavioral Approach (New York: Chandler 
Publishing Company, 1974), p . 39.

63. Since contingency generalizations disclose covariation, it is impossible to  adequately 
infer the necessary and sufficient conditions for a given occurrence. See Gregory A. 
Raymond, "Introduction: Comparative Analysis and Nomological Explanation," Charles 
W . Kegley, J r ., e t a l., eds., International Events and the Comparative Analysis of 
Foreign Policy (Columbia, S .C .: University o f  South Carolina Press, 1975), pp. 47-49.

64. Albert M . Liebetrau, op. cit. (1983), p . 88.
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

DATA ANALYSIS AND SYSTEMATIC FINDINGS

Introduction

In order to arrive at empirical generalizations, the principal objectives o f  this 

chapter are twofold: first, to  explore the patterns o f  interactions between W est African 

states and, second, to test theoretical propositions about the determinants o f  foreign 

policy behavior in the area.1 O ur initial objective analyzes the systemic behavior o f 

W est African states by providing a "mapping" o f  the wide range o f  interactions 

among selected actors in the subregion. Findings at this level will support the major 

theoretical arguments advanced in the previous sections o f  this study, especially with 

respect to  the nature o f  changing patterns o f  relations in W est Africa. In addition to 

this, we seek to determine w hether foreign policy behavior varies systematically with 

the explanatory o r independent variables. W ith support drawn from  existing scientific 

findings, this chapter aims at providing some explanation as to how and why regional 

actors behave the way they do toward one another. W e seek to determ ine how much 

o f  the variation in interstate interactions is accounted for by the independent variables 

singly and collectively.2
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General Characteristics

Utilizing the events data approach, a total o f  4,365 directed events were 

recorded for a  15-year period for both African and non-African actors alike. This 

figure represents an average o f  291 events per year and 198.41 events per actor (see 

Table 7 .1). O f the total dyadic events, 1,860 events (or 42.61 percent) were initiated 

exclusively by W est African countries towards each other. Table 7.2 shows the 

distribution o f these inter-African events, which represent our measure for the 

dependent variable (see Table 6.2 in the preceding chapter). As the table indicates, 

there are substantial inequalities between the states with respect to  the num ber of 

events initiated by any given state. At one end, Ghana (with 286 events) followed 

closely by Nigeria (with 270 events) appear to be the most active in this regard. Both 

states are way o f  ahead the third most active state, Senegal, which has 163 events. 

O ther relatively active states include Liberia (124 events) Guinea (113) Ivory Coast 

(113) and, surprisingly, Burkina Faso (116) and Gambia (113). Cape V erde (with 36 

events) and Guinea-Bissau (with 52 events) are among the least active states in the 

subregion. This is not too surprising and confirms that significant differences occur 

between relations in terms o f  the frequency with which the states initiate foreign 

policy actions.

Standing apart from this intra-regional picture, data reported in Table 7.3 

presents a  breakdown o f  the extra-African dimension o f  interactions in W est Africa. 

W hat is immediately evident is the dominance o f  this sphere o f  relations in the
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T a b le  7 .1

Events Initiated by all 22 Actors (180 months)

TotalMonths Jan Feb Mar Aor Mav Jun Jul Aua Sen Oct Nov Dec Events
Years1975 22 18 27 17 15 26 31 30 46 33 26 37 328
1976 16 20 3 3 41 50 14 22 14 30 1 12 309
1977 23 26 38 44 40 21 25 27 34 25 25 47 375
1978 30 31 22 29 34 23 38 21 28 43 12 21 332
1979 49 26 31 28 38 14 23 12 17 18 15 24 295
1980 18 29 27 11 26 20 15 22 20 17 9 21 235
1981 5 11 27 28 13 17 21 25 24 14 21 23 229
1982 19 17 15 15 17 15 20 26 14 18 26 8 210
1983 28 23 17 10 16 21 40 16 26 24 26 26 273
1984 23 21 25 43 12 23 37 15 20 21 21 35 296
1985 14 21 30 24 23 17 24 22 13 21 13 20 242
1986 28 29 8 21 18 32 26 28 35 37 29 27 317
1987 24 13 25 28 28 50 32 34 13 14 26 27 314
1988 13 30 26 25 23 27 19 29 26 36 15 36 305
1989 16 20 17 33 28 24 30 31 26 44 21 15 305

Total 4.365

x per actor = 198.41 events 
x per year = 291 events
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Table 7.2

Events Initiated towards other West African 
States (1975-1989)

Years 1975 •76 ’77 '7 ? •79 '99 •81 '92 '93 '94 •§5 '99 '97 '99
Total

•89Events
States
BEN 7 9 6 4 10 1 4 7 8 7 l 6 5 12 6 93
BUR 6 2 1 2 6 4 4 3 20 15 8 19 15 8 3 116
CAP 2 3 3 1 1 3 10 3 1 2 1 1 - 5 - 36
GAM 19 10 9 11 5 5 5 10 8 4 9 8 2 4 4 113
GHA 25 19 31. 15 21 18 13 13 19 20 17 24 21 13 17 286
GUI 12 13 7 17 18 7 1 5 3 6 3 8 5 5 3 113
GUB 4 6 3 6 - 6 4 2 3 5 4 - 1 2 6 52
IVO 13 9 24 4 11 6 7 4 3 12 5 5 5 3 2 113
LIB 8 15 4 6 10 13 11 6 7 12 1 6 6 10 9 124
MAL 8 6 5 5 3 4 4 3 8 6 3 10 7 3 4 79
MAU 3 2 7 3 - 6 2 3 3 1 5 1 2 1 11 50
NIG 5 4 9 4 10 4 1 5 4 8 5 3 2 6 4 74
NRA 24 25 22 18 26 16 15 13 16 13 10 15 17 18 22 270
SEN 22 16 17 17 4 7 10 9 5 11 15 5 6 1 18 163
SIE 2 5 5 5 7 3 4 3 3 4 2 7 5 11 7 73
TOG 7 12 9 2 6 5 5 9 8 4 5 12 6 8 7 105
Total
Events 167 156 162 120 138 108 100 98 119 130 94 130 105 110 123 1.860
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international politics o f  the subregion and, by extension, the persistence o f  political, 

economic, and cultural dependency. There are 2,505 directed events characterizing 

this dimension (i.e ., representing events initiated by W est African states to the non- 

African powers plus those initiated by the latter countries to W est African states).

This figure represents a  majority - 57.39 percent - o f  the events in the entire data set. 

O f this proportion, events initiated by the great powers outweigh events initiated by 

W est African states. In  fact, the proportion o f  events initiated by W est African states 

to those received by them is 901:2,505 (only 35.97 percent) indicating that 64.03 

percent w ere initiated by the great powers within this dimension.

In descending order, the most active external actor in W est Africa appears to 

be F rance followed by the United States, Britain, W est Germany, the Soviet Union, 

and China. Events received by W est African states from the non-African actors, and 

those initiated by these African states outward, appear to be concentrated mainly on 

F rance (i.e ., 382 and 210 events respectively). Cantori and Spiegel have long 

speculated that although several other competitors are moderately active, F rance is the 

m ajor intrusive actor in W est Africa.3 There has been a distinct rise o f  U .S . 

activities in the subregion. T he British, however, appear to be less involved in the 

subregion than one might initially expect.4 M ore than any other external actor, the 

m agnitude o f  W est German activities in W est Africa is large especially on the 

economic front.

T he events were coded on a  series o f  dimensions designed to capture various
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Table 7.3

Events Initiated and Received by non-African Powers (1975-1989)

years
States

1975 '76 •77 '78 •79 •80 •81 •82 •83 '84 '85 '86 •87 •88 •89 Total
FRA (sent) 28 16 25 23 13 8 13 16 34 30 25 44 34 32 41 382
(received) 20 18 18 15 15 4 11 9 17 10 11 10 25 17 10 210

FRG 13 8 22 29 16 11 20 6 14 15 19 21 17 28 12 251
4 6 .13 10 8 9 4 5 2 4 5 13 8 10 3 104

PRC 6 15 16 14 13 11 3 7 9 13 10 15 11 11 7 161
6 6 9 9 5 4 6 6 8 9 8 11 5 13 105

UK 22 19 26 28 19 10 11 19 14 24 12 14 22 19 21 280
13 12 14 14 10 7 8 8 8 14 7 13 8 14 12 162

USA 16 11 33 29 17 26 24 21 13 21 19 12 32 24 26 334
6 10 11 16 12 18 13 9 12 5 11 13 15 14 6 171

USR 17 18 19 13 9 10 8 4 13 13 11 12 16 13 20 196
10 14 7 12 10 13 10 2 12 9 9 12 10 8 11 149

Total 161 153 213 212 157 127 129 112 154 166 148 187 209 195 182 2.505

Note: The table indicates for each country: (1) the number of events 
initiated by extra-African states towards West African states (top figures), 
and (2) the frequency of events initiated by West African states towards 
non-African powers (bottom figures).The following codes are adopted: FRA=France; FRG=West Germany; PRC=China; 
UK=United Kingdom; USA=United States; and USR=Soviet Union.
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aspects involved in foreign policy actions. Each event was coded according to 

whether the prim ary resource used in executing the event was economic, military, o r 

diplomatic, and the relative importance o f  the various foreign policy issues was 

investigated. An annual breakdown o f  the political, economic, social, and military 

events’ types in our data set is presented in Table 7 .4  (see Appendices n  and III for 

monthly analyses on the intra-African and extra-African dimensions, respectively). In 

the international relations o f  W est Africa, economic events are slightly m ore recurrent 

(42.98 percent) than political events (39.45 percent). In fact, both events’ categories 

are far ahead o f  social (12.07 percent) and military (5.5 percent) interactions in the 

subregion. An examination o f  the intra-African and the extra-African dimensions is 

even m ore revealing. W hereas intra-African events tend to be m ore political than 

economic, the extra-African dimension tends to  be dominated by economic events. 

Table 7 .5  shows, for example, that the events initiated between W est African states 

are more political (57.53 percent) than economic (27.8 percent). Conversely, Table 

7 .6  reveals that the proportion o f  events initiated on the extra-African dimension are 

more economic (54.25 percent) than political (26.03 percent). A  facet o f  core- 

periphery relations, the interplay o f  political and economic conditions has assumed 

increasing importance in  world politics. Ali M azrui has correctly noted in this regard 

that African diplomatic thought tends to be aligned along two basic forms o f  supra

national arrangements: the continental supra-nationality in politics, and the global 

supra-nationality in economics.5 Consequently, since the W est African subregion is
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TABLE 7 . 4

A g g r e g a t e  P o l t i c a l ,  E c o n o m ic , S o c i a l ,  a n d  M i l i t a r y
E v e n t s  I n i t i a t e d  i n  W e st A f r i c a  1 9 7 5 -1 9 8 9

Years Political Economic Social Military
1975 115 150 42 21
1976 115 132 48 14
1977 99 190 62 24
1978 114 156 38 24
1979 116 126 40 13
1980 92 91 39 13
1981 115 83 18 13
1982 121 62 15 12
1983 126 96 32 19
1984 134 111 32 19
1985 108 100 19 15
1986 132 125 39 21
1987 113 155 34 12
1988 109 149 39 8
1989 113 150 30 12
Total 1,722 1,876 527 240

Events = 4.365
Percentages 39.45% 42.98% 12.07% 5.50%
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TABLE 7 . 5

A g g r e g a t e  P o l i t i c a l ,  E c o n o m ic , S o c i a l ,  a n d  M i l i t a r y  E v e n t s
I n i t i a t e d  i n  W est A f r i c a :  T he I n t r a - A f r i c a n  D im e n s io n

Years Political Economic Social Military
1975 70 66 21 10
1976 84 53 16 3
1977 52 68 30 12
1978 65 32 17 6
1979 71 45 14 8
1980 62 32 10 4
1981 68 18 8 6
1982 75 19 4 0
1983 81 28 2 8
1984 83 27 14 6
1985 75 15 2 2
1986 82 22 13 13
1987 61 31 8 5
1988 72 20 16 2
1989 69 41 7 6
Total 1,070 517 182 91

Events = 1.860
Percentages 57.53% 27.80% 9.78% 4.89%
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TABLE 7 . 6

A g g r e g a t e  P o l i t i c a l ,  E c o n o m ic , S o c i a l ,  a n d  M i l i t a r y  E v e n t s
I n i t i a t e d  i n  W est A f r i c a :  T he E x t r a - A f r ic a n  D im e n s io n

Years Political Economic Social Milit

1975 45 84 21 11
1976 31 79 32 11
1977 47 122 32 12
1978 49 124 21 18
1979 45 81 26 5
1980 30 59 29 9
1981 47 65 10 7
1982 46 43 11 12
1983 45 68 30 11
1984 51 84 18 13
1985 33 85 17 13
1986 50 103 26 8
1987 52 124 26 7
1988 37 129 23 6
1989 44 109 23 6
Total 652 1,359 345 149

Events = 2.505
Percentages 26.03% 54.25% 13.77% 5.95%
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largely made up o f  small and weak states, it takes few er funds to  attain influence and 

this has attracted "a variety o f  intrusive actors seeking to gain substantial rewards at 

relatively low cost."6

A ggregate Interactions

In addition to  the frequencies o f  action types, m ore dynamic findings may be 

reported on the characteristics o f the events used in this study. A critic has argued 

that the pictures presented by the methods o f  contemporary foreign policy analysis are 

frozen in time since they typically fail to take account o f  process at the level of 

discrete foreign policy actions.7 Isolating the scores for W est A frican states from the 

events data, Graph 7.1 shows the aggregate behavioral path o f  the 16 ECOWAS states 

over the 15-year period. Patterned interactions during this period were analyzed on 

COPDAB’s 15-point scale ranging from conflict to cooperation. As discussed in the 

preceding chapter, conflict and cooperation dimensions may be calculated with data 

available on both the frequency and the intensity o f international behavior (see 

Chapter 6 for discussion on formula for the dependent variable). One way o f 

assessing the general trend o f interactions in the regional subsystem is to plot and 

monitor both the cooperation and conflict scores, which indicate the behavior 

exchanged between all the W est African states over time. This is depicted graphically 

in Graph 7.1 w here each point represents the D I (Dimension o f Interaction) score, 

identified on the vertical axis, along a time period that is identified on the horizontal
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Dimensions of Interaction (Aggregate), 1975 -1 9 8 9 : 
W est African Regional Subsystem
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axis. In an effort at description and explanation through structural mapping 

procedure, events’ indices for cooperation and conflict w ere employed in conjunction 

with graphic structuring process.

W hat is immediately evident is the considerable variation in the volume of 

interactions over the last 15 years. There have been higher levels o f  interactions in 

the 1970s relative to the 1980s, thus indicating decreased interactions over time. This 

trend in the dynamic foreign policy behavior o f the W est African subregion is in 

support o f  our m ajor thesis. To be even more specific, cooperative Dis have been 

unstable and declining gradually over the period. Cooperative interactions constitute 

the m ajority o f  the international interactive behavior o f  W est A frican states. Indeed, 

conflictual Dis have been relatively insignificant and consistently low er than 

cooperative Dis with occasional peaks in such moments o f  systemic crises as in 1975, 

1981, 1986, and 1989. O verall, the trend line indicates that there is a  moderately 

negative relationship between the cooperative and conflictual D I scores recorded for 

the regional subsystem (r =  -.463), which is statistically significant at the .05 level (p 

=  .041).® Thus, 21 percent o f  the variation in conflict in W est Africa can be 

explained by knowledge about cooperation in the subregion.

The conflicts o f 1975 concentrated mainly on political disputes between Mali 

and Burkina Faso which later resulted in war. Those o f  1981 concerned political 

differences between Cape V erde and Guinea-Bissau, and m ore importantly, the 

adverse consequences o f  the widespread deportation o f  Ghanaian immigrants. Reports 

o f a  second w ar between M ali and Burkina Faso and the continued deportation o f
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Ghanaian immigrants from Nigeria, Benin, and Togo, were mainly responsible for the 

high volume o f  conflicts in  1986. Finally, in 1989, the deportation o f  Ghanaians 

continued unabated leading to political tensions between states. Furtherm ore, Senegal 

was embroiled in a  series o f  conflicts: border clashes and political antagonism with 

M auritania; border (maritime) disputes with Guinea-Bissau; and political tensions with 

Gambia. The latter conflict led to the freezing o f  the Senegambian confederation and 

the withdrawal o f  Senegalese military assistance from Gambia. As was argued in the 

substantive and theoretical portions o f  this study, there appears to be a  decline in 

cohesion within the W est African regional subsystem in the 1980s. The assumption 

here is that increased cooperation and reduced conflict among coalition members 

indicates cohesion, and vice-versa. Apparently, in  W est Africa, cooperation was 

higher in the 1970s than in the 1980s, and less conflict occurred in the 1970s than in 

the 1980s.

One reason for the high cooperative DI scores from the mid to late 1970s was 

the relatively buoyant economies o f  many o f the states concerned, compared with the 

economic disasters that characterized the 1980s. F o r Nigeria, a  major actor in the 

area, this meant a  sudden decrease in oil revenues and for Ghana, Ivory Coast, and 

many other states, it signified a  rapid decline in surpluses generated by the economies 

(especially export markets). Changes in the post-ECOWAS period have not taken 

place in a  straight linear fashion and there are ups and downs in the trend. However, 

it is clear that the overall direction, indeed the basic trend, is that the general 

optimism o f  the early 1970s which triggered o ff considerable elite interactions (and
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which, consequently, culminated in the creation o f  the formal regional alliance, 

ECOW AS, in  1975), appear to have decreased steadily throughout the 1980s with 

little o r  no resource to support the desire for regional collaboration.

Selected Dyadic Relations

In addition to  charting regional trends, events research also lends itself to 

making very rich dyadic profiles o f behavior exchanged by specific states over time. 

Isolating dyadic actors, it appears that the systemic trend described above persists 

especially in those interactions involving the larger actors in  the subregion. For 

example, a  plot o f  the D is from Ghana to Ivory Coast reveals that interactions 

(especially cooperative interactions) tended to be higher in the 1970s than in the 

1980s. In the 1980s, cooperative interactions dropped significantly, exacerbated by 

the sporadic rise in conflictual interactions during 1981-1982 (see Graph 7.2). 

Expressed in statistical term s, however, the relationship between the cooperative and 

the conflictual D I scores initiated by Ghana to Ivory Coast is negative, low (r =  - 

.197), and insignificant (p =  .241) at the .05 level. Likewise, plotting the D I scores 

for Ivory Coast to Ghana revealed similar trends - higher cooperative interactions in 

the mid-1970s and low er in the 1980s (see Graph 7 .3). A similar trend exists for the 

D I scores from Ghana to Nigeria, although m ore recently, cooperation appears to 

have risen sharply especially towards the end o f  the 1980s (see Graph 7 .4 ).9

It is im portant to note, however, that for good reasons, there are several
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Dimensions of Interaction, 1975 -  1989:
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Dimensions of Interaction, 1975 -  1989:
Ghana to Nigeria
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exceptions to the general trends outlined above. F o r instance, cooperative interactions 

between Senegal and Gambia have tended to  represent exceptions to these systemic 

trends. T he interactions here appear to  be bell-shaped. As Graph 7.S shows it, 

cooperative interactions were generally low in the years 197S-1980, rose rapidly after 

1981 until they reached a  peak, in 1982, with the formation o f  the most celebrated 

Senegambian confederation (which is currently dorm ant o r frozen). Although the 

difference is hardly substantial, Senegal does appear m ore likely than Gambia to 

initiate cooperative behavior in the loose confederation. Cooperative interactions have 

decreased between the two actors from the mid to late 1980s (see Graph 7 .5). 

Expressed in statistical terms, there is a  very strong positive relationship between the 

cooperative D I scores o f the two actors directed towards one another (r =  .949), 

w hich is significant at the .001 level (p =  .000). Notably, interaction studies are 

undertaken to show that the behavior o f  one actor is somehow contingent upon the 

behavior o f  another o r that both actors are mutually dependent. This notion o f  mutual 

cross-actor dependence underlies the strong positive patterns observed in Graph 7.5.

A nother interesting exception to  the general systemic trend in W est Africa is 

evident in the cooperative interactions between Burkina Faso and Ghana which was 

initially quite low from 1975-1982, but which increased rapidly thereafter. In this 

case, it is obvious that elite collaboration between the leaders o f  the two states 

contributed in no small measure to the dynamics o f  cooperative interactions which 

reached its zenith, in 1987, but dropped significantly thereafter with the assassination 

o f  the Burkinabe leader, Thomas Sankara, later that year (see Graph 7.6).
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Cooperative and friendly interactions are usually greatest among ideologically 

compatible allies that share similar value constructs. Comparing the behavior patterns 

o f the tw o nations exhibit a  marked symmetry on several counts. Both nations are 

equally likely to initiate behavior (or remain inactive) following periods (years) when 

both are inactive. Ghana does appear m ore likely than Burkina Faso to initiate 

cooperative behavior although except for 1985 the difference is hardly a  substantial 

one. The association in this Ghana-Burkina Faso case is very strong and positive (r 

=  .954), and the relationship is statistically significant at the .001 level (p =  .000). 

Thus, this specific example is a  useful case study o f  the role o f  elite perceptions and 

collaboration in the contemporary foreign policies o f  W est African states.

T he cases examined above were selected prim arily because they are the most 

interesting in the contemporary foreign policy behavior o f  W est African states. These 

cases also com prise highly interactive dyads whose mutual relations are likely to be 

familiar to most analysts o f  African foreign policy behavior. Finally, the dyadic 

profiles are restricted to six actors because o f  the need for comprehensiveness and 

analytical coherence. W hat is learned in this respect are basically threefold. First, 

the interactions between W est African states show that there were much higher levels 

o f interactions in  the 1970s relative to the 1980s, thus indicating in support o f our 

thesis, decreased interactions between the ECOWAS states over time. At this 

aggregate level, the relationship between conflict and cooperation for the subsystem is 

moderate, negative, and statistically significant. Second, this thesis is supported
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Dimensions of Interaction, 1975 -1 9 8 9 : 
Senegal and Gambia
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Dimensions of Interaction, 1975 -  1989:
Burkina Faso and Ghana
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further by the fact that dyadic charts o f  the m ajor actors in the subregion - Ghana, 

Ivory Coast, and N igeria - reveal that interactions between them tended to  be higher 

in the 1970s than in the 1980s. The logic is  that since most o f  the events are initiated 

and received by these actors, their behavior towards each other tend to reflect the 

general systemic trend. Finally, where dyadic relationships involve at least one small 

actor (e .g ., Burkina Faso o r Gambia) one observes exceptions to the systemic trend. 

For instance, cooperative interactions in the Senegal-Gambia dyad show that 

interactions were low in the 1970s (when they were high for the regional subsystem) 

and rose rapidly in the early to  mid-1980s (whereas they declined for the subsystem). 

Similarly, for the Ghana-Burkina Faso dyad, cooperative interactions w ere low in the 

1970s but rose rapidly thereafter towards the mid-1980s.

Bivariate Relationships: The Effects o f National 
Attributes on Foreign Policy Behavior

In addition to systematically mapping out the interactions between W est 

African states, the next major objective in this chapter is to identify the several 

sources o f  foreign policy behavior in the subregion and to estimate how the resources 

and capabilities o f  these states affect their range o f external output behavior. Much o f 

the theoretical insights com prise the impact o f policy-making and domestic constraints 

(including psychological factors) on the foreign policies o f  states. These have already 

been dealt with extensively in the previous chapters. In Chapter 2 , w e utilized 

aspects o f  distinct but mutually complementary approaches to the study o f  foreign 

policy behavior. These multi-level and multi-variable explanations o f  international
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behavior, we argued, are represented in the general systems theory, the pow er theory, 

and the decision making approach. From  these fram eworks, w e argued that 

government decision makers, on the basis o f  their appraisal o f  domestic conditions, 

im plem ent actions which they expect will maximize national policy goals within the 

international environment. Before undertaking a  planned initiative, decision makers 

analyze the capability o r pow er potentiality o f  their states vis-a-vis other states within 

the context o f  an international milieu and relative to the states directly affected.

In Chapter 3, w e presented a  conceptual and narrative account o f  the quest for 

cooperation by African leaders in W est Africa, by analyzing the historical role o f  

leaders’ ideology and pow er configurations in the evolution o f  interstate interactions 

in the area. W e argued that national resources (especially econom ic resources) 

influence the perceptions o f  decision makers about the pow er status o f  their country 

and its implications for foreign policy. Similar to  the case o f  cocoa fo r Ghana in the 

1950s and 1960s, the beginning o f  international energy and economic crises coupled 

with the sudden surge in oil prices after 1973, had influenced the perceptions o f 

N igerian decision makers about the pow er status o f  the country and its implications 

for A frican foreign policy. Indeed, the establishment o f  ECOW AS was due 

principally to the changing economic status o f Nigeria as the dom inant economic 

pow er in  the W est African subregion; contrary to  the quiet, cautious, and 

conservative policies in the 1960s, N igeria’s change in the level o f  com mitment in 

A frican and global diplomacy became particularly more obvious and accentuated in 

the 1970s with a  new tempo o f  leadership characterized by a  m ore assertive and
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vigorous regime. Construed more broadly, in  this section, amongst other research 

matters, w e basically attempt to test empirically the hypothesized relationships 

between several key national attributes and external behavior. In  addition, the 

section evaluates the combination o f  explanatory variables that account for observable 

behavior at the systemic level. As specified in Chapter 6 , in term s o f  testing our 

major research propositions, the m ajor national attributes in this study are taken from 

data for 1982 which represents the mid-point o f  the 15-year period in which data for 

the dependent variable are collected. Needless to say, these tested propositions have 

implications that go beyond the W est African subregion and were generated 

principally through an extensive review o f  the relevant theoretical literature.

The next portion o f our study develops two parallels o f  analysis. F irst, it 

investigates the bivariate associations specified in our research propositions in Chapter 

2. In this regard, we will use indices o f  items grouped on the basis o f  six 

independent variables presented for 1982, namely, size, wealth, the level o f 

development, m ilitary capability, diplomatic capability, and contiguity (see Tables 6.7 

and 6.10). T he analysis here is restricted to clusters that are based upon concepts 

formulated in Chapter 2  and, as indicated by data presented in Chapter 6, the various 

indices o f  these items are mostly highly intercorrelated. Second, to probe more 

complex m ultivariate relationships (through such techniques as multiple regression and 

partial correlation analyses), the three major dimensions o f  the factor analysis in 

Table 6 .10  are adopted. It is argued here that in addition to reconciling our 

theoretical proposals with empirical reality, the dimensions o f  power, development,
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and contiguity, help reduce potential problems o f  m ulticollinearity in our research. 

Since many o f  their indices intercorrelate highly, size, wealth, military capability, and 

diplomatic capability are eventually indexed into a  much broader pow er dimension.

Size and Interstate Interactions

T he proposition here simply states that the population size o f  a  state is a  

determinant o f  its level o f  interactions with other states in the international system. 

This proposition reinforces the notion that more populated states tend to monopolize 

the benefits o f  regional cooperation, especially where one considers such issues as the 

likely effects o f  the international migration o f labor. D ue to the necessity for large 

manpower and human resources to engage in foreign adventures and im perial 

expansion, a positive relationship may be expected between population size and a 

nation’s foreign conflict behavior. The pressures o f  population growth may increase 

the opportunities for anxieties and friction which may, in turn, lead to w ar. 

Conversely, larger states may spearhead unity thereby becoming major driving forces 

behind efforts at cooperation. Although most studies on this proposition find a 

relationship between the two variables, it remains unclear as to  whether the 

relationship is positive o r negative.

Analyzing African states, Patrick M cGowan finds a  positive relationship 

between large population (and territory) and a  state’s interactions measured in terms 

o f  political, economic, and m ilitary activities.10 In like manner, in his empirical 

investigation, C. F . Alger also finds a  positive (albeit low) relationship between
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population size and the interactions o f  delegates in a  committee o f the U N ,11 and 

Rumm el’s research on the foreign policy behavior o f  82 states in  1955, show that size 

(and density) are two o f  the five factors which account fo r m ost o f  a  nation’s voting 

in the U N .12 In term s o f  analyzing foreign policy conflict behavior, the Feierabands 

find in  their analysis o f  84 nations from  1955 to  1961, that the size o f  a  country is 

positively related to foreign conflict fo r "high modem " and "low m odem " nations,13 

and Choucri and North find that there is a  direct relationship between population size 

(and technology) and international violence for Britain, Germ any, and, to a  lesser 

extent, F rance between 1870 and 1914.14

Deutsch reports, on the contrary, a  negative correlation between population 

(and territorial) size and interstate interactions defined and operationalized in terms o f 

trade and mail flows for 71 states in the m id-1950’s.15 In addition, this finding was 

later supported in studies o f  international integration by Deutsch and Eckstein in  one 

study16 and by Deutsch, Bliss, and Eckstein in another study.17 The Feierabands 

also report in their study o f  84 nations that the size o f  a country is negatively related 

to foreign conflict for "mid-modem" nations.1*

T he population size o f  W est African states has a strong positive correlation (r 

=  .661) with interstate interactions in the regional subsystem. In addition, this 

association is significant at the .01 level (see T able 7.7). This revelation confirms the 

first proposition in our study. But whereas the proposition is confirmed for the W est 

African subregion, it may not necessarily reflect the reality o f  the global system at
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Correlation Coefficients Between the Independent Variables 
and Events Initiated (Interactions) to West African states

Independent Variables (1982) Pearson's r

9.
10.
11.

15.
16.
17.
18.

POPULATION SIZE .661
Gross National Product .617
Gross Domestic Product .824
Contributions to ECOWAS Funds .782

a
Gross National Product/capita .406
Gross Domestic Product/capita .772

a
Commercial Energy Consumption/capita .334
Missions Received/West African States .772
Missions Sent/West African states .826
Missions Received/Other African states .642
Missions Received/Non-African states .838
Size of the Military .588
Annual Military Expenditure .595

a
CONTIGUITY .012
ECONOMIC STRENGTH/WEALTH ( 2 + 3 + 4 )  .734
LEVEL OF DEVELOPMENT ( 5 + 6 + 7 )  .790
DIPLOMATIC CAPABILITY (8 + 9 + 10 + 11) .828
MILITARY CAPABILITY (12 + 13) .595

not significant at the .05 level. 
Others significant at the .01 level or 
major variables in capital letters.
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large. There are many developed states with moderate populations but engaged in 

fairly intensive interactions. Conversely, one could argue that most underdeveloped 

states with teeming populations are unlikely to  interact effectively in the global system 

w here they may encounter economic powers with smaller populations, but possessing 

greater global capabilities.

Economic Source Variables and Foreign Policy

The effect o f  economic variables on foreign policy behavior has been a 

relatively neglected area o f  research that analysts should endeavor to investigate more 

extensively. T o what extent, for example, do such independent variables as the 

wealth (or economic strength) o f  states on the one hand, or their level o f  economic 

development on the other, affect cooperative o r conflictual behavior in the 

international system? Some studies suggest that there is no relationship between the 

level o f  economic development and a  nation’s foreign conflict behavior. F o r instance, 

R ichardson measures conflict in terms o f  deadly quarrels and finds no correlation 

between economic development and 300 deadly quarrels between 1820 and 1945.19 

Choucri and N orth support the proposition in their analysis o f  the members o f  the 

Triple Entente and T riple Alliance between 1870 and 1914.20 Rummel’s study o f 77 

nations for the period 1955-195721 and his earlier study o f  82 nations for 195522 

operationalize the variables in this proposition using the D O N  data and find no 

relationship between them. Similarly, East and Gregg find in their study o f  82 

nations that economic development is not related to either conflict o r cooperation.23
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In  his study o f 82 states in  the international system, Rummel finds that 

economic development is one o f  the two major factors (the other being size) 

accounting fo r the activity o f  states. Accordingly, he concludes that: "The more 

economically developed and larger a  nation is, the m ore it w ill be  active in the 

international system ."24 Similarly, M oore’s study o f  119 states in  1963 supports 

Rumm el,25 and Haas concludes in his analysis o f  about 70 nations that "Rich 

countries have m ore foreign conflict than more o f  the economically developing nations 

o f  the w orld .”26 But Salmore and Hermann contradict these studies, finding that 

economic development does not explain much o f  the variance in the activities o f  76 

states during 1966 and 1967.27

Although Patrick M cGowan supports the proposition that economically 

developed states are m ore likely to  be active in the international system than less 

economically developed ones, he uses a  different approach. H e categorizes the types 

o f  foreign policy activity o f  30 African nations for 1963 and 1964 and finds that states 

with the highest levels o f  economic development tend to  be "active-independent" 

states, those with intermediate levels o f  development tend to be "transitional" states, 

and those with low levels o f  development tend to be "inactive-dependent" states.28 

Earlier, in an analysis o f 32 African states between 1963 and 1963, M cGowan had 

measured interaction along political, economic, and military dimensions and had 

found that the m ore highly developed states are high interactors and the less 

developed ones are low interactors.29

In addition, there are studies that attempt to  estimate the effect o f  economic
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development on interactions and voting behavior in the U N. F o r example, many 

studies find that nations with greater levels o f  economic development are m ore likely 

to interact and vote m ore frequently in the U N  General Assembly (and in selected 

committees). For 96 nations in  1962, Alger finds that there is a  moderately strong 

relationship (rho =  .53) between GNP per capita and the interaction o f  delegates in 

the U N  Fifth  Committee.30 Rummel concludes, in his 82-nation study o f  the 

General Assembly session o f  1955, that "Economic development is the single most 

im portant determinant o f  U .N . voting behavior,"31 and Vincent finds, in a  study 

covering about 100 nations for the early 1960s, that "’Economic Developm ent’ is the 

most im portant predictor" o f  a  nation’s voting in the UN.32

Although both variables are hypothesized to be positively associated with 

interstate interactions, a  distinction is drawn in this study between economic strength 

(also defined as wealth) and the level o f  economic development (or modernization).

As specified before, economic strength is measured through such conventional 

attribute data as the G NP, the GDP, and FU N D  (see Chapter 6). However, these 

indicators are considered invalid measures o f  the level o f  economic development 

because they negate the salient impact o f  population on the rggl income o f  states. W e 

have thus included a  different set o f categories for the level o f  economic development. 

M ore sensitive to the effects o f  population on national income, these indicators 

include the GNP per capita, the GDP per capita, and the commercial energy 

consumption per capita o f  W est African states.

W hen separately considered, the various indicators o f o ur economic strength
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variable are each positively correlated with interstate interactions albeit to  varying 

degrees. Both GNP (r =  .617) and GDP (r =  .824) are highly associated with 

interactions. W hereas GNP is correlated a t the .01 level, GDP is associated with 

interactions at the .001 level o f  statistical significance. In  addition, clearly, 

memberstates’ contributions to  the FUNDING o f the subregional economic 

community (ECOW AS) is highly correlated with interactions (r =  .782) and the 

relationship is m ore significant at the .001 level. Finally, our composite measure of 

economic strength in this study, W EALTH, is strongly and positively correlated with 

international interactions in W est Africa (r =  .734). The relationship is also 

statistically significant at the .001 level.

F o r the third proposition in this study, when the various indicators of 

economic development are analyzed separately, the GDP per capita is the most 

strongly correlated with interstate interactions (r =  .772). This positive relationship 

is also significant at the .001 level. GNP per capita (r  =  .406) and commercial 

energy consumption per capita (r =  .334) are m ore weakly associated with 

interactions and the relationships are not statistically significant (at the .05 level).

T he various indicators here generally support our theoretical position in terms o f 

directionality, but less so in term s o f the strength o f  the relationships. Finally, the 

combined measure o f  the level o f  economic development variable is fairly strongly 

correlated with interactions (r =  .790). This relationship is positive as hypothesized, 

and it is statistically significant at the .001 level.

In term s o f  statistical associations, an explanation for the relatively weaker set
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o f  correlations presented fo r Gross National Product per capita and Commercial 

Energy Consumption per capita may be that economic modernization may actually 

tend to overemphasize the effect o f  population on foreign policy spending and 

implementation. Since foreign policy concerns a  public good, states with great 

economic resources and even larger populations (i.e ., possibly w eak income per 

capita) may still spend m ore on foreign policy than states with few er economic 

resources but with even smaller populations (i.e ., with fairly strong income per 

capita). In this sense, the relationship between per capita income and foreign policy 

activism may be  m ore complex than is ordinarily assumed. Nevertheless, our basic 

proposition that economic modernization is positively associated with interstate 

interactions is generally confirmed.

M ilitary Preparedness and Foreign Policy Behavior

T he proposition here is that there is a  relationship between the military power 

o f  a  state and its foreign policy behavior. States with greater military capabilities are 

more likely to interact in the international system than states with less. Equating 

international relations with the concept o f international conflict, most studies here 

have tended to investigate the relationship between the military pow er o f a  state and 

its foreign conflict behavior. There is thus a  dearth o f  studies on the relationship 

between military power and interstate cooperative behavior. But there appears to be a 

positive correlation between the relative military power o f  a  state and its warlikeness. 

The Correlates o f  W ar (COW) project on wars between 1816 and 1965 found that the
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m ajor powers have been the most likely to engage in war during this period.33 

Other studies have looked at several types o f  conflict besides war. F o r example, 

measuring the independent variable as "military preparedness" for 84 nations in the 

period 1955 to 1961, the Feierabends find a  positive correlation with foreign conflict 

for the "high modem" states,34 and Keim examines about 100 nations fo r 1963 in 

term s o f  conflict "uniqueness" and finds that nations with m ore unique conflict 

patterns are those with higher total military expenditures (tau =  .419), higher military 

expenditure as a  percentage o f  G NP (tau =  .295), and a  higher percentage o f  the 

population in  the armed forces (tau =  .263).35 Correlating military pow er with non

violent conflict behavior, W eede finds that "powerful states tend to engage in much 

m ore verbal foreign conflict activity than powerless states"36 and Chadwick finds, in 

an analysis o f  64 nations using D ON data fo r 1955, that "nations with large force 

capabilities tend to engage in m ore diplomatic conflict than do nations with small 

force capabilities."37

Operationalizing military power in terms o f  defense expenditures, it has also 

been suggested that a  rise in the defense budget may be positively related to 

disintegration and insecurity in the international system. F o r example, in Smoker’s 

studies o f  defense expenditures during the arms races before both world wars and 

during the Cold W ar, he finds a  negative feedback between defense expenditure and 

international integration as measured by the num ber o f  NGOs formed annually.38 

Conversely, several studies have posited a  negative relationship between different 

indicators o f  military capability and various dimensions o f  foreign policy behavior. In
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a  study o f  arm s races before both world w ars and between 1948 and 1962, Smoker 

finds that Ma  rise in defense expenditure does not necessarily imply an increase in 

tension in the whole system. "39 Similarly, Rummel finds little relationship between 

national pow er and foreign conflict behavior fo r 77 nations from 1955 to  1957,40 and 

by using the same data on 59 nations, W eede finds, when controlling for verbal 

conflict, that the m ore powerful states tend to be involved in less violent conflict 

activity.41 Especially in relations between developing states, one would expect small 

defense allocations to be associated with low levels o f  international violence. Touval 

finds, for example, that the lack o f  military capability o f  M orocco and Somalia 

contributed to  the containment o f  the border disputes in which they were involved in 

the 1960s.42

When the various elements o f  military capability are considered individually, 

annual military expenditure is strongly related to interactions (r =  .595). So is the 

size o f  the military (r =  .588). Both relationships are statistically significant at the 

.01 level. The composite measure o f  military capability is strongly and positively 

associated with interstate interactions in W est Africa (r =  .595). The relationship is 

statistically significant at the .01 level.

The Effect o f  Diplom atic Capability

The diplomatic importance (or capability) o f  states has been analyzed both as a 

dependent variable and as an independent variable in foreign policy research. 

Analyzing it as a  dependent variable, for example, O ’Leary finds in his study o f  100
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nations in the 1960s, that there is a  strong relationship between the level o f  a  

country’s development and the size o f  its diplomatic establishment.43 An alternative 

proposition, however, is that there is a  relationship between the level o f  diplomatic 

influence a  state has (a measure o f  its national pow er as indicated by the num ber o f 

diplomats and diplomatic missions) and its level o f  interactions in the international 

system. This makes conceptual sense because states that send and receive high 

amounts o f  diplomats and missions also tend to be m ore pow erful diplomatically. In 

short, the bigger and m ore m odem  a  state is, the greater the diplomatic resources 

decision makers have available for use in the conduct o f  foreign affairs. Testing this 

diplomatic capability assumption on a specific aspect o f  interstate interactions (i.e ., 

the foreign conflict behavior o f  states) Singer finds that the level o f  pow er capability 

and diplomatic im portance and the rates o f  change in these variables together account 

for 72 percent o f  the variance in the amount o f  w ar initiated in each half-decade o f 

the period 1816-1965.44

In terms o f  foreign policy successes, M cKenna finds that the nature o f  the 

diplomatic bureaucracy and expertise o f an actor affects the likelihood o f  success o f 

that nation’s acts.45 David Johns argues that interstate interactions (specifically 

integration) are influenced by diplomatic activity46 and Vincent Khapoya finds a  

positive relationship (r =  .504) between African diplomatic activity (measured by the 

num ber o f  African embassies) and a  specific foreign policy dimension (i.e ., the 

decision to support national liberation movements).47 M ore generally, M cGowan 

and O ’Leary have suggested that the organizational features o f  a  state’s foreign policy
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establishment (measured by the average size o f  its diplomatic mission) is a  source 

variable determining foreign policy behavior.48 It may further be stated that the 

nature o f  the foreign policy bureaucracy o f  a  target nation affects the success o f  acts 

directed by another state at that nation.

The fifth proposition in this study states that countries with greater diplomatic 

capabilities are m ore likely to interact in the international system than countries with 

less. W hen the empirical indicators o f  the diplomatic capability variable are analyzed 

in separate ways, diplomatic missions sent to W est African states (r =  .826) and 

missions received from the subregion (r =  .772) are positively associated with 

interstate interactions. So is the missions received from non-African states indicator 

(r =  .838). The three associations are statistically significant at the .001 level. 

However, as an indicator o f  diplomatic capability, missions received from other 

African states is less strongly correlated (r =  .642) with interstate interactions in 

W est Africa. This is also fairly less significant at the .01 level. The aggregate 

measure o f  the diplomatic capability variable is strongly and positively related with 

interactions in the subregion (r =  .828). This association is statistically significant at 

the .001 level.

Geographical Contiguity and Interstate Behavior

The final proposition in this study involves a  variable - a  characteristic o f the 

international system - that influences foreign policy from outside the boundaries o f  the 

state. F o r instance, East and Gregg have demonstrated in their study that nations’
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actions are systematically related to their international situation.49 The interested 

researcher may therefore proceed beyond the boundaries o f  the state and search for 

variations in the international environment that may explain foreign policy behavior. 

Indeed, many theorists, such as those in the geopolitical school, have considered 

international system variables as major determinants o f  foreign policy behavior. 

Although the assumption that geographical distance influences interstate interactions 

has not been rigorously tested, the argument for its plausibility remains in pitting 

cases against each other in order to support (or, alternatively, refute) the regional 

imperatives to cooperation.

D on M unton operationalizes geographical distance between nations by 

grouping state actors within the same regional proxim ate.50 However, the most 

general finding relating to the contiguity proposition was presented by Roger Cobb 

and Charles Elder who, in their impressive work on 210 dyads in  the North Atlantic 

region (1952-1964) and 1,176 dyads in the global system (1955), found a  positive 

relationship between geographical proximity and what they call "mutual relevance" 

especially in dyads with a  common boundary.51 Karl Deutsch presents the only 

discontinuing finding o f  this proposition in his research covering 15 North Atlantic 

states (for the years 1890, 1913, 1938, 1954) and 106 nations in the w ider global 

system (1938, 1954), where he concluded that "geographic proxim ity has only limited 

effects on the distribution o f  international trade."52 Studying specific types o f 

interaction on over 100 nations for 1962-1964, Brams finds that geographic proximity 

is one o f  two most dominating influences in structuring the transaction flow o f
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subgroups fo r trade, diplomatic exchanges, and shared IGO m emberships.33 

Sim ilarly, using the W orld Event Interaction Survey (W EIS) data for 452 dyads 

between 1966 and 1969, Kegley finds that geographic distance is related to  the acts 

nations direct at each other, but m ore so when those acts "affective” than when they 

are "participatory."54

O ther studies have tested the more specific proposition that geographic 

contiguity tends to increase a  state’s involvement in foreign conflict. W eede’s 

research using D O N  data for 59 nations for the period 1955-1960 shows that "nations 

contiguous to  many other nations are likely to participate in m ore violent foreign 

conflict than geographically isolated states."55 In this specific finding, he is 

supported by the research o f  R ichardson and W right on w ar. Richardson asserts that 

geographic relations may affect a  nation’s war-proneness since "States have tended to 

becom e involved in wars in proportion to  the num ber o f  states with which they have 

common frontiers." H e then modifies this statement by concluding that "The actual 

occurrence o f  w ar has been far less than would be expected from the opportunities for 

w ar presented by geographical contiguity. Such occurrences have been even less, 

proportionately, as the opportunities for w ar have increased through the advance o f 

air and sea pow er."56 W right finds in his study that "geographic frontiers marking 

the transition from one economy to another have often been the scene o f  w ar," so that 

international stability is promoted by a  moderate geographic separation o f  states 

having differences with each other.57 By suggesting little correlation between the 

num ber o f  borders with other nations and foreign conflict behavior, Rum m el’s
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research on 164 and 182 dyads in  1955 provides the only disconfirm ing finding to the 

proposition.58

Rittberger modifies the general contiguity proposition by controlling for the 

level o f  industrial technology. Studying 17 regional groupings in the m id-1960’s, he 

finds that at low er levels o f  industrial technology, geographical distance is negatively 

related to multinational cooperation, but at higher levels, distance ceases to  become an 

obstacle.59 The direct and obvious implication here is that with increasing 

communication between nations, geographical distance may be expected to exert less 

and less influence on all kinds o f interactions. Although geographical proxim ity may 

be a  predictor o f  the volum e o f  transactions between states, it does appear that 

technological advancements have reduced the propinquity factor in im portance 

throughout the twentieth century.

As already indicated, the final proposition in this study attempts to associate 

geographical contiguity (measured as the num ber o f international borders in W est 

Africa) with interstate interactions. T he suspicion is that this will reveal a  positive 

relationship. T he greater the num ber o f  international borders a  state shares within a 

regional grouping, the more it  will use its geographical accessibility to interact with 

its neighbors. Although sounding plausible, the result o f  o ur analysis is not very 

supportive o f o u r assumption. Geographical contiguity has little o r no relationship (r 

=  .012) with interstate interactions and the association is not statistically significant at 

the .05 level. In this case, the regression line appears to be almost horizontal. 

Consequently, the geographical contiguity variable is considered to be the least potent
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in the several source variables presented in this study. But this lack o f  statistical 

association between geographical contiguity and foreign policy behavior does not 

necessarily imply that there is no relationship between the variables; the impact may 

simply not be  as systematic nor as direct as it was expected.

Lagged Bivariate Relations and 
the Effects o f  an "Outlier"

In recent years, there has been a  growing interest in the lagged analysis o f 

observational data as behavioral scientists in  the various fields have focused 

increasingly on the dynamic processes o f social interaction.60 In a  conventional 

sense, lags can be specified as successive units o f  time in terms o f  the occurrence o f 

phenomena. To investigate the issues that arise in  correlations in the instance where 

observations range over time, the relationships between the independent and 

dependent variables in our study were replicated for different periods. Tables 7 .8  - 

7 .10  present cross-sectional relationships between the variables at different time 

periods. The behavior o f  W est African states is lagged for three 5-year periods 

during the 1970s and 1980s (i.e ., 1975-1979, 1980-1984, and 1985-1989) to introduce 

a time element. How stable are the patterns across time? In other words, if  the data 

are subdivided into smaller time intervals, would the same pattern exist in most time 

periods?

Table 7 .8  presents evidence that support the argument that national attributes 

at t  affect international interactions at t  +  1. The empirical results show that in terms
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TABLE 7 . 8

Bivariate Correlations Between Independent Variables (1977) 
and Events Initiated to West African States 

at Different Points in Time
(Excluding Nigeria) (Including Nigeria)
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

POP77 .657 .652 .718 .737 .651 .606 .634 .674
GNP77 .771 .696 .629 .773 .658 .604 .614 .670

a a a a * *
GDP77 .405 .162 -,.000 .236 .635 .534 .530 .615
FUND77 .719 .667 .554 .715 .773 .720 .691 .780
GNPK77 .681 .569 .411 .620 .777 .688 .580 .737

a a a a a a a
GDPK77 .184 -.067 -,.300 -.036 .252 .036 - .149 .077

a a a a a a a
ENERGY77 .315 .288 -.000 .233 .220 .212 - .037 .149* a
EMBREC77 .766 .458 .414 .628 .824 .589 .561 .724

a *
EMBSNT77 .814 .417 .485 .662 .867 .573 .629 .762

a a * *
EMBRAF77 .674 .357 .378 .543 .773 .535 .557 .685

a * *
EMBRNA77 .687 .374 .491 .592 .752 .508 .601 .682* a * * *
MISIZE77 .511 .411 .501 .526 .594 .541 .566 .607

a a * * *
MIEXP77 .394 .377 .453 .446 .580 .532 .555 .595

a a a a a a a
CONTIG .197 .125 .171 .186 .026 -.017 .015 .012* a
WEALTH77 .680 .531 .420 .616 .657 .584 .597 .661* a a a * a
DEVT77 .482 .318 .083 .347 .570 .435 .255 .467
DIPCAP77 .778 .422 .496 .651 .839 .572 .631 .749

a a * * *
MILCAP77 .414 .386 .464 .461 .581 .533 .556 .596
a *
not statistically significant. Significant at .05 level; 
others signficant at .01 level or better 
1=EVNT7579 (1975-79); 2=EVNT8084 (1980-84); 3=EVNT8589 
(1985-89); and 4=EVINITWA (1975-89)
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Bivariate Correlations Between Independent Variables (1982) 
and Events Initiated to West African States 

at Different Points in Time
(Excluding Nigeria) (Including Nigeria)
1 2 3 1 2 3

POP82 .630 .676 .724 .592 .617 .661a a *
GNP82 .380 .286 .477 .549 .560 .617
GDP82 .807 .809 .873 .753 .775 .824
FUND82 .672 .556 .719 .722 .692 .782

a a a a a
GNPK82 .075 -.098 .128 .339 .228 .406
GDPK82 .804 .782 .868 .749 .720 .772a a a a a «
ENERGY82 .417 .190 .355 .398 .203 .334* *
EMBREC82 .481 .440 .679 .619 .594 .772* *
EMBSNT82 .509 .522 .724 .672 .689 .826

a a a * *
EMBRAF82 .258 .187 .380 .538 .513 .642
EMBRNA8 2 .603 .524 .746 .730 .694 .838

a a a * *
MISIZE82 -.057 -.034 .134 .495 .519 .588

a a a * *
MIEXP82 .216 .105 .338 .528 .542 .595

a a a a a
CONTIG .125 .171 .186 -.017 .015 .012
WEALTH8 2 .775 .749 .851 .659 .680 .734
DEVT82 .745 .651 .806 .757 .676 .790* *
DIPCAP82 .556 .492 .728 .703 .676 .828

a a a * *
MILCAP82 .169 .081 .307 .527 .541 .595
a *
not statistically significant. Significant at .05 level; 
others significant at .01 or better.
1=EVNT8084 (1980-84); 2=EVNT8589 (1985-89); 3=EVINITWA 
(1975-89).
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TABLE 7 . 1 0

Bivariate Correlations Between Independent Variables (1987) 
and Events Initiated to West African States

(Excluding Nigeria) (Including Nigeria)
EVNT8589

POP87 .692
a

.612
GNP87 .377* .594
GDP87 .536* .584
FUND87 .513 .676

a a
GNPK87 -.073 -.046

a *
GDPK87 .135 .427

a a
ENERGY87 -.074

a
.119

EMBREC87 .415
a

.586
EMBSNT87 .422 .641

a *
EMBRAF87 .067* .428
EMBRNA87 .443

a
.641

MISIZE87 .133 .549
a a

MIEXP87 .106 .405
a a

CONTIG .171* .015
WEALTH87 .461 .589

a a
DEVT87 .007

a
.223

DIPCAP87 .403
a

.622
MILCAP87 .119 .502

a *
not statistically significant. Significant at .05 

level; others significant at .01 level or better.
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o f directionality the associations between the variables are mostly positive. Analyzing 

with attribute data for 1977, the correlations with interactions (i.e ., events initiated 

between 1975-1989) support our earlier results (in Table 7 .7). Our research 

propositions are still confirmed even when allowing for time lags and there are little 

o r no changes in the structure o f  the relationship between the independent and 

dependent variables. The strength o f  most o f  the associations are generally similar 

although analyzing with attribute data for 1977, GNP tended to have m ore impact on 

interactions, while GDP and the development indicators (i.e ., G D P per capita and 

energy consumption per capita) produced very low correlations.

The correlations between the variables o f W est African states are still 

generally similar when the indicators are lagged for different periods, and there is a 

general tendency for the associations to continue into the next period in a  self- 

reproducing pattern. However, there are distinct changes. In general, when 

interactions are subdivided into three 5-year periods,61 correlations between the 

attributes and interactions in the 1970s tend to be greater than associations between 

the same attributes and the future values o f  interactions in the early 1980s.62 In 

Table 7 .8 , associations tend to be stronger when national attributes are correlated with 

interactions between 1975-1979 (EVNT7579) than when they are correlated with 

events initiated between 1980-1984 (EVNT8084).63 F or instance, the relationship 

between population and EVNT7579 is strong (r =  .651) but this association reduces 

slightly during the second 5-year period covering 1980-1984 (r =  .606). Similarly, 

fo r GNP, GDP, and FU N D , correlations with EVNT7579 are strong (r =  .658, .635,
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and .773 respectively) although these associations reduce somewhat (r  =  .604, .534, 

and .720 respectively) during 1980-1984. This finding is significant especially where 

one considers that in a  5-year time period the impact o f  attributes on behavior should 

be maximally felt. Indeed, this empirical trend persists for all the statistical indicators 

in Table 7 .8  thus generally supporting a  m ajor theoretical argument in this study; the 

period o f  foreign policy activism in the 1970s was replaced by one o f  relative 

passivity in the 1980s. Note, however, that contrary to our position, associations 

increase again in the mid to late 1980s.64

W henever one is dealing with a small sample, a  single score can cause 

substantial changes in the empirical results. Consequently, statistical results that are 

derived from such small numbers may be termed "unstable" and therefore subject to 

considerable suspicion.65 Since data for our independent variables may be skewed 

by the very large figures for Nigeria, the analyses were repeated w ithout that specific 

case to  check for correlations that may be reported falsely. A lthough clearly 

justifiable on theoretical grounds, a  deviant case that lies outside data distribution may 

be tem porarily eliminated for analytical purposes since such outlier may actually 

distort correlations.66 As expected, in general, many o f  the bivariate associations 

decreased slightly with the exclusion o f N igeria thus supporting the argument by some 

scholars o f  the existence o f  a  core state in the regional subsystem. It has been argued 

that because o f  its pow er, wealth, and huge size, N igeria’s presence in ECOW AS has 

established her as a  strong core state in W est Africa.67 When N igeria is removed 

from our analysis, the correlations between the indicators o f  wealth (especially GDP)
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and interactions decrease considerably. F o r development, diplomatic capability, and 

military capability, correlations are also higher when Nigeria is included.68 These 

trends remain with attribute data for 1977, 1982, and 1987 and when lags are 

introduced for the different observation periods o f  the dependent variables.

Investigating the Collective Relationships 
Between the Various National A ttributes and 
Interactions in the Regional Subsystem

In addition to  listing bivariate relationships and testing separate propositions 

for each type o f  national attribute and interstate interactions, researchers have 

analyzed the relationships between national attributes, taken together, and a  state’s 

foreign conflict and cooperative behavior. F o r example, Rosenau has suggested a 

typology o f  nations for investigating foreign policy which classifies nations according 

to size (large and small), wealth (rich and poor), and accountability o f  the political 

system (open and closed).69 Analyzing the WEIS data for 1966 and 1967, Salmore 

and Herm ann investigated the extent to  which these three variables account fo r the 

variance in the foreign policy behavior o f  76 nations. The scholars find that the 

variables, taken together, are only weakly related to cooperative and conflictual 

behavior. However, they find that size explains m ore o f the variance than the other 

two variables until they control for the num ber o f acts a  state initiates, in which case 

accountability and wealth are better predictors o f  foreign policy behavior.70 Using 

the D O N  data fo r 82 nations, East and Gregg find that, in general, those national 

attributes which are positively related to conflictual behavior are also positively
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correlated with cooperative behavior.71 Finally, analyzing conflict dyadically,

Rummel discovers that for 40 dyads in  1955-1957, "the m agnitude o f  foreign conflict 

between nations is a  resultant o f  the forces o f  their distances on dimensions o f  wealth, 

power (joint pow er), geographic distance, and value."72

In order to  present and test a  m ore complex, comprehensive, and analytical 

picture in this study, a  multiple regression analysis was employed to investigate the 

combined effects o f  the independent variables (as at 1982) on explaining the variance 

in the dependent variable (1975-1989). W e seek, in other words, to estimate how 

much o f  the variation in interstate interactions in W est Africa is accounted for by the 

national attributes collectively. There is no sufficient reason in our analysis to believe 

that the coefficients presented will not be uniquely determined. A system o f  variables 

is only assumed to be causal to the extent that the dependent variable is not 

"overdetermined." Put differently, no two variables within the system should explain 

the same part o f  the variation o f the dependent phenomenon. But it is obvious that 

combining the six independent variables (as specified in our bivariate relations) in a 

multivariate relationship w ill lead to serious analytical problems. Specifically, the 

intercorrelations between some o f  the independent variables in the correlation matrix 

presented are dubiously high and may suggest a  problem o f multicollinearity in our 

analysis.73 For instance, POP82 is almost a  perfect linear function o f  M ILCAP82 (r 

=  .992). Note, also, that the associations between W EALTH82 and M ILCAP82 (r 

=  .975) are very strong (see Table 7.11). The higher the intercorrelations between
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Intercorrelations Between Major Attribute Variables (1982) 
in the West African Regional Subsystem

Variables POP82 WEALTH8 2 DIPCAP8 2 MILCAP82 DEVT82 CONTIG

a a
POP82 1.000 .989 .792 .992 .362 -.141

* a
WEALTH82 1.000 .826 .975 .482 -.267

a
DIPCAP82 1 . 0 0 0 .767 .666 .117

a a
MILCAP82 1 . 0 0 0 .309 -.194

a
DEVT82 1 . 0 0 0 -.232
CONTIG 1 . 0 0 0

N=16
a
not statistically significant.

*
significant at the .05 level.
Others significant at the .01 
level or better.
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the independent variables, the less the reliability o f  the relative importance indicated 

by the partial correlation coefficients. Consequently, the m ore strongly correlated the 

independent variables are, the greater the need for controlling the confounding effects. 

T o control for such effects, w e depended heavily on the results o f  the factor analyses 

in Chapter 6. Thus, for the purposes o f multiple regression analysis, such concepts 

as pow er, development, and contiguity (which represent the three m ajor dimensions o f 

our factor analyses for 1982) were used as independent variables and their 

relationships with the dependent variable analyzed accordingly. In systematic 

research, the confrontation o f theory and evidence often requires that one, the other, 

or both be revised. Although the concepts o f power, development, and contiguity 

were not in our original conceptual scheme (see Figure 2.1 in Chapter 2), in essence, 

the new understanding o f  foreign policy here is correct and consistent to the extent 

that it aids the development o f  a  theoretical framework which can incorporate useful 

concepts and which can encourage the use o f comparative methods. Again, our 

problem , given the relative significance o f  interstate interactions in a  regional 

subsystem, is to analyze how states behave towards political activity. Do some states 

participate m ore than others? I f  some countries participate m ore than others, what are 

the correlates?

In the sense specified, the functional form o f  our theoretical model is:

Y =  bo ±  b l  DEVEL82 ±  b2 POW ER82 ±  b3 CONTIG +  e
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w here Y represents the events initiated to W est African states (the dependent 

variable); b l  - b3 are parameters to  be estimated; bo is a  constant and e  is the error 

term . The direction o f  the signs ( ± )  depends on the issue domain and 

may indicate positive o r negative relationships with the dependent variable. Prim a 

facie the argument that the national attributes o f  power, wealth, and contiguity affect 

international relations is nothing new. These relationships have been well documented 

in a  wide variety o f  foreign policy studies. The upshot, however, is that the direction 

and strength o f  these relationships for W est African countries is no t clear. Although 

there are some reasoned guesses, one has little by way o f  accumulating hard evidence. 

In our analysis, the positive signs o f  the beta coefficients o f  the three variables 

indicate that the relationship between them and the dependent variable are in the 

expected direction (see Table 7 .12). The size o f the t-statistic indicates that two 

variables (DEVEL82 and POW ER82) are significantly related to interstate interactions 

(at the .01 level) suggesting, therefore, that when controlling for all other independent 

variables, two significant relationships exist with the dependent variable. In addition, 

the relative sizes o f  the beta (or partial regression) coefficients o f  the independent 

variables suggest that they are not all closely associated with interactions. For 

example, DEV EL82 is m ore closely related to  interactions (beta =  .589) than 

POW ER82 (beta =  .489), and these two variables appear to be the most potent in 

producing differences in foreign policy behavior. But CONTIG is very weakly 

associated with interactions (beta =  .147).
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Table 7.12

Multiple Regression: The Effects of Contiguity, 
Development, and Power (1982) on Interstate 

Interactions (1975-1989) in West Africa

Independent
Variables

Regression
Coefficient

Standard Error 
of Coefficient

Computed Value 
of Student's T

Beta
Coefficient

CONTIG 6.30057 5.94738 1.059 .14706
DEVEL82 .00512 .01426 3.865 .58935
POWER82 8., 807716E—04 2.77269E-04 3.177 .48894

R - Squared = .81
* *

statistically significant at the .01 level.
Overall, the size of the R-squared value indicates that the model 
fits 1982 more than any other period (see Table 7.13 [a]).
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To establish the relationship between these independent variables and the 

dependent variable, a  multiple correlation coefficient, R , is extracted. I t’s squared 

value (that is, "the coefficient o f multiple determination" o r R  - squared) indicates the 

proportion o f  variation in the dependent variable which is explained by the 

independent variables.74 In our multiple regression analysis (see Table 7.12) the 

three independent variables in our research, taken together, "explain" 81 percent (R - 

squared =  .806) o f  the variance in interstate interactions with a  m ultiple correlation 

coefficient o f  90 percent (R =  .898), which is a  rather hefty correlation judged 

against many findings in quantitative international relations research.75 C learly, the 

explanatory pow er o f  our model is considerable. As it is not explained by these 

independent variables, the explanation for approximately 19 percent o f  the variance in 

the dependent variable must rest elsewhere. Power, development, and contiguity do 

not, therefore, appear to  be solely the factors that influence interstate interactions. 

Finally, in a comparative context, Table 7.13 (a) shows that o f R  - squared values at 

the various time periods, the variation explained using the national attribute variables 

for 1982 is strongest. Furtherm ore, as demonstrated in Table 7 .13 (b), with only one 

exception, these figures reduce somewhat when N igeria is excluded.

The low  intercorrelations between the independent variables in the regression 

matrix suggest that it is unlikely that we encountered any serious problem s o f 

multicollinearity in our analysis.76 Table 7.14 represents the intercorrelations 

between all the newly created independent variables derived from the factor analyses
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TABLE 7 .1 3  (a )

Selected Regression Analyses: Variance in the Dependent
Variables Explained by the Independent Variables

Dependent Variables 
EVNT7579 EVNT8084 EVNT8589 EVINITWA 

(R - SQUARES)
Independent Variables

a a
DEVEL77 DIPCON77 POWER77 .752 .422 .445 .612
CONTIG DEVEL82 P0WER82 .702 .630 .806

a
CONTIG DEVEL87 POWER87 .367

not statistically significant. Others are significant at 
the .01 level or better.
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TABLE 7 .1 3  (b )

Selected Regression Analyses: Variance in the Dependent 
Variables Explained by the Independent Variables 

(Excluding Nigeria)

Dependent Variables 
EVNT7579 EVNT8084 EVNT8589 EVINITWA 

(R - SQUARES)
Independent Variables

a a a
DEVEL77 DIPCON77 POWER77 .643 .334 .416 .506

*  *
CONTIG DEVEL82 POWER82 .609 .573 .731

a
CONTIG DEVEL87 POWER87 .420

a *
not statistically significant; significant at the .05 
level. Others are significant at the .01 level or better.
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in Chapter 6. Although the problem may still persist, the reduced intercorrelations 

between the independent variables (as distinct from the situation in Table 7.11) reveal 

the effectiveness o f  the factor analytic technique as a  means o f  reducing the 

multicollinearity problem. Whereas Table 7.11 reveal that several independent 

variables are correlated a t the .90 level and above, the situation is less so in Table 

7 .14. However, the fairly strong associations between POW ER77 and DIPCON77 (r 

=  .543) and between POW ER87 and DEVEL87 (r =  .500) may still create 

problems.

Analyzing the variables in relation to several dependent variables over 

different periods presents the correlations in Table 7.15. The correlations between 

the several national attributes as at 1977 and interactions show (as before) that 

associations are stronger in the late 1970s (specifically, 1975-1979) than in the early 

1980s (1980-1984). F or instance, whereas associations between POW ER77, 

DIPCON77, and DEV EL77 and EVNT7579 are .655, .815, and .570, respectively, 

these reduce to .583, .553, and .435, respectively, when the same variables are 

correlated with EVNT8084.

Finally, to further assess and control for the effects o f  multicollinearity, the 

partial correlations (partial rs) which reveal the relationships between each o f the 

independent variables and the dependent variable while the other independent 

variables are being controlled (or held constant), were extracted.77 As depicted in 

Table 7.16, the partial rs reveal what the simple correlations do not show - the
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TABLE 7 .1 4

S im p le  C o r r e l a t i o n s  B e tw e e n  t h e  I n d e p e n d e n t  V a r ia b l e s

P0WER77 DIPC0N77 DEVEL77
*  *  

P0WER77 1.000 .543 .469a
DIPCON77 1.000 .367
DEVEL77 1.000

POWER82 DEVEL82 CONTIG
* a

POWER82 1.000 .480 -.267a
DEVEL82 1.000 -.232
CONTIG 1.000

POWER87 DEVEL87 CONTIG
* a

POWER87 1.000 .500 -.169a
DEVEL87 1.000 -.150
CONTIG 1.000

a *not statistically significant; significant at the .05 
level.
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TABLE 7 .1 5

S im p le  C o r r e l a t i o n  C o e f f i c i e n t s  B e tw e e n  t h e  V a r io u s
I n d e p e n d e n t  an d  D e p e n d e n t V a r ia b l e s

D e p e n d e n t  V a r i a b l e s  
EVNT7579 EVNT8084 EVNT8589 EVINITWA

Independent Variables
POWER77 .655 .583 .596 .660
P0WER82 .757 .678 .733
P0WER87 .590

DIPCON77 .815 .553 .613 .727
a a a

CONTIG -.017 .015 .012
a

CONTIG .015

* a *
DEVEL77 .570 .435 .255 .467
DEVEL82 .757 .676 .790

a
DEVEL87 .223

not statistically significant
significant at the .05 level
Others are significant at 
the .01 level or better.
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TABLE 7 .1 6

P a r t i a l  C o r r e la t io n  C o e f f i c i e n t s  B etw een  t h e  V a r io u s
I n d e p e n d e n t and  t h e  D e p e n d en t V a r ia b le s

Independent CONTROLLED Variables VARIABLES
D e p e n d e n t  V a r i a b l e s  
EVNT7579 EVNT8084 EVNT8589 EVINITWA

POWER77
POWER82
POWER87

DIPCON77 DEVEL77 
DEVEL82 CONTIG 
DEVEL87 CONTIG

.349
*

.544
.422

*
.564

*
.576

.402

.692

DIPCON77 P0WER77 
CONTIG P0WER82

DEVEL77 
DEVEL82 

P0WER87 DEVEL87

.279
a.233

.372
a.172a

.137

.522
a

.304

DEVEL77
DEVEL82
DEVEL87

P0WER77
POWER82
POWER87

DIPCON77 .404
CONTIG
CONTIG

.190

.687
.098
.558

a
.094

.187

.759

not statistically significant
k
significant at the .05 level
Others are significant at the .01 
level or better.
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relative importance o f  the independent variables in term s o f  their legitimate 

associations with the dependent variable. F or example, in Table 7 .15 , DIPCON77 

(an independent variable) shows a  simple correlation coefficient o f  .727 with 

EVINITW A (a dependent variable). But when both POW ER77 and DEVEL77 are 

controlled (held constant) the amount explained reduces to .522 (see Table 7.16). On 

the other hand, the correlation between CONTIG and EVN T8084, according to 

Pearson’s r, is -.017. But when POWER82 and DEVEL82 are controlled, this rises 

to .223 although the relationship is still not statistically significant (see Tables 7.15 

and 7.16).

Specifically, partial rs reveal instances o f  multicollinearity m ore clearly in a 

m ultiple regression analysis. F or instance, ordinarily, the two independent variables 

(POW ER77 and DIPCON77) have strong associations with the dependent variable 

(i.e ., Pearson’s rs are .660 and .727 respectively). But these relationships are 

dubious because they may be due to the fairly strong intercorrelation between 

POW ER77 and D IPCON77 (r =  .543). W hen partialled (using the partial correlation 

technique) the association between the dependent variable and POW ER77 changes 

somewhat from .660 to a  weaker, positive correlation (r =  .402). Also, the new 

relationship is not statistically significant. The change in the association for 

POW ER77 shows that when DIPCON77 and DEVEL77 are controlled for, the 

originally presumed correlation (r =  .660) is spurious (i.e ., DIPCON77 and 

D EVEL77 may indeed have been responsible for the initially stronger correlation 

between POW ER77 and interactions).78 In other words, the earlier relationship
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between POW ER77 and EVINITW A (r =  .660) is spurious and partly due to the 

influence o f  D IPCON77 and DEVEL77 which may be the rgal predictors o f  interstate 

interactions (see Table 7 .16). F or the purpose o f  presenting a  rigorously causal and 

predictive analysis the information revealed by the partial correlation technique is 

often very critical and helpful.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

GENERAL SUM M ARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In the preceding chapters we sought to analyze the nature, sources, and processes 

o f  international behavior in W est Africa by focusing on the several dimensions of 

interactions in the area, from political independence until the present. By 

investigating such interstate activities, this study has fulfilled its two main analytical 

objectives. First, it has systematically mapped out the aggregate structure o f  

interactions between the developing states o f  W est Africa over a  period. W e conclude 

generally that the high volume o f interactions in the 1970s (the period o f  relative 

affluence) has been replaced by a  phenomenon o f  passivity in the 1980s (the period o f 

resource scarcity and limited income). Second, the study has tested specific 

propositions about the network o f  relations in W est Africa. W e have argued that an 

analytical concentration on the roles o f  both national attributes and elite perceptual 

factors can resolve fundamental questions as to the combination o f  explanatory 

variables that account for observable interstate behavior.1 The evidence suggests, 

first, that international relations in W est Africa is highly stratified among actors in the 

subregion both in terms o f leadership qualities and state capabilities and, second, that 

the structure o f  interactions can be usefully delineated along several dimensions at the 

broader systemic level.
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This study has argued that international interactions eludes explanation by a 

simple, single cause at a  simple, single level o f  analysis. Its conceptual and 

theoretical fram ework is thus based upon a  critical combination o f  various approaches 

and levels to the subject matter. International politics can be reviewed from a number 

o f  distinct vantage points each valid in itself and each considerably overlapping in its 

actual application. Specifically, for analytical purposes, three distinct but mutually 

complementary approaches o f  international behavior (the systems, power, and 

decision making theoretical approaches) and two levels o f  analysis (the national and 

the systemic) were outlined and integrated at the outset o f  this study. W e have 

argued extensively that a  proper understanding o f  how images and capabilities explain 

behavior requires a  merging o f  both unit and systemic perspectives (see Chapter 2). 

Put differently, in the study o f  interstate relations, there is no inherent inconsistency 

in the various levels o f  analysis. The general postulates o f  our analytical insights 

have now been qualified in the light o f our substantive discussions and the empirical 

findings. Although elite perceptual and decision making factors were given a 

theoretical and narrative treatment, the impact o f such state attributes as size, 

development, contiguity, and economic, military, and diplomatic capabilities was 

assessed empirically.

By drawing some loose threads together, this concluding chapter recounts the 

major points o f  our study by focusing specifically on findings at the regional, 

external, and domestic levels o f  international behavior. In addition, the study is 

briefly set in a w ider perspective by highlighting critically its m ajor utility,
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applicability, and implications to research on interstate behavior in regional 

subsystems in general. The main conclusions presented at the regional level collates 

points previously made into a  summative description o f  the political, economic, 

sociocultural, and military dimensions o f  interactions in W est Africa. A t the external 

level, w e recount the role o f  experiences outside the area to  W est African 

cooperation. Finally, at the domestic level, w e stress conclusions derived from the 

role o f  ideological and perceptual factors on the one hand, and the attributes o f  states 

on the other, to regional cooperative processes in  the subregion. Ranging on a 

continuum from symbolic foreign policy events to jo in t actions in confederal 

program s, regional cooperation is defined here as any interstate activity with less than 

universal participation designed to meet some commonly expressed need of 

community-formation processes (see Chapter 1).

One m ajor generalization at the systemic level is that interactions between W est 

African states are overwhelmingly political. In the data presented in Chapter 7, 

political interactions accounted for well over half (approximately 58 percent) o f the 

total num ber o f events initiated between W est African states. Earlier, in Chapter 4, 

w e had argued that political and diplomatic interactions between these states were 

subdivisible into four main categories: (1) diplomatic representations, (2) presidential 

visits, (3) bilateral treaties and agreements, and (4) mutual memberships o f  regional 

organizations. W e conclude here that as criteria for political interactions, these 

indicators may hold greater prospects for cooperation in W est Africa. Although in 

line with our thesis there was a general reduction o f  foreign missions necessitated by
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an economic crunch in the 1980s, the network o f  diplomatic representation in W est 

Africa is still fairly intensive. Calculated as the ratio o f  the actually observed 

bilateral links to all possible links, the density o f  interactions on this score is modest 

at 33 percent.2 However, relatively more powerful states like Nigeria, Ghana, Ivory 

Coast, and Senegal represent the most diplomatically active states in the subregion in 

contrast with less powerful states like Gambia, Cape V erde, Guinea Bissau, and 

Togo.

Analyzing presidential visits in W est Africa within a  15-year period, one finds a 

similar but certainly m ore revealing trend.3 The leaders o f m ajor actors like N igeria 

and Ghana tend to  dominate with the highest scores o f  initiated presidential visits. 

A lthough this was less so in subsequent analyses, the results here appear to reveal the 

significance o f  geographical contiguity as a factor to be considered in inter-African 

relations. M ost A frican leaders are attuned to activities with neighboring states and 

49.5 percent o f  the visits recorded were targeted specifically on geographically 

contiguous states.4 Although there are m ore Francophone states in W est Africa in 

term s o f  absolute frequency, one could conclude, first, that m ajority o f the 

presidential visits initiated by the Francophone states were to other French-speaking 

states in the subregion and, second, that this phenomenon is less true o f  visits by 

A nglophone o r Lusophone leaders. Indeed, overall, the French-speaking group 

maintains the highest degree o f  cohesiveness and foreign policy coordination in West 

Africa.

Subdividing the bilateral treaties and agreements between W est African states for
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a  period o f 15 years into political, economic, sociocultural, and m ilitary issue-areas 

shows that a  majority o f  the agreements fall within the economic issue-area.5 F or 

example, whereas 54 .9  percent o f  the bilateral treaty commitments coded were on the 

economic issue area, 26 .2  percent were political in nature. In addition, social and 

military agreements accounted fo r 13.4 percent and 5.5 percent o f  the total 

agreements and treaties, respectively (see Chapter 4). As is the case with both the 

diplomatic and visitation data, the relevance o f the contiguity factor persists in the fact 

that "geographical location, and proximity bear a  direct relationship to bilateral treaty 

relationship."6

The final facet o f  political interactions considered in this research is the mutual 

memberships o f  regional organizations.7 Evidence here suggests that with the 

exception o f  Guinea, all the Francophone states demonstrate a  highly remarkable 

grow th o f  jo in t organizational links both in the West African subregion and in 

continental Africa at large. W hereas Anglophone states like Gambia, Ghana, Nigeria, 

and Sierra Leone w ere members o f  only a  few regional organizations, the highest 

interactive levels w ere found among the Francophone states thus signifying that 

colonial experience still has serious consequences for the foreign policies o f specific 

A frican states.

Interstate interactions between actors o f  the W est African subsystem are less 

economic o r commercial than they are political. For instance, evidence presented in 

Chapter 7  reveals that only 27.8 percent o f  all recorded events initiated between West 

African states are economic, the majority being political, social, and strategic (see
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Table 7 .5 ). Indeed, economic events are not predominant except when the extra- 

A frican dimension is isolated. Only then do economic interactions contribute 54.3 

percent o f  the total num ber o f  events as opposed to 26.0 percent for political events 

(see Table 7 .6). In addition to the increasing relevance o f  economics to the conduct 

o f  foreign policy, it  has been argued in the literature that trade is one o f the most 

im portant instruments for the domination o f  subordinate systems by intrusive powers. 

The W est African subsystem is still highly dependent upon foreign trade, and i f  intra- 

subregional trade has an outstanding feature, it is that available evidence suggests that 

W est African countries are not each other’s principal custom ers.8 First, there is a 

low volum e o f trade among these states comprising a m ere 3 .6  percent o f  the total 

foreign trade for the subregion as a  w hole.9 Second, as is shown in Chapter 4 , the 

dependence o f  the subregion on the developed states is very high at 87 percent.10 

W est African economies are still characterized by foreign trade, with production for, 

and investment aid from, W estern Europe and North America. Indeed, it is to offset 

this external trade orientation that new initiatives have been undertaken to create 

regional economic arrangements. Further, with the exception o f  Nigeria’s 

contribution, most o f  the trade and transaction flow in the subregion take place within 

the French subgroup - especially via Ivory Coast and Senegal.11

The sociocultural issue area consists prim arily o f  those foreign policy issues 

involving cultural, educational, and scientific exchanges. Largely representing the 

way o f life o f  peoples, social and cultural interactions between W est African states 

are less pervasive than one would ordinarily assume. Nevertheless, they constitute an
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important aspect o f  international relations that is often overlooked in the literature.12 

Such events constitute only 12.07 % o f  our events data set (see Table 7 .4). Both the 

analysis o f  bilateral treaties and agreements in Chapter 4 and data presented o f  the 

entire events data set in Chapter 7 show that sociocultural events consistently lag 

behind political and economic events. As depicted by data in Tables 7 .5  and 7.6, 

social events also tend to  characterize the extra-African dimension (13.8 percent) 

slightly m ore than they do the intra-African dimension (9.8 percent). One could 

justifiably conclude on this basis that W est African states are generally more 

preoccupied with attempts a t enlarging political and economic cooperation than they 

are with the sociocultural dimension.

A review o f  the various facets o f  systemic interactions in W est Africa supports 

the contention that the military dimension is the least prevalent in the area. W hen the 

political, economic, social, and military interactions in W est Africa are considered, 

military and security concerns consistently rank the least frequent. In intra-African 

affairs, this dimension constitutes only 4.9 percent o f  the total num ber o f  events 

initiated in the subregion (see Table 7 .5). Although interactions among W est African 

states in military affairs are almost non-existent, it could still be argued that the 

establishment o f an economic community like ECOWAS has defense implications that 

transcend the territorial borders o f memberstates.13 Indeed, social and economic 

cooperation only takes place effectively under an atmosphere o f  peace and tranquility. 

However, m ilitary and security arrangements in W est Africa are generally more 

dependent on relations with the extra-African w orld.14 Slightly m ore than the intra-
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African dimension, the extra-African dimension o f  our data reveals that 5 .95 percent 

o f  the total events represents the military dimension (see Table 7 .6). M ilitary 

interactions between W est African states are limited by the fact that most o f  these 

states have defense pacts with the m ajor external powers. In particular, whereas the 

A nglophone countries do not have such agreements with extra-African powers, several 

o f  the Francophone states have explicitly o r implicitly endorsed defense arrangements 

w ith France. In general, in a  global context, A frica’s security problems are largely 

out o f  its control since the absence o f  effective m odem  armies and industrial powers 

m ake A frica dependent upon the outside w orld.15 This dependence on non-African 

actors has militated against the development o f  intra-African cooperation in strategic 

and military affairs.

Consequently, it is impossible to discuss regionalism effectively in W est Africa 

w ithout recourse to the external dimension. In fact, there are significant economic, 

political, sociocultural, and military linkages between W est African states and selected 

extra-African powers. In our events data set, 57 .4  percent o f  the events collected 

represent actions initiated and received by W est African states from powerful non- 

A frican actors. Only 42 .6  percent o f  the events are between W est African states 

exclusively (see Table 7 .3). Although a  W est African subsystem exists that is fairly 

autonomous, it is not entirely independent o f  the international system, and the 

collective pow er o f the subsystem is relatively inferior to that o f  the larger 

international system. W est Africa’s lack o f  sufficient resources to achieve its own 

economic development causes it to turn to outside sources o f  aid, for example, thus
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opening the subsystem to foreign penetration, which ultimately threatens its 

autonomy. It does appear, therefore, that many o f W est A frica’s troubles are to be 

found in the dilemma posed by two functions: first, the desire to solve problems, 

which often exceeds system capabilities and requires outside help, and second, the 

desire to maintain the autonomy o f  the system. Isolating this external dimension 

within a  bidirectional setting reveals that events initiated by the external powers far 

outweigh events initiated by W est African states - a  ratio o f  64 to 36 percent. There 

is thus considerable penetration o f  these developing states by selected foreign powers. 

The m ost outstanding feature o f this dimension is the continuing dominance o f  France 

in the W est African subregion which stands out both in our analysis o f the substantive 

literature (especially in Chapter 5) and in our empirical results (in Chapter 7).

Indeed, the fact that the external dimension is also mostly dominated by economic 

events makes this finding particularly interesting.

A  descriptive review o f  the various foreign policy interaction categories leads to 

our attem pt at explaining why nations act the way they do within the context o f 

regional arrangements. It is our specific suggestion that foreign policy should be 

considered not only as a  concept but as a  variable (or set o f  variables) that assumes 

different discernible values in covariation with other variables. Thus, a  nation’s 

behavior can be m ore accurately predicted through knowledge o f  its physical 

attributes juxtaposed with the capabilities o f  the nations with which it interacts. 

Theoretically, we have argued that national attributes, and the perception of these 

attributes by decision makers, influence and determine the patterns o f  interactions in
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W est Africa. Specifically, we have suggested that a  general decline in the W est 

African economies has led to a  reduction in the volum e o f foreign policy interactions 

in  the subregion between the 1970s and the 1980s. This phenomenon, w e believe, is 

a  consequence o f  the declining resources in the W est African subregion and, perhaps 

equally im portantly, leaders’ psychological perceptions o f  this decline. In a more 

em pirical effort at estimating specific factors influencing international interactions in 

W est Africa, w e discovered that, in terms o f  bivariate associations, such variables as 

population size, economic strength, the level o f economic development, contiguity, 

m ilitary capability, and diplomatic capability are, as hypothesized, positively related 

to international interactions in W est Africa. Needless to say, instead o f  merely 

reporting the findings o f  the research as bare statistical outcomes, we have related our 

scientific findings to the theoretical literature and to general theoretical statements. A 

theory o f  comparative foreign policy behavior needs to incorporate economic, social, 

m ilitary and other pertinent national attributes into an explanation o f  why nations act 

the way they do toward one another. By testing propositions derived from our 

conceptual scheme,16 it was discovered that although the several independent 

variables have positive directionality with the dependent variable as hypothesized, 

they are not all equally potent.

A s shown in Chapter 7, using national attribute and events data for 1982 and for 

1975-1989, respectively, there is a  strong positive bivariate relationship, although far 

from  a  perfect one, between population size and interactions in W est Africa (r =  

.661), which is  statistically significant at the .01 level. The relationship between
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W EA LTH and interactions in the subregion is also strong (r =  .782) and statistically 

significant at the .001 level. So is diplomatic capability (r =  .828) which is 

significant a t the .001 level, and military capability (r =  .588) which is significant at 

the .01 level. T he association between the level o f  economic development and 

interstate interactions is strong (r =  .790) and is statistically significant at the .001 

level. Finally, the statistically insignificant relationship between geographical 

contiguity and interactions shows that this independent variable is the least potent 

predictor o f  the external behavior o f  the states in our framework (r =  .012). 

Considering our earlier discussions, this last finding is rather surprising. Indeed, 

from investigations in Chapter 4 , such political interactions as diplomatic 

representations, presidential visits, and bilateral treaties appeared to  concentrate 

heavily on geographically contiguous states. But evidence in Chapter 7 shows that 

this relationship disappears as soon as contiguity is operationalized as the num ber o f 

international borders and correlated with interstate interactions.

T he bivariate associations between our m ajor independent variables for 1977, 

1982, and 1987, and the dependent variables, are fairly consistently positive at 

different time periods, thus enhancing the generalizability o f our findings (Tables 

7 .8  - 7 .10). In term s o f  the strength o f  relations, the correlations between national 

capabilities and interstate interactions are strongest for 1975-1979 (representing the 

period o f  relative affluence and foreign policy activism in W est Africa). But findings 

for the 1980s appear to be much more complex than initially presumed.

Theoretically, we had argued that, in general, the period o f  resource scarcity and
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limited income in the 1980s will lead to relative passivity in W est African foreign 

policy behavior fo r that decade. W hereas our findings reveal that correlations are 

generally reduced for 1980-1984 (in line with our theoretical reasoning), associations 

between national attributes and interactions for 1985-1989 are stronger than initially 

predicted. O verall, as shown by Tables 7 .8  - 7 .10 , the various bivariate associations 

tend to reduce slightly when Nigeria is excluded from the analysis, thus supporting 

the argument for the presence o f a  core state in W est A frica.17

W hen, for the purposes o f  multivariate analysis, the different variables are 

filtered and condensed into the substantive concepts o f power, development, and 

contiguity (representing the m ajor dimensions derived from our factor analysis for 

1982 [see Table 6 .10]), they explain 81 percent o f  the variance in our dependent 

variable (see Table 7.12). Although the strength o f  their relationship with the 

dependent variable are to  varied degrees, the positive signs o f  the beta coefficients o f 

the three variables show that the relationships are in the expected direction, which 

supports our m ajor theoretical discussions as to the role o f  national capabilities in the 

formulation and conduct o f  foreign policy. Finally, despite the efforts at quality 

control, further statistical analysis reveals that there are still slight problems o f 

multicollinearity especially as some o f  the independent variables are still fairly 

strongly intercorrelated. F or example, DIPCON77 is moderately associated with 

interactions but when POW ER77 and DEVEL77 are controlled for, this relationship 

reduces considerably (see Table 7 .16). The partial results for the bivariate 

relationships here are interested in the real (as opposed to the spurious) determinants
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o f international interactions. "The use o f  controls enables the research to make 

statements about explicit, unconfounded and non-spurious relationships. The ultimate 

statistical goal is to measure unique covariance between variables, such that the 

relationship between X and Y is not changed by the introduction o f  Z ." 1®

Implications o f  the Study

By analyzing the domestic bases o f  the disposition o f  W est African states in their 

execution o f  foreign policy, this study has illuminated areas o f research that have 

remained largely unexamined in Third W orld research. The degree o f  cooperation in 

the subregion has been charted within the constraints imposed by state sovereignty, 

national attributes, and leaders’ ideological and perceptual beliefs. In the study of 

international relations, a  state’s resources are frequently assumed to define its capacity 

for action, and power is often assumed to be exercised in effecting foreign policy 

behavioral output. As a  consequence, our scholarly endeavors have tended to reflect 

an acceptance o f the view that some states matter more than others, that large states 

matter m ore than small states because their size provides them with m ore resources 

and greater power. Among other indicators, the several salient factors have been the 

wide discrepancies o f  power, economic development, wealth, and perceptual variables 

among the countries under survey. In general, whether in Senegal or in Ghana, the 

patterns o f  relations o f W est African states are generally related to the domestic 

limitations o f  these societies themselves, and above all, to external structural 

differences. Rather than being highly diffused within the West African regional
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subsystem, the distribution o f  power is somewhat hierarchically structured with power 

concentrated in a  few states; thus, N igeria, Ghana, and Ivory Coast have enough 

political and economic power to be  seen as potential threats by the smaller African 

states.

Although some have suggested that the great diversities in the size o f  W est 

African states may provide the required impetus for cooperation,19 a  policy 

implication o f  this inequality in capabilities is that some states may reap the benefits 

o f  regional cooperation at the expense o f others. One argument is that the m ore 

resourceful states may monopolize the benefits o f  cooperation especially with respect 

to such issues as the international migration o f  labor. As a consequence o f internal 

pressures which spill over into the realm o f  interstate relations, large states with 

rapidly expanding resources and population may ultimately pursue active and 

aggressive foreign policies towards their immediate environment.20 Thus, diversities 

in population size which have remained a  characteristic feature o f  the W est African 

subregion may carry along with it, quite understandably, a  feeling o f  concern and 

comprehension from the smaller neighbors.

On a  more theoretical level, our analysis demonstrates the relevance o f 

international relations frameworks and the scientific approach to analyzing the foreign 

policies o f  developing states. Indeed, to a  reasonable extent, some o f  the theoretical 

concepts used in the W est do have relevance in the Third W orld. By excluding the 

smallest and the poorest o f  states, researchers have often avoided evaluating and 

quantifying the foreign policies o f  non-traditional states in the Third W orld. But a
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few scholars have long stressed the need for studies o f  the developing areas in order 

to determ ine the extent to which indicators o f  cohesion hold consistent across 

regions.21 It is our thinking that a  comparative study o f  foreign policy that purports 

to be general should be  applicable to all types o f states. By extending existing 

theoretical literature to  the foreign policies o f  W est A frican states, this study is an 

addition to recent works that have attempted to offer some systematic overview o f  the 

foreign policy behavioral patterns o f  developing states. By analyzing the often 

neglected dimension o f  inter-African relations, through a  combination o f attribute 

theory and events data analysis, our study has attempted to verify, replicate, and 

incorporate its findings with the works o f  others in the field o f  the comparative study 

o f foreign policy, thus fulfilling one o f the goals o f  scientific research - the 

development o f  a  theoretically organized knowledge based upon cumulative empirical 

research.22

Although there are several literature published in the field o f  W est African 

regional cooperation that identify and discuss such functional issues as integration, 

trade, and investments, studies that analyze the broader question o f  the foreign 

policies o f  W est African states are virtually non-existent.23 This study has relied on 

the relatively expensive and time-consuming events data approach to capture 

empirically foreign policy interactions in W est Africa for one and a  half decades.

One should emphasize, however, that to the extent that the international system is 

characterized by integrated regional subsystems, our empirical findings are not 

necessarily relevant to the W est African subregion alone. Indeed, as empirical
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generalizations, they have implications that extend beyond W est Africa and are not, 

therefore, necessarily area-specific. Several preliminary studies have already been 

published on the various subregional constellations within the African continent (for 

example, the M aghreb, East Africa, and Southern Africa), and on other regional 

subsystems in the M iddle East, Latin America, Southeast Asia, and so on .24 W e 

argue that given similar conditions and assumptions, our findings here could be 

incorporated into a  general schema which may ultimately provide a  universal 

fram ework for analyzing and explaining foreign policy relationships within 

international regional settings. As Przeworski and Teune put it, "social science 

theories, rather than explaining phenomena as accurately as possible in terms relative 

to specific historical circumstances, should attempt to explain phenomena wherever 

and w henever they occur."25 Rather than employing spatio-temporal terms (for 

example, the proper names o f  states and specific time periods) that limit the scope o f 

research generalizations, the ultimate objective o f  comparative research should be to 

substitute variables like "the degree of development" for spatio-temporal term s like 

"Senegal" and "Ivory Coast". In short, proper names o f  social systems should be 

replaced by variables "in the course of comparative research."26

On the empirical front, this necessarily involves problems o f measurement - that 

is, valid and reliable scales must be developed across regional subsystems and they 

m ust be shown to be "equivalent".27 F or example, data collection across regional 

subsystems should identify sets o f  items that would form satisfactory scales o f  similar 

values in all the countries involved. Thus, the criteria o f generality and parsimony
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should imply that the same theoretical frameworks must be evaluated in different 

systemic settings. Social science theories can gain confirmation only i f  analytical 

schemes formulated in terms o f several common factors constitute the point o f  

departure in com parative foreign policy research. T he research design utilized in this 

study is no less valid fo r the foreign policy analysis o f  o ther regions. It is therefore 

not intellectually im proper to  conceptually relate research in W est Africa to other 

studies in a  systematic and comparative fashion.

To recapitulate the main points of this study, we have successfully mapped out 

the external behavioral patterns o f  West African states and, by incorporating the 

national attributes o f  these states, tested specific propositions about their foreign 

policy behavioral patterns. Analytically, by using events data within a  comparative 

fram ework, w e have asked a  number o f  general theoretical questions: (1) Are larger, 

more populated, states more likely to participate internationally than smaller states?

(2) A re economically powerful and developed states more likely to interact than 

economically less developed states? (3) Are m ilitarily powerful and diplomatically 

influential states more likely to be active than less influential states? (4) Finally, is 

there a positive relationship between geographical contiguity and interstate 

interactions? Cast in  term s o f nomothetic explanatory statements, this study has 

found, first, that larger states are more likely to participate internationally than 

smaller states, and second, that such dimensions as size, wealth, the degree o f 

development, m ilitary pow er, contiguity, and diplomatic influence are all positively 

related to interstate interactions albeit to  varying extent. W e conclude that in the
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comparative foreign policy behavior o f W est African states, pow er and the degree o f 

development appear to be the strongest influences. Central to this conclusion is the 

assumption that decision m akers’ perceptions o f  the variables will be reflected in the 

association between these factors and foreign policy behavior.

O ur study has conceptualized several independent and dependent variables as part 

and parcel o f  the interplay o f  forces that impinge upon those who make policy 

decisions. It has further argued that, conceptually, elite perceptions and the 

ideological predisposition o f leaders serve usefully as intervening variables (or 

contextual factors), in the comparative analysis o f  foreign policy behavior. Thus, the 

study improves considerably upon traditional conceptions o f foreign policy because 

much attention is paid to  the conversion processes by which national attributes are 

harnessed for foreign policy purposes. National capabilities are not merely policy 

resources but attributes that can affect the general predispositions o f  leaders to  act in 

foreign affairs, and that can equally affect the goals and the objectives o f  states as 

defined and perceived by these leaders. It follows, then, that since capability analyses 

require an awareness o f  the situational as well as the more enduring and tangible 

aspects o f  capability, low capability nations may share images that are different from 

those o f  high capability nations. In  short, national capability can contribute to  a  more 

comprehensive and analytical explanation o f foreign policy behavior if  research is 

sensitive to the role o f the political context and the regional systems o f which states 

are a  part. W hile designed prim arily to test the role o f  specific pow er capabilities, 

conceptually, our analytical scheme (in Chapter 2) incorporates a variety o f  contextual
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variables often emphasized in the literature on comparative foreign policy: ideological 

belief systems, leaders’ perceptions, personality traits, regional linkage with the global 

system, domestic political and economic variables, and examines the various 

dimensions o f  interactions across states.

The results o f  our study indicate general support for our hypotheses and 

approaches, and the related assessments o f  W est African politics. The findings 

support the view that power and development remain im portant explanations o f  

international behavior. The findings also sustain an approach sensitive to the role of 

capabilities, systems, and context. W hile the decision making context is not directly 

tested here, it clearly intervenes between state capabilities and foreign policy 

behavior. Indeed, a  possible deficiency in this study is the absence o f  realistic yet 

rigorous and quantitative indicators o f such contextual variables as ideological belief 

systems, personality traits, and leaders’ perceptions. Arguably, these are important 

psychological and intangible factors that are often m ore difficult to assess empirically, 

since they can rarely be measured accurately. Nevertheless, to the extent that they 

may be responsible for the relationship among the leaders o f various interacting 

states, they deserve greater scholarly attention and, therefore, should constitute 

grounds for further research in the future.28 F or the present, however, it is hoped 

that our findings are an addition to cumulation which is necessary in theory building 

in comparative foreign policy. Although developing states do not seem to be 

overwhelmingly preoccupied with security concerns (political and economic issues are 

far m ore significant problems), through an admixture o f  theory and data, this study
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illustrates that the traditional assumptions about pow er, size, development, and 

expected foreign policy behavior mav not be inappropriate for analyses o f  the smaller 

and less developed states o f  the global system.
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APPENDIX I

Azar-Sloan Intem ation Scale

SCA LE CATEGORY
CODES DESCRIPTION

1 VOLUNTARY U NIFICA TION IN TO  O N E N A T IO N -M erging 
voluntarily into one nation with legally binding government.

2 M AJOR STRATEGIC A LLIA N C E-Fighting a  w ar jointly; 
establishing jo in t military command o r alliance; conducting jo in t 
military maneuvers; establishing economic common market; joining 
o r organizing international alliances, etc.

3 M ILITARY, ECONOM IC OR STRATEGIC SU PPO R T-Selling 
nuclear power plants o r materials o r other advanced strategic 
technology; supplying military technical o r advisory assistance; 
intervening with military support at request o f government; 
trainingmilitary personnel; initiating o r concluding agreements on 
disarmament or military matters.

4 NON-M ILITARY ECONOM IC, TECHNO LOGICAL OR 
IN DUSTRIAL E X C H A N G E-M aking loans o r grants for economic 
development; provision o f  favorable trade concessions; sale o f 
major nonstrategic technology; establishing common 
communication o r transportation systems; provision o f  non-military 
advice o r assistance.

5 CULTURAL AND SCIENTIFIC AGREEM ENT OR 
EX C H A N G E-Extension o f  recognition to government; establishing 
diplomatic relations; cultural o r academic exchanges; offering 
economic or military aid; signing economic and defense accords.
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6 O FFICIA L VERBAL SUPPORT O F GOALS, VALUES AND 
R EG IM E -O fficial support o f  policy; elevation o f  level o f  
diplomatic mission; affirmations o f  friendship o r  support; restoring 
broken diplomatic or other relations; other favorable verbal 
gestures; presidential and prim e ministerial visits and discussions.

7 M ILD VERBAL SUPPORT: EXCHANGES O F M INO R 
O FFICIALS—M eetings o f  high officials; discussions on problems 
o f  mutual interest; issuance o f  jo in t communiques; visits by lower 
officials; appointment o f  ambassadors; statement o r explanation o f 
policy; request for policy support.

8 NEU TRA L OR NON -SIGNIFICAN T A C T S-R hetorical policy 
statements; indifference or no comment statements; compensation 
for nationalized enterprises o r private property.

9 M ILD VERBAL H O STIL ITY /D ISC O R D -Low  key objections to 
policy o r behavior; expressing discontent through third party; 
objection to explanation o f  policy; request for change in policy; 
denial ofaccusations.

10 STRONG VERBAL H O STIL ITY -Strong condemnation o f  actions 
or policies; threats o f  retaliation for acts; denunciation o f  leaders, 
system or ideology; strong propaganda attacks; postponement o f 
head o f  state visits o r withdrawal from  meetings o r summits; 
blocking or veto action in international body.

11 HOSTILE DIPLOM A TIC-ECONOM IC A C T IO N S-T roop 
mobilizations; granting sanctuary to opposition; hindrance o f 
m ovement by closing borders; refusing visas; recall o r expulsion o f 
ambassadors; impositions o f  embargoes, economic sanctions or 
other activity designed to impose economic loss; termination of 
m ajor agreements; expulsion o r arrest o f  nationals o r press; 
organization o f demonstrations against target.

12 POLITICAL-M ILITARY HOSTILE A C T IO N S-Inciting o f riots 
and/or rebellions by providing training, financial support, and 
sanctuary to terrorists or guerrilla activities on limited basis; 
termination o f diplomatic relations; nationalizing companies without 
compensation; attacking diplomats o r embassies; kidnapping or 
torturing foreign citizens o r prisoners o f war.
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13 SM ALL SCALE M ILITARY A C TS-Lim ited air, sea, o r border 
skirmishes; border police acts; annexation o f  occupied territory; 
imposition o f  blockades; assassination o f leaders o r target country; 
m ajor material support o f subversive activities.

14 LIM ITED WAR A C TS-Interm ittent shelling o r clashes; sporadic 
bombing o f  military and/or industrial areas; small scale interception 
o r shelling o f  ships; mining o f  territorial waters.

15 FU LL SCALE W AR--Full scale air, naval o r land battles, 
including the use o f nuclear weapons o r chemical and biological 
warfare; m ajor bombing o f  military and civilian targets; occupation 
o r invasion o f territory.

KEY TO FOREIGN POLICY EVENTS* TYPES

P =  Political/Diplomatic 
E  =  Economic/Commercial 
M  =  M ilitary/Strategic 
S =  Social/Cultural
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The Political, Economic, Social, and Military Events
Initiated in West Africa: The Intra-African Dimension

1975 P E S M

Jan 5 7 0 2
Feb 6 1 2 0
M ar 4 1 1 0
Apr 4 6 0 1
May 5 5 0 0
Jun 6 7 0 2
Jul 7 4 4 0
Aug 1 8 2 0
Sep 15 8 7 3
Oct 3 8 2 0
Nov 5 4 0 0
Dec 9 7 3 2
Total 70 66 21 10

J6 7 . events
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The Political, Economic, Social, and Military Events
Initiated in West Africa: The Intra-African Dimension

1976 P E S M

Jan 8 2 2 0
Feb 10 3 1 0
M ar 7 9 0 0
A pr 3 5 2 2
May 9 6 0 0
Jun 18 4 3 0
Jul 4 2 1 0
Aug 5 5 1 0
Sep 3 2 1 0
Oct 6 6 3 0
Nov 5 6 2 0
Dec 6 3 0 1
Total 84 53 16 3

156 events
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The Political, Economic, Social, and Military Events
Initiated in West Africa: The Intra-African Dimension

1977 P E S M

Jan 2 9 2 1
Feb 5 2 2 0
M ar 9 11 2 0
Apr 6 3 6 3
M ay 8 2 2 4
Jun 2 3 0 0
Jul 2 3 3 0
Aug 6 3 5 0
Sep 4 5 2 0
Oct 3 4 0 0
Nov 3 4 0 4
Dec 2 19 6 0
Total 52 68 30 12

162 events
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The Political, Economic, Social, and Military Events
Initiated in West Africa: The Intra-African Dimension

1978 P E S M

Jan 6 4 2 0
Feb 3 4 2 2
M ar 4 2 2 0
A pr 4 3 3 0
M ay 9 7 2 2
Jun 5 4 2 0
Jul 6 3 2 0
Aug 5 0 2 0
Sep 8 1 0 0
O ct 6 3 0 0
Nov 5 0 0 0
Dec 4 1 0 2
Total 65 32 17 6

120 events
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The Political, Economic, Social, and Military Events
Initiated in West Africa: The Intra-African Dimension

1979 P E S M

Jan 5 11 3 2
Feb 6 4 2 2
M ar 14 3 1 0
A pr 5 8 0 0
M ay 11 4 4 3
Jun 3 2 0 0
Jul 4 2 0 0
Aug 3 2 3 1
Sep 2 4 0 0
Oct 4 4 0 0
Nov 3 0 1 0
Dec 11 1 0 0
Total 71 45 14 8

138 events
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The Political, Economic, Social, and Military Events
Initiated in West Africa: The Intra-African Dimension

1980 P E S M

Jan 6 1 2 0
Feb 2 8 4 0
M ar 5 9 0 0
A pr 6 0 0 0
M ay 10 2 2 0
Jun 9 0 0 1
Jul 5 0 0 1
Aug 6 6 2 0
Sep 5 4 0 0
Oct 0 1 0 2
Nov 2 0 0 0
Dec 6 1 0 0
Total 62 32 10 4

108 events
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The Political, Economic, Social, and Military Events
Initiated in West Africa: The Intra-African Dimension

1981 P E S M

Jan 3 0 0 0
Feb 2 2 0 0
M ar 9 1 2 1
Apr 16 0 0 0
May 2 0 0 0
Jun 7 0 0 0
Jul 4 3 0 0
Aug 2 4 2 2
Sep 1 3 2 3
Oct 3 0 1 0
Nov 10 3 1 0
Dec 9 2 0 0
Total 68 18 8 6

,100 events
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The Political, Economic, Social, and Military Events
Initiated in West Africa: The Intra-African Dimension

1982 P E S M

Jan 8 2 2 0
Feb 10 0 0 0
M ar 6 1 0 0
A pr 3 2 0 0
M ay 2 1 0 0
Jun 8 0 0 0
Jul 13 0 0 0
Aug 4 8 2 0
Sep 1 1 0 0
Oct 7 0 0 0
Nov 9 4 0 0
Dec 4 0 0 0
Total 75 19 4 0

98 events
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The Political, Economic, Social, and Military Events
Initiated in West Africa: The Intra-African Dimension

1983 P E S M

Jan 5 2 0 0
Feb 11 1 2 2
M ar 3 3 0 1
A pr 0 0 0 2
May 5 3 0 0
Jun 5 4 0 0
Jul 10 7 0 0
Aug 3 0 0 0
Sep 15 3 0 0
Oct 6 1 0 0
Nov 6 4 0 3
Dec 12 0 0 0
Total 81 28 2 8

119 events
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The Political, Economic, Social, and Military Events
Initiated in West Africa: The Intra-African Dimension

1984 P E S M

Jan 10 4 0 1
Feb 4 2 0 1
M ar 3 3 0 2
A pr 17 7 2 0
May 4 0 0 0
Jun 10 2 2 0
Jul 8 2 5 0
Aug 6 1 0 0
Sep 4 3 2 0
Oct 1 3 1 0
Nov 1 0 0 0
Dec 15 0 2 2
Total 83 27 14 6

130 events
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The Political, Economic, Social, and M ilitary Events 
Initiated in W est Africa: The Intra-African Dimension

1985 P E S M

Jan 6 3 0 0
Feb 7 0 0 0
M ar 11 6 0 2
A pr 6 0 0 0
M ay 3 2 2 0
Jun 3 1 0 0
Jul 5 2 0 0
Aug 8 0 0 0
Sep 5 1 0 0
Oct 6 0 0 0
Nov 7 0 0 0
Dec 8 0 0 0
Total 75 15 2 2

94 events
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The Political, Economic, Social, and Military Events
Initiated in West Africa: The Intra-African Dimension

1986 P E S M

Jan 5 1 0 3
Feb 6 2 2 0
M ar 2 0 0 0
Apr 1 2 0 1
May 4 0 0 0
Jun 11 6 2 0
Jul 5 0 2 2
Aug 12 0 0 1
Sep 10 6 1 1
Oct 15 3 0 0
Nov 7 2 6 2
Dec 4 0 0 3
Total 82 22 13 13

130 events
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The Political, Economic, Social, and Military Events
Initiated in West Africa: The Intra-African Dimension

1987 P E S M

Jan 6 4 1 0
Feb 4 2 0 0
M ar 6 1 0 0
Apr 7 0 2 0
May 5 0 0 0
Jun 10 2 3 2
Jul 2 11 0 0
Aug 6 5 2 0
Sep 2 0 0 1
Oct 4 0 0 2
Nov 4 0 0 0
Dec 5 6 0 0
Total 61 31 8 5

105 events
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The Political, Economic, Social, and Military Events
Initiated in West Africa: The Intra-African Dimension

1988 P E S M

Jan 3 0 2 0
Feb 7 9 0 1
M ar 7 0 0 0
Apr 5 1 3 0
May 6 3 2 0
Jun 0 0 0 0
Jul 3 0 0 0
Aug 9 0 0 0
Sep 18 2 0 0
Oct 3 2 7 1
Nov 3 1 0 0
Dec 8 2 2 0
Total 72 20 16 2

110 events
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The Political, Economic, Social, and Military Events
Initiated in West Africa: The Intra-African Dimension

1989 P E S M

Jan 4 0 0 0
Feb 2 2 2 1
M ar 6 5 2 0
Apr 16 0 0 1
May 5 1 0 0
Jun 4 0 0 1
Jul 9 2 0 0
Aug 9 4 3 1
Sep 6 1 0 1
Oct 4 16 0 0
Nov 3 8 0 0
Dec 1 2 0 1
Total 69 41 7 6

123 events
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The Political, Economic, Social, and Military Events
Initiated in West Africa: The Extra-African Dimension

1975 P E S M

Jan 3 4 1 0
Feb 7 2 0 0
M ar 6 10 2 3
A pr 0 4 2 0
M ay 0 4 1 0
Jun 4 6 0 1
Jul 6 6 4 0
Aug 5 12 1 1
Sep 4 5 4 0
Oct 2 10 5 3
Nov 2 12 1 2
Dec 6 9 0 1
Total 45 84 21 11

1,61 . events
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The Political, Economic, Social, and Military Events
Initiated in West Africa: The Extra-African Dimension

1976 P E S M

Jan 1 1 2 0
Feb 4 1 1 0
M ar 2 17 3 1
A pr 5 11 4 1
May 5 12 8 1
Jun 5 8 9 3
Jul 1 5 1 0
Aug 1 8 2 0
Sep 3 3 2 0
Oct 2 9 0 4
Nov 2 3 0 0
Dec 0 1 0 1
Total 31 79 32 11

153_eyent§
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The Political, Economic, Social, and Military Events
Initiated in West Africa: The Extra-African Dimension

1977 P E S M

Jan 3 6 0 0
Feb 2 10 2 3
M ar 2 6 4 4
Apr 10 12 4 0
May 4 15 3 2
Jun 2 12 2 0
Jul 6 8 3 0
Aug 5 4 4 0
Sep 6 12 5 0
Oct 3 13 2 0
Nov 0 11 1 2
Dec 4 13 2 1
Total 47 122 32 12

213 events
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The Political, Economic, Social, and Military Events
Initiated in West Africa: The Extra-African Dimension

1978 P E S M

Jan 3 11 3 1
Feb 4 11 0 5
M ar 2 9 2 1
Apr 3 15 0 1
M ay 7 5 2 0
Jun 0 11 0 1
Jul 8 14 5 0
Aug 2 12 0 0
Sep 5 8 4 2
Oct 7 21 1 5
Nov 3 1 2 1
Dec 5 6 2 1
Total 49 124 21 18

212 events
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The Political, Economic, Social, and Military Events
Initiated in West Africa: The Extra-African Dimension

1979 P E S M

Jan 9 14 4 1
Feb 2 4 6 0
M ar 4 5 4 0
Apr 4 10 0 1
May 7 8 1 0
Jun 5 3 1 0
Jul 2 13 2 0
Aug 2 1 0 0
Sep 2 8 0 1
Oct 4 4 2 0
Nov 2 6 2 1
Dec 2 5 4 1
Total 45 81 26 5

■157_eyents
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The Political, Economic, Social, and Military Events
Initiated in West Africa: The Extra-African Dimension

1980 P E S M

Jan 4 5 0 0
Feb 6 4 3 2
M ar 3 4 6 0
Apr 0 3 2 0
May 3 5 3 1
Jun 3 4 3 0
Jul 7 2 0 0
Aug 0 4 4 0
Sep 0 9 2 0
Oct 1 8 4 1
Nov 2 5 0 0
Dec 1 6 2 5
Total 30 59 29 9

127 events
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The Political, Economic, Social, and Military Events
Initiated in West Africa: The Extra-African Dimension

1981 P E S M

Jan 0 1 0 1
Feb 2 4 0 1
M ar 8 4 2 0
A pr 5 7 0 0
M ay 3 4 2 2
Jun 3 7 0 0
Jul 6 7 0 1
Aug 1 11 3 0
Sep 7 5 2 1
Oct 7 2 0 1
Nov 2 5 0 0
Dec 3 8 1 0
Total 47 65 10 7

129 events
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The Political, Economic, Social, and Military Events
Initiated in West Africa: The Extra-African Dimension

1982 P E S M

Jan 4 3 0 0
Feb 0 4 2 1
M ar 5 2 0 1
Apr 5 1 2 2
M ay 10 2 0 2
Jun 2 4 0 1
Jul 5 2 0 0
Aug 4 6 2 0
Sep 1 9 1 1
Oct 4 4 2 1
Nov 6 6 0 1
Dec 0 0 2 2
Total 46 43 11 12

112 events
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The Political, Economic, Social, and Military Events
Initiated in West Africa: The Extra-African Dimension

1983 P E S M

Jan 8 12 1 0
Feb 1 1 2 3
M ar 5 4 1 0
A pr 1 4 3 0
M ay 2 4 2 0
Jun 4 5 1 2
Jul 14 6 2 1
Aug 1 8 4 0
Sep 0 4 3 1
Oct 2 8 3 4
Nov 3 6 4 0
Dec 4 6 4 0
Total 45 68 30 11

154 events
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The Political, Economic, Social, and Military Events
Initiated in West Africa: The Extra-African Dimension

1984 P E S M

Jan 3 5 0 0
Feb 2 8 4 0
M ar 3 11 3 0
Apr 6 6 3 2
May 7 1 0 0
Jun 3 5 0 1
Jul 12 9 1 0
Aug 1 4 2 1
Sep 2 8 1 0
Oct 4 9 0 3
Nov 3 10 3 4
Dec 5 8 1 2
Total 51 84 18 13

166_eyents
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The Political, Economic, Social, and Military Events
Initiated in West Africa: The Extra-African Dimension

1985 P E S M

Jan 3 1 1 0
Feb 4 8 2 0
M ar 4 5 1 1
A pr 5 10 3 0
M ay 0 11 0 5
Jun 1 10 2 0
Jul 4 11 1 1
Aug 4 9 1 0
Sep 1 6 0 0
Oct 1 11 2 1
Nov 1 1 4 0
Dec 5 2 0 5
Total 33 85 17 13

148 events
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The Political, Economic, Social, and Military Events
Initiated in West Africa: The Extra-African Dimension

1986 P E S M

Jan 8 8 2 1
Feb 4 12 3 0
M ar 1 5 0 0
Apr 7 6 3 1
May 2 12 0 0
Jun 6 5 1 1
Jul 7 8 2 0
Aug 0 11 2 2
Sep 4 8 4 1
Oct 4 11 3 0
Nov 1 8 1 2
Dec 6 9 5 0
Total 50 103 26 8

187 events
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The Political, Economic, Social, and Military Events
Initiated in West Africa: The Extra-African Dimension

1987 P E S M

Jan 7 2 3 1
Feb 0 6 1 0
M ar 2 12 4 0
A pr 2 14 1 2
May 6 14 3 0
Jun 13 18 2 0
Jul 2 14 2 1
Aug 6 12 2 1
Sep 1 7 2 0
Oct 2 5 1 0
Nov 10 7 3 2
D ec 1 13 2 0
Total 52 124 26 7

209 events
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The Political, Economic, Social, and Military Events
Initiated in West Africa: The Extra-African Dimension

1988 P E S M

Jan 0 6 2 0
Feb 3 9 1 0
M ar 7 10 0 2
Apr 2 15 1 0
May 1 7 2 2
Jun 5 19 3 0
Jul 0 14 2 0
Aug 5 14 1 0
Sep 0 2 3 1
Oct 6 13 4 0
Nov 1 8 1 1
Dec 7 14 3 0
Total 37 129 23 6

195 events
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The Political, Economic, Social, and Military Events
Initiated in West Africa: The Extra-African Dimension

1989 P E S M

Jan 6 4 1 1
Feb 6 5 0 2
M ar 2 1 1 0
A pr 4 12 0 0
May 7 9 5 1
Jun 3 12 3 1
Jul 2 12 5 0
Aug 2 9 3 0
Sep 3 12 3 0
Oct 7 15 2 0
Nov 2 7 0 1
Dec 0 11 0 0
Total 44 109 23 6
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APPENDIX IV

RAW SCORES: NATIONAL ATTRIBUTES AND FOREIGN 
POLICY BEHAVIOR OF WEST AFRICAN STATES

POP77 GNP77 GDP77 FUND77 GNPK77 GDPK77 ENERG
BENIN 3.2 859 527 1.5 268 165 55
B/FASO 6.4 947 356 1.3 148 56 23
C/VERDE 0.3 77 0.5 258
GAMBIA 0.6 127 112 1.3 213 187 102
GHANA 11.0 9696 1741 6.3 881 158 167
GUINEA 5.0 1361 1075 1.4 272 215 92
G/BISSAU 0.6 112 177 0.7 188 295 71
I/COAST 7.3 7563 6441 6.4 1036 882 356
LIBERIA 1.7 857 473 3.3 504 278 402
MALI 6.1 1141 414 0.9 187 68 30
MAURITANIA 1.4 473 444 1.8 338 317 198
NIGER 5.0 1265 503 1.0 253 101 37
NIGERIA 69.9 70460 25960 16.1 1008 371 107
SENEGAL 5.2 2490 1184 2.7 478 228 175
S/LEONE 3.2 853 422 2.2 266 132 103
TOGO 2.4 901 396 1.8 375 165 95
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APPENDIX IV

RAW SCORES: NATIONAL ATTRIBUTES AND FOREIGN POLICY
BEHAVIOR OF WEST AFRICAN STATES (contd•)

EMBREC EMBSNT 
77 77

EMBRAF
77

EMBRNA
77

MISIZE
77

MIEXP
77

CONTIG

BENIN 7 7 9 36 3 11 4
B/FASO 6 3 8 30 6 31 6
C/VERDE 6 2 1 21 2 2 1
GAMBIA 8 6 6 27 0 0 1
GHANA 10 13 11 43 18 97 3
GUINEA 9 13 12 44 10 24 6
G/BISSAU 2 2 2 10 6 7 3
I/COAST 9 8 13 35 9 64 5
LIBERIA 5 6 5 19 4 9 3
MALI 7 6 5 36 7 36 6
MAURITANIA 3 4 6 28 17 110 2
NIGER 8 6 12 31 3 11 4
NIGERIA 12 15 17 48 300 2817 2
SENEGAL 11 10 12 45 13 46 5
S/LEONE 5 9 4 23 4 8 2
TOGO 4 2 6 27 4 20 3
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APPENDIX IV

RAW SCORES: NATIONAL ATTRIBUTES AND FOREIGN POLICY
BEHAVIOR OF WEST AFRICAN STATES ( c o n t d . )

POP82 GNP82 GDP82 FUND82 GNPK82 GDPK82 ENERGY?
BENIN 3.7 1147 830 1.5 310 224 38
B/FASO 6.5 1365 1000 1.3 210 154 22
C/VERDE 0.3 118 0.5 393
GAMBIA 0.7 252 213 1.3 360 304 78
GHANA 12.2 4392 31220 6.5 360 2559 161
GUINEA 5.7 1767 1750 1.5 310 307 54
G/BISSAU 0.8 136 132 0.8 170 165 35
I/COAST 8.9 8455 7560 6.5 950 849 191
LIBERIA 2.0 980 950 3.4 490 475 373
MALI 7.1 1278 1030 1.0 180 145 21
MAURITANIA 1.6 752 640 1.8 470 400 131
NIGER 5.9 1829 1560 1.1 310 264 31
NIGERIA 90.6 77916 71720 16.4 860 792 143
SENEGAL 6.0 2940 2510 2.7 490 418 206
S/LEONE 3.2 1248 1130 2.2 390 353 121
TOGO 2.8 952 800 1.8 340 286 125
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APPENDIX IV

RAW SCORES: NATIONAL ATTRIBUTES AND FOREIGN POLICY
BEHAVIOR OF WEST AFRICAN STATES ( c o n t d . )

EMBREC EMBSNT EMBRAF EMBRNA MISIZE MIEXP
82 82 82 82 82 82

BENIN 3 5 4 8 6 27
B/FASO 2 3 2 7 9 28
C/VERDE 0 2 0 6 4 14
GAMBIA 5 4 0 6 1 2
GHANA 10 9 5 31 9 49
GUINEA 9 9 7 23 28 89
G/BISSAU 2 2 3 9 9 6
I/COAST 10 6 9 24 21 116
LIBERIA 5 5 6 19 5 51
MALI 6 4 4 11 11 26
MAURITANIA 2 3 5 9 16 49
NIGER 3 4 2 7 5 11
NIGERIA 12 13 17 52 144 1926
SENEGAL 7 7 8 32 18 64
S/LEONE 5 5 1 11 4 12
TOGO 2 2 6 7 6 16
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APPENDIX IV

RAW SCORES: NATIONAL ATTRIBUTES AND FOREIGN POLICY
BEHAVIOR OF WEST AFRICAN STATES ( c o n t d . )

POP87 GNP87 GDP87 FUND87 GNPK87 GDPK87 ENERGY8
BENIN 4.3 132 101 3.0 300 272 40
B/FASO 7.7 143 83 1.0 170 111 26
C/VERDE 0.3 17 11 1.0 500 346 135
GAMBIA 0.7 18 10 2.6 220 139 110
GHANA 12.2 533 673 12.9 390 509 97
GUINEA 4.5 194 160 2.9 320 274 73
G/BISSAU 0.8 15 15 1.5 170 181 45
I/COAST 9.3 826 655 13.0 750 714 208
LIBERIA 2.3 103 81 6.7 440 374 355
MALI 7.6 158 207 1.9 200 276 26
MAURITANIA 1.3 82 70 3.6 440 380 156
NIGER 5.7 190 183 2.1 280 313 60
NIGERIA 101.9 3953 7421 32.8 370 806 227
SENEGAL 6.4 355 264 5.4 510 410 167
S/LEONE 3.8 117 137 4.4 300 399 75
TOGO 2.7 96 67 3.6 300 231 48
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APPENDIX IV

RAW SCORES: NATIONAL ATTRIBUTES AND FOREIGN POLICY
BEHAVIOR OF WEST AFRICAN STATES ( c o n t d . )

EMBREC EMBSNT EMBRAF EMBRNA MISIZE MIEXP
87 87 87 87 87 87

BENIN 3 5 4 9 4 35
B/FASO 2 4 3 9 9 51
C/VERDE 0 2 0 7 4 16
GAMBIA 3 3 0 3 1 2
GHANA 9 7 4 29 11 45
GUINEA 8 8 7 20 24 44
G/BISSAU 3 2 3 9 11 4
I/COAST 10 6 10 30 8 178
LIBERIA 5 5 5 18 € 40
MALI 5 4 4 14 8 47
MAURITANIA 2 5 7 8 16 37
NIGER 3 4 5 11 5 18
NIGERIA 12 13 17 53 138 180
SENEGAL 8 6 10 39 18 97
S/LEONE 5 4 1 10 6 5
TOGO 2 2 5 9 8 40
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APPENDIX IV

RAW SCORES: NATIONAL ATTRIBUTES AND FOREIGN POLICY
BEHAVIOR OF WEST AFRICAN STATES ( c o n t d . )

EVINITWA EVRECDWA EVINRDWA EVINIT75 EVINIT80 EVINIT85
BENIN 93 96 189 36 27 30
B/FASO 116 96 212 17 46 53
C/VERDE 36 34 70 10 19 7
GAMBIA 113 120 233 54 32 27
GHANA 286 308 594 111 83 92
GUINEA 113 125 238 67 22 24
G/BISSAU 52 56 108 19 20 13
I/COAST 113 132 245 61 32 20
LIBERIA 124 90 214 43 49 32
MALI 79 85 164 27 25 27
MAURITANIA 50 41 91 15 15 20
NIGER 74 67 141 32 22 20
NIGERIA 270 235 505 115 73 82
SENEGAL 163 165 328 76 42 45
S/LEONE 73 96 169 24 17 32
TOGO 105 114 219 36 31 38
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APPENDIX IV

RAW SCORES: NATIONAL ATTRIBUTES AND FOREIGN POLICY
BEHAVIOR OF WEST AFRICAN STATES ( c o n t d . )

CPEVINWA CPEVREWA CNEVINWA CNEVREWA EVINEXWA EVINIEXT
BENIN 82 92 11 4 117 24
B/FASO 107 87 9 9 146 30
C/VERDE 31 32 5 2 47 11
GAMBIA 108 116 5 4 178 65
GHANA 256 249 30 59 438 152
GUINEA 97 120 16 5 163 50
G/BISSAU 43 41 9 15 73 21
I/COAST 103 113 10 19 153 40
LIBERIA 102 78 22 12 195 71
MALI 72 77 7 8 129 50
MAURITANIA 39 33 11 8 69 19
NIGER 71 65 3 2 103 29
NIGERIA 236 214 34 21 453 183
SENEGAL 141 139 22 26 214 51
S/LEONE 69 87 4 9 145 72
TOGO 82 96 23 18 138 33
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APPENDIX IV

RAW SCORES: NATIONAL ATTRIBUTES AND FOREIGN POLICY 
BEHAVIOR OF WEST AFRICAN STATES (contd.)

EVRECEXT CPEVINEX CPEVREXT CNEVINEX CNEVREXT
BENIN 44 21 42 3 2
B/FASO 66 26 65 4 1
C/VERDE 26 10 26 1 0
GAMBIA 120 60 120 5 0
GHANA 289 128 278 24 11
GUINEA 95 48 94 2 1
G/BISSAU 34 20 34 1 0
I/COAST 97 40 96 0 1
LIBERIA 97 55 89 16 8
MALI 103 49 102 1 1
MAURITANIA 58 17 57 2 1
NIGER 62 28 62 1 0
NIGERIA 181 140 164 43 17
SENEGAL 105 45 105 6 0
S/LEONE 171 65 167 7 4
TOGO 56 32 56 1 0
Note: See Chapter 6 for the various sources of data.
Population scores refer to millions of people; the scores 
for GNP and GDP are in millions of dollars. Financial 
contributions to ECOWAS funds are in millions of dollars and 
percentage contributions to ECOWAS funds. Scores for GNP 
and GDP per capita represent dollar amounts. Energy 
consumption per capita are in kilograms of coal (1977) and 
oil equivalent. Finally, whereas military size is measured 
in terms of thousands of soldiers, defense expenditures are 
in millions of dollars.
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TABLE 1

NATIONAL POPULATION IN 1977

VALID CUMULATIVE
POP77 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENl

0 1 6.3 6.3 6.3
1 2 12.5 12.5 18.8
1 1 6.3 6.3 25.0
2 1 6.3 6.3 31.32 1 6.3 6.3 37.5
3 2 12.5 12.5 50.0
5 2 12.5 12.5 62.5
5 1 6.3 6.3 68.8
6 1 6.3 6.3 75.0
6 1 6.3 6.3 81.3
7 1 6.3 6.3 87.5

11 1 6.3 6.3 93.8
70 1 6.3 6.3 100.0

TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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APPENDIX V

TABLE 2

GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT IN 1977

VALID CUMULATIVE 
GNP77 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

77 1 6.3 6.3 6.3
112 1 6.3 6.3 12.5
127 1 6.3 6.3 18.8
473 1 6.3 6.3 25.0
853 1 6.3 6.3 31.3
857 1 6.3 6.3 37.5
859 1 6.3 6.3 43.8
901 1 6.3 6.3 50.0
947 1 6.3 6.3 56.3
1141 1 6.3 6.3 62.5
1265 1 6.3 6.3 68.8
1361 1 6.3 6.3 75.0
2490 1 6.3 6.3 81.3
7563 1 6.3 6.3 87.5
9696 1 6.3 6.3 93.8

70460 1 6.3 6.3 100.0
TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 3

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT IN 1977

VALID CUMULATIVE
GDP77 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT
112 1 6.3 6.7 6.7
177 1 6.3 6.7 13.3
356 1 6.3 6.7 20.0
396 1 6.3 6.7 26.7
414 1 6.3 6.7 33.3
422 1 6.3 6.7 40.0
444 1 6.3 6.7 46.7
473 1 6.3 6.7 53.3
503 1 6.3 6.7 60.0
527 1 6.3 6.7 66.7
1075 1 6.3 6.7 73.3
1184 1 6.3 6.7 80.0
1741 1 6.3 6.7 86.7
6441 1 6.3 6.7 93.3

25960 1 6.3 6.7 100.0
1 6.3 MISSING

TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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APPENDIX V

CONTRIBUTIONS TO ECOWAS FUNDS IN 1977

FUND77 FREQUENCY
VALID
PERCENT

CUMULATIVE
PERCENT

2
2
3
3
6
6

16

6.3 6.3 6.3
6.3 6.3 12.5
6.3 6.3 18.8
6.3 6.3 25.0
12.5 12.5 37.5
6.3 6.3 43.8
6.3 6.3 50.0

12.5 12.5 62.5
6.3 6.3 68.8
6.3 6.3 75.0
6.3 6.3 81.3
6.3 6.3 87.5
6.3 6.3 93.8
6.3 6.3 100.0

100.0 100.0
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TABLE 5

AGGREGATE WEALTH OF WEST AFRICAN STATES IN 1977

VALID CUMULATIVE
WEALTH77 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENl

240.30 1 6.3 6.7 6.7
289.70 1 6.3 6.7 13.3
918.80 1 6.3 6.7 20.0

1277.20 1 6.3 6.7 26.7
1298.80 1 6.3 6.7 33.3
1304.30 1 6.3 6.7 40.0
1333.30 1 6.3 6.7 46.7
1387.50 1 6.3 6.7 53.3
1555.90 1 6.3 6.7 60.0
1769.00 1 6.3 6.7 66.7
2437.40 1 6.3 6.7 73.3
3676.70 1 6.3 6.7 80.0

11443.30 1 6.3 6.7 86.7
14010.40 1 6.3 6.7 93.3
96436.10 1 6.3 6.7 100.0

1 6.3 MISSING
TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 6

GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT PER CAPITA IN 1977

VALID CUMULATIVE
GNPK77 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT
148 1 6.3 6.3 6.3
187 1 6.3 6.3 12.5
188 1 6.3 6.3 18.8
213 1 6.3 6.3 25.0
253 1 6.3 6.3 31.3
258 1 6.3 6.3 37.5
266 1 6.3 6.3 43.8
268 1 6.3 6.3 50.0
272 1 6.3 6.3 56.3
338 1 6.3 6.3 62.5
375 1 6.3 6.3 68.8
478 1 6.3 6.3 75.0
504 1 6.3 6.3 81.3
881 1 6.3 6.3 87.5
1008 1 6.3 6.3 93.8
1036 1 6.3 6.3 100.0

TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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APPENDIX V

TABLE 7

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT PER CAPITA IN 1977

VALID CUMULATIVE
GDPK77 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENl

56 1 6.3 6.7 6.7
68 1 6.3 6.7 13.3
101 1 6.3 6.7 20.0
132 1 6.3 6.7 26.7
158 1 6.3 6.7 33.3
165 12.5 13.3 46.7
187 1 6.3 6.7 53.3
215 1 6.3 6.7 60. 0
228 1 6.3 6.7 66.7
278 1 6.3 6.7 73.3
295 1 6.3 6.7 80.0
317 1 6.3 6.7 86.7
371 1 6.3 6.7 93.3
882 1 6.3 6.7 100.0

1 6.3 MISSING
TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 8

ENERGY CONSUMPTION PER CAPITA IN 1977

VALID CUMULATIVE
ENERGY77 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

23 1 6.3 6.7 6.7
30 1 6.3 6.7 13.3
37 1 6.3 6.7 20.0
55 1 6.3 6.7 26.7
71 1 6.3 6.7 33.3
92 1 6.3 6.7 40.0
95 1 6.3 6.7 46.7

102 1 6.3 6.7 53.3
103 1 6.3 6.7 60.0
107 1 6.3 6.7 66.7
167 1 6.3 6.7 73.3
175 1 6.3 6.7 80.0
198 1 6.3 6.7 86.7
356 1 6.3 6.7 93.3
402 1 6.3 6.7 100.0

1 6.3 MISSING
TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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APPENDIX V

TABLE 9

LEVEL OF DEVELOPMENT OF WEST AFRICAN STATES IN 1977

VALID CUMULATIVE
DEVT77 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

227 1 6.3 6.7 VO

285 1 6.3 6.7 13.3
391 1 6.3 6.7 20.0
488 1 6.3 6.7 26.7
501 1 6.3 6.7 33.3
502 1 6.3 6.7 40.0
554 1 6.3 6.7 46.7
579 1 6.3 6.7 53.3
635 1 6.3 6.7 60.0
853 1 6.3 6.7 66.7
881 1 6.3 6.7 73.3

1184 1 6.3 6.7 80.0
1206 1 6.3 6.7 86.7
1486 1 6.3 6.7 93.3
2274 1

1
16

6.3
6.3

100.0

6.7
MISSING
100.0

100.0
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TABLE 10

EMBASSIES RECEIVED FROM WEST AFRICAN STATES IN 1977

VALID CUMULATIVE 
EMBREC77 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

2 1 6.3 6.3 6.3
3 1 6.3 6.3 12.5
4 1 6.3 6.3 18.8
5 2 12.5 12.5 31.3
6 2 12.5 12.5 43.8
7 2 12.5 12.5 56.3
8 2 12.5 12.5 68.8
9 2 12.5 12.5 81.3

10 1 6.3 6.3 87.5
11 1 6.3 6.3 93.8
12 1 6.3 6.3 100.0

TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 11

EMBASSIES SENT TO WEST AFRICAN STATES IN 1977

VALID CUMULATIVE
EMBSNT77 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

2 3 18.8 18.8 18.8
3 1 6.3 6.3 25.0
4 1 6.3 6.3 31.3
6 4 25.0 25.0 56.3
7 1 6.3 6.3 62.5
8 1 6.3 6.3 68.8
9 1 6.3 6.3 75.0
10 1 6.3 6.3 81.3
13 2 12.5 12.5 93.8
15 1 6.3 6.3 100.0

TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 12

EMBASSIES RECEIVED FROM OTHER AFRICAN STATES IN 1977

VALID CUMULATIVE
EMBRAF77 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCEN1

1 1 6.3 6.3 6.3
2 1 6.3 6.3 12.5
4 1 6.3 6.3 18.8
5 2 12.5 12.5 31.3
6 3 18.8 18.8 50.0
8 1 6.3 6.3 56.3
9 1 6.3 6.3 62.5
11 1 6.3 6.3 68.8
12 3 18.8 18.8 87.5
13 1 6.3 6.3 93.8
17 1 6.3 6.3 100.0

TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 13

EMBASSIES RECEIVED FROM NON-AFRICAN STATES IN 1977

VALID CUMULATIVE 
EMBRNA77 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

10 1 6.3 6.3 6.3
19 1 6.3 6.3 12.5
21 1 6.3 6.3 18.8
23 1 6.3 6.3 25.0
27 12.5 12.5 37.5
28 1 6.3 6.3 43.8
30 1 6.3 6.3 50.0
31 1 6.3 6.3 56.3
35 1 6.3 6.3 62.5
36 12.5 12.5 75.0
43 1 6.3 6.3 81.3
44 1 6.3 6.3 87.5
45 1 6.3 6.3 93.8
48 1 6.3 6.3 100.0

TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 14

DIPLOMATIC CAPABILITIES OF WEST AFRICAN STATES IN 1977

VALID CUMULATIVE
DIPCAP77 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT
16.00 1 6.3 6.3 6.3
30.00 1 6.3 6.3 12.5
35.00 1 6.3 6.3 18.8
39.00 1 6.3 6.3 25.0
41.00 2 12.5 12.5 37.5
47.00 2 12.5 12.5 50.0
54.00 1 6.3 6.3 56.3
57.00 1 6.3 6.3 62.5
59.00 1 6.3 6.3 68.8
65.00 1 6.3 6.3 75.0
77.00 1 6.3 6.3 81.3
78.00 2 12.5 12.5 93.8
92.00 1 6.3 6.3 100.0

16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 15

SIZE OF THE MILITARY IN 1977

VALID CUMULATIVE 
MISIZE77 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

0 1 6.3 6.3 6.3
2 1 6.3 6.3 12.5
3 2 12.5 12.5 25.0
4 3 18.8 18.8 43.8
6 2 12.5 12.5 56.3
7 1 6.3 6.3 62.5
9 1 6.3 6.3 68.8
10 1 6.3 6.3 75.0
13 1 6.3 6.3 81.3
17 1 6.3 6.3 87.5
18 1 6.3 6.3 93.8

300 1 6.3 6.3 100.0
TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 16

NATIONAL MILITARY EXPENDITURE OF IN 1977

VALID CUMULATIVE
MIEXP77 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

0 1 6.3 6.3 6.3
2 1 6.3 6.3 12.5
7 1 6.3 6.3 18.8
8 1 6.3 6.3 25.0
9 1 6.3 6.3 31.3

11 12.5 12.5 43.8
20 1 6.3 6.3 50.0
24 1 6.3 6.3 56.3
31 1 6.3 6.3 62.5
36 1 6.3 6.3 68.8
46 1 6.3 6.3 75.0
64 1 6.3 6.3 81.3
97 1 6.3 6.3 87.5
110 1 6.3 6.3 93.8

2817 1 6.3 6.3 100.0
TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 17

MILITARY CAPABILITIES OF WEST AFRICAN STATES IN 1977

VALID CUMULATIVE
MILCAP77 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENl

0.0 1 6.3 6.3 6.3
4.0 1 6.3 6.3 12.5
12.0 1 6.3 6.3 18.8
13.0 2 12.5 12.5 31.3
14.0 2 12.5 12.5 43.8
24.0 1 6.3 6.3 50.0
34.0 1 6.3 6.3 56.3
37.0 1 6.3 6.3 62.5
43.0 1 6.3 6.3 68.8
59.0 1 6.3 6.3 75.0
73.0 1 6.3 6.3 81.3

115.0 1 6.3 6.3 87.5
127.0 1 6.3 6.3 93.8

3117.0 1 6.3 6.3 100.0
TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 18

GEOGRAPHICAL CONTIGUITY OF WEST AFRICAN STATES

VALID CUMULATIVECONTIG FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT
1 2 12.5 12.5 12.5
2 3 18.8 18.8 31.3
3 4 25.0 25.0 56.3
4 2 12.5 12.5 68.8
5 2 12.5 12.5 81.3
6 3 18.8 18.8 100.0

16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 19

NATIONAL POPULATION IN 1982

VALID CUMULATIVE
POP82 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

0 1 6.3 6.3 6.3
1 1 6.3 6.3 12.5
1 1 6.3 6.3 18.8
2 1 6.3 6.3 25.0
2 1 6.3 6.3 31.3
3 1 6.3 6.3 37.5
3 1 6.3 6.3 43.8
4 1 6.3 6.3 50.0
6 1 6.3 6.3 56.3
6 1 6.3 6.3 62.5
6 1 6.3 6.3 68.8
7 1 6.3 6.3 75.0
7 1 6.3 6.3 81.3
9 1 6.3 6.3 87.5
12 1 6.3 6.3 93.8
91 1 6.3 6.3 100.0

TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 20

GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT IN 1982

VALID CUMULATIVE
GNP82 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT
118 1 6.3 6.3 6.3
136 1 6.3 6.3 12.5
252 1 6.3 6.3 18.8
752 1 6.3 6.3 25.0
952 1 6.3 6.3 31.3
980 1 6.3 6.3 37.5
1147 1 6.3 6.3 43.8
1248 1 6.3 6.3 50.0
1278 1 6.3 6.3 56.3
1365 1 6.3 6.3 62.5
1767 1 6.3 6.3 68.8
1829 1 6.3 6.3 75.0
2940 1 6.3 6.3 81.3
4392 1 6.3 6.3 87.5
8455 1 6.3 6.3 93.8

77916 1 6.3 6.3 100.0
TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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GDP82
132
213
640
800
830
950

1000
1030
1130
1560
1750
2510
7560

31220
71720

TOTAL

APPENDIX V

TABLE 21

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT IN 1982

VALID CUMULATIVE 
FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

1 6.3 6.7 6.7
1 6.3 6.7 13.3
1 6.3 6.7 20.0
1 6.3 6.7 26.7
1 6.3 6.7 33.3
1 6.3 6.7 40.0
1 6.3 6.7 46.7
1 6.3 6.7 53.3
1 6.3 6.7 60.0
1 6.3 6.7 66.7
1 6.3 6.7 73.3
1 6.3 6.7 80.0
1 6.3 6.7 86.7
1 6.3 6.7 93.3
1 6.3 6.7 100.0
1 6.3 MISSING

16 100.0 100.0
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO ECOWAS FUNDS IN 1982

CUMULATIVE
FUND82 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

1 1 6.3 6.3 6.31 1 6.3 6.3 12.5
1 1 6.3 6.3 18.8
1 1 6.3 6.3 25.0
1 2 12.5 12.5 37.5
2 2 12.5 12.5 50.02 2 12.5 12.5 62.52 1 6.3 6.3 68.83 1 6.3 6.3 75.0
3 1 6.3 6.3 81.3
7 2 12.5 12.5 93.8
16 1 6.3 6.3 100.0

TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 23

AGGREGATE WEALTH FOR WEST AFRICAN STATES IN 1982

VALID CUMULATIVI
WEALTH8 2 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

268.8 1 6.3 6.7 6.7
466.3 1 6.3 6.7 13.3
1393.8 1 6.3 6.7 20.0
1753.8 1 6.3 6.7 26.7
1933.4 1 6.3 6.7 33.3
1978.5 1 6.3 6.7 40.0
2309.0 1 6.3 6.7 46.7
2366.3 1 6.3 6.7 53.3
2380.2 1 6.3 6.7 60.0
3390.1 1 6.3 6.7 66.7
3518.5 1 6.3 6.7 73.3
5452.7 1 6.3 6.7 80.0

16021.5 1 6.3 6.7 86.7
35618.5 1 6.3 6.7 93.3

149652.4 1 6.3 6.7 100.0
1 6.3 MISSING

16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 24

GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT PER CAPITA IN 1982

VALID CUMULATIVE
GNPK82 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT
170 1 6.3 6.3 6.3
180 1 6.3 6.3 12.5
210 1 6.3 6.3 18.8
310 18.8 18.8 37.5
340 1 6.3 6.3 43.8
360 12.5 12.5 56.3
390 1 6.3 6.3 62.5
393 1 6.3 6.3 68.8
470 1 6.3 6.3 75.0
490 12.5 12.5 87.5
860 1 6.3 6.3 93.8
950 1 6.3 6.3 100.0

TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 25

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT PER CAPITA IN 1982

VALID CUMULATIVE
GDPK82 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCEN1

145 1 6.3 6.7 6.7
154 1 6.3 6.7 13.3
165 1 6.3 6.7 20.0
224 1 6.3 6.7 26.7
264 1 6.3 6.7 33.3
286 1 6.3 6.7 40.0
304 1 6.3 6.7 46.7
307 1 6.3 6.7 53.3
353 1 6.3 6.7 60.0
400 1 6.3 6.7 66.7
418 1 6.3 6.7 73.3
475 1 6.3 6.7 80.0
792 1 6.3 6.7 86.7
849 1 6.3 6.7 93.3
2559 1 6.3 6.7 100.0

1 6.3 MISSING
TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 26

ENERGY CONSUMPTION PER CAPITA IN 1982

VALID CUMULATIVE
ENERGY82 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

21 1 6.3 6.7 6.7
22 1 6.3 6.7 13.3
31 1 6.3 6.7 20.0
35 1 6.3 6.7 26.7
38 1 6.3 6.7 33.3
54 1 6.3 6.7 40.0
78 1 6.3 6.7 46.7
121 1 6.3 6.7 53.3
125 1 6.3 6.7 60.0
131 1 6.3 6.7 66.7
143 1 6.3 6.7 73.3
161 1 6.3 6.7 80.0
191 1 6.3 6.7 86.7
206 1 6.3 6.7 93.3
373 1 6.3 6.7 100.0

1 6.3 MISSING
TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 27

LEVEL OF DEVELOPMENT OF WEST AFRICAN STATES IN 1982

VALID CUMULATIVE
DEVT82 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT
346 1 6.3 6.3 6.7
370 1 6.3 6.3 13.3
386 1 6.3 6.3 20.0
572 1 6.3 6.3 26.7
605 1 6.3 6.3 33.3
671 1 6.3 6.3 40.0
742 1 6.3 6.3 46.7
751 1 6.3 6.3 53.3
864 1 6.3 6.3 60.0

1001 1 6.3 6.3 66.7
1114 1 6.3 6.3 73.3
1338 1 6.3 6.3 80.0
1795 1 6.3 6.3 86.7
1990 1 6.3 6.3 93.3
3080 1

1
16

6.3
6.3

100.0

6.3
MISSING
100.0

100.0
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TABLE 28

EMBASSIES RECEIVED FROM WEST AFRICAN STATES IN 1982

VALID CUMULATIVE
EMBREC82 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

0 1 6.3 6.3 6.3
2 4 25.0 25.0 31.3
3 2 12.5 12.5 43.8
5 3 18.8 18.8 62.5
6 1 6.3 6.3 68.8
7 1 6.3 6.3 75.0
9 1 6.3 6.3 81.3
10 2 12.5 12.5 93.8
12 1 6.3 6.3 100.0

TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 29

EMBASSIES SENT TO WEST AFRICAN STATES IN 1982

VALID CUMULATIVE
EMBSNT82 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

2 3 18.8 18.8 18.8
3 2 12.5 12.5 31.3
4 3 18.8 18.8 50.0
5 3 18.8 18.8 68.8
6 1 6.3 6.3 75.0
7 1 6.3 6.3 81.3
9 2 12.5 12.5 93.8
13 1 6.3 6.3 100.0

TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 30

EMBASSIES RECEIVED FROM OTHER AFRICAN STATES IN 1982

VALID CUMULATIVE
EMBRAF8 2 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

0 2 12.5 12.5 12.5
1 1 6.3 6.3 18.8
2 2 12.5 12.5 31.3
3 1 6.3 6.3 37.5
4 2 12.5 12.5 50.0
5 2 12.5 12.5 62.5
6 2 12.5 12.5 75.0
7 1 6.3 6.3 81.3
8 1 6.3 6.3 87.5
9 1 6.3 6.3 93.8

17 1 6.3 6.3 100.0
TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 31

EMBASSIES RECEIVED FROM NON-AFRICAN STATES IN 1982

VALID CUMULATIVE 
EMBRNA8 2 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

6 2 12.5 12.5 12.5
7 3 18.8 18.8 31.3
8 1 6.3 6.3 37.5
9 2 12.5 12.5 50.0
11 2 12.5 12.5 62.5
19 1 6.3 6.3 68.8
23 1 6.3 6.3 75.0
24 1 6.3 6.3 81.3
31 1 6.3 6.3 87.5
32 1 6.3 6.3 93.8
52 1 6.3 6.3 100.0

16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 32

DIPLOMATIC CAPABILITIES OF WEST AFRICAN STATES IN 1982

DIPCAP82 FREQUENCY
8.0
14.0
15.0
16.0
17.0
19.0
20.0
22.0
25.0
35.0
48.0
49.0
54.0
55.0
94.0

6.3
6.3
6.3 

12.5
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3

VALID
PERCENT

6.3
6.3
6.3 

12.5
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3

CUMULATIVE
PERCENT

6.3
12.5 
18.8
31.3
37.5
43.8
50.0
56.3
62.5
68.8
75.0
81.3
87.5 
93.8

100.0
100.0
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TABLE 33

SIZE OF THE MILITARY IN 1982

VALID CUMULATIVE 
MISIZE82 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

1 1 6.3 6.3 6.3
4 2 12.5 12.5 18.8
5 2 12.5 12.5 31.3
6 2 12.5 12.5 43.8
9 3 18.8 18.5 62.5
11 1 6.3 6.3 68.8
16 1 6.3 6.3 75.0
18 1 6.3 6.3 81.3
21 1 6.3 6.3 87.5
28 1 6.3 6.3 93.8

144 1 6.3 6.3 100.0
TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 34

NATIONAL MILITARY EXPENDITURE IN 1982

VALID CUMULATIVE
MIEXP82 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCEN

2 1 6.3 6.3 6.3
6 1 6.3 6.3 12.5

11 1 6.3 6.3 18.8
12 1 6.3 6.3 25.0
14 1 6.3 6.3 31.3
16 1 6.3 6.3 37.5
26 1 6.3 6.3 43.8
27 1 6.3 6.3 50.0
28 1 6.3 6.3 56.3
49 12.5 12.5 68.8
51 1 6.3 6.3 75.0
64 1 6.3 6.3 81. 3
89 1 6.3 6.3 87.5
116 1 6.3 6.3 93.8

1926 1 6.3 6.3 100.0
TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 35

MILITARY CAPABILITIES OF WEST AFRICAN STATES IN 1982

MILCAP82 FREQUENCY
VALID
PERCENT

CUMULATIVE
PERCENT

3.0
15.0
16.0 
18.0 
22.0
33.0
37.0
56.0
58.0
65.0
82.0
117.0
137.0 

2070.0

6.3
6.3

12.5
6.3
6.3
6.3

12.5
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3

6.3
6.3

12.5
6.3
6.3
6.3

12.5
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3

6.3
12.5
25.0
31.3
37.5
43.8
56.3
62.5
68.8
75.0
81.3
87.5 
93.8

100.0
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TABLE 36

NATIONAL POPULATION IN 1987

FREQUENCY
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3

VALID
PERCENT

6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3

CUMULATIVE
PERCENT

6.3
12.5 
18.8
25.0
31.3
37.5
43.8
50.0
56.3
62.5
68.8
75.0
81.3
87.5 
93.8

100.0
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TABLE 37

GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT IN 1987

VALID
PERCENT

CUMULATIVE
PERCENT

15
17
18 
82 
96
103
117
132
143
158
190
194
355
533
826

3953

6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3

6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3

6.3
12.5 
18.8
25.0
31.3
37.5
43.8
50.0
56.3
62.5
68.8
75.0
81.3
87.5 
93.8

100.0
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TABLE 38

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT IN 1987

VALID CUMULATIVE
GDP87 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCEls

10 1 6.3 6.3 6.3
11 1 6.3 6.3 12.5
15 1 6.3 6.3 18.8
67 1 6.3 6.3 25.0
70 1 6.3 6.3 31.3
81 1 6.3 6.3 37.5
83 1 6.3 6.3 43.8
101 1 6.3 6.3 50.0
137 1 6.3 6.3 56.3
160 1 6.3 6.3 62.5
183 1 6.3 6.3 68.8
207 1 6.3 6.3 75.0
264 1 6.3 6.3 81.3
655 1 6.3 6.3 87.5
673 1 6.3 6.3 93.8

7421 1 6.3 6.3 100.0
TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 39

CONTRIBUTIONS TO ECOWAS FUND IN 1987

VALID CUMULATIVE
FUND87

1
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
5 
7
13
13
35

TOTAL

FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

2 12.5 12.5 12.5
1 6.3 6.3 18.8
1 6.3 6.3 25.0
1 6.3 6.3 31.3
1 6.3 6.3 37.5
1 6.3 6.3 43.8
1 6.3 6.3 50.0
2 12.5 12.5 62.5
1 6.3 6.3 68.8
1 6.3 6.3 75.0
1 6.3 6.3 81.3
1 6.3 6.3 87.5
1 6.3 6.3 93.8
1 6.3 6.3 100.0

16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 40

AGGREGATE WEALTH OF WEST AFRICAN STATES IN 1987

VALID CUMULATIVE
WEALTH87 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

29.0 1 6.3 6.3 6.3
30.6 1 6.3 6.3 12.5
31.5 1 6.3 6.3 18.8

155.6 1 6.3 6.3 25.0
166.6 1 6.3 6.3 31.3
190.7 1 6.3 6.3 37.5
227.0 1 6.3 6.3 43.8
236.0 1 6.3 6.3 50.0
258.4 1 6.3 6.3 56.3
356.9 1 6.3 6.3 62.5
366.9 1 6.3 6.3 68.8
375.1 1 6.3 6.3 75.0
624.4 1 6.3 6.3 81.3
1218.9 1 6.3 6.3 87.5
1494.0 1 6.3 6.3 93.8

11406.8 1 6.3 6.3 100.0
TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 41

GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT PER CAPITA IN 1987

VALID CUMULATIVE 
GNPK87 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

170 2 12.5 12.5 12.5
200 1 6.3 6.3 18.8
220 1 6.3 6.3 25.0
280 1 6.3 6.3 31.3
300 18.8 18.8 50.0
320 1 6.3 6.3 56.3
370 1 6.3 6.3 62.5
390 1 6.3 6.3 68.8
440 12.5 12.5 81.3
500 1 6.3 6.3 87.5
510 1 6.3 6.3 93.8
750 1 6.3 6.3 100.0

TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 42

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT PER CAPITA IN 1987

VALID CUMULATIVE
GDPK87 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT
111 1 6.3 6.3 6.3
139 1 6.3 6.3 12.5
181 1 6.3 6.3 18.8
231 1 6.3 6.3 25.0
272 1 6.3 6.3 31.3
274 1 6.3 6.3 37.5
276 1 6.3 6.3 43.8
313 1 6.3 6.3 50.0
346 1 6.3 6.3 56.3
374 1 6.3 6.3 62.5
380 1 6.3 6.3 68.8
399 1 6.3 6.3 75.0
410 1 6.3 6.3 81.3
509 1 6.3 6.3 87.5
714 1 6.3 6.3 93.8
806 1 6.3 6.3 100.0

TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 43

ENERGY CONSUMPTION PER CAPITA IN 1987

VALID CUMULATIVE 
ENERGY87 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

26 2 12.5 12.5 12.5
40 1 6.3 6.3 18.8
45 1 6.3 6.3 25.0
48 1 6.3 6.3 31.3
60 1 6.3 6.3 37.5
73 1 6.3 6.3 43.8
75 1 6.3 6.3 50.0
97 1 6.3 6.3 56.3
110 1 6.3 6.3 62.5
135 1 6.3 6.3 68.8
156 1 6.3 6.3 75.0
167 1 6.3 6.3 81.3
208 1 6.3 6.3 87.5
227 1 6.3 6.3 93.8
355 1 6.3 6.3 100.0
TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 44

LEVEL OF DEVELOPMENT OF WEST AFRICAN STATES IN 1987

VALID CUMULATIVE
DEVT87 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCEN

307 1 6.3 6.3 6.3
396 1 6.3 6.3 12.5
469 1 6.3 6.3 18.8
502 1 6.3 6.3 25.0
579 1 6.3 6.3 31.3
612 1 6.3 6.3 37.5
653 1 6.3 6.3 43.8
667 1 6.3 6.3 50.0
774 1 6.3 6.3 56.3
976 1 6.3 6.3 62.5
981 1 6.3 6.3 68.8
996 1 6.3 6.3 75.0
1087 1 6.3 6.3 81.3
1169 1 6.3 6.3 87.5
1403 1 6.3 6.3 93.8
1672 1 6.3 6.3 100.0
TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 45

EMBASSIES RECEIVED FROM WEST AFRICAN STATES IN 1987

VALID CUMULATIVE 
EMBREC87 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

0 1 6.3 6.3 6.3
2 3 18.8 18.8 25.0
3 4 25.0 25.0 50.0
5 3 18.8 18.8 68.8
8 2 12.5 12.5 81.3
9 1 6.3 6.3 87.5
10 1 6.3 6.3 93.8
12 1 6.3 6.3 100.0

TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 46

EMBASSIES SENT TO WEST AFRICAN STATES IN 1987

VALID CUMULATIVE
EMBSNT87 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

2 3 18.8 18.8 18.8
3 1 6.3 6.3 25.0
4 4 25.0 25.0 50.05 3 18.8 18.8 68.8
6 2 12.5 12.5 81.3
7 1 6.3 6.3 87.5
8 1 6.3 6.3 93.8

13 1 6.3 6.3 100.0
TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 47

EMBASSIES RECEIVED FROM OTHER AFRICAN STATES IN 1987

VALID CUMULATIVE
EMBRAF87 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

0 2 12.5 12.5 12.5
1 1 6.3 6.3 18.8
3 2 12.5 12.5 31.3
4 3 18.8 18.8 50.0
5 3 18.8 18.8 68.8
7 2 12.5 12.5 81.3
10 2 12.5 12.5 93.8
17 1 6.3 6.3 100.0

TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 48

EMBASSIES RECEIVED FROM NON-AFRICAN STATES IN 1987

EMBRNA87 FREQUENCY 
3

9
10
11
14
20
29
30 
39 
53

6.3
6.3
6.3 

25.0
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3

100.0

VALID
PERCENT

6.3
6.3
6.3 

25.0
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3

100.0

CUMULATIVE
PERCENT

6.3
12.5 
18.8
43.8
50.0
56.3
62.5
68.8
75.0
81.3
87.5 
93.8

100.0
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DIPLOMATIC CAPABILITIES OF WEST AFRICAN STATES IN 1987

VALID CUMULATIVE
DIPCAP87 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

9.0 2 12.5 12.5 12.5
17.0 1 6.3 6.3 18.8
18.0 2 12.5 12.5 31.3
20.0 1 6.3 6.3 37.5
21.0 1 6.3 6.3 43.8
22.0 1 6.3 6.3 50. 0
23.0 1 6.3 6.3 56.3
27.0 1 6.3 6.3 62.5
33.0 1 6.3 6.3 68.8
43.0 1 6.3 6.3 75.0
49.0 1 6.3 6.3 81.3
56.0 1 6.3 6.3 87.5
63.0 1 6.3 6.3 93.8
95.0 1 6.3 6.3 100.0

16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 50

SIZE OF THE MILITARY IN 1987

VALID CUMULATIVE
MISIZE87 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

1 1 6.3 6.3 6.3
4 2 12.5 12.5 18.8
5 1 6.3 6.3 25.0
6 2 12.5 12.5 37.5
8 3 18.8 18.8 56.3
9 1 6.3 6.3 62.5
11 2 12.5 12.5 75.0
16 1 6.3 6.3 81.3
18 1 6.3 6.3 87.5
24 1 6.3 6.3 93.8

138 1 6.3 6.3 100.0
TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 51

NATIONAL MILITARY EXPENDITURE IN 1987

VALID CUMULATIVE
MIEXP87 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENl
2 1 6.3 6.3 6.3
4 1 6.3 6.3 12.5
5 1 6.3 6.3 18.8

16 1 6.3 6.3 25.0
18 1 6.3 6.3 31.3
35 1 6.3 6.3 37.5
37 1 6.3 6.3 43.8
40 12.5 12.5 56.3
44 1 6.3 6.3 62.5
45 1 6.3 6.3 68.8
47 1 6.3 6.3 75.0
51 1 6.3 6.3 81.3
97 1 6.3 6.3 87.5
178 1 6.3 6.3 93.8
180 1 6.3 6.3 100.0

TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 52

MILITARY CAPABILITIES OF WEST AFRICAN STATES IN 1987

VALID CUMULATIVE
MILCAP87 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

3.0 1 6.3 6.3 6.3
11.0 1 6.3 6.3 12.5
15.0 1 6.3 6.3 18.8
20.0 1 6.3 6.3 25.0
23.0 1 6.3 6.3 31.3
39.0 1 6.3 6.3 37.5
46.0 1 6.3 6.3 43.8
48.0 1 6.3 6.3 50.0
53.0 1 6.3 6.3 56.3
55.0 1 6.3 6.3 62.5
56.0 1 6.3 6.3 68.8
60.0 1 6.3 6.3 75.0
68.0 1 6.3 6.3 81.3

115.0 1 6.3 6.3 87.5
186.0 1 6.3 6.3 93.8
318.0 1 6.3 6.3 100.0
TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 53

EVENTS INITIATED TO WEST AFRICAN STATES

VALID CUMULATIVE 
EVINITWA FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

36 1 6.3 6.3 6.3
50 1 6.3 6.3 12.5
52 1 6.3 6.3 18.8
73 1 6.3 6.3 25.0
74 1 6.3 6.3 31.3
79 1 6.3 6.3 37.5
93 1 6.3 6.3 43.8
105 1 6.3 6.3 50.0
113 18.8 18.8 68.8
116 1 6.3 6.3 75.0
124 1 6.3 6.3 81.3
163 1 6.3 6.3 87.5
270 1 6.3 6.3 93.8
286 1 6.3 6.3 100.0

TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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EVENTS RECEIVED BY WEST AFRICAN STATES

APPENDIX V

TABLE 54

VALID CUMULATIVE 
EVRECDWA FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

34 1 6.3 6.3 6.3
41 1 6.3 6.3 12.5
56 1 6.3 6.3 18.8
67 1 6.3 6.3 25.0
85 1 6.3 6.3 31.3
90 1 6.3 6.3 37.5
96 3 18.8 18.8 56.3

114 1 6.3 6.3 62.5
120 1 6.3 6.3 68.8
125 1 6.3 6.3 75.0
132 1 6.3 6.3 81.3
165 1 6.3 6.3 87.5
235 1 6.3 6.3 93.8
308 1 6.3 6.3 100.0

TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 55

EVENTS INITIATED AND RECEIVED FROM WEST AFRICAN STATES

VALID CUMULATIVE 
EVINRDWA FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

70 1 6.3 6.3 6.3
91 1 6.3 6.3 12.5
108 1 6.3 6.3 18.8
141 1 6.3 6.3 25.0
164 1 6.3 6.3 31.3169 1 6.3 6.3 37.5
189 1 6.3 6.3 43.8212 1 6.3 6.3 50.0
214 1 6.3 6.3 56.3
219 1 6.3 6.3 62.5
233 1 6.3 6.3 68.8
238 1 6.3 6.3 75.0
245 1 6.3 6.3 81.3
328 1 6.3 6.3 87.5
505 1 6.3 6.3 93.8
594 1 6.3 6.3 100.0

TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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EVENTS INITIATED TO WEST AFRICA FROM 1975 TO 1979

APPENDIX V

TABLE 56

VALID CUMULATIVE 
EVNT7579 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

10 1 6.3 6.3 6.3
15 1 6.3 6.3 12.5
17 1 6.3 6.3 18.8
19 1 6.3 6.3 25.0
24 1 6.3 6.3 31.3
27 1 6.3 6.3 37.5
32 1 6.3 6.3 43.8
36 2 12.5 12.5 56.3
43 1 6.3 6.3 62.5
54 1 6.3 6.3 68.8
61 1 6.3 6.3 75.0
67 1 6.3 6.3 81.3
76 1 6.3 6.3 87.5

111 1 6.3 6.3 93.8
115 1 6.3 6.3 100.0

TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 57

EVENTS INITIATED TO WEST AFRICA FROM 1980 TO 1984

VALID CUMULATIVE EVNT8084 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT
15 1 6.3 6.3 6.317 1 6.3 6.3 12.519 1 6.3 6.3 18.820 1 6.3 6.3 25.022 12.5 12.5 37.525 1 6.3 6.3 43.827 1 6.3 6.3 50.0
31 1 6.3 6.3 56.332 12.5 12.5 68.8
42 1 6.3 6.3 75.0
46 1 6.3 6.3 81.3
49 1 6.3 6.3 87.5
73 1 6.3 6.3 93.8
83 1 6.3 6.3 100.0

TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 58

EVENTS INITIATED TO WEST AFRICA FROM 1985 TO 1989

VALID CUMULATIVE 
EVNT8589 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

7 1 6.3 6.3 6.3
13 1 6.3 6.3 12.5
20 3 18.8 18.8 31.3
24 1 6.3 6.3 37.5
27 2 12.5 12.5 50.0
30 1 6.3 6.3 56.3
32 2 12.5 12.5 68.8
38 1 6.3 6.3 75.0
45 1 6.3 6.3 81.3
53 1 6.3 6.3 87.5
82 1 6.3 6.3 93.8
92 1 6.3 6.3 100.0

TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 59

COOPERATIVE EVNTS INITIATED TO WEST AFRICA

VALID CUMULATIVE 
CPEVINWA FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

31 1 6.3 6.3 6.3
39 1 6.3 6.3 12.5
43 1 6.3 6.3 18.8
69 1 6.3 6.3 25.0
71 1 6.3 6.3 31.3
72 1 6.3 6.3 37.5
82 12.5 12.5 50.0
97 1 6.3 6.3 56.3
102 1 6.3 6.3 62.5
103 1 6.3 6.3 68.8
107 1 6.3 6.3 75.0
108 1 6.3 6.3 81.3
141 1 6.3 6.3 87.5
236 1 6.3 6.3 93.8
256 1 6.3 6.3 100.0

TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 60

COOPERATIVE EVENTS RECEIVED FROM WEST AFRICA

VALID CUMULATIVE 
CPEVREWA FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

32 6.3 6.3 6.3
33 1 6.3 6.3 12.5
41 1 6.3 6.3 18.8
65 1 6.3 6.3 25.0
77 1 6.3 6.3 31.3
78 1 6.3 6.3 37.5
87 12.5 12.5 50.0
92 1 6.3 6.3 56.3
96 1 6.3 6.3 62.5
113 1 6.3 6.3 68.8
116 1 6.3 6.3 75.0
120 1 6.3 6.3 81.3
139 1 6.3 6.3 87.5
214 1 6.3 6.3 93.8
249 1 6.3 6.3 100.0

TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 61

CONFLICTUAL EVENTS INITIATED TO WEST AFRICA

VALID CUMULATIVE
CNEVINWA FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

3 1 6.3 6.3 6.3
4 1 6.3 6.3 12.5
5 2 12.5 12.5 25.0
7 1 6.3 6.3 31.3
9 2 12.5 12.5 43.8

10 1 6.3 6.3 50.0
11 2 12.5 12.5 62.5
16 1 6.3 6.3 68.8
22 2 12.5 12.5 81.3
23 1 6.3 6.3 87.5
30 1 6.3 6.3 93.8
34 1 6.3 6.3 100.0

TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 62

CONFLICTUAL EVENTS RECEIVED FROM WEST AFRICA

VALID CUMULATIVE
CNEVREWA FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

2 2 12.5 12.5 12.5
4 2 12.5 12.5 25.0
5 1 6.3 6.3 31.3
8 2 12.5 12.5 43.8
9 2 12.5 12.5 56.3

12 1 6.3 6.3 62.5
15 1 6.3 6.3 68.8
18 1 6.3 6.3 75.0
19 1 6.3 6.3 81.3
21 1 6.3 6.3 87.5
26 1 6.3 6.3 93.8
59 1 6.3 6.3 100.0

TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 63

EVENTS INITIATED TO WEST AFRICAN AND NON-AFRICAN STATES

VALID CUMULATIVE 
EVINEXWA FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

47 1 6.3 6.3 6.3
69 1 6.3 6.3 12.5
73 1 6.3 6.3 18.8

103 1 6.3 6.3 25.0
117 1 6.3 6.3 31.3
129 1 6.3 6.3 37.5
138 1 6.3 6.3 43.8
145 1 6.3 6.3 50.0
146 1 6.3 6.3 56.3
153 1 6.3 6.3 62.5
163 1 6.3 6.3 68.8
178 1 6.3 6.3 75.0
195 1 6.3 6.3 81.3
214 1 6.3 6.3 87.5
438 1 6.3 6.3 93.8
453 1 6.3 6.3 100.0

TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 64

EVENTS INITIATED TOWARDS NON-AFRICAN (EXTERNAL) STATES

VALID CUMULATIVE 
EVINIEXT FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

11 1 6.3 6.3 6.3
19 1 6.3 6.3 12.5
21 1 6.3 6.3 18.8
24 1 6.3 6.3 25.0
29 1 6.3 6.3 31.3
30 1 6.3 6.3 37.5
33 1 6.3 6.3 43.8
40 1 6.3 6.3 50.0
50 12.5 12.5 62.5
51 1 6.3 6.3 68.8
65 1 6.3 6.3 75.0
71 1 6.3 6.3 81.3
72 1 6.3 6.3 87.5
152 1 6.3 6.3 93.8
183 1 6.3 6.3 100.0

16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 65

EVENTS RECEIVED FROM NON-AFRICAN (EXTERNAL) STATES

VALID CUMULATIVE 
EVRECEXT FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

26 1 6.3 6.3 6.3
34 1 6.3 6.3 12.5
44 1 6.3 6.3 18.8
56 1 6.3 6.3 25.0
58 1 6.3 6.3 31.3
62 1 6.3 6.3 37.5
66 1 6.3 6.3 43.8
95 1 6.3 6.3 50.0
97 2 12.5 12.5 62.5
103 1 6.3 6.3 68.8
105 1 6.3 6.3 75.0
120 1 6.3 6.3 81.3
171 1 6.3 6.3 87.5
181 1 6.3 6.3 93.8
289 1 6.3 6.3 100.0

TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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COOPERATIVE EVENTS INITIATED TO NON-AFRICAN (EXTERNAL) STATES

CPEVINEX FREQUENCY

17
20
21
26
28
32
40
45
48
49 
55 
60 
65

128
140

6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3

VALID
PERCENT

6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3

CUMULATIVE
PERCENT

6.3
12.5 
18.8
25.0
31.3
37.5
43.8
50.0
56.3
62.5
68.8
75.0
81.3
87.5 
93.8

100.0
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TABLE 67

COOPERATIVE EVENTS RECEIVED FROM NON-AFRICAN (EXTERNAL) STATES

CPEVREXT FREQUENCY

42
56
62
65

96
102
105
120
164
167
278

6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3

VALID
PERCENT

6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3

CUMULATIVE
PERCENT

6.3
12.5 
18.8
25.0
31.3
37.5
43.8
50.0
56.3
62.5
68.8
75.0
81.3
87.5 
93.8

100.0
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TABLE 68

CONFLICTUAL EVENTS INITIATED TO NON-AFRICAN STATES

VALID CUMULATIVE 
CNEVINEX FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

0 1 6.3 6.3 6.3
1 5 31.3 31.3 37.5
2 2 12.5 12.5 50.0
3 1 6.3 6.3 56.3
4 1 6.3 6.3 62.5
5 1 6.3 6.3 68.8
6 1 6.3 6.3 75.0
7 1 6.3 6.3 81.3
16 1 6.3 6.3 87.5
24 1 6.3 6.3 93.8
43 1 6.3 6.3 100.0

TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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APPENDIX V

TABLE 69

CONFLICTUAL EVENTS RECEIVED FROM NON-AFRICAN STATES

VALID CUMULATIVE
CNEVREXT FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

0 6 37.5 37.5 37.5
1 5 31.3 31.3 31.3
2 1 6.3 6.3 6.3
4 1 6.3 6.3 6.3
8 1 6.3 6.3 6.3
11 1 6.3 6.3 6.3
17 1 6.3 6.3 6.3

16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 70

AGGREGATE POWER OF WEST AFRICAN STATES IN 1977

VALID CUMULATIVI
POWER77 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

240.9 1 6.3 6.7 6.7
303.3 1 6.3 6.7 13.3
1047.2 1 6.3 6.7 20.0
1292.4 1 6.3 6.7 26.7
1325.2 1 6.3 6.7 33.3
1347.7 1 6.3 6.7 40.0
1348.0 1 6.3 6.7 46.7
1404.7 1 6.3 6.7 53.3
1605.0 1 6.3 6.7 60.0
1788.0 1 6.3 6.7 66.7
2476.4 1 6.3 6.7 73.3
3740.9 1 6.3 6.7 80.0

11569.3 1 6.3 6.7 86.7
14090.7 1 6.3 6.7 93.3
99623.0 1 6.3 6.7 100.0

1 6.3 MISSING
TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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APPENDIX V

TABLE 71

DIPLOMATIC CONTIGUITY OF WEST AFRICAN STATES IN 1977

VALID CUMULATIVE
DIPCON77 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT
19.0 1 6.3 6.3 6.3
31.0 1 6.3 6.3 12.5
38.0 1 6.3 6.3 18.8
42.0 1 6.3 6.3 25.0
43.0 12.5 12.5 37.5
48.0 1 6.3 6.3 43.8
53.0 1 6.3 6.3 50.0
60.0 1 6.3 6.3 56.3
61.0 1 6.3 6.3 62.5
63.0 1 6.3 6.3 68.8
70.0 1 6.3 6.3 75.0
80.0 1 6.3 6.3 81.3
83.0 1 6.3 6.3 87.5
84.0 1 6.3 6.3 93.8
94.0 1 6.3 6.3 100.0

TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 72

AGGREGATE POWER OF WEST AFRICAN STATES IN 1982

VALID CUMULATIVE
POWER82 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCE
300.6 1 6.3 6.7 6.7
485.0 1 6.3 6.7 13.3
1479.4 1 6.3 6.7 20.0
1795.6 1 6.3 6.7 26.7
2026.4 1 6.3 6.7 33.3
2035.2 1 6.3 6.7 40.0
2378.1 1 6.3 6.7 46.7
2421.4 1 6.3 6.7 53.3
2423.8 1 6.3 6.7 60.0
3428.0 1 6.3 6.7 66.7
3689.2 1 6.3 6.7 73.3
5594.7 1 6.3 6.7 80.0

16216.4 1 6.3 6.7 86.7
35743.7 1 6.3 6.7 93.3

151907.0 1
1
16

6.3
6.3
100.0

6.7
MISSING

100.0

100.0
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APPENDIX V

TABLE 73

AGGREGATE POWER OF WEST AFRICAN STATES IN 1987

VALID CUMULATIVE
POWER87 FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

43.3 1 6.3 6.3 6.3
58.3 1 6.3 6.3 12.5
64.3 1 6.3 6.3 18.8

231.9 1 6.3 6.3 25.0
235.3 1 6.3 6.3 31.3
272.0 1 6.3 6.3 37.5
293.2 1 6.3 6.3 43.8
300.3 1 6.3 6.3 50.0
312.7 1 6.3 6.3 56.3
426.8 1 6.3 6.3 62.5
456.5 1 6.3 6.3 68.8
472.4 1 6.3 6.3 75.0
808.8 1 6.3 6.3 81.3
1336.1 1 6.3 6.3 87.5
1745.3 1 6.3 6.3 93.8

11921.7 1 6.3 6.3 100.0
TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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APPENDIX VI

TABLE 1

AGGREGATE DIMENSION OF COOPERATIVE INTERACTIONS 
IN WEST AFRICA, 1975-1989

VALID CUMULATIVE
WACOOP FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

813 1 6.7 6.7 6.7
911 1 6.7 6.7 13.3
1055 1 6.7 6.7 20.0
1071 1 6.7 6.7 26.7
1089 1 6.7 6.7 33.3
1092 1 6.7 6.7 40.0
1134 1 6.7 6.7 46.7
1216 1 6.7 6.7 53.3
1222 1 6.7 6.7 60.0
1278 1 6.7 6.7 66.7
1396 1 6.7 6.7 73.3
1601 1 6.7 6.7 80.0
1610 1 6.7 6.7 86.7
1703 1 6.7 6.7 93.3
2153 1 6.7 6.7 100.0

TOTAL 15 100.0 100.0
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APPENDIX VI

TABLE 2

AGGREGATE DIMENSION OF CONFLICTUAL INTERACTIONS 
IN WEST AFRICA, 1975-1989

VALID CUMULATIVE
WACONF FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

144 1 6.7 6.7 6.7
181 1 6.7 6.7 13.3
186 1 6.7 6.7 20.0
195 1 6.7 6.7 26.7
229 1 6.7 6.7 33.3
248 1 6.7 6.7 40.0
251 1 6.7 6.7 46.7
264 1 6.7 6.7 53.3
297 13.3 13.3 66.7
323 1 6.7 6.7 73.3
444 1 6.7 6.7 80.0
518 1 6.7 6.7 86.7
539 1 6.7 6.7 93.3
651 1 6.7 6.7 100.0

TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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APPENDIX VI

TABLE 3

GHANA TO IVORY COAST, COOPERATIVE DIMENSION 
OF INTERACTIONS, 1975-1989

VALID CUMULATIVE
GHIVCOOP FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

0 3 20.0 20.0 20.0
6 1 6.7 6.7 26.7

10 1 6.7 6.7 33.3
12 1 6.7 6.7 40.0
14 1 6.7 6.7 46.7
17 1 6.7 6.7 53.3
33 1 6.7 6.7 60.0
44 1 6.7 6.7 66.7
48 1 6.7 6.7 73.3
52 1 6.7 6.7 80.0
85 1 6.7 6.7 86.7
108 1 6.7 6.7 93.3
165 1 6.7 6.7 100.0

TOTAL 15 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 4

GHANA TO IVORY COAST, CONFLICTUAL DIMENSION 
OF INTERACTIONS, 1975-1989

VALID CUMULATIVE
GHIVCONF FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

0 10 66.7 66.7 66.7
16 2 13.3 13.3 80.0
29 2 13.3 13.3 93.3
93 1 6.7 6.7 100.0

TOTAL 15 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 5

IVORY COAST TO GHANA, COOPERATIVE DIMENSION OF 
INTERACTIONS, 1975-1989

VALID CUMULATIVE
IVGHCOOP FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

0 2 13.3 13.3 13.3
10 2 13.3 13.3 26.7
14 1 6.7 6.7 33.3
16 1 6.7 6.7 40.0
22 1 6.7 6.7 46.7
30 1 6.7 6.7 53.3
33 1 6.7 6.7 60.0
34 1 6.7 6.7 66.7
54 1 6.7 6.7 73.3
58 1 6.7 6.7 80.0
74 1 6.7 6.7 86.7
81 1 6.7 6.7 93.3
145 1 6.7 6.7 100.0

TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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APPENDIX V I

TABLE 6

IVORY COAST TO GHANA, CONFLICTUAL DIMENSION OF 
INTERACTIONS, 1975-1989

VALID CUMULATIVE
IVGHCONF FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

0 12 80.0 80.0 80.0
6 1 6.7 6.7 6.7

16 1 6.7 6.7 6.7
35 1 6.7 6.7 6.7

TOTAL 15 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 7

GHANA TO NIGERIA, COOPERATIVE DIMENSION OF 
INTERACTIONS, 1975-1989

VALID CUMULATIVE
GHNICOOP FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

0 3 20.0 20.0 20.0
16 1 6.7 6.7 26.7
20 2 13.3 13.3 40.0
30 2 13.3 13.3 53.3
39 1 6.7 6.7 60.0
43 1 6.7 6.7 66.7
48 1 6.7 6.7 73.3
49 1 6.7 6.7 80.0
76 1 6.7 6.7 86.7
79 1 6.7 6.7 93.3
92 1 6.7 6.7 100.0

TOTAL 15 100.0 100.0
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APPENDIX VI

TABLE 8

GHANA TO NIGERIA, CONFLICTUAL DIMENSION OF 
INTERACTIONS, 1975-1989

VALID CUMULATIVE 
NICONF FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

0 10 66.7 66.7 66.7
6 1 6.7 6.7 73.3

16 2 13.3 13.3 86.7
29 2 13.3 13.3 100.0
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TABLE 9

SENEGAL TO GAMBIA, COOPERATIVE DIMENSION OF 
INTERACTIONS, 1975-1989

VALID CUMULATIVE
SEGACOOP FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

0 1 6.7 6.7 6.7
14 1 6.7 6.7 13.3
16 1 6.7 6.7 20.0
27 13.3 13.3 33.3
55 1 6.7 6.7 40.0
60 1 6.7 6.7 46.7
66 1 6.7 6.7 53.3
79 1 6.7 6.7 60.0
84 1 6.7 6.7 66.7
110 1 6.7 6.7 73.3
112 1 6.7 6.7 80.0
115 1 6.7 6.7 86.7
119 1 6.7 6.7 93.3
280 1 6.7 6.7 100.0

TOTAL 15 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 10

GAMBIA TO SENEGAL, COOPERATIVE DIMENSION OF 
INTERACTIONS, 1975-1989

VALID CUMULATIVE
GASECOOP FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

0 1 6.7 6.7 6.7
14 1 6.7 6.7 13.3
16 1 6.7 6.7 20.0
27 13.3 13.3 33.3
39 1 6.7 6.7 40. 0
45 1 6.7 6.7 46.7
48 1 6.7 6.7 53.3
54 1 6.7 6.7 60.0
59 1 6.7 6.7 66.7
73 1 6.7 6.7 73.3
115 1 6.7 6.7 80.0
118 1 6.7 6.7 86.7
121 1 6.7 6.7 93.3
259 1 6.7 6.7 100.0

TOTAL 16 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 11

GHANA TO BURKINA FASO, COOPERATIVE DIMENSION OF 
INTERACTIONS, 1975-1989

VALID CUMULATIVE
GHBUCOOP FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

0 1 6.7 6.7 6.7
10 1 6.7 6.7 13.3
12 2 13.3 13.3 26.7
14 2 13.3 13.3 40.0
16 1 6.7 6.7 46.7
27 1 6.7 6.7 53.3
33 1 6.7 6.7 60.0
34 1 6.7 6.7 66.7
93 3 20.0 20.0 86.7
94 1 6.7 6.7 93.3
137 1 6.7 6.7 100.0

TOTAL 15 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 12

BURKINA FASO TO GHANA, COOPERATIVE DIMENSION OF 
INTERACTIONS, 1975-1989

VALID CUMULATIVE
BUGHCOOP FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCEN

0 3 20.0 20.0 20.0
6 1 6.7 6.7 26.7

14 2 13.3 13.3 40.0
22 2 13.3 13.3 53.3
27 1 6.7 6.7 60.0
30 1 6.7 6.7 66.7
53 1 6.7 6.7 73.3
91 1 6.7 6.7 80.0
92 1 6.7 6.7 86.7
99 1 6.7 6.7 93.3
137 1

15
6.7

100.0
6.7

100.0
100.0
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APPENDIX VII

Correlation Matrix: Attributes as at 1977 (row values) and 
Various Interactions (column values) in West Africa

!§ 20 21 22 23 2A 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
a * a1 .67 .56 .62 .65 .61 .63 .67 .61 .61 .25 .73 .77 .42 .73 .39 .86 .80
a * a2 .67 .56 .62 .66 .60 .61 .66 .60 .62 .26 .73 .78 .42 .73 .38 .87 .81

* * * a a a3 .62 .50 .56 .64 .53 .53 .61 .55 .56 .19 .67 .72 .35 .67 .31 .80 .75
4 .78 .70 .74 .77 .72 .69 .77 .72 .71 .46 .82 .84 .57 .81 .54 .89 .87
5 .74 .73 .74 .78 .69 .58 .73 .71 .67 .66 .73 .69 .59 .68 .57 .66 .68

a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a
6 .08 .10 .09 .25 .04-.15 .07 .08 .12 .13 .07 .04-.02 .04-.03 .06 .10

a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a7 .15 .12 .13 .22 .21-.04 .12 .08 .29 .26 .14 .12 .14 .10 .13 .15 .23
* a * *

8 .72 .72 .73 .82 .59 .56 .75 .77 .45 .38 .70 .62 .55 .63 .54 .52 .45
9 .76 .78 .78 .87 .57 .63 .77 .82 .58 .47 .79 .78 .75 .80 .74 .67 .66

* * a * a * *10 .68 .65 .67 .77 .54 .56 .69 .70 .53 .35 .64 .54 .41 .54 .40 .50 .46
a * * a

11 .68 .69 .69 .75 .51 .60 .69 .74 .53 .39 .64 .53 .50 .55 .49 .43 .39
* * * a a a12 .61 .48 .55 .59 .54 .57 .59 .53 .59 .18 .67 .73 .35 .68 .31 .84 .78
* * * * a a a

13 .59 .47 .53 .58 .53 .55 .58 .52 .58 .16 .66 .72 .34 .67 .30 .84 .77
a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a14 .01 .04 .02 .03-.02 .02 .02 .04-.02 .00-.08-.21-.12-.17-.10-.29-.26

* a a a15 .66 .54 .61 .66 .58 .60 .65 .59 .61 .23 .72 .77 .40 .72 .36 .85 .80
* * * * a * * * * * a a a a a *

16 .47 .46 .47 .57 .43 .25 .45 .44 .47 .46 .46 .42 .34 .41 .33 .41 .46
* * *

17 .75 .75 .76 .84 .57 .63 .76 .80 .56 .42 .72 .63 .57 .64 .56 .53 .49
* * * * a * a

18 .60 .47 .54 .58 .53 .56 .58 .52 .58 .17 .66 .72 .34 .67 .30 .84 .77
a *

N=16; not significant; significant at .05 level. Others significant
at .01 level or better. Values are Pearson's correlation coefficients.
l=POP77; 2=GNP77; 3=GDP77; 4=FUND77; 5=GNPK77; 6=GDPK77; 7=ENERGY77; 8= 
EMBREC77; 9=EMBSNT77; 10=EMBRAF77; 11=EMBRNA77; 12=MISIZE77; 13=
MIEXP77; 14=CONTIG; 15=WEALTH77; 16=DEVT77; 17=DIPCAP77; 18=MILCAP77; 
19=EVINITWA; 20=EVRECDWA; 21=EVINRDWA; 22-EVNT7579; 23=EVNT8084; 24= 
EVNT8 589;25=CPEVINWA;2 6=CPEVREWA;27=CNEVINWA;28=CNEVREWA;29=EVINEXWA; 
30=EVINIEXT;31=EVRECEXT;32=CPEVINEX;33=CPEVREXT;34=CNEVINEX;35=CNEVREXT
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APPENDIX VIII
Correlation Matrix: Attributes as at 1982 (row values) and 

Various Interactions (column values) in West Africa

18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33
* a a a

1 .66 .54 .61 .59 .62 .65 .59 .60 .23 .72 .76 .41 .72 .37 .85 .80
* a a a

2 .62 .50 .56 .55 .56 .61 .55 .58 .19 .68 .73 .36 .68 .32 .83 .78
3 .82 .74 .79 .75 .77 .82 .77 .71 .48 .87 .89 .61 .86 .58 .93 .89
4 .78 .70 .75 .72 .69 .77 .72 .71 .46 .83 .84 .58 .81 .54 .89 .87

a a a a a a a a a * * a a a * *
5 .41 .36 .39 .34 .23 .40 .38 .40 .22 .42 .42 .26 .40 .24 .47 .47
6 .77 .84 .81 .75 .72 .78 .79 .58 .91 .75 .68 .84 .71 .84 .54 .59a a a a a a a * a a a a a a a a
7 .33 .26 .30 .40 .20 .29 .23 .52 .36 .33 .32 .28 .29 .27 .38 .41
8 .77 .80 .79 .62 .59 .78 .82 .59 .54 .79 .77 .73 .80 .72 .63 .63
9 .83 .80 .82 .67 .69 .82 .84 .69 .47 .85 .84 .69 .83 .67 .78 .77

* * a a a
10 .64 .56 .60 .54 .51 .61 .58 .77 .36 .64 .60 .31 .57 .28 .67 .64
11 .84 .78 .82 .73 .69 .82 .80 .80 .58 .85 .81 .63 .79 .60 .81 .77* * * * * a a a
12 .59 .47 .53 .50 .52 .57 .52 .59 .16 .64 .69 .32 .64 .28 .79 .73* * * ★ * a a a
13 .60 .47 .54 .53 .54 .58 .52 .58 .15 .66 .72 .33 .66 .29 .83 .77a * *
14 .73 .63 .69 .66 .68 .72 .67 .65 .33 .79 .83 .49 .79 .45 .89 .85
15 .79 .82 .81 .76 .68 .79 .78 .65 .84 .78 .72 .79 .73 .78 .62 .67
16 .83 .78 .81 .70 .68 .81 .80 .78 .55 .84 .81 .62 .79 .60 .79 .76

* * * * * a a a
17 .60 .47 .54 .53 .54 .58 .52 .58 .16 .66 .72 .33 .66 .29 .83 .77

a *
N=16; not significant; significant at .05 level. Others significant 
at .01 level or better. Values are Pearson's correlation coefficients.
l=POP82; 2=GNP82; 3=GDP82; 4=FUND82; 5=GNPK82; 6=GDPK82; 7=ENERGY82; 
8=EMBREC82; 9=EMBSNT82; 10=EMBRAF82; 11=EMBRNA82; 12=MISIZE82; 13= 
MIEXP82;14=WEALTH82;15=DEVT82;16=DIPCAP82;17=MILCAP82;18=EVINITWA; 
19=EVRECDWA; 20=EVINRDWA; 21=EVNT8084; 22=EVNT8589; 23=CPEVINWA;
24 =CPEVREWA; 25=CNEVINWA; 26=CNEVREWA; 27=EVINEXWA; 28=EVINIEXT; 
29=EVRECEXT; 30=CPEVINEX; 31=CREVREXT; 32=CNEVINEX; 33= CNEVREXT
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APPENDIX IX

Intercorrelations Between Aggregate and Selected Dyadic 
Foreign Policy Interactions in West Africa (1975-1989)

Items 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  9 10 11 
* a a a a a a

12
a

1. 1.00 -.46 .90-.43 .85-.39 .64-.21-.06 .01-.32-.
a a a a * a a a a

,30
a

2. 1.00-.41 .31-.33-.10-.53 .41 .06-.03 .01 .
a a a a a a

,10
a

3. 1.00-.20 .95-.26 .68-.19-.09-.02-.36-.
a a a a a a a

,30
a

4. 1.00-.26 .23-.39 .38 .36 .13-.25-.
a a a a a

,20
a

5. 1.00-.29 .59-.27-.21-.15-.27-.
a a a a a

,23
a

6. 1.00-.06 .07 .24 .28 .13-.
a a a a

,07
a

7. 1.00-.17-.25-.18-.35-.
* a

,36
a

8. 1.00 .65 .52-.17- 
a
-.05

a
9. 1.00 .95-.33-.

a
.27

a
10. 1.00-.27-..23
11. 1.00 ,.95

N=15; not statistically significant. Significant at .05 
level. Others are significant at .01 level or better.

Aggregate Cooperative DIs in West Africa 
Aggregate Conflictual DIs in West Africa 
Ghana to Ivory Coast, Cooperative DIs 
Ghana to Ivory Coast, Conflictual DIs 
Ivory Coast to Ghana, Cooperative DIs 
Ivory Coast to Ghana, Conflictual DIs 
Ghana to Nigeria, Cooperative DIs 
Ghana to Nigeria, Conflictual DIs 
Senegal to Gambia, Cooperative DIs 
Gambia to Senegal, Cooperative DIs 
Ghana to Burkina Faso, Cooperative DIs 
Burkina Faso to Ghana, Cooperative DIs

1 . WACOOP
2. WACONF
3. GHIVCOOP
4. GHIVCONF
5. IVGHCOOP
6. IVGHCONF
7. GHNICOOP
8. GHNICONF
9. SEGACOOP
10. GASECOOP
11. GHBUCOOP
12. BUGHCOOP
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